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Abstract 

The present thesis seeks to shed light on a religious group that has not yet been the 

focus of comprehensive research and was overshadowed by the founding figures of 

“Buddhist Empires” such as Buddha Light Mountain, Dharma Drum Mountain and Tzu 

Chi, but plays a vital role in the religious ecology of Taiwan beneath the afore mentions 

salient Buddhist groups – ‘The Corporation Republic of Hwa Dzan’ (zhonghua huazang 

jingzong xuehui 中華華藏淨宗學會). Founded by Ven. Jingkong (1927 - ) in 1989 and run 

by Ven. Wudao (1951 - ), this Pure Land Group displays distinct characteristics in terms 

of its advocated path towards rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure Land. The mindful recollection 

or mere invocation of Amitābha’s name is not enough to realise rebirth, rather, monastics 

and laypeople have to focus on a this-worldly cultivation based on Confucian and Daoist 

scriptures. Jingkong and Hwa Dzan emphasise that the improvement of one’s fate – and 

therefore the chance to be reborn into the Pure Land – is not the result of humble worship 

or the potential effectiveness of rituals or even the renunciation of all worldly distractions, 

that is ‘going forth’ (chujia 出家), it is rather based on moral conduct in daily life, through 

acts of filial piety, loyalty, honesty, and humility – which are de facto Confucian values. 

These ‘Buddhicised’ Confucian values are propagated through various channels (online 

media, press, dharma talks etc.) and address specifically the sphere of family ethics. Thus, 

it can be concluded that its target audience are laypeople who are trained and educated to 

further spread these values. Fieldwork has shown, that the majority of these lay people 

are middle age and older women who serve as the main conduit through which Jingkong 

and Hwa Dzan can exert influence on family ethics. Furthermore, on one hand, Hwa 

Dzan’s propagation of (their) dharma reflects a strong centripetal inclination towards the 

centre of authority (Jingkong) and by this creates an exclusive discursive community and 

certain narratives manifesting a word of mouth communication. On the other hand, Hwa 

Dzan’s incorporation of certain non-Buddhist scriptures reflects a relative openness 

towards other traditions which are interpreted from a Buddhist perspective and ultimately 

‘buddhicised’ if they support specific aspects of their interpretation of the dharma, if not 

they are rejected. Thus, this thesis aims at analysing the creation of this exclusive 

discursive community in light of Hwa Dzan’s lay education. 

Previous works of German, English and Chinese academia have not yet 

comprehensively addressed this phenomenon because it mainly focused on prominent 

Buddhist groups and figures. Even Ven. Jingkong himself – the founder of the yet to be 
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investigated group – was only covered in paragraphs and few articles, even though there 

is a large number of people inspired by his teachings. Thus, it is the aim of this study to 

fill the blank spot on the religious tableau of Taiwan through extensive fieldwork 

(interviews, participant observation, participation etc.), literary research to explain the 

centripetal tendency on the membership level and the centrifugal inclination towards 

Confucian and Daoist thought through which an exclusive discourse community is 

created. This discourse will be analysed by applying Michel Foucault’s theoretical 

concepts of ‘discourse’ to explain internal power and communication structures. 

 

 

Keywords:   The Corporation Republic of Hwa Dzan, Jingkong, Pure Land Buddhism, 

Contemporary Taiwanese Buddhism, Lay Buddhism, Discourse Analysis 
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摘要 

    本論文著重闡述一個近 30 年來興起之宗教團體，此團體尚未有學者發表研究

專題，即「中華華藏淨宗學會」。迄今為止，近現代臺灣佛教研究主要以佛光山、

佛法鼓山及慈濟功德會等自稱人間佛教團體及其創始人物為主軸進行研究，尚未

討論在臺灣宗教生態中扮演著至關重要角色與影響力的華藏淨宗學會。此團體由

淨空法師（1927）於 1989 年成立，而自 1993 年由淨空法師大弟子悟道法師承接

宏願，「中華華藏淨宗學會」提倡獨一無二的往生阿彌陀佛淨土思想，其中深刻

闡明，僅僅通過念佛是無法獲得往生，而出家眾與在家眾必須於此世專注以儒家

即道家經典為主的修行，方能獲得往生。 

    由淨空法師和悟道所帶領之「中華華藏淨宗學會」強調，改善命運和往生西

方極樂的契機，並非透過念佛、禮佛、參會法會等等活動實踐，而必須基於於日

常生活中的道德行為，亦即忠孝仁愛和禮義廉恥。這種根深柢固的儒家價值觀被

淨空法師和悟道法師所帶領之「中華華藏淨宗學會」植入佛教體系並逐漸「佛教

化」，並透過各種渠道傳播「五大科目」，此修行法門著重針對家庭倫理等領域，

因此可以得出結論，其目標受眾是在家眾。田野調查表明，這些居士中的大多數

是中年和老年婦女，他們是傳播儒家價值觀及相關家庭倫理的主要受眾。 

    因為德國、英語及中國學術界的先前著作尚未全面討論這一現象，並對淨空

法師本人的研究只有幾篇文章中有介紹，而本研究的目的是通過廣泛的實地考察

（訪談，參與者觀察，參與等），文獻研究來解釋此團體如何納入儒家和道家經

典，如何制定一種儒佛式的淨土修行體系，而如何創造一種獨特無二的論述社群

（discourse community）。通過使用福柯（Michel Foucault）的論述（discourse）理

論概念可以分析此團內部的權力和知識結構。   

 

關鍵詞:  中華華藏淨宗學會, 淨空法師, 淨土法門, 當代臺灣佛教, 居士佛教, 論

述分析 
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Conventions 

In this thesis, I used the standard hanyu pinyin system of romanisation for Chinese 

terms and proper names, except when other romanisations are more widely accepted in 

scholarship or when individuals and organisations have established their own spelling, 

for example with place names, persons, and organisations, e.g. Taipei, Sun Yat-sen, Hwa 

Dzan. After certain phrases, titles, or sutras have mentioned for the first time, I will use 

pinyin to refer to them in the following pages, e.g. dizigui, ganyingpian, xiao, etc. 

All Sutras denoted with a ‘T’ refer to the Taishō Tripiṭaka (jap. taishō shinshū 

daizōkyō, chin. dazhen xinxiu dazangjing 大正新脩大藏經), with a ‘J’ refers to the Jiaxing 

Canon (jiaxing dazangjing 嘉興大藏經), and with an ‘X’ refer to the Shinsan Dai Nihon 

Canon  (jap. manji shinsan dainihon zokuzōkyō, chin. wan xinzuan dariben xu zangjing 

卍新纂大日本續藏經). All of these canons can be accessed through the website of the 

Chinese Buddhist Electronic Text Association (CBETA).1 Finally, I have used the T.ly 

URL shortener to shorten long URLs. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 CBETA, “Chinese Buddhist Electronic Text Association CBETA (Zhonghua Dianzi Fojiao Xiehui 中華

電子佛典協會),” accessed July 15, 2020, http://www.cbeta.org/. 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1  Research Motivation and Background 

The conscious beginning of this endeavour to systematically investigate the 

underlying historical and social structure of Ven. Jingkong’s inclination towards 

Confucian ethics and its propagation in the context of a Pure Land group (Hwa Dzan) that 

attaches more importance to ‘right conduct’ as means to realise rebirth in Amitābha's Pure 

Land than invocating Amitābha's name2, can be traced back to a conversation I had with 

Philip Clart in my first semester at NCCU (2017). He made me realise that I could 

continue delving into the intricacies of what is called ‘Buddhism for the Human Realm’ 

(renjian fojiao 人間佛教) and its development from Ven. Taixu 太虛 (1890-1947) to Ven. 

Yinshun 印順 (1906-2006) and to the practice of the Taiwanese ‘Four Great Mountains,’ 

namely Dharma Drum Mountain, Buddha’s Light Mountain, Tzu Chi, and Chung Tai 

Chan Monastery. Since there is already comprehensive scholarly work on that matter, it 

would make the first steps for a general overview easier, but finding a niche for a unique 

approach to producing new knowledge might become difficult. Thus, he suggested I 

might look into a Pure Land group that widely utilises non-Buddhist scriptures for their 

cultivation. This would be more difficult in the beginning since there is not much research 

but – depending on the approach I choose – it would be more rewarding in the end since 

I could contribute to a better understanding of this phenomenon. Therefore, at the end of 

2017, I started to follow the historical traces of Jingkong and The Corporation Republic 

of Hwa Dzan Society (huazang jngzong xuehui 華藏淨宗學會, abbr. Hwa Dzan) that led 

them to where they are now.  

For last two years, the importance of the chosen topic became clearer: Jingkong’s 

and Hwa Dzan’s mode of propagation and incorporation of certain non-Buddhist concepts 

reflects a non-exclusivist position towards other (Chinese or sinicised) traditions, but a 

tendency to create a discourse community with a centripetal force to the centre of 

authority – Jingkong. This oscillation between openness and closeness is manifested in 

its inherent tension that is alleviated by the various narratives Jingkong and his disciples 

                                                 
2  In various dharma talks that I attended, informal conversation with lay followers and monastics, and 

publications and videos of Jingkong, it became clear that the invocation of Amitābhas name is in fact 

important, but with the caveat that it is ineffective if it is not combined with a Confucian based 

cultivation. 
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compose – particularly in the context of family ethics and lay education. As I have briefly 

shown the ‘what’, the ‘why’ and ‘how’ Jingkong and his disciples act and propagate is 

intriguing and central for this thesis.  

The unconscious beginning of this endeavour goes back to my Chinese language 

training in China in 2014-2015, when I visited various monasteries in the provinces of 

Yunan, Guangdong, Fujian, Zhejiang, Shandong, etc. As a memento of my visits, I took 

at least one or two books with me. Only years after I came to Taiwan and started this 

project, I realised that the author of some of these books is in fact Jingkong. The broad 

circulation of his publications in the mainland and Taiwan signifies his prominence not 

only in the cities but also in the countryside. There must be a reason why his way of 

cultivation resonates with a certain group of (mostly middle-aged and older) people, 

which is another aspect that needs more scholarly attention and, therefore, will be part of 

this examination.  

 

1.2  Research Questions and Methodology 

Since the present study aims to examine Jingkong’s and Hwa Dzan’s composition of 

a Confucian-Buddhist Discourse with a primary focus3 on family ethics in conjunction 

with realising rebirth into Amitābha's Pure Land, it is necessary to adopt a dualistic 

historical approach to unfold the underlying structures of this discourse: a synchronic and 

diachronic approach. Although synchrony and diachrony are two distinct yet closely 

intertwined viewpoints in linguistic analysis4, its fundamental principle of describing an 

event at a specific point of time (synchrony) and its historical development over time 

(diachrony) can also be applied to set the general framework of this study.  

In course of my field research, it became apparent that not only the majority of 

publications but also the content of weekly dharma talks on various scriptures as well 

feature topics such as filial piety, traditional Chinese culture and education, Confucian 

family ethics, correct etiquette, Buddha-recitation, lay precepts, cause and effect (karma), 

and Amitābha’s Pure Land. These weekly dharma talks are most of the time attended by 

                                                 
3 A secondary focus lies on ‘right governance’ which is represented in Jingkong’s endorsement and Cai 

Lixu’s 蔡禮旭 (a former lay disciple of Jingkong who renounced the household in Jan. 2018 and is now 

known as Ven. Chengde 成德法師) propagation of ‘Key Books on Governance’ (qunshu zhiyao 群書

治要 ) that started around 2010. 
4  Anna G. Ramat, Caterina Mauri, and Piera Molinelli, “Synchrony and Diachrony: Introduction to a 

Dynamic Interface,” in Synchrony and Diachrony: A Dynamic Interface, ed. Anna G. Ramat, Caterina 

Mauri and Piera Molinelli, Studies in language companion series 133 (Amsterdam: Benjamins, 2013), 

1–24. 
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laypeople5 of which the majority are middle-aged and older female practitioners and are 

based on the following four texts: ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ (wuliangshoujing 無量

壽經), ‘Annotations of the Great Pure Land Sūtra with Simple Explanations’ (jingtu 

dajing kezhu qianshi 淨土大經科註淺釋), ‘Treatise of the Most High on Action and 

Retribution’ (taishang ganying pian 太上感應篇), and Hongzan’s 弘贊 (1611-1685) 

‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami 

lüyi yaolüe zengzhu 沙彌律儀要略增註).  

As we will see throughout this thesis, lay education goes beyond just lectures. It 

includes online courses, videos, and publications for self-study which are all part of an 

overarching cultivation system that Jingkong designed in the late 1990s – the ‘Five Great 

Subject’ (wudakemu 五大科目). These subjects are the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ (sanfu 

三福), ‘Six Reverent Harmonies’ (liuhejing 六和敬), ‘Three Disciplines’ (sanxue 三學), 

‘Six Pāramitās (liudu 六度), and the ‘Ten Vows of Samantabhadra’ (shida yuanwang 十

大願王). They are not supposed to be studied simultaneously, but one after another. One 

starts with the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ and ends with ‘the ‘Ten Vows of Samantabhadra.’ 

Particularly the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ include Confucian and Daoist scriptures for 

example ‘Rules for Disciples’ (dizigui 弟子規) and ‘Treatise of the Most High on Action 

and Retribution’ (taishang ganyingpian 太上感應篇). 

Therefore, the main questions this study addresses read as follows. How are 

Confucian family ethics centring on filial piety connected to a Pure Land soteriology? 

How does Hwa Dzan propagate this Buddhist-Confucian cultivation practice in the 

context of their lay education and why are monastics as well supposed to begin their 

cultivation based on Confucian ethics? What discursive structures facilitate but also limit 

this propagation and create a discourse community that is open towards non-Buddhist 

scriptures and practices but at the same time disapproves of its surrounding society in 

terms of education, values and norms, worldview, life goals, etc.? What ‘intellectual 

lineage’ – that is a lineage not directly transmitted from master to disciple, but indirectly 

through books, letters, lectures, hagiographic stories, etc. as an imagined existing teacher-

student relationship – underlies Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s lay education? Minor 

questions that will be discussed in the following chapters are: What are the modes of Pure 

Land practice in Taiwanese Buddhist circles and what niche do Jingkong and Hwa Dzan 

occupy? Since, in theory, lay devotees are not supposed to read and study the monastic 

                                                 
5 On very few occasions, one or two of Hwa Dzan’s monastics sit at the back of the lecture hall. 
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precepts,6  why does this monastic community teach their lay followers the ten basic 

precepts taken by a novice monastic? What is the historical context and structure of Hwa 

Dzan’s lay education? Lastly, how do we conceptualise the incorporation of Confucian 

and Daoist scriptures into a Pure Land soteriology? Is it similar to the discourse 

‘Coalescence of the Three Teachings into One’ (sanjiaoheyi 三教合一) in the late Yuan 

early Ming dynasty and is described as a ‘syncretic’ mode of religious practice by modern 

scholars? 

To answer these questions, I have chosen to adopt a case study approach, taking one 

Taiwanese Pure Land Group as research object that is directly connected with Jingkong, 

Hwa Dzan, although there are other (sub-) organisations as well endorsing Jingkong’s 

advocated Confucian-Buddhist path towards rebirth.7 Therefore, this thesis utilises three 

approaches: First, literature research and analysis; Second, field research (interview); 

Third, participatory observation. In the following, these three approaches will be briefly 

explained. 

First, in theory, the literature research method is a method of extracting the required 

data through the collection, analysis and contextualisation of primary and secondary 

sources. The first step is to describe the data objectively and systematically, the second is 

to explain the content of the literature, and finally the analysis of content. The results can 

be used to answer the above-stated research questions in order to better understand 

synchronic and diachronic processes throughout Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s development. 

In terms of primary sources, Jingkong’s publications and dharma talks, as well as the 

publications of Hwa Dzan on Jingkong that are intended to portray a certain image, 

constitute the main pool of ‘raw data.’ To examine Jingkong’s edifice of beliefs and ideas, 

that is his ‘intellectual lineage,’ it is further necessary to take into account the works of 

the 13th patriarch of the Pure Land tradition, Yinguang 印光 (1862-1940), neo-Confucian 

scholar Fang Dongmei 方東美 (1899-1977), the erudite Confucian-Buddhist scholar Li 

Bingnan 李炳南 (1889-1986), the Mongolian Zhangjia Living Buddha 章嘉活佛 (1891-

1957) and the lay student of Xia Lianju 夏蓮居 (1884-1965) Huang Nianzu 黃念祖 (1913-

1992), for they have been not only crucial in his early years as a monastic when he was 

                                                 
6 See: ‘Mahāsaṅghika-vinaya’ (mohe sengzhilü 摩訶僧祇律), Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya (genbenshuo yiqie 

youbu pinaiya 根本說一切有部毘奈耶), ‘Treatise on Differentiating Virtue and Merit’ (fenbie 

gongdelun 分別功德論), ‘Treatise on the Perfection of Great Wisdom’ (dazhidulun 大智度論). 
7  ‘The Corporate Body of The Buddha Educational Foundation’ 佛教教育基金會, ‘Fragrant Light 

Amitābha Society’ 香光淨宗學會, ‘Tainan Hwa Dzan Pure Land Society’ 台南華藏蓮社, ‘Corporation 

Body of The Confucian Education Foundation’ 財團法人雪儒教育基金會, etc. 
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searching for his way of practising the dharma, but also nowadays when he uses them as 

references to ascribe historical and dharmic authority to his words. In addition, studies on 

Chinese Buddhism in general and Pure Land, in particular, will be critically examined to 

lay the foundation of this study. 

Second, to avoid a distorted picture of Jingkong and Hwa Dzan that relies too much 

on literature analysis, theorisation, and idealisation of the group which is portrayed in 

their works on themselves, this study also includes long-term field research. This is 

beneficial to contrast the ‘normative’ (how things should be) and the ‘reality’ (how things 

actually are) of Hwa Dzan. Thus, it is necessary to conduct interviews not only with 

different venerables but also with the laity to add another perspective, complementing the 

information gained through literature reviews. To obtain this ‘data on the ground,’ I have 

been conducting field research in December 2017 to March 2018 and in March 2019 to 

early 2020 at their main practice centre and branch temple in Taipei. I participated in 

various activities of Hwa Dzan: weekly dharma talks, dharma ceremonies, study groups, 

exhibitions, and year-end ceremonies, and even helped shooting a documentary on 

‘Education on Cause and Effect’ (yinguo jiaoyu 因果教育). Attending these activities has 

given me numerous chances to conduct informal conversations with participants, 

volunteers, and monastics of Hwa Dzan. Moreover, I already have conducted two formal 

interviews with the director-general of Hwa Dzan, Ven. Wudao 悟道 (b. 1951), on the 

relation of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism and Hwa Dzan’s standpoint on lay 

education.  

Third, being part of field research, participatory observation differs from 

interviewing in terms of the role one assumes. In her article on participant observation, 

Kathleen Musante explains the different levels of participation from non-participation to 

complete participation and their limitations.8 For this case study, in order to balance the 

‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ roles, I will adopt a passive, moderate, and active participation. 

That is the role of an observing bystander, an involved participant in various activities, 

and a member of the group engaging in almost everything to learn their internal rules and 

regulation of behaviour. This method will enable me to obtain the ‘data on the ground’ 

needed to answer the above-stated questions. 

 

                                                 
8  Kathleen Musante (DeWalt), “Participant Observation,” in Handbook of Methods in Cultural 

Anthropology, ed. H. R. Bernard and Clarence C. Gravlee, 2. ed. (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 

2015), 251–92. 
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1.3  Literature Review 

Among the few works that provide an overview on Jingkong’s life, his quest for 

searching the dharma, the monastics and laypeople that accompanied Jingkong 

throughout his life, his Pure Land teachings and propagation, and the steps towards 

internationalisation in the USA, Australia, Singapore and coming back to Mainland China, 

Li Shuhao9 chronically follows Jingkong’s traces from his birth in Tangchi 湯池 until the 

opening of the ‘Centre of Cultural Education’ in his hometown Tangchi. Thus, presenting 

valuable information on various aspects of Jingkong’s endeavours throughout his life and 

while propagating his concepts of Pure Land practice. In his preface to Jingkong’s 

biography, however, Li Shuhao points out that due to the long separation of Taiwan and 

Mainland China, the ‘distance of the hearts’ and ‘various backgrounds and linguistic 

differences’10 led him to consider every word carefully, implying that certain political 

correctness underlies the framework of this book. Thus, it is understandable why he 

neglects writing on the unexpected shutdown of Jingkong’s Cultural Centre by the Beijing 

government in middle 2008. Another aspect that questions the reliability of this book is 

the absence of a bibliography and footnotes providing the sources he used for writing this 

book. Thus, it becomes necessary to double-check the information on Jingkong, his 

teachings, etc. To conclude, both aspects – a possible political connotation and the 

question of reliability – need to be taken into account in order to ‘read between the lines’ 

and to extract valuable information.  

 Another introductory publication on Jingkong is Huang Bolin’s master thesis 

submitted to the Department of Asian Humanities of the Huafan University in 2011.11 

Similar to Li Shuhao, Huang Bolin adopts a diachronic historical perspective examining 

the conflict and harmonisation of the ‘Coalescence of the three Teachings into one’ 

(sanjiaoheyi 三教合一), Yinguang’s and Lin Bingnan’s influence on Jingkong, Jingkong’s 

Pure Land thoughts and concepts, and the Cultural Centre in Tangchi. He points out that 

Confucianism and Daoism replaced the Theravāda Tradition during the late Tang. Thus, 

combining Chinese Buddhism, Daoism, and Confucianism may provide the means to 

develop an ideal education programme to promote world peace. This aspect is what 

                                                 
9 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (Jingkong Fashi Zhuan 淨空法師傳), 91 vols., 臺

灣佛教叢書 (Taizhong 臺中: Taiping Ciguang Temple 太平慈光寺, 2012). 
10 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 21. 
11 Huang Bolin 黃柏霖, Educational Concept and Contributions of Venerable Jingkong (Jingkong Fashi 

De Jiaoyulinian Yu Gongxian 凈空法師的教育理念與貢獻) (Taipei 臺北: Huafan University 華梵大

學, 2011), Master's Thesis. 
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Jingkong propagates in his numerous dharma talks on YouTube. 12  Huang Bolin’s 

entanglement with Jingkong’s group can be verified by the fact that he preaches the 

ganyingpian, topics on retribution and karma, an introduction to Buddhism, and ‘Lord 

Superior Wen Chang Tract of Hidden Good Deeds’ (wenchang dijun yinzhiwen 

文昌帝君陰騭文) on YouTube and Jingkong’s Pure Land Society website.13 Therefore, 

careful attention needs to be paid regarding similar narratives and discourses in Huang’s 

writing. Nevertheless, since he collected important literature on the teacher-student 

relationship of Li Bingnan and Jingkong as well as Yinguang’s influence on both, this 

study can be used as a starting point for further investigations into Jingkong’s intellectual 

lineage. 

In the book Making Saints in Modern China, 14  Sun Yanfei wrote a chapter on 

Jingkong’ life, his Pure Land thought and teaching, his rapidly increasing popularity in 

Mainland China the 1990s, and the resulting lay Buddhist movement that was and still is 

inspired by Jingkong’s teachings. Sun writes, after the end of the civil war between the 

Kuomintang and the Communist Party, Jingkong who was born in Anhui Province came 

to Taiwan in 1949 and received private tutoring from the neo-Confucian scholar Fang 

Dongmei in 1950. Eight years later, he began to study Buddhist scriptures and 

Confucianism under the guidance of Li Bingnan who shaped his way of thinking and 

teaching. To what extent and specific aspects Li Bingnan exerted influence on Jingkong, 

is not clear because Sun Yanfei quotes no sources and leaves this question to the reader 

and to the author of this thesis to fill the blank spot. 

Further, Sun points out that Jingkong’s popularity in the Mainland can be explained 

by his skilful utilisation of media propagation and the Chinese government’s relative open 

attitude towards religious at that time that enabled him to surpass other Buddhist groups 

that underwent the Cultural Revolution and only were slowly recovering. Moreover, in 

                                                 
12 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Chinese Confucianism and Daoism and the Smaller Vehicle (Zhongguo De Rudao 

Yu Xiaosheng 中 國 的 儒 道 與 小 乘),” accessed June 18, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eg6szo-uMV8. 
13 Huang Bolin 黃柏林, “Officer Huang Bolin, the Sun Sets but the Goal Is Far Way, Buddha-Recitation Is 

the Best: Understanding Karma, Gaining Rebirth in the West, the Way of Filial Piety Is Perfect, Research 

on the Collected Works of Master Yinguang (Huang Bolin Jingguan Jingguan Rumutuyuan Nianfo 

Zuihao - Ming Yinguo Sheng Xifang Xiaodaocai Yuanman Yinguangdashi Wenchao Yanjiu 黃柏霖警官 

日暮途遠 念佛最好--明因果 生西方 孝道才圓滿 印光大師文鈔研討),” accessed June 18, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCHywM2DC-U and Dizang Pure Land Learning Association 地

藏淨空學會, “Lecture Hall of Filial Piety and Honesty (Xiaolian Jiangtang 孝廉講堂),” accessed 

June 18, 2020, http://www.amtbtw.org/activity201209.php. 
14 Yanfei Sun, “Jingkong: From Universal Saint to Sectarian Saint,” in Ownby; Goossaert; Ji, Making Saints 

in Modern China, 394–418. 
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his article on the discursive practice of Jingkong’s network that started to embrace the 

Confucian primer dizigui in the 90s,15 Ji Zhe adds that his popularity was also due to his 

devout followers who started sponsoring and distributing books and audio-visual 

materials at Buddhist sites. This proactive distribution of Jingkong’s works in the context 

of a Buddhist lay movement developed even further into independent forums and temples 

that endorsed his teachings in the 2000s after Jingkong’s ‘Centre of Cultural Education’ 

in his hometown of Tangchi was closed down in 2008. 

Both scholars provide a brief overview of Jingkong’s life and religious career, his 

core teachings and his relationship with the laity, and his development in the Mainland. 

Both are aware of his influence that stretched across Mainland China but do not address 

how his teachings and his few ‘tonsure disciples’ propagate his words in Taiwan. 

Particularly Hwa Dzan, as one of the main representatives of Jingkong in Taiwan, has not 

yet received comprehensive scholarly attention. Thus, this thesis seeks to expand the 

research done by Sun Yanfei and Ji Zhe to the current situation of Jingkong’s propagation 

in Taiwan.  

Specifically addressing the teachings Jingkong and Hwa Dzan propagate, in one 

article Chen Jianhuang focuses on four aspects of Jingkong’s promotion of the Amitābha 

teaching: the establishment of the ‘Pure Land Learning Society’ (jingzong xuehui 淨宗學

會), regulations of practice and cultivation, Xia Lianju’s compilation of the 

wuliangshoujing, and gives an introduction of the ‘Essence of the Ten Recitation Method’ 

(jingyao shinianfa 精要十念法). 16  Especially the second and third aspect are of 

importance for this study because Chen Jianhuang outlines the ‘backbone’ of Jingkong’s 

teachings: ‘The Five Great Subjects’ as well as the structure, history, and criticism 

regarding Xia Lianju’s compilation. However, since this study mostly stays on a 

descriptive level regarding Jingkong’s stance towards the compilation and the criticism it 

received, the various narratives and argumentative strategies Jingkong, Xia Lianju, Mei 

Guangxi, etc. put forward to shield and protect the utilization of this compilation have 

                                                 
15 Zhe Ji, “Making a Virtue of Piety: Dizigui and the Discursive Practice of Jingkong’s Network,” in The 

Varieties of Confucian Experience: Documenting a Grassroots Revival of Tradition, ed. Sébastien 

Billioud, Religion in Chinese societies volume 14 (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2018), 61–89. 
16 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (Jingkong 

Fashi Dui Mituo Famen De Hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” in The Adornment of the 

Power of the People, the Perfection of the One Buddha: The Pure Land in the Human Realm and 

Amitabha's Pure Land (Zhongli Zhuangyan Yifoyuanman - Renjianjingtu Yu Mituo Jingtu 眾力莊嚴.一

佛圓滿: 人間淨土與彌陀淨土), ed. Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠 (香港: 港中文大學文化及宗教研究系

人間佛教研究中心, 2017), 345–78. 
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partially been left unnoticed: a narrative of superiority and exclusiveness, sanctification 

of Xia Lianju and his compilation by ‘auspicious signs’ of Amitābha, proof of efficacy 

by Haixian 海賢法師  (1900-2013) who’s life was prolonged because of a life-long 

practice of this compilation, and an emphasis on ‘intellectual lineage’ to claim authority. 

Nevertheless, the valuable information and sources this study provides will serve as a 

starting point to delve further into Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s propagation of the dharma 

and creation of a Confucian-Buddhist discourse revolving around family ethics. 

1.4  Chapter Outline 

In order to situate Jingkong and Hwa Dzan in a broader context of Confucian and 

Buddhist family ethics, the second chapter provides an introduction to the concepts and 

social implications of ‘regulating the family’ (qijia 齊家) and ‘renouncing the family’ 

(chujia 出家) from a historical position as well as how Jingkong solves the contradiction 

between these two concepts. The train of thought that underlies the second chapter 

considers the question whether Jingkong’s narratives differ from apologetic texts such as 

‘Master Mou’s Treaties on Settling Doubts’ (mouzi lihuolun 牟子理惑論) to explain the 

superior benefits of ‘going forth’ for the family as an expression of ‘filial piety’ (xiao 孝).  

The third chapter provides a biographical account of Jingkong’s biography and 

discusses his ‘intellectual lineage,’ i.e. not the dharma transmission from master to 

disciple, but the influence of certain figures on his propagation methods, contents, and 

soteriology. For this purpose, a closer look at two transmission lineages are important:  

Yinguang – Li Bingnan – Jingkong and Xia Lianju – Huang Nianzu – Jingkong. 

The fourth and fifth chapter investigates the framework, application, and propagation 

of Jingkong’s thoughts in the organisational form Hwa Dzan. Therefore, history and 

development from Hwa Dzan’s founding in 1989 until today and its social stratification 

on the membership level (monastics and laity) will be the focus of the fourth chapter. This 

chapter also considers Hwa Dzan in context of other Taiwanese Pure Land groups, 

particularly focusing on their lay education and their ideal path either towards rebirth into 

the Pure Land or towards constructing a Pure Land on earth to illustrate similarities and 

dissimilarities between Hwa Dzan and Buddha Light Mountain 佛光山, Dharma Drum 

Mountain 法鼓山, Tzu Chi 慈濟 and Chinese Pure Land Buddhist Association 中華淨土

宗協會. 

The following fifth chapter first discusses Jingkong’s advocated ‘Five Great 

Subjects,’ for they constitute the frame of reference for all practices at Hwa Dzan. Next, 
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the scriptures of Hwa Dzan’s lay curriculum are put into historical context to address their 

historicity and utilisation at Hwa Dzan. The chapter ends with a discussion of the question 

of how the incorporation of non-Buddhist scriptures into a Pure Land belief system can 

be classified. Does this phenomenon resemble the sanjiao-discourse (‘the coalescence of 

the three teachings into one’ sanjiaoheyi 三教合一) or might be ‘compartmentalism’ better 

suited to describe and analyse Jingkong’s edifice of thought? 

On basis of the results of the previous chapters, central for the last chapter are the 

narratives Jingkong and his disciples of Hwa Dzan use to create a Confucian-Buddhist 

discourse community that makes use of textual resources, ritual techniques, behavioural 

norms, and a symbolic system that are aspects of what Michel Foucault described as 

procedures of exclusion.17  Foucault’s categories of procedures of exclusion, including 

prohibition, division and rejection, the opposition between true and false, internal 

procedures, and the authorship of books, form a conceptual framework to analyse the 

intricacies of this Confucian-Buddhist discourse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 Michel Foucault, “The Order of Discourse,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, ed. Robert 

J. C. Young, Repr (London and Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981). 
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2 Regulation or Renunciation of the Family: Confucianism and 

Buddhism on Family Ethics 

 

In order to situate Jingkong and Hwa Dzan in a broader context of Confucian and 

Buddhist family ethics, the second chapter of this thesis will give an introduction into the 

concepts and social implications of ‘regulating the family’ (qijia 齊家) and ‘renouncing 

the family’ (chujia 出家) from a historical perspective as well as how Jingkong solves the 

contradiction between these two concepts. For this purpose, we will first outline the 

Confucian point of view on family followed by a discussion on how Buddhism adapted 

to the Chinese environment with regards to the family starting from the late Han Dynasty 

(25–220 AD). The last section of this chapter considers the question whether Jingkong 

utilises the same narratives from apologetic texts such as ‘Master Mou’s Treaties on 

Settling Doubts’, Sun Chuo’s ‘Treaties on Explaining the Way’ (yudaolun 喻道論), and 

others and how his interpretations explain the superior benefits of ‘going forth’ for the 

family as an expression of ‘filial piety’ (xiao 孝).  

 

2.1  Regulating the Family 

According to Li Shuyou, Confucian ethics started to be manifested by its founder 

Confucius (551–479 BC) who focused his efforts on the human way (rendao 人道) instead 

of the heavenly way (tiandao 天道) thus attaching importance to human matters, righteous 

government, and combining benevolence (ren 仁) and propriety (li 禮)  into an ethical 

normative system that as well encompasses justice (yi 義), wisdom (zhi 智), fidelity and 

loyalty (xinzhong 信忠), filial piety and fraternal duty (xiaoti 孝悌), integrity and 

forbearance (jieshu 節恕), and courage and modest declination  (yongrang 勇讓). 

Confucius propagated these categories as the normative foundation of society and 

regarded them as to regulate the family and govern the nation.18 During the Han Dynasty, 

Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒 (192-104 BC) coined the term ‘three cardinal guides and five 

constant virtues’ (sangang wuchang 三綱五常)19 as the nucleus of the Confucian feudal 

ethical code which became the ideological foundation of the feudal society and the Han 

                                                 
18 Li Shuyou 李书有, Historical Development of Chinese Confucian Ethics (zhongguo rujia lunli sixiang 

fazhanshi 中国儒家伦理思想发展史) (Nanjing 南京: Jiangsu Publishing House 江苏古籍出版社, 

1992), 1–2. 
19 Chinese Text project, “春秋繁露 - Chun Qiu Fan Lu,” accessed October 1, 2019, t.ly/XpqS. 
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government and explained how the ruler guides his subjects (junchen 君臣), the father 

guides his son (fuzi 父子), and the husband guides his wife (fufu 夫婦) by applying 

benevolence (ren), righteousness (yi), propriety (li), wisdom (zhi), and fidelity (xin).  

Before we delve deeper into the Confucian notion of the family, Alan Cole reminds 

us that Confucian texts and the above-stated ethical categories contain an inherent male 

perspective on the family, society, and the world in general. On the complex web of 

relationships between men and women and the family, the Confucian texts are fairly silent. 

[…] the whole Confucian discussion [of human nature] is focused on men, […]. Women were not the 

expected readers of these texts and in most cases could not have read them had they wanted to. 

Confucian texts dive us the idealized male world – the world that men wished for and sought to deliver 

to their male descendants.20 

 Li Shuyou points to three specific characteristics of this (male) ethical code. These 

include: 1) an ethical code of a patriarchal clan system, 2) political ethics as the 

ideological foundation of governmental rule, and 3) practical ethics that emphasises self-

cultivation as the basis to engage in society to cultivate one’s moral character, regulate 

the family, rule the country, and pacify that what is under heaven. 21  The following 

paragraph will briefly discuss these three characteristics. 

First, Confucian ethics work as the ethical code of a patriarchal clan system that 

views filial piety and fraternal duty as its foundation to maintain the patriarchal feudal 

class system of those to be respected and kinship. Confucius’s disciple You 有 summarises 

this point in the ‘Analects’ (lunyu 論語):   

They are few who, being filial and fraternal, are fond of offending against their superiors. There have 

been none, who, not liking to offend against their superiors, have been fond of stirring up confusion. 

The superior man bends his attention to what is radical. That being established, all practical courses 

naturally grow up. Filial piety and fraternal submission! - are they not the root of all benevolent 

actions?22 

The combination of filial piety, fraternal duty and benevolence can be traced back to 

an entry in the ‘Book of Zhou’ (zhoushu 周書) where the Duke of Zhou states that he was 

‘lovingly obedient to his father’ (yuren ruo kaoneng 予仁若考能).23  Here he explains 

                                                 
20 Alan Cole, Mothers and Sons in Chinese Buddhism, Orig. printing (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University 

Press, 1998), 15. 
21 If not otherwise noted, the information of this and the following paragraphs are taken from Li Shuyou 李

书有, Historical Development of Chinese Confucian Ethics (zhongguo rujia lunli sixiang fazhanshi 中

国儒家伦理思想发展史), 3-12.  
22 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “論語 - the Analects: 學而 - Xue Er,” accessed October 1, 

2019, t.ly/MFFd. 
23  James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “金滕 - Metal-Bound Coffer,” accessed October 1, 2019, 

t.ly/JBnq. 
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benevolence as the virtue of being filial towards one’s ancestors. Later, Confucius 

expanded benevolence to ‘loving people’ and Mengzi 孟子 (372–289 BCE) used filial 

piety and fraternal duty to formulate his interpretation of benevolence, which he viewed 

as the foundation of society: 

Filial affection for parents is the working of benevolence. Respect for elders is the working of 

righteousness. There is no other reason for those feelings - they belong to all under heaven.24 

The basis that links filial piety and fraternal duty to a certain group in this patriarchal 

society is consanguinity. The fact of being descended from the same ancestor, thus 

constituting a clan by blood relationship, was then elevated into the political system in 

the Western Zhou and reflects what the ‘Book of Rites’ (liji 禮記)  states: ‘One should love 

one’s parents, respect one’s elders and treat one’s relatives according to the right 

etiquette.’25 By distributing the ‘Classic of Filial Piety’ (xiaojing 孝經) and implementing 

filial piety and fraternal duty as its ideological foundation, the Han Dynasty advocated 

using filial piety as means of governing the lands under heaven, for it reflects ‘heaven's 

law, earth’s principle, and men’s practical duty.’26 

Thus elevating it to a universal moral category linked to heaven and earth that 

everyone shall follow obediently. To realise this, the Han government distributed the 

xiaojing and punished those who violated the principles of ‘xiao’. The goal was to bring 

its citizens to vow loyalty and devotion to the government, thus connecting xiao and 

zhong. Now, xiao was not only related to one’s clan relations but also towards the emperor 

and the government. After being asked how to cause the people to reverence the ruler, 

Confucius as well points out that ‘he should be filial and kind, then they will reverence 

him’ (xiaoci zezhong 孝慈則忠).27 Thus, it can be seen that xiao was extended from one’s 

parents to the ruler, fraternal duty to elders, and the regulation of the family became part 

of correctly governing the country. Xiao becomes the fundamental guiding principle not 

only for righteous government but also for correct conduct within one’s clan relations 

                                                 
24 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “孟子 - Mengzi: 告子下 - Gaozi II,” accessed October 1, 2019, 

t.ly/2m89. 
25 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “禮記 - Liji: 喪服小記 - Sang Fu Xiao Ji,” accessed October 1, 

2019, https://ctext.org/pre-qin-and-

han?searchu=%E8%A6%AA%E8%A6%AA%E5%B0%8A%E5%B0%. 
26 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “三才 - Filial Piety in Relation to the Three Powers,” accessed 

October 1, 2019, t.ly/Lzyn. 
27 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “論語 - the Analects: 為政 - Wei Zheng,” accessed October 1, 

2019, t.ly/EEmc. 
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because the ‘country’ is nothing more than an extension of the ‘family.’ The xiaojing 

summarises this point as ‘of all the actions of man there is none greater than filial piety.’28 

Another aspect of Confucian ethics is its political colouration as the ideological basis 

of governmental rule to maintain the moral pillars of the feudal society. Confucius’ 

political inclination towards regulating how to govern the people righteously can be 

shown by this statement: ‘He who exercises government by means of his virtue may be 

compared to the north polar star, which keeps its place and all the stars turn towards it.’29 

A virtuous government is therefore rewarded by the love and reverence of the people. 

Moreover regarding xiao in context of correct governance, in the chapter on filial piety in 

government (xiaozhi 孝治), the xiaojing states: ‘in former times, when filial kings ruled 

the state, […] the empire was peaceful, natural disasters did not occur, and man-made 

calamities were averted.’30  Buddhist scholar Asanga Guangxing concludes that in this 

process, xiao was transformed from the natural feeling of a person as well as the 

relationship between children and parents into a political tool utilised by the rulers 

depicted in the xiaojing31 and applied by the Han government. 

The last characteristic noted by Li Shuyou of Confucian ethics is its practical 

connotation that emphasises self-cultivation and practice as its basis to actively engage in 

the world to cultivate one’s moral character, regulate the family, rule the country and 

pacify that what is under heaven. Confucius proposed ‘self-cultivation in reverential 

carefulness’ (xiuji xijing 脩己以敬) and ‘self-cultivation to pacify the people’ (xiuji yi 

anbaixing 脩己以安百姓).32 Thus, linking cultivation and pacifying people. Learning and 

reflection are the basis of cultivation to become a superior man (junzi 君子) who does not 

engage in rational reflection and study for sake of acquiring knowledge, but for reaching 

the utmost of his principles.33 Dao, the way or principle, is his guiding ethical principle, 

therefore ‘practice’ and right conduct is essential for correct cultivation. Mengzi brought 

                                                 
28 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “孝經 - Xiao Jing: 聖治 - the Government of the Sages,” 

accessed October 1, 2019, t.ly/vW7Z. 
29 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “論語 - the Analects: 為政 - Wei Zheng,” accessed October 1, 

2019, t.ly/RyEk. 
30  Author’s trans., Chinese Text project, “孝治 - Filial Piety in Government,” accessed October 1, 2019, 

https://ctext.org/xiao-jing/filial-piety-in-government. 
31 Guang Xing, “Early Buddhist and Confucian Concepts of Filial Piety: A Comparative Study,” Journal of 

the Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies 4 (June 2013): 37–42. 
32 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “論語 - the Analects: 憲問 - Xian Wen,” accessed October 1, 

2019, t.ly/7vgu. 
33 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “論語 - the Analects: 子張 - Zi Zhang,” accessed October 1, 

2019, https://ctext.org/pre-qin-and-han?searchu=%E5%90%9B%E5%AD%90%E5%. 
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forward the concept of cultivating one’s moral character (xiushen 修身) and nourishing 

one’s heart (yangxin 養心) and considered self-cultivation as the root for governing the 

country and pacifying that what is under heaven, but to do so one needs to start with 

oneself and the family as the smallest unit under heaven:  

People have this common saying, ‘The kingdom, the State, the family.’ The root of the kingdom is in 

the State. The root of the State is in the family. The root of the family is in the person of its Head.34 

From the elaborations above, it can thus be seen that the goal of learning is not to 

acquire rational knowledge but to use that knowledge to cultivate oneself morally and to 

put it into practice mainly in the context of one’s family. The family is the place of practice 

(daochang 道場) – to borrow a Buddhist term for expedient means – and xiao is the moral 

guideline upon which the society is structured and rests – in a Confucian sense. Only then, 

it is possible to pacify the lands under heaven collectively.  

From a Confucian point of view on society and human life, the ideal human 

personality in Confucianism is the sage or great man (shengren 聖人). To realise this ideal 

and benefit society, they advocated placing great importance to human life, valued the 

development of every single structure of individual life and it is exactly this structure of 

individual life that is based upon proper human relationships. Thus, from a perspective of 

the ideal human life, Confucianism highly valued structuring social institutions in the 

human realm which can be divided into three categories and five aspects: 1) Family: 

Husband and wife, father and son, elder brother and younger brother (fufu fuzi xiongdi 夫

婦父子兄弟); 2) State: ruler and subject (junchen 君臣); 3) That what is under heaven: 

friend (pengyou 朋友). Additionally stipulating five general ethical norms relating to these 

categories. These are ‘between father and son should be affection’ (fuzi youqin 父子有親), 

‘between ruler and subject should be righteousness’ (junchen youyi 君臣有義), ‘between 

husband and wife should be separation [of duties]’ (fufu youbie 夫婦有別, ‘between old 

and young should be proper order’ (changyou youxu 長幼有序), ‘between friends should 

be fidelity’ (pengyou you xin 朋友有信). These are the basic normative categories of 

Confucianism.35 

                                                 
34  Chinese Text project, “孟 子 - Mengzi: 離 婁 上 - Li Lou I,” accessed October 1, 2019, 

https://ctext.org/mengzi/li-lou-I. 
35 Fang Litian 方立天, Chinese Buddhist Culture (zhongguo fojiao wenhua 中國佛教文化) (Hong Kong 

香港: Joint Publishing HK 三聯書店 有限公司, 2008), 248–49. 
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2.2  Renouncing the Family 

In Buddhism, even though being born as a human is difficult to achieve and valued 

for its higher possibility to realise the path towards Buddhahood, since humans can 

understand what suffering means rationally, however since endlessly transmigrating 

through the six realms (liudao 六道) causes mental and physical dissatisfaction, being 

born as a human represents no exception to this. Life itself equals suffering and the world 

we live in must be endured (suopo shijie 娑婆世界). The causes of our suffering are 

manifold, but mostly due to incorrect behaviour, false speech, and deluded thoughts 

(shenkouyi 身口意). The focal point of an ideal human life is to extricate oneself (and 

others) from the cycle of rebirth via constant observation and reflection of the ever-

changing conditions of human suffering to cultivate a state of mind in which one is not 

constantly moved like a flag in the wind. This goes against the structuring propensity of 

society and human relationships in Confucianism. Confucianism places importance on 

human affairs whereas Buddhism (in an ultimate sense) stresses to leave this world of 

suffering. Thus, as Fang Litian concludes, clashes, attacks, and debates between both 

would eventually arise due to the challenge and erosion of Confucian ethics (proper 

human relationships) by Buddhism, thereby threatening the ideally structured society of 

the Confucians.36  Before we turn our attention to the Buddhist acculturation into the 

Chinese context and the various debates that were mainly fought on proper human 

relationships and xiao, we shall first examine how Buddhism views inter-personal and 

social relationships with a focus on the family.  

Buddhism views parents as standing in the eastern direction. The direction of the 

rising sun, likely a metaphor for beginning and birth similar to the cycle between day and 

night. In the Dīgha Nikāya (‘Long Discourses of the Buddha,’ Chin. chang ahanjing 長

阿含經), the Buddha spoke on what five ways a child and its parent should adhere to:  

In five ways a child should minister to his parents as the eastern quarter: Once supported by them, I 

will now be their support; I will perform duties incumbent on them; I will keep up the lineage and 

tradition of my family; I will make myself worthy of my heritage; I will give alms on their behalf 

when they are dead. In five ways do the parents, thus ministered to as the eastern quarter by their 

child, act in sympathy with him: they restrain him from vice, they exhort him to virtue, they train him 

to a profession, they contract a suitable marriage for him, and in due time they hand over his 

inheritance.
 37 (Bold letters added by the author)  

                                                 
36 Fang Litian 方立天, Chinese Buddhist Culture (zhongguo fojiao wenhua 中國佛教文化), 248–49. 
37 Quoted in: Peter Harvey, An Introduction to Buddhist Ethics: Foundations, Values and Issues, 9. print. 

with corrections (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 98–99 This passage can also be found 

in the Chinese translation of the Dīgha Nikāya, see chang ahanjing T01n0001, p0071c09-12 or shijia 
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In the Sigālovāda Sūtra (Chin. shanshengjing 善 生 經  or jiaoshou shijia 

luoyuejing 教授屍迦羅越經)38, the 31st Sūtra of the Dīgha Nikāya, parents are described 

as only receiving honour and respect from the children when they kindly assist and teach 

them. This resembles the caveat ‘once supported by them’ in the above quote on the five 

ways a child should minister to his parents. It can, therefore, be seen that the child-parent 

relationship is not constituted on a hierarchical power or authority gap but rather on a 

more equal relationship in which compassion and virtue of parents are emphasised. To 

‘perform duties incumbent on them’ and ‘give alms on their behalf when they are dead’ 

reflect a notion that father and mother should be viewed as similar to the god Brahma and 

teachers of former times, therefore, being worthy of receiving offerings and respect.39 In 

early Buddhism, even though the head of the (lay) family was the father, as it was custom 

in Brahmanism, Buddhism did not focus on the obligations of the father or obedience 

towards the father or the separate relationship of father and son, but rather on the support 

and respect for mother and father as parents in a holistic sense. Those children who 

diligently, respectfully, and filially support their parents receive special praise because it 

is one way to repay the debt of gratitude to the parent.40 Another way in which a child 

may repay the debt of gratitude to their parent for caring and bringing him or her up is by 

introducing them to the dharma and commit to a virtuous life guided by Buddhism. While 

the law of karma makes sure that parents get the children they deserve – and vice versa – 

it also depends on them whether their natural capacity, that is the inclination towards 

Buddhism, leads them on the Buddhist path. We will return to this notion of repaying a 

debt of gratitude later in this discussion.  

Other societal relationships described in the Sigālovāda Sūtra are teacher-student, 

wife and husband, friends and familiars, noble master and his servants and employees, 

householder and monastics. Standing in sharp contrast to Confucian social structures, the 

relationship between wife and husband in the same Sūtra is described as of equal status. 

                                                 
luoyue liufang lijing 尸迦羅越六方禮經 T01n0016, p0251b02-05. However when comparing both 

entries, differences in wording and the relationship between parents and children become apparent, such 

as absolute respect and obedience. This change in wording and implied normative behaviour is due to 

Buddhist adaptation to a Chinese context that mostly circles around filial piety. For this reason and to 

show how Buddhism viewed societal relationships before its introduction into the Chinese context, I 

have chosen not to use the Chinese sources but the Pali texts. 
38 T01n0001, p0070a19- p0072c06. 
39 Harvey, An Introduction to Buddhist Ethics, 98–99. 
40 Zhong Cunyuan 中村元, Early Buddhism: Its Toughts and Life (yuanshi fojiao qisixiang yu shenghuo 原

始佛教其思想與生活), with the assistance of Trans. Shi Jianhan 釋見憨, and Chen Xinxian 陳信憲 

(Chiayi 嘉義: Xiangguang Publishing House 香光書鄉出版社, 1995), 212–13. 
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The husband shall be courteous, respectful, faithful, hand over authority in the home, and 

provide his wife with adornments. The wife shall perform her duties well, show 

hospitality, be faithful, watch over the goods he brings, and show skill and artistry in her 

business. It clearly shows the mutually enriching web of relationships of which the 

layperson is at its centre. Thus, Peter Harvey concludes ‘one has no right to expect certain 

behaviour from others unless they are treated appropriately by him or her.’41 This de-

emphasis (in theory) of authority and ‘natural’ hierarchical relationships – as it can be 

found in Confucianism – draws on the idea that all sentient beings are equal in terms of 

their innate ability to either realise arhatship or Buddhahood and that attachment to 

external objects or abstract ideas only leads to more suffering.  

As Buddhism spread to China, however, it was confronted with a Confucian ethical 

ideology implemented and propagated by the Han government and following dynasties. 

It, consequently, underwent a process of acculturation in which debates were fought on 

family ethics delineated above. Hence, the next paragraph will delve into the historical 

process of Buddhist integration and innovation and the debates that accompanied this 

process.  

According to Wang Yueqing, the core ethic of Chinese Buddhism may be considered 

as mainly as an ‘ethic of filial piety,’ for in the process of localisation of Buddhism into 

the Chinese context, Buddhism was faced with the challenge to adapt to an environment 

that emphasised proper human relationships, self-cultivation and pursuit of morality, 

loyalty to the sovereign, filial behaviour, 42  as well as regulation of the family and 

government of the state for the goal of pacifying the lands under heaven.43 Fang Litian 

further points to xiao and zhong as normative code of patriarchal clan society as well as 

the traditional religious concept of heaven (tian 天) interwoven with xiao and zhong, and 

the concepts of ghosts and deities connected to the ancestor worship that together formed 

an ethical normative based on consanguinity and religious imperatives that maintained 

the centralised authoritarian rule since that Zhou Dynasty. The early translations made 

                                                 
41 Harvey, An Introduction to Buddhist Ethics, 100–101. 
42 See the discussion above and the famous quote from the xiaojing on the beginning and end of xiao: ‘We 

receive our bodies - to every hair and bit of skin - from our parents, and we must not presume to injure 

or wound them. This is the beginning of filial piety. When we have established our character by the 

practice of the (filial) course, so as to make our name famous in future ages and thereby glorify our 

parents, this is the end of filial piety.’ Chinese Text project, “孝經 - Xiao Jing: 開宗明義 - the Scope 

and Meaning of the Treatise,” accessed October 13, 2019, https://ctext.org/xiao-jing/scope-and-

meaning-of-the-treatise. 
43 Wang Yueqing 王月清, Chinese Buddhist Ethics (Zhongguo Fojiao Lunli Sixiang 中國佛教倫理思想) 

(Taipei 臺北: Yunlong Publishing House 雲龍出版社, 2001), 231–32. 
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during the Eastern Han until the Eastern Jin 東晉  (317-420), demonstrate a keen 

awareness of the translators regarding the different cultural context in which they were 

translating the first sūtras into Chinese. They adopted methods, such as choosing (xuan 

選), deleting (shan 刪), abridging (jie 節), and adding (zeng 增) to attune the sūtras to a 

new context. 44  

All of these aspects were linked to an essential ethical category that pre- and 

described one’s behaviour in social relationships, which is filial piety. Particular because 

Buddhists (from a Confucian point of view) cut their hair for going forth, turn their back 

on the world to live in secluded mountains, and leave the family and parents, the issue 

over how to be filial, who is more filial, and what the concept of filial piety encompasses, 

became the cause for numerous debates in speech and writing which eventually led to a 

converge of a ‘this-worldly focused’ ethical system and an ‘other-worldly focused’ ethical 

system – the sinicization of Buddhism.  

In his study on the relationship of mothers and sons on Chinese Buddhism, Alan Cole 

reminds us that from the outset Buddhist authors not only attempted to search for a 

Buddhist notion of filial piety, exaggerate it in apocryphal sūtras, or write apologetic texts, 

the underlying goal was to change the moral dictum of filial piety. As we have seen in the 

previous section, pre-Buddhist China regarded the father-son relationship essential to the 

family structure. As Cole points out, however, after the introduction of Buddhism, 

‘Buddhist writers challenged this arrangement by redefining filial piety so that it reflected 

the importance of the mother-son relationship. […] textual discussions stress the deep 

emotional ties between mother and son and identified the mother, not the father, as the 

primary source of a son’s being.’45  These new emotional ties that Buddhist stressed, 

introduced new ideas about sin, guilt, and indebtedness into the web of relationships 

within the family. Pre-Buddhist China had no concept of ‘repaying kindness’ (bao en 報

恩) that transcended this world and included an elaborate conception of suffering in 

tortuous hell,46 where the mother would pay for her sins and await the son’s rescue by 

being filial, reciting Buddhist texts, and donating to the Buddhist sangha to produce the 

merit that would save her. Sūtras such as ‘The Sūtra on the Profound Kindness of Parents’ 

(fumu enzhong jing 父母恩重經), ‘The Sūtra on Repaying the Kindness by Making 

                                                 
44 Fang Litian 方立天, Chinese Buddhist Culture (zhongguo fojiao wenhua 中國佛教文化), 244–48. 
45 Cole, Mothers and Sons in Chinese Buddhism, 2. 
46 Cole, Mothers and Sons in Chinese Buddhism, 19. 
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Offerings’ (baoen feng penjing 報恩奉盆經),47  and other sūtras focusing on the ghost 

festival and the Mu Jianlian 目犍連 saves-his-mother-motif, not only introduced this 

concept of repaying kindness but also necessitated and justified offerings to Buddhist 

monasteries. Effectively binding the son to merit generating and transferring Buddhist 

institutions to first repay the indebtedness to the mother and then save her from hell.48 

This needs to be kept in mind for the following discussion on the process of 

acculturation into the Chinese context. Wang Yueqing49 and Guangxing50 both identified 

three practical and theoretical methods that Buddhists used to find a way to close the gap 

between both ethical systems: 1) the search for filial piety in sūtras to prove that 

Buddhism as well emphasises filial piety; 2) exaggeration of filial piety in apocryphal 

sūtras, popularisation of stories and parables that depict filial Buddhists via public 

lectures, painted illustrations (bianxiang 變相), and an annual celebration of the Yulanpen 

festival (yulanpenjie 盂蘭盆節); 3) elaboration on various theories to defend and 

disseminate Buddhism.  

First, the earliest translations of sūtras are partly concerned with family ethics and 

relationships, especially focusing on serving one’s parents. The ‘Sūtra of Siṅgāla’ 

(shanshengzi jing 善生子經) translated by Zhi Fadu 支法度 (d.u.) during the Western Jin 

西晉 (266-316) in 301, contains a description of the five duties of children (sons) and 

parents that is similar to the above-mentioned Dīgha Nikāya but differs in the fifth duty 

of the child and the conclusion:  

Sons shall perform five duties in order to respect, support, and calm their parents correctly. What five? 

[…] and to please the parents. […] This is what the two [classes] of duties of the east prescribes. [This 

was] received by the sages of ancient times who set those rules. As a son, one must be filial, as a 

parent, one must compassionately love [the child]. This is what the sages hope, for then the good 

dharma will not decline.51 

Another example is the ‘Ajātaśatru sūtra’ (foshuo weishengyuan jing 佛說未生冤經) 

translated by Zhi Qian (fl. 220-252) that tells the story of King Bimbisāra and his son 

Ajātaśatru who imprisoned his father to starve him to death and seize the throne. This 

frame narrative is used for various speeches on impermanence, suffering, and the need 

for filial piety. Appealing to free the king, the king’s imperial concubine quotes the 

                                                 
47 T85n2887 and T16n0686. 
48 Cole, Mothers and Sons in Chinese Buddhism, 3, 80-102 and chapter eight. 
49 Wang Yueqing 王月清, Chinese Buddhist Ethics (zhongguo fojiao lunli sixiang 中國佛教倫理思想), 

231–32. 
50 Guang Xing, “A Buddhist-Confucian Controversy on Filial Piety,” Journal of Chinese Philosophy 37, 

no. 2 (2010): 249–50. 
51 T01n0017, p0254a09-16. 
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Buddha by saying ‘that what is most virtuous [in this world], it cannot surpass filial piety; 

that what is most vicious [in this world], it cannot surpass killing one’s father.’52 By that, 

she implicitly questions her son’s lack of filial piety and exhorts him to be filial. 

Otherwise, he would fall into hell for an uncountable number of years. Here, primarily 

filial piety is connected to the father and secondarily to the ruler.  

To bridge that gap between the Buddhist vinaya and the Confucian ethics, in the 

‘Sūtra on the Collection of the Six Perfections’ (liudu jijing 六度集經) translated by Kang 

Sengshui 康僧會 (fl. 247-280) in 251 during the Eastern Wu (222-280) is a jātaka story 

(bensheng 本生) on the Buddha when he was King Brahmā (fanmo 梵摩). It partly 

combines the first five precepts (wujie 五戒) with the five cardinal virtues (wuchang 五

常) and filial piety. 53 

Among the many other examples,54 these three examples of early translations show 

the relevance of discussing filial piety in a Buddhist context. On the one hand, explaining 

the duties of children and that filial behaviour towards their parents is the most virtuous 

characteristic on can have, and on the other hand, the sūtras were trying to explain 

Confucian ethics in Buddhist terms.  

Second, another method of adapting to a new environment was to compile new sūtras 

that specifically address contentious issues – in our case filial piety. Amongst these are 

the following sūtras: ‘Sūtra of Trapuṣa and Bhallika’ (tiwei boli jing 提謂波利經), 

‘Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra for Humane Kings Protecting Their Countries’ (renwang 

huguo boreboluomiduo jing 仁王護國般若波羅蜜多經), and one of the more popular 

sūtras that describes the profound indebtedness of sons to their parents, particularly the 

mother, the ‘The Sūtra on the Profound Kindness of Parents’ (fumu enzhong jing 父母恩

重經).55 

                                                 
52 T14n0507, p0775a07-08. 
53 T03n0152, p0052a17-24. 
54 For example, the story of Weilan brāhmaṇa who gives as speech on giving and feeding the sages and 

virtuous is not as good as being filial towards one’s parents and uses the five precepts and five virtues 

to illustrate that, T03n0152, p0012b16-23. Or Story of Shanzi who was mistakenly shot by the King 

while taking water from a river. At his moment of death, he thought about his blind parents that now 

have no one taking care of them. However, heaven and earth were so moved by his filial behaviour that 

he came back as a bodhisattva. His fast achievement is then accredited to his parent’s compassion and 

grace in educating and raising him. T03n0174, Śyāmakajātaka-sūtra (pusa shanzijing 菩薩睒子經). 
55 The first Sūtra has been lost, but is mentioned in the ‘Record of Buddhist Teachings in the Kaiyuan Era’ 

(kaiyuan shijiaolu 開元釋教錄) T55n2154, p0674a20. The second T33n1709 and third T85n2887. Also 

see Alan Cole’s seventh chapter on ‘The Sūtra on the Profound Kindness of Parents’ Cole, Mothers and 

Sons in Chinese Buddhism, 132–58. 
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These apocryphal sūtras try to explain that in terms of ethical concepts, norms, and 

etiquette, Buddhism and Confucianism are similar. The five precepts and the five constant 

virtues differ only in formulation but its content is similar. Buddhists at that time were 

seeking for similarities in Confucianism to bestow their practice with legitimacy. In other 

words, they were trying to show that they were not violating the central ethics of the 

patriarchal clan society, that is loyalty to the sovereign and filial piety to the parents. In 

the context of feudal clan society, the family, especially the relationship with the parents, 

was the foundation of society. Wang points out, that this reflects the fact that ‘filial piety’ 

exceeds every other ethical category.56 

Another Sūtra that not only interweaves filial piety into a Buddhist-Confucian 

storyline to portray Buddhists as upholder and examples of correct filial behaviour but 

also by viewing filial piety as the precepts, is the ‘Brahmajāla Sūtra’ (fanwangjing 梵網

經). It connects upholding the precepts, having a compassionate heart, and having a filial 

heart: 

At this time Śākyamuni Buddha first sat beneath the bodhi tree and achieved peerless enlightenment. 

[After this] his first act was to establish the Prātimokṣa, [encouraging his followers] to piously obey 

their fathers and mothers, honored monks, and the Three Treasures. Pious obedience is the principle 

of the ultimate path. ‘Piety’ is synonymous with ‘moral discipline’ [xiaoming wei jie 孝名為戒], and 

also means ‘restraint.’57 (Chinese inserted by author) 

In this context, filial piety has evolved from virtuous behaviour of lay people and a 

way of governing the country to a normative category that now concerns monastics as 

well. It has become synonymous with the practice of the vinaya and later developed 

further into ‘considering filial piety as the precepts’ (yixiao weijie 以孝為戒) and 

‘considering the precepts as filial piety’ (yijie weixiao 以戒為孝) as a united way of 

practice and to argue for an underlying unity between the three teachings.58  

The third method Buddhists used since the beginning of its introduction into China 

was to elaborate on various theories to defend and disseminate Buddhism as a response 

to Confucian and Daoist critiques from Zhang Rong 張融 (444-497),59 Fuyi 傅奕 (554-

                                                 
56 Wang Yueqing 王月清, Chinese Buddhist Ethics (zhongguo fojiao lunli sixiang 中國佛教倫理思想), 

235–37. 
57 A. Charles Muller and Kenneth Kenichi Tanaka, The Brahmā's Net Sutra: Taishō Volume 24, Number 

1484, BDK English Tripiṭaka series (Moraga, California: BDK America Inc, 2017), 42. 
58 Among the various monks who wrote on this topic, Qisong’s 契嵩 (1007-1072) ‘Treaties on Filial Piety’ 

(xiaolun 孝論) systemised filial piety in length and concluded that if neglecting filial piety as part of 

the precepts, they cannot be called precepts, for it is the source of the precepts and of all virtuous 

behaviour and leads one on the paths towards awakenment. Tanjin wenji 鐔津文集 T52n2115, 

p0660b15-b20. 
59  See Sengshun’s 僧順 response to Zhang Rong’s ‘Treaties on the three Destructions [of Buddhism]’ 
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639),60 Hanyu 韓愈 (768-824) and others. Guangxing divides these scholarly refutations 

and debates into three stages: 1) Explaining the Buddhist standpoint, 2) direct refutation 

by monastics and laypeople, and 3) comparison of both concepts and practices of filial 

piety.61 

First, ‘Master Mou’s Treaties on Settling Doubts’ refuted the accusations that 

Buddhists would abandon one's family and disfigure one’s appearance. Mouzi quotes the 

stories of Taibo, Xuyou, and Yiqi to explain that it is not a formality but one’s intrinsic 

nature what is important. Their acts of cutting their hair or leaving the family to live in 

seclusion may appear as not filial and not benevolent, in fact, however, it is ‘great 

benevolence and great filial piety’ (daren daxiao 大仁大孝). The same counts for 

monastics. Mouzi reminds his readers not to limit the content of filial piety to this world 

and much less to a formal practice for one’s parents. Going forth and cultivating oneself 

is, in fact, an expression of filial piety.62 In his ‘Treaties on why Monks Do Not Bow Down 

Before Kings’ (shamen bujing wangzhelun 沙門不敬王者論) Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416) 

considers Buddhism and Confucianism to be different in appearance but similar in 

essence and believes that the Buddhist dharma observes loyalty and filial piety on a higher 

level. Thus, Buddhism and Confucianism reach the same goal by different routes. 

Practising filial piety as a monastic represents the highest state and most suitable method 

of filial piety.63 Moreover, those who seek to renounce the householder life must first 

receive the ruler and parent’s sanction to join the sangha; otherwise, they are not accepted 

for ordination. Guangxing states that this rule was established ‘for the prevention of the 

possibility of conflicts, not for reasons of filial piety. But in effect, this rule also served 

as a way to show filial piety to parents and loyalty to rulers.’64 

Second, direct refutations from laypeople including Liuxie 劉勰 (465-521) who wrote 

the ‘Treaties on the Eradication of Doubts’ (miehuolun 滅惑論)65 in response to Zhang 

Rong’s ‘sanpolun,’ stating filial piety depends not on mere actions, but rather on one’s 

correct attitude of mind, therefore, cutting one’s hair does not violate filial piety. 

                                                 
(sanpolun 三破論) 弘明集, T52n2102, p0051c11- 54a07. 

60 See 廣弘明集, T52n2103, p0162a02-11. 
61 Guang Xing, “A Buddhist-Confucian Controversy on Filial Piety,” 249–50. 
62 Wang Yueqing 王月清, Chinese Buddhist Ethics (zhongguo fojiao lunli sixiang 中國佛教倫理思想), 

242–46 For more details on Mouzi, refer to 方立天, 中國佛教文化, 249. 
63 T52n2102, p0030b17-19. 
64 Guang Xing, “A Buddhist-Confucian Controversy on Filial Piety,” 254. 
65 T52n2102, p0049-53. 
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Moreover, he argues that Buddhism may give one’s parents and family spiritual peace 

and happiness. This kind of attitude exceeds ephemeral attempts to provide for the family. 

The third stage was reached when monastic such as Guifeng Zongmi 圭峰宗密 (780–

841) and Qisong 契嵩 (1007-1072) wrote that filial piety was to love and respect all 

creatures because they might have been one’s past parents. Thus, in ‘Treaties on 

Explaining the Way’ (yudaolun 喻道論) Qisong unifies Buddhism and Confucianism in 

four aspects: 1) Filial piety is the principle of heaven and earth; 2) Filial piety, precepts, 

and good actions (xiaojieshan 孝戒善) coalesce into one; 3) Filial piety and cultivation 

leads to happiness of the practitioner and the parents; 4) By filial mourning (in thought) 

for three years, one can ponder one the self and phenomena.66  He concludes that the 

Buddhist concept of filial piety had the characteristics of universality and superiority. It 

was universal because Buddhists respected all living beings without harming them, so 

that peace may pervade the world, and it was superior because Buddhists extended the 

practice of filial piety not only to their parents but also to all sentient beings.67  

 

2.3  Jingkong: Regulating the Family by Renouncing the Mind 

This whole discussion on Confucian and Buddhist ethics, Buddhist acculturation to 

the Chinese political and ethical context and how Buddhists reflected themselves and their 

religion in terms of what constitutes filial piety as well as how it should be practised, is 

the historical and intellectual background for Jingkong’s stance and elaborations on 

family and Buddhist practice. The narratives he uses to explain Buddhist practice in the 

21st century often resemble what Confucians and Buddhists discussed hundreds of years 

before him, but differ in few aspects that shall be discussed in the following section. 

To understand Jingkong’s elaborations, it is first necessary to understand his 

scriptural frame of reference that he draws on to bestow authority and legitimacy on his 

answers to questions such as whether to renounce the household or remain householder 

and according to what ethical norms one shall behave. This frame of reference is 

constructed around the apocryphal ‘The Sūtra on Contemplation of Amitābha’ (foshuo 

                                                 
66 T52n2115, p0660b26-662b14. 
67 Guang Xing, “A Buddhist-Confucian Controversy on Filial Piety,” 249–50. 
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guanwuliang shoufojing 佛說觀無量壽佛經, abbr. Contemplation Sūtra)68 particularly the 

following paragraph.69 

Whoever wishes to be born in that Land [Amitābha’s Pure Land] should cultivate the three meritorious 

acts: first, be filial and care for your parents, be respectful and serve your elders and teachers, have a 

compassionate mind and refrain from killing, and cultivate the ten good deeds; second, take the Three 

Refuges, keep the various precepts of the fully ordained monk or nun, and refrain from breaking the 

rules of conduct: third, arouse a mind of intention to achieve awakening, believe deeply in the law of 

causality, chant the Mahayana sūtras, and encourage people to follow the teaching. These three acts 

are called to purify karma.70 

Firstly, he interprets this paragraph as moving from one sentence to the next and 

compares it to an eleven-storeyed building, in which the following sentences builds upon 

the previous sentences and therefore containing it, and secondly, he divides it into three 

successive grades: First, how to conduct oneself, representing the ‘worldly dharma’ 

(shijianfa 世間法) or the ‘vehicle of men and gods’ (rentiansheng 人天乘); second, 

entering the Buddhist order, receiving the precepts, and starting the endeavour towards 

awakenment by means of the ‘lesser vehicle’ (xiaosheng 小乘) as foundational studies; 

and third, arriving at the ‘greater vehicle’ (dasheng 大乘) and becoming a Bodhisattva. 

This sequence cannot be interrupted, bypassed, or altered, for it is similar to climbing up 

a ladder. This paragraph will be discussed in detail in chapter five. For our discussion in 

this section, Jingkong’s interpretations of the first sentence on ‘how to conduct oneself’ 

will be enough. 

As we have seen above, the question on the seeming contradiction between 

renouncing the family and regulating the family mainly revolved around filial piety and 

loyalty towards the parents and rulers. The responses from the Buddhist circles showed 

that they viewed themselves as not contradicting regulating the family through filial piety, 

but rather elevating it to a higher level that encompasses all sentient beings and an innate 

attitude that is not bound to formalities. Jingkong addresses this on two levels. First, on a 

theoretical level, in reference to a commentary on the ‘Brahma Net Sūtra’ (fanwangjing 

梵網經) in the ‘Recordings of the Ancient Teachings of the Brahma’s Net Sūtra’ 

(fanwangjing gujiji 梵網經古迹記)71 , he states that there are four different kinds of 

                                                 
68  For a detailed examination of the apocryphal nature of this sūtra, see: Kotatsu Fujita, “The Textual 

Origins of the Kuan Wu-Liang-Shou Ching: A Canonical Scripture of Pure Land Buddhism,” in Chinese 

Buddhist Apocrypha, ed. Robert E. Buswell (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990), 149–74  
69 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes on the Three Meritorious Acts (Jingye Sanfu Jiangji 淨業三福講記) 

(Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2014). 
70 T12n0365, p0341c08-c13. 
71 T40n1815, p0712b13-16. 
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renouncing: 1) The body renounces, the mind does not; 2) the mind renounces, the body 

does not (this refers to ‘real’ lay practitioners and Vimalakīrti as the archetype of an ‘At-

home-Buddha’ 在家佛); 3) Body and mind renounce (this refers to the ‘real’ monastic and 

Śākyamuni as the archetype of a ‘Renouncing-Buddha’ 出家佛); 4) Body and mind do 

not renounce (refers to those at home who amass negative karma).72 Thus it can be seen, 

that one does not necessarily need to renounce the household physically if the 

practitioner’s mind already renounced the household and lives in accordance with the 

precepts. Renunciation or staying at home is no question for Jingkong, for both can 

achieve awakenment and become Buddhas. What causes one to choose a monastic life is 

rather determined by one’s personal causes and conditions (yinyuan 因緣) and not by its 

benefit in terms of cultivation. However, on a practical level, in one of his Q&A videos,73 

he answers this question differently, and advises better not to renounce, since being a 

monastic at this time is not easy. By this, he refers to the concept of ‘the final dharma’ 

(mofa 末法) that is characterised by an increasing difficulty to realise the path towards 

awakenment. Additionally, he warns that ‘there are a great number of monastic at the 

gates of the hell’, insinuating, if the way is not understood properly, one will fall into hell, 

become a hungry ghost or an animal. Thus, remaining a lay practitioner and 

wholeheartedly concentrating one’s devotion towards Amitābha and seeking rebirth in his 

Pure Land is practically more effective than renunciation. 

Concerning the issue of how to conduct oneself regardless of being a monastic or lay 

practitioner in the context of the family, Jingkong’s starting point is always the first 

sentence of the above-quoted paragraph from the Contemplation Sūtra: ‘be filial and care 

for your parents, be respectful and serve your elders and teachers.’ Because he interprets 

it as a successive path, filial piety becomes the centre of all elaborations. In his book on 

‘Morality and Ethics’ (lunli daode 倫理道德), which is a compilation of dharma talks 

and other articles he wrote, Jingkong writes that if one cannot put this into practice, every 

progress in other fields of study (Buddhist related or virtue) is false progress, because one 

has no ‘root’ (genben 根本).74 Rebirth into the Pure Land is accomplished by being filial 

                                                 
72 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Renunciation, What Family Are You Renouncing? (Chujia Nichu Nage Jia 出家，

你出哪個家？),” accessed October 5, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZRLBhLxVGU. 
73 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong [Explains]: I Would Like to Renounce but It Will Have a 

Great Impact on My Family, What Should I Do? (Jingkongfashi Ziji Xiangchujia Dan Dui Jiaren 

Yingxiang Henda Yingruhe Shihao 淨空法師：自己想出家，但對家人影響很大，應如何是好?),” 

accessed December 9, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bi3tNMpyAPo. 
74 This narrative of having no ‘root’ appears often in his dharma talks and writings and is often combined 

with a decline of morality in nowadays society, see Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong 
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and respectful towards Amitābha and all Buddhas. If the heart is not filled with filial and 

respectful thoughts, reciting the name of the Buddha is nothing more than just moving 

the lips. Filial piety has to figuratively be spoken out. Great filial piety is then practised 

when one’s careful behaviour surpasses the careful attention parents give their children 

and ultimately one has to be filial towards all sentient beings because every sentient being 

is a future Buddha.75  

For him, the key for practising Buddhism is to understand how to respect teachers 

and to value the path. Being filial towards one’s parents and respecting one’s teachers is 

an expression of following one’s virtue possessed by nature (xingde 性德). Only when 

giving rise to one’s xingde, the wisdom and virtue of our self-nature (zixing 自性) of 

becoming Buddha can develop. Therefore being filial and respectful is the first element 

of self-cultivation. Jingkong claims that the entire Buddhist dharma is built upon filial 

piety, which he proves by explaining the character itself. It depicts the relationship 

between the last and next-generation – past and future in beginningless time. The dharma 

speaks of the self-nature (zixing), reality-nature (zhenru 真如), and one’s original nature 

(benxing 本性), the character xiao reflects these concepts. Therefore, without bore- 

wisdom (borezhihui 般若智慧) the character xiao cannot be created. He concludes, 

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas that appeared in human form before Buddhism entered China 

must have created the character xiao.76 

This line of argumentation not only surpasses the Confucian notion of a universal 

category that links heaven and earth to all humans in a reciprocal relationship in which 

the emperor works as an intermediary, but also the Buddhist notion delineated above that 

views Buddhist filial piety as great filial piety (Mouzi) as well as universal and superior 

since it is directed at all sentient beings (Qisong). By claiming that xiao was created by 

Buddhas or Bodhisattvas and that it reflects the concepts of self-nature, realty-nature, and 

original nature, Jingkong effectively sanctifies xiao as a cosmological unit that links past 

and future in beginningless time and thus underlies every Buddhist practise and human 

conduct in general. In one of his numerous video dharma talks, he states that we are not 

                                                 
[Explains]: Why Do We Need to Study the Dizigui and Ganyingpian for Leaning Buddhism? (Jinkong 

Fashi Xuefo Weishenme Yao Xue Dizigui Weishenme Yao Xue Ganyingpian 淨空法師：學佛為什麼要

學 《 弟 子 規 》， 為 什 麼 要 學 《 感 應 篇 》 ？),” accessed December 27, 2017, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yianeHaPwZM. 
75 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Moral and Ethical Education (Lunli Daode 倫理道德) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan 

Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2019), 160–62. 
76 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Moral and Ethical Education (lunli daode 倫理道德), 4–9. 
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able to act in accordance with the ‘five cardinal relations’ (wulun 五倫), the ‘five cardinal 

virtues’, the four social bonds (siwei 四維), the ‘eight virtues’ (bade 八德) because we lost 

our ‘root.’77 This root is filial piety. In his book ‘Wealth, Long Life, Health, Tranquillity’ 

(fushou kangning 富壽康寧) which is a collection of a variety of articles on related issues, 

he further states that ‘the five cardinal relations’ are a manifestation of the natural 

principle of the ‘way’ (dao 道) from which the ‘five constant virtues’ (wuchang) emanate, 

creating what is called morality or ethics (daode 道德). This ethical code of human 

relations and virtues of behaviour coalesce in traditional Chinese education which he 

identifies as education of ‘love’ (ai 愛), for it ‘preserves genuine compassion’ (baocun 

zhencheng de aixin 保存真誠的愛心) and ‘develops and promotes compassion’ (ba aixin 

fayangguangda 把愛心發揚光大). This genuine love is then further equated with the love 

of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas (fopusa ai 佛菩薩愛). By rejuvenating this kind of education 

the world becomes peaceful and families stable, as Jingkong claims.78 

Hence, due to a perceived moral decline of society and the destruction of the 

traditional Chinese family during the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945), 79  he 

passionately strives to rejuvenate the traditional (Confucian) clan system of ‘five 

generations und one roof’ (wudai tongtang 五代同堂), for it is the smallest unit of society 

through which society can become orderly and the world peaceful. Only within the 

context of the family, one can learn and understand the importance of filial piety. Thus, 

traditional Chinese education should be implemented at this level of society.80Ancestor 

worship, funeral rites, propriety, and music (liyue 禮樂) should be regularly performed so 

that proper human relationships may permeate society and everyone fulfils their duty 

correctly. 81  

Jingkong’s interpretation of filial piety reveals a two-levelled notion. On the one hand, 

it is the foundation of Buddhist practice and directed at all sentient beings, a precondition 

for rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure Land, and a cosmological unit that permeates everything, 

                                                 
77 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong [explains]” 
78 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Wealth, Long Life, Health, Tranquillity (Fu Shou Ning Kang 富壽康寧) (Taipei 臺

北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2019). 
79 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Moral and Ethical Education (lunli daode 倫理道德), 107–11. 
80 He concedes, though, that this is most likely not possible anymore. Therefore, this sort of education 

should be put into practice in companies, because they have rules of conduct, internal training centres, 

a company philosophy, etc. In his imagination, the CEO resembles the head of the household and the 

employes as his family member. He, therefore, calls them in the literal meaning ‘Company Families’ 

(qiye jia 企業家). Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Wealth, Long Life, Health, Tranquillity (fu shou ning kang 

富壽康寧). 
81 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Moral and Ethical Education (lunli daode 倫理道德), 204–10. 
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thus referring to a Buddhist discourse; on the other hand, when addressing human 

relationships and duties, family education, the order of society, and world peace he refers 

to a Confucian discourse, which is similar to the method described in the ‘Great Learning’ 

(daxue 大學) on how to achieve world peace: self-cultivation, family regulation, 

governance of the state, and peace under heaven. These notions address different 

discourses of meaning: 1) an ultimate meaning that leads the way out of suffering and 2) 

a temporal meaning that structures the mundane world and prepares the practitioner to be 

able to extricate oneself from the cycle of rebirth. Both conceptions do not contradict each 

other but coexist. This is what I compartmentalism – a concept that will be examined in 

chapter 5.4. 
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3. Jingkong: A Chinese Monk in Contest with Modernity  

 

Having established a broad frame of reference of contemporary Pure Land praxis, in 

this chapter we will now turn to the life trajectory and the intellectual lineage of the 

‘sectarian saint’82 Jingkong, as Sun Yanfei describes him in her study on his history and 

impact on Buddhism in mainland China. 

 

3.1. Jingkong’s Life Trajectory  

The following biographical accounts are mostly drawn from Li Shuhau’s 李恕豪 

‘Biography of Venerable Jingkong’ (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), Ven. Honglin’ 宏

琳 ‘Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years’ (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨空

老法師九十年譜) 83 , and other primary resources. To some extent, both books are 

hagiographic rather than critical and some aspects of Jingkong’s life may be exaggerated 

or even invented. I will, nevertheless, make use of certain facts and interpret hagiographic 

elements as being utilised to mould a certain discourse of ‘inevitability’ around 

Jingkong’s path from a misfortunate child to a Buddhist leader of numerous Pure Land 

Societies around the globe. The following accounts make no claims of being complete 

since I skipped minor events of Jingkong’s live. 

Early Years in China 1927-1949 

Jingkong was born as Xu Yehong 徐業鴻 in Lujiang County 廬江縣, Anhui 安徽, in 

1927. His Father Xu Jin worked as a secretary for county government in Jianou 建甌, 

Fujian 福建. At the age of three, his father taught him the ‘Commentary of Zuo’ (zuozhuan 

左傳) and the first few hundred characters. In 1930, the poverty-stricken Xu Family 

moved to the east of Lujiang County to his father’s sister and her husband to seek help. 

Honglin notes that this was where Jingkong first experienced a harmonious family life 

and respect for the seniority of a traditional family clan – foreshadowing his future 

inclination towards traditional Chinese culture and propagation of family ethics. He 

further gives an account of Jingkong’s mother taking him to a city god’s temple 

(chenghuangmiao 城隍廟) where Jingkong learned the concept of karma and that our 

                                                 
82 Sun, “Jingkong: From Universal Saint to Sectarian Saint” 
83 This book is only internally in circulation at Hwa Dzan. The secretary of Wu Dao gave it to me during 

an informal conversation.  
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behaviour has corresponding consequences. At the age of 7, Jingkong started to attend 

the local private school at an ancestral hall where he learned the ‘Three Character Classic’ 

(sanzijing 三字經), ‘Hundred Family Surnames’ (baijiaxing 百家姓), and ‘Jade forest of 

Primary Education’ (youxue qionglin 幼學瓊林) – in Li Shuhao’s understanding a 

reflection of the importance of piety, respect, loyalty, faith, propriety, justice, integrity, 

and honour (xiaotizhongxin liyilianchi 孝悌忠信禮義廉恥).84 On the first day, his father 

knelt three times and kowtow nine times to the memorial tablet of Confucius’ descendants 

and again to the teacher. Honglin concludes that these three episodes (family, Chenghuang 

temple, ancestral hall) left a lasting impression on Jingkong and formed an early concept 

of filial piety, respect towards teachers, and cause and effect.  

When the Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945) broke out in 1937, Jingkong and his 

family moved to his father in Jian‘ou 建甌, Fujian, who joined the Nationalist Army. In 

1941, with the age of 14 years, due to the financial straits of his family, Jingkong's formal 

education ended. Because Japanese troops landed at Fujian’s shore Jingkong wandered 

through many provinces with together with other schoolchildren for the next three years. 

The suffering, misery, and war-torn country he saw on his way led him to reflect on the 

meaning of life, society, and country. Li Shuhao writes that these reflections led him to 

understand that the suffering of others is also his suffering and that the reason from him 

being in this world is to alleviate the suffering of sentient beings and help them to obtain 

happiness. In light of the tragic situation China was captured, Jingkong asked himself 

why the country was unable to protect its citizens, is comparatively undeveloped, and 

officials engaged in widespread corruption. He answered that the countries educational 

system was problematic, not adapting to new times, and lacking moral education85 – an 

aspect to which he turned his full attention in later years. 

In 1944 he arrived in Tongren, Guizhou, where he continued his education under 

headmaster Zhou Bangdao 周邦道 (1898-1991) until the school was disbanded in 1946. 

He then went to Nanjing for further education and encountered Christianity, Islam and 

Buddhism. Li Shuhao notes that the young Jingkong had no particular faith but believed 

in ghosts and deities of Chinese popular religion. He disliked especially Buddhism 

because to him it seemed that monastics in remote monasteries had no connection to real 

life and people worshipping Buddhas and Bodhisattvas had ulterior motives instead of 

                                                 
84 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 5–6. 
85 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 10–12. 
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cultivating themselves, thus, in his eyes Buddhism was nothing more than superstition. 

Later, his classmates took him to church until he angered the pastor by questioning the 

Christian belief. Thereafter, he became interested in Islam and went to the mosque where 

he was persuaded by the importance of family values in Islam and began to search for 

similarities between Chinese culture and Islam.86  

In 1947, his father died and his financial support for the family and Jingkong’s 

education came to a stop. Jingkong, then, decided to enter the military with his classmate 

from Nanjing Xu Xingmin 徐醒民 (b. 1928, teaches at Taizhong Lotus Society now) and 

others to do clerical work. Along with the Nationalist Army, Jingkong retreated to Taiwan 

from Guangzhou in 1949 where his new life of uncertainty in an unknown environment 

began.87  

Retreat to Taiwan: Finding a Place in Uncertainty 1949-1958 

Together with other military personnel, Jingkong arrived at Kaohsiung but shortly 

thereafter went to Tainan with his unit for 6 months, then to Keelung for 2 months and 

finally to Taipei where he would stay for the following years until he commenced his 

studies under Li Bingnan in Taizhong in 1958. While settling in Taipei, a friend from his 

hometown recommended Jingkong to the Institute of Revolutionary Practice (geming 

shijian yanjiuyuan 革命實踐研究院) to fill a post in the administration of which Chiang 

Kai-shek 蔣介石 (1887-1975) was its president. A job where he earned enough to make 

ends meet and even to buy few books. In an interview that was supposedly conducted 

between Honglin and Xu Xingmin in 2016, Xu Xingmin remembered Jingkong being 

praised for his eloquent command of written language in reports that even Chiang Kai-

shek read. At this time, both slowly encountered Buddhism through Jingkong’s future 

teacher, Fang Dongmei, who was teaching logic at the Institute of Revolutionary 

Practice.88  

After New Year in 1953, Jingkong went to Taizhong for a few days where he wrote 

‘A Shallow Understanding of Philosophic Principles’ (zheli lice 哲理蠡測). A short 

booklet consisting of 31 chapters separated into four parts, noumenon (benti 本體), life 

(rensheng 人生), spirits and deities (guishen 鬼神), and learning (xue 學) in which he 

                                                 
86 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 21–25. 
87 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – a Chronicle of 90 Years (Jingkong Laofashi Jiushi Nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜) (Publisher unknown, 2018), 3-13. 
88 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 14–16. 
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reflects the philosophy of Laozi, Zhuangzi, and Confucius in terms of the universe, the 

meaning of life, scholarship and the application of knowledge, self-cultivation, and 

religion. As noted earlier, the yet to be monastic Jingkong viewed spirits and deities, and 

religion in general, as products of superstition and functioning as an object on which to 

project hope and desire. Because people do not understand the way and the changes of 

the myriads of things, religious thoughts are born. However, with the emergence and 

flourishing of science, religion will disappear. What it replaces is the truth, the great way 

of nature.89 

His understanding of religion, science, and philosophy will change in the following 

years, particularly after encountering Fang Dongmei and Li Bingnan (see next 

subchapters). However, the general ‘Confucian tone’ of this work regarding the virtuous 

man who dedicates oneself to serve and educate the people, to order society, and strive to 

accomplish the sagely way by learning from past masters and the heaven indicate his 

basic perception of the world which can be found in his later endeavours of propagating 

traditional Chinese culture. 

Eager to learn and expand his understanding of classical Chinese thought, Jingkong 

wrote a letter to Fang Dongmei in 1953 and attached ‘A Shallow Understanding of 

Philosophic Principles’ – hoping to be accepted as a student. After receiving the letter 

and booklet, Fang Dongmei contacted Jingkong and offered him private tutoring in 

philosophy at his home for two hours every Sunday. Jingkong's private philosophy 

tutoring course was comprised of readings of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), the Book of 

Changes (yingjing 易經), Neo-Confucian philosopher Wang Yangming (1472-1529), 

Indian philosophy, and Buddhism. Honglin and Li Shuhao both note that when Fang 

Dongmei started to teach Buddhist philosophy, Jingkong dismissed it by stating that 

Buddhism is a polytheistic religion and therefore inferior to monotheistic religions, 

implying an unworthiness of its teachings. Fang Dongmei replied that Sakyamuni was a 

great philosopher and his teachings represent the summit of western and eastern 

philosophy, studying Buddhism guides one therefore to the highest bliss. After this 

conversation, Jingkong’s attitude towards Buddhism changed and he subsequently delved 

into Ding Fubao’s 丁福保 (1874-1952) ‘Annotations to the Platform Sūtra’ (liuzu tangjing 

qianzhu 六祖壇經箋註) but Fang Dongmei suggested he should start with very brief 

                                                 
89 Xu Yehong 徐業鴻（Shi Jingkong 釋淨空）, A Shallow Understanding of Philosophic Principles (Zheli 

Lice 哲理蠡測) (1953) The publisher is unknown but most likely Hwa Dzan, since I downloaded it 

from their website: https://edu.hwadzan.com/fabodetail/93 (accessed April 28, 2020). 

https://edu.hwadzan.com/fabodetail/93
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Yogâcāra text ‘Lucid Introduction to the One Hundred Dharmas’ (dasheng baifa minglun 

大乘百法明門論) by Vasubandhu. This is hardly surprising since Fang Dongmei was a 

specialist in ‘mind-only’ Buddhism.90 

After one month of instructions, Jingkong became acquainted with the 7th Changkya 

Khutukhtu (zhangjia hutu ketu 章嘉呼圖克圖) Lobsang Pelden Tenpe Dronme (1891-

1957) through his neighbour Min Mengjing (d.u.) who was an ethnic Mongol born during 

the Qing Dynasty. Next to a picture of Zhangjia in Honglin's book Jingkong recorded a 

dialogue with Zhangjia: Jingkong asked ‘The dharma is vast and deep, how do I enter it?’ 

After thinking for a long time, Zhangjia replied ‘If you're able to see through [things], 

you'll be able to let go [of things]’ (kandepo fangdexia 看得破放得下). ‘[But] from where 

do I start?’ After thinking for a long time again, Zhangjia replied ‘by giving (bushi 布施).’ 

Jingkong was about to leave when Zhangjia said ‘today I taught you these six words, 

within six years you will have fulfilled them.’ 

From that day until Zhangjia died in 1957, Jingkong visited him every weekend for 

two hours to listen to his lectures on the ‘Genealogy of Śākyamuni’ (shijiapu 釋迦譜) and 

the ‘Records of Sakyamuni’ (shijiafang 釋迦方誌 ). Through Zhangjia’s network, 

Jingkong encountered Zhang Taiyan’s 章太炎 (1869-1936) son-in-law Zhu Jingzhou 朱

鏡宙 (1889-1985) who founded the ‘Taiwan Sūtra Printing Office’ (taiwan yinjing chu 臺

灣印經處) in the early 50s. Zhu and other lay contemporaries such as Li Bingnan, Zhufei 

朱斐 (1921-2015), Yu Lingbo 于凌波 (1927-2005) paved the way for later generations 

of Buddhist practitioners by their printing endeavours, as Zhang Jiacheng points out.91 As 

Honglin writes, Zhu Jingzhou gave Jingkong a copy of ‘Liao-Fan's Four Lessons’ 

(liaofansixun 了凡四訓). After finishing it, he was shocked and in tears knowing that he 

can change his fate. In 1954, he took the three refuge under Zhangjia and two years later 

in 1956 Zhangjia advised him to renounce the household and devote himself fully to 

preaching the dharma and educating the people. 

Following Zhangjia's death in 1957, which was accompanied by various auspicious 

signs (flames rose high into the sky, shapes of lotus flowers were seen, a strong fragrance 

                                                 
90 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 18. 
91 Zhang Jiacheng 張家成, “Zhu Jingzhou and Contemporary Chinese Buddhism (Zhu Jingzhou Jushi Yu 

Zhongguo Jinxiandai Fojiao 朱鏡宙居士與中國近現代佛教),” in Master Xingyun's Humanistic 

Buddhism: Research on Theoretcial Application (Xingyun Dashi Renjian Fojiao - Lilun Shijian Yanjiu 

星雲大師人間佛教-理論實踐研究), ed. Cheng Gongrang 程恭讓 and Shi Miaofan 釋妙凡 

(Kaohsiung 高雄: Buddhist Culture 佛光文化, 2016), 329. 
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could be perceived, even 10 li away), Zhu Jingzhou advised Jingkong to continue his 

studies under Chanyun 懺雲 (1915-2009).92  In early 1958, Jingkong quit his job, left 

Taipei, and went to Chanyun’s ‘Yinhong thatched shed’ (yinhong maopeng 印弘茅蓬) on 

Guanyin Mountain in Puli, Nantou County where he worked as a volunteer responsible 

for cleaning, cooking, buying food, fetching water. Since Chanyun venerated Yinguang 

and Hongyi 弘一 (1889-1942) as great masters – that is where the name of his hut comes 

from – Jingkong was primarily taught Yinguang’s collected works (wenchao 文鈔) and 

the Amitābha Sūtra. Moreover, he also studied three annotations of this Sūtra: Lianchi 

Zhuhong’s 蓮池祩宏 (1535-1615) ‘Commentary to the Amitābha Sūtra’ (shuchao 疏鈔), 

Ouyi Zhuxu’s 蕅益智旭 (1599-1655) ‘Explanation of the Essentials’ (yaojie 要解), and 

30th Tiantai Patriarch Youxi Chuandeng’s 幽溪傳燈 (1554－1628) ‘A Brief Explanation 

of the Amitābha Sūtra as Part of the Perfect [Teaching, i.e. Tiantai]’ (amituojing lüejie 

yuanzhong chao 阿彌陀經略解圓中鈔). Jingkong stayed there for almost half a year 

when Chanyun thought Jingkong should continue his Sūtra studies in a more formal 

environment. He, thus, sent him to Li Bingnan’s ‘Sūtra Study and Instruction Class’ 

(yanjiao jiangjin 研教講經) held at Ciguang Library (ciguang tushuguan 慈光圖書館) in 

July 1958.93   

Formative Years in Taizhong and first Proselytising Endeavours 1958-

1979 

Expressing his desire to participate in the ‘Sūtra Study and Instruction Class’ and to 

become a student at Ciguang Library, Jingkong had to accept three preconditions posed 

by Li Bingnan: first, except for Li Bingnan himself, Jingkong must not listen to other 

monastics or lay practitioner's dharma talks. Second, Li Bingnan did not recognise what 

Jingkong had learned before from Fang Dongmei and Zhangjia. He had to start all over 

again. Third, from the first day on, any readings no matter whether they were Buddhist 

scriptures or newspaper articles were not allowed to be read without Li Bingnan's consent. 

Besides, Li Bingnan limited his study time at Ciguang Library to 5 years which he could 

extend to 10 years later. Jingkong swiftly accepted all conditions, moved into the attic of 

                                                 
92  For more information on Chanyun and his Pure Land practise at Lianyin Temple 蓮因寺, see Chen 

Huijian 陳慧劍, Contemporary Buddhist Figures (Dangdai Fojiao Renwu 當代佛門人物), 增訂二版 

(Taipei 臺北: The Grand East Book 東大圖書館股份有限公司, 2001), 26–36. 
93 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 18–22. 
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the library, and found his ideal place where he could fully immerse himself in Buddhist 

scriptures under the guidance of an erudite master in Confucian and Buddhist thought. 

The curriculum Li Bingnan specifically created for Jingkong comprised ‘The Sūtra 

of Ananda’s Query concerning the Ultimate Result of Practicing the Buddha’s Teachings 

as Good or Bad Luck’ (anan wenshifo jixiongjing 阿難問事佛吉凶經), Amitābha Sūtra, 

‘The Vows of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra’ (puxian xingyuanpin 普賢行願品), and the 

‘Diamond Sūtra’ (jingangjin 金剛經). However, the first two books he had to learn by 

heart, was the ‘Treasured Instructions of the Chan Grove’ (chanlin baoxun 禪林寶訓) 

edited and published by the monk Jingshan (d.u.) in 137894 and the ‘Five Books of Rules 

to be passed on to later Generations’ (wuzhong yigui 五種遺規). A compilation of various 

‘classical’ texts from the Han Dynasty until the Qing Dynasty edited by the Confucian 

Qing scholar and model official Chen Hongmou 陳宏謀 (1696-1771). This pedagogical 

work contains texts such as Banzhao’s 班昭 (49-120) ‘Lessons for Women’ (nüjie 女誡), 

Sima Guang’s 司馬光 (1019-1086) ‘Various Ceremonies for the Household’  (jujia zayi 

居家雜儀), Zhu Xi’s 朱熹 (11300-1200) ‘Study Rules of the White Deer Grotto Academy’ 

(bailu dongshuyuan xuegui 白鹿洞書院學規) as well as ‘What Children ought to Know’ 

(tongmeng xuzhi 童蒙須知), and Wang Yangming’s 王陽明 (1472-1529) ‘Instructions 

[from older Generations to younger Generations]’  (gaoyu 告諭). In a preface to another 

work of Chen Hongmou, Chen Lansen 陳蘭森 noted ‘these sourcebooks served, [...] not 

only as teaching materials for the younger Chens but also as, in effect, ‘our family 

rules.’’95 In 2005, Hwa Dzan started publishing this book and Jingkong wrote a preface 

in which he described the moral decline of nowadays society. Only through promoting 

benevolence (renci 仁慈) and universal love (boai 博愛), moral order can be restored, 

calamities averted, and the Confucian ‘Great Unity’ (datong 大同) and Buddhist Land of 

Bliss (jile 極樂) be achieved. He points especially to chapter one and two, ‘Correctly 

Raise [Children]’ (yangzheng 養正) and ‘Educate the People’ (xunsu 訓俗), of the ‘Five 

bequeathed rules’ since they perfectly integrate into his propagation of ‘traditional 

Chinese culture’ since the early 2000s. Yangzheng and dizigui go hand in hand in his 

educational program and build the moral compass for our society. He writes, ‘if one 

                                                 
94 Donald S. Lopez and Robert E. Buswell, The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2014), 177. 
95 William T. Rowe, Saving the World: Chen Hongmou and Elite Consciousness in Eighteenth-Century 

China (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2001), 34. 
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neglects this foundation then the study of worldly and otherworldly dharma is of no use 

and as real as a castle in the air.’96  

Li Bingnan only taught one scripture at a time and forbade his students to study other 

scriptures until they understood the contents and were able to preach in the same way Li 

did before. To examine them, Li sat in the very back of the room and did not allow the 

examinee to use a microphone. One mistake or if Li did not hear it, one had to start all 

over again.97  

After one year and three months in Taizhong, Jingkong took the Bodhisattva precepts 

in spring 1959 at Baojue Temple 寶覺寺. In May, the abbot of Linji Temple 臨濟寺, Ven. 

Xinwu 心悟, sent his lay follower Lin Mingjian 林銘堅 (later Ven. Mingyan 明演) to 

Taizhong asking Jingkong to come to Taipei to renounce the household. Honglin writes 

he came nine times in two months but Jingkong would only agree if Xinwu accepted two 

conditions: first, Jingkong may continue his studies under Li Bingnan. Second, Jingkong 

only has to attend morning and evening service and is not obligated to do chanting and 

repentance services (jingchan 經懺). Xinwu accepted and Jingkong left for Taipei. On the 

day of his departure from Taizhong, Li Bingnan gave him a copy of Xia Lianju’s 夏蓮居 

(1884-1965) compilation (huijiben 會集本) of the Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra (see 

chapter five), that was brought to Taiwan by Ven. Lühang 律航 (1887-1960). This book 

will become the basis of his entire elaborations on Buddhism, Confucianism, and 

‘traditional Chinese Culture’ in later years after Li’s death, since he did not allow him to 

preach it earlier. 

On September 2, 1959, Jingkong received the tonsure and his dharma name Juejing 

覺淨, style name Jingkong from Xinwu. However, Xinwu left for Japan and Ven. 

Baisheng 白聖 (1904-1989) continued to proceed over the Triple Platform Full Ordination 

Ceremony and thus became Jingkongs tonsuring master (dushi 度師). Both Honglin and 

Li Shuhao give an account of an iconic story of Jingkong while he was living at Linji 

Temple: One day, Jingkong was sweeping the courtyard when he saw four arrogant 

National Taiwan University (NTU) law students whose appearance was improper. 

Jingkong sighed and said ‘what a shame, these poorly educated kids nowadays.’ The four 

                                                 
96 Chen Hongmou 陳宏謀, Five Books of Rules to Be Passed on to Later Generations: Bequathed Rules to 

Teach Customs (Wuzhong Yigui - Xunsu Yigui 五種遺規－訓俗遺規) (Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning 

Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2005), 2. 
97 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 22. 
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students heard his words and furiously asked him what he meant with ‘poorly educated.’ 

Subsequently, Jingkong began explaining the ‘traditional’ understanding of jiao 教 and 

yu 育. Jiao, the younger generation follows the example of the older generation; Yu, 

educate one’s offspring to do good. Thus, the jiaoyu of Buddhism, Confucianism, and 

Daoism guides one towards moral perfection and awakenment, whereas the jiaoyu of 

today only teaches knowledge but no morality. 98  Whether this story happened or 

emanated from the creative discourse community surrounding Jingkong is not clear, but 

I have found similar accounts in other sources as well, differing only in length and detail.99 

Notwithstanding the above, this story mirrors the perception of Jingkong’s followers and 

self-awareness of Jingkong himself as a (Confucian-Buddhist) educator who enlightens 

the misguided people of nowadays society and projects this understanding back into his 

youth. 

In 1960 dharma brother Mingxun 明訓 (d.u.) invited Jingkong to preach the ‘The 

Sūtra of Ananda’s Query concerning the Ultimate Result of Practicing the Buddha’s 

Teachings as Good or Bad Luck’ at Taidong Lotus Society, marking the beginning of his 

preaching career. One year later, he joined the Buddhist Association of the Republic of 

China (BAROC). In May of the same year, he participated as the only monastic in 

‘Courses on Buddhist Studies for College Students’ (dazhuan foxuejiangzuo 大專佛學講

座). These lectures were inspired by Zhou Xuande’s 周宣德 Chenxi Society (chenxi 

xueshe 晨曦學社) at NTU. Jingkong persuaded Li Bingnan to organise this series of 

lectures to promote Confucian and Buddhist thought among academic intellectuals. In 

September, Jingkong’s former headmaster from China, Zhou Bangdao, provided financial 

aid to support him to receive the Triple Platform Ordination at Keelung Haihui Temple 

海會寺. Shortly after his (official) ordination, he began to teach the ‘Lord Superior Wen 

Chang Tract of Hidden Good Deeds’ at Guandi Temple in Taoyuan. 

During the early 1960s, Jingkong intensified his studies in Li Bingnan’s ‘Study 

course of Buddhist Sūtras’ (neidian yanjiuban 內典研究班) that focused on the 

                                                 
98 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 23–28. 
99 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 21–25 And 

Jingkong’s own accountShi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong [Explains]: What Is Jiao? What Is 

Yu? What Is Education? (Jingkong Laofashi Shenme Jiao Jiao Shenme Jiao Yu Shenme Jiao Jiaoyu 净

空 老 法 师:什 麼 叫 教 ？ 什 麼 叫 育 ？ 什 麼 叫 教 育 ？),” accessed May 2, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-0XWKxYnOg. In this video, he concludes that the education of 

the dizigui and ganyingpian is therefore essential to change the attitude of people and teach them how 

to conduct themselves. 
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‘Śūraṅgama Sūtra’ (dafo dingshou lengyanjing 大佛頂首楞嚴經) at that time. 100 

Simultaneously, he went to various places around Taiwan to teach the same Sūtra. In 1965, 

he proposed to the BAROC that Buddhism (fojiao 佛教) should be interpreted as 

‘Education of Buddha’ (fotuo jiaoyu 佛陀教育) and that different delineations of ‘temple/ 

monastery’ (simiao 寺 廟, siyuan 寺 院, antang 庵 堂) should be replaced with 

‘Educational Institute’ (xueyuan 學院, xuehui 學會) since they are too confusing and 

people do not understand their actual meaning.101 BAROC rejected this proposition back 

then but every Pure Land Learning Society (jingzong xuehui 淨宗學會) around the globe 

views itself as an educational institution propagation the teachings of Buddha now. 

Manifesting this understanding in their names. 

1966 became an important turning point in Jingkong’s early career as an itinerant 

monastic educator, for he met his most significant dharma protector, the laywomen Han 

Ying 韓鍈 (1922–1997) who regularly attended his lectures at Fazang Lotus Society 法藏

蓮社. Hanying, born in Dalian, Liaoning Province, heard that Jingkong encountered 

problems finding a place to live after leaving Taizhong for Taipei. Thus, she offered him 

to move into her house where Jingkong would stay for the following 17 years.  

In Li Shuhao’s account, Jingkong first planned to move to Linji Temple where he 

went forth. The abbot, even though welcoming him, arranged him to be in charge with 

Sūtra recitation, penitential offerings, and ritual feeding of hungry ghosts. However, 

Jingkong only wanted to preach and lecture sūtras. After a heated debate, the abbot sent 

him off. Jingkong soon realised that all temples or monasteries required their permanent 

and temporary residents to do ritual offerings. None accepted him to teach only sūtras.102 

Apart from a different position on how to propagate Buddhism, Ding Min points out that 

young monks like Shengyan, Zhenhua, Xingyu, Zhuyun etc. faced the problem of finding 

a temple that would accommodate them during the 1960s. They were either in the military 

(Shengyan, Zhenhua) or wandered around (Xingyun, Zhuyun) without a place to stay.103 

                                                 
100  For more information on the Study course on Buddhist Sūtras, see Huang Shiru 黃詩茹, The 

Relationship Between Monastics and the Laity in Post-War Taiwan Buddhism: Junior College Buddhist 

Study Movement (Zhanhou Taiwan Fojiao De Sengsu Guanxi Yi Dazhuan Qingnian Xuefo Yundong Wei 

Beijing 戰後台灣佛教的僧俗關係：以大專青年學佛運動為背景) (臺北: 國史館, 2010), 103–8. 
101 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 118-119. 
102 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 147–52. 
103 Ding Min 丁敏, “The Experience and Buddhist Activities of Chu-Yun: A Study of a Monk Who Arrived 

in Taiwan from the Mainland in 1949 as a Young Man (Zhuyunfashi De Fojiao Jingyan Yu Fojiao Shiye 

- 1949 Nian Dalu Laitai Qingnian Senglü Gean Yanjiu 煮雲法師的佛教經驗與佛教事業-1949 年大

陸來臺青年僧侶個案研究),” 中華佛學學報 12 (1999). 
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Moreover, Jingkong being a disciple of the lay Buddhist-Confucian leader Li Bingnan 

was not favourable to his situation either, since conservative monastic circles viewed him 

as a usurper of monastic authority by organising lay devotees to spread the dharma, as 

Sun Yanfei notes.104  

Ji Zhe brings attention to tensions after his ordination. ‘For some unclear reasons, 

Jingkong lost the support of the Buddhist clergy in Taiwan only several years after 

becoming a monk.’ 105  Jingkong’s choice not to conduct rituals and to live with a lay 

follower’s family might be the reason for these tensions and him losing support. This, 

however, presupposes that he had support from the clergy in the first place and it needs 

further specification of what support means. 

If defining his appointments as a lecturer at various places and his membership in the 

BAROC as support in a sense of enabling him to preach, then he did not lose it because 

until the late 70s he was still invited to lecture at important dharma ceremonies or 

institutions.106 Moreover, he was one of the main speakers for ‘Lectures of Buddhism for 

College Students’ (dazhuan foxue jiangzuo 大專佛學講座) at BAROC from 1973-1977. 

However, when BAROC held a lecture series of the ‘Perfection of Wisdom Sūtra for 

Humane Kings Protecting their Countries’ (renwanghuguo bore boluomiduo jing 仁王護

國般若波羅蜜多經) in 1978, it became the last time he lectured at BAROC because he 

edited the renwang jing into an outline without informing BAROC representatives. 

BAROC stopped his talk and never appointed him as a speaker again.107 Interestingly, 

Honglin only writes that Shandao Temple had to conduct Buddhist services; therefore, 

they sent him away.108 To be less dependent on other institutions in the future, Hanying, 

                                                 
104 Sun, “Jingkong: From Universal Saint to Sectarian Saint,” 398. 
105 Ji, “Making a Virtue of Piety,” 66. 
106 In 1967, invited by Tianyi 天乙 (1924-1980) to Xinglong Temple 興隆寺, by Longdao 隆道 (1906-) to 

Longquan Temple 隆泉寺, and gave speeches at Furen University. In 1968, Zhuyun 煮雲 (1919-1986) 

invited him to Fengshan Lotus Society 鳳山蓮社. From 1969 to 1970, Xingyun asked him to lecture at 

Foguang Shan ‘Institute of Eastern Buddhism’ (dongfang fojiao xueyuan 東方佛教學院) but he left 

after one semester because he did not agree to Xingyun’s teaching approach and content. In 1972 

Jingkong became committee member of ‘The China Academy’ (zhonghua xueshuyuan 中華學術院). 

Shenghuai 聖壞 brought him Hong Kong to speak at ‘Chinese Buddhist Library’ (zhonghua fojiao 

tushuguan 中華佛教圖書館) in 1977. There he read liaofan sixun, ganyingpian, anshi quanshu 

promoted by Yinguang and was moved by the sheer amount of books. He, thus, came to a decision to 

follow the example of his ‘great master’ and started printing these three books in Taiwan. See, Shi 

Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨空

老法師九十年譜), 28–71. 
107 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 203. 
108 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 70. 
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Li Xiu 李秀 and other lay followers bought an apartment in Jingmei, Taipei Wenshan 

district, that became first ‘place of practice’ (daochang 道場) of Jingkong – Hwa Dzan 

Buddhist Library (huazang fojiao tushuguan 華藏佛教圖書館). 

Institutionalisation in Taiwan and Step on the International Stage 1979-

1989 

With the establishment of the Hwa Dzan Buddhist library in early 1979, a process of 

institutionalisation was set in motion in a sense of giving shape to, moulding, and 

manifesting Jingkong’s proselytising endeavours and ideas in a fixed physical space. 

Thus, providing a place where his followers could regularly gather, listen to his lectures, 

and consolidate social patterns into a group identity. Therefore, we will look into this 

process of institutionalisation that culminated in the founding of the first Pure Land 

Learning Association and its related ‘manifesto’ in 1989 in this subchapter. 

According to Li Shuhao, Jingkong mainly preached ‘The Sūtra of Ananda’s Query 

concerning the Ultimate Result of Practicing the Buddha’s Teachings as Good or Bad 

Luck,’ the ‘Platform Sūtra’ (liuzu tanjing 六祖壇經), Li Bingnan’s ‘Outline of Buddhism 

in Fourteen Lectures’ (foxue gaiyao shisi jiangbiao 佛學概要十四講表), ‘Explanation of 

the Essentials,’ the third Chinese Patriarch of Chan Sengcan’s 僧璨 (died 606) ‘Faith in 

Mind’ (xinxinlu 信心路), ‘Commentary to the Amitābha Sūtra,’ ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha 

Sūtra,’ ‘Kṣitigarbha-sūtra’ (dizangjing 地 藏 經), ‘The Vows of Bodhisattva 

Samantabhadra’ and various morality books such as ‘Unabridged Works of Anshi’ (anshi 

quanshu 安士全書), ‘Liao Fan’s Four Lessons,’ and ganyingpian.109  These works are 

similar to the curriculum that Li Bingnan designed for Jingkong when he was studying in 

Taizhong, reflecting a continuation in terms of content and teaching style. 

In a commemorative book published 10 years after Hanying passing, Wudao 

remembers Hanying being the persistent laywomen who arranged all minutiae for a 

smooth beginning and who, with Jingkong, provided the funds for their library. 

Consequently, Jingkong and the other lay followers elected her as head librarian. Shortly 

after its founding, the name of the library was changed to ‘Hwa Dzan Buddhist Audio-

Visual Library’ (huazang fojiao shiting tushuguan 華藏佛教視聽圖書館) because 

followers in New York donated a camera and audiotapes, hoping that Jingkong would 

record his lectures and send them across the ocean. This gave rise to the idea of sending 

                                                 
109 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 205. 
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recordings all around the globe and later, with the emergence of the internet, developed 

into a ‘digital monastery’ where one could listen to Jingkong’s lectures and study sūtras 

everywhere at all times.110 However, Hanying opposed this name-change and used ‘Hwa 

Dzan Buddhist Library’ to register the organisation. 

Now having own teaching halls, Jingkong attracted a community of lay followers of 

which a few asked him whether they may renounce the household and become his 

disciples. Jingkong originally planned to follow Yinguang’s example of ‘never tonsuring 

anyone and never accepting disciples’ (buweiren tidu shoutudi 不為人剃度受徒弟), but 

because the library needed helping hands and because of Hanyings request, Jingkong gave 

the first tonsure to Wuben 悟本 (1983), in the following years to Wuchan 悟禪, Wujing 

悟敬, and Wude 悟德. Wudao 悟道, the leading monastic of Hwa Dzan, took the tonsure 

and precepts in 1984 five years after its establishment. He emphasises that it was always 

Hanying dealing with matters relating to the library, Jingkong only preached sūtras.111 

During an interview in September 2017, Zhuangxing 莊行, Wudao’s first disciple 

similarly points to the importance of Hanying for Jingkong, he says:  

He often said if it were not for the head librarian [Hanying], there would have not been any chance to 

improve further. [...] She allowed him to advance, notwithstanding favourable or adversarial 

circumstances. [...] This is not what a normal dharma protector can do.112  

It also was Hanying encouraging Jingkong to extend his scope towards overseas 

communities, particularly the USA. In 1982, ‘The American Association of Universal 

Morality Society’ (meiguo wanguo daodehui 美國萬國道德會) an offshoot of the 

redemptive society ‘Universal Morality Society’ hosted their third world congress in Los 

Angeles.113 Hanying – a committee member of the Wanguo daodehui – sent Jingkong the 

first time abroad to participate and speak on the ‘Sūtra of Ten good Deeds’ (shishan 

yedaojing 十善業道經, abbr., shishan).114  

                                                 
110  We will address this digital monastery ‘Amitābha College’ or literally ‘Online College of Buddhist 

Education’ (fotuo jiaoyu wangle xueyuan 佛陀教育網路學院) in chapter 4.2. 
111 Shi Wudao 釋悟道, “The True Meaning of Propagating and Protecting the Dharma (Hongfa Hufa Zhi 

Zhenyi 弘法護法之真義),” in A Wish for Numerous Compassionate Rays of Light: Commemorative 

Book of Curator Hanying (Yuanhai Ciguang - Hanying Guanzhang Jinnian Ce 願海慈光─韓鍈館長

紀 念 冊), ed. Amitabha Buddhist Association of Queensland 澳 洲 淨 宗 學 院 (Toowoomba, 

Australia: Amitabha Buddhist Association of Queensland, 2007), 55-59. 
112 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 76. 
113 For more information on the Universal Morality Society, see Vincent Goossaert and David A. Palmer, 

The Religious Question in Modern China (Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press, 2011), 

especially chapter four on redemptive societies, 90-121. 
114 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 78. 
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While being in the USA preaching sūtras, a lay follower hoped Jingkong would build 

a centre for communal practice. This person, subsequently, donated a house and another 

lay devotee named Xia Jinshan 夏錦山 provided funds for maintenance in 1982. The 

former office building was first named Hwa Dzan Lotus Society 華藏蓮社 by Li Bingnan 

in 1985 and later became the Dallas Buddhist Association in the USA – the first overseas 

community.115 

Back in Taiwan, the architect and lay patron Jian Fengwen 簡豐文 donated a newly 

built house in 1984. On December 14, 1984, this building became ‘The Corporate Body 

of The Buddha Educational Foundation’ (fotuo jiaoyu jijinhui 佛陀教育基金會) and the 

third place of practice of Jingkong. Its agenda states that it shall serve to promote Buddhist 

education, reprint and distribute Buddhist literature, provide audio material, and conduct 

ceremonies for releasing sentient beings.116 This organisation became highly important 

for Jingkong in the late 1980s and 1990s, for it shipped more than half of its printed books 

to the mainland since 1985. In the beginning, the directress of the library of Chi Lin 

Nunnery (zhilian jingyuan 志蓮淨苑), since 2007 abbess, Hongxun 宏勛 (b. 1945), 

provided a channel for sending their material through Hong Kong into the mainland. 

Within six years from 1989 to 1995, the Buddhist Educational foundation sent 800 copies 

of the Buddhist canon and 33 copies of the ‘Essentials of the Complete Library in Four 

Branches of Literature’ (siku quanshu huiyao 四庫全書薈要) worth more than 20 million 

Yuan to universities in Beijing and Shanghai.117 

Following the proclamation of the lifting of martial law by Chiang Ching-kuo 蔣經

國 in 1987, Jingkong returned to Mainland China after 38 years in 1988. He became 

acquainted with Zhao Puchu 趙朴初 (1980–2000), the then president of the Buddhist 

Association of China (zhongguo fojiao xiehui 中國佛教協會), which legitimised his 

activities and enabled him to send his books directly to monasteries, libraries, and 

                                                 
115 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 222–26. 
116 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 83–87. 
117  He Yun 何雲, “Interview with Master Jingkong (Jingkong Fashi Fangwenji 淨空法師訪問記),” 

Buddhist Culture 佛教文化, no. 4 (1999): 4 Honglin accounts that the 33 copies of ‘Essentials for the 

Complete Library in Four Branches of Literature’ were sent within one year (1993) and that alone in 

1999, 500 copies of the ‘Dragon Treasury Canon’ (longzang 龍藏經) were sent to Mainland China. Shi 

Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨空

老法師九十年譜), 99-100. 
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seminars. Sun Yanfei writes that Jingkong’s undertakings met with little obstruction 

during the 1980s and 1990 due to the open door policies of the Chinese state. Moreover,  

the distribution of Jingkong’s materials was able to piggyback on the existing Buddhist temple 

networks on the mainland. […] temples in mainland China contributed to the wider dissemination of 

Jingkong’s teachings by reproducing his tapes, transcribing his lectures, and printing copies of the 

transcripts.118 

This is the reason why until today, even after the Chinese state shut down Jingkong’s 

Cultural Centre in Lujiang in 2008, one can still obtain his videotapes, transcribed lecture, 

books, etc.119 Temple and lay networks played a crucial role in distributing his works in 

the Mainland. Gareth Fisher notes, among Buddhist scriptures and morality books 

distributed by overseas religious figures, those of Jingkong were certainly the most 

popular and widespread.120 

After 1985, Jingkong started to commute regularly between Taiwan, Hong Kong, the 

USA, and Singapore where he met his second most important dharma protector, Li 

Muyuan 李木源 (1945-2015) a businessman who offered Jingkong and his disciples to 

stay at Singapore Buddhist Lodge (xinjiapo jushlin 新加坡居士林) after Hanying’s death 

in 1997.121  

In 1987, he preached Xi Lianju’s compilation ‘Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life 

Adornment Purity Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra’ for the first time to commemorate 

his former teacher Li Bingnan (died in 1986) at the newly founded Washington DC 

Buddhist Association. From the day when Li Bingnan gave his annotation of the 

compilation to Jingkong until he passed away, he never allowed Jingkong to speak this 

Sūtra publicly, for ‘causes and conditions have not ripened yet.’ However, causes and 

conditions came together when he introduced his understanding of Buddhism to the ‘west’ 

and when he realised that besides him there was another person who wrote extensive 

explanations and annotations to the compilation and who studied under Xia Lianju, 

Huang Nianzu 黃念祖 (1913-1992). In a phone call to Jingkong, Huang Nianzu expressed 

his gratitude for propagating the compilation and further wished that Jingkong established 

Pure Land Societies according to Xia Lianju’s ideal. It only took two more years and he 

                                                 
118 Sun, “Jingkong: From Universal Saint to Sectarian Saint,” 407. 
119 During my language training in Jinan, Shandong, from 2014 to 2015, I found copies of his work in 

various temples in Shandong, but also in Yunan, Guangdong and Zhejiang.  
120  Gareth Fisher, “Morality Books and the Regrowth of Lay Buddhism in China,” in Religion in 

Contemporary China: Revitalization and Innovation, ed. Adam Y. Chau, Routledge contemporary 

China series v. 59 (Abingdon, New York: Routledge, 2011), 62. 
121 Hanying’s death, in fact, led to a schism of Jingkong’s young group. We will discuss this in the next 

section. 
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founded the first Pure Land Society in Taiwan in 1989, Hwa Dzan, and two more years 

for the first overseas Pure Land Society in Vancouver, Canada, Boddhisattva 

Samantabhadra Sūtra Association (wengehua shifang jinglou jingzong xuehui 溫哥華十

方經樓淨宗學會).122  

In February 1989, Jingkong and Hanying founded Hwa Dzan Pure Land Society, 

known as The Corporation Republic of Hwa Dzan, at Hwa Dzan Buddhist Library. The 

latter organisation did not merge into the former but rather coexisted with the newly 

founded Pure Land Society at their Jingmei teaching halls until Hanying died in 1997. In 

its manifesto, ‘Origins and Establishment of the Pure Land Learning Society’ (jingzong 

xuehui chengli yuanqi 淨宗學會成立緣起), the alleged author Hanying stated that the 

concept of ‘Pure Land Society’ (jingzong xuehui) was proposed by Xia Lianju after the 

Second World War to propagate specifically Pure Land teachings. It was written by 

Jingkong who realised the imperative necessity of this idea for our nowadays society and, 

thus, began distributing thousands of books around the globe and hoped that this 

organisation may spread to all part of the world. The main goal is to recite sūtras, 

encourage new people to enter, seek rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure Land, and educate the 

people. It further stipulates that three scriptures constitute the textual foundation for 

cultivation ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ (Xia Lianju’s compilation), ‘Explanation of 

the Essentials,’ and ‘The Vows of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra.’ The Five Pure Land 

scriptures and ‘Ten Essentials of Pure land’ (jingtu shiyao 淨土十要)123 support these. The 

specific course of practice successively follows along with the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ 

(sanfu 三福), ‘Six Harmonies’ (liuhe 六和), ‘Three Disciplines’ (sanxue 三學), ‘Six 

Pāramitās (liudu 六度), ‘The Ten Vows of Samantabhadra’ (shida yuanwang 十大願王) 

outlined in the Contemplation Sūtra. They constitute the ‘Five Great Subjects’ (wuda 

kemu 五大科目). Lastly, daily chanting practice shall be accompanied by reading Xia 

Lianju’s ‘Essentials of Quickly Cultivating Pure [Land]’ (jingxiu jieyao 淨修捷要) and 

‘Repentance-samādhi of mindfulness of the Buddha’ (baowang sanmeichan 寶王三昧懺) 

to facilitate ‘single-minded recitation’ (yixiang zhuannian 一向傳念).124 

                                                 
122 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 90–91. 
123  A ten-fascicle work compiled by the Ming-dynasty monk Ouyi Zhixu, including treatises of Yuan 

Hongdao 袁宏道 (1568-1610), Zhiyi 智顗 (538–597), Qing monk Chengshi 成時 (d.u.), Shanyu 善遇 

(-646), and others. 
124 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 96–97. 
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Tracing the establishment back to Xia Lianju’s ideals locates this organisation in a 

historical context, provides legitimacy, and authority. In a later dharma talk, Jingkong 

sanctifies Xia Lianju by saying that the unimaginable work of compiling the five existent 

translations of wuliang shoujing into one can only be accomplished by bodhisattva’s hand 

(see chapter 5.3). Thus, when both Huang Nianzu a student of Xia Lianju, and Jingkong 

a student of Li Bingnan who received this compilation from the Mainland, realised they 

were the only two propagating it, it must have strengthened their perceived importance 

of propagating this particular compilation, for it is also written in the manifesto that this 

Sūtra represents the ‘true dharma’ (zhengfa 正法). Moreover, the set of cultivation 

methods and content put forth reflects the codification of practice in their founding 

manifesto for all future Pure Land Societies and practitioners. Thus, creating a discourse 

that on the one hand rationalises their scriptural choice and on the other hand, shields 

them from external critique. In can, therefore, be seen that this manifesto represents a 

successful institutionalisation process since it successfully standardised interaction 

sequences, social order, and patterns that are chronically reproduced. 

 

Establishment of Pure Land Societies in Chinese Diasporas 1989-2001 

The first nominal overseas Pure Land Society was founded in Vancouver, Canada, in 

1991. Strictly speaking, however, it was the Dallas Buddhist Association in 1982. With 

the subsequent establishment of Pure Land Societies in the USA (San Jose 1991), Taiwan 

(Tainan 1992), Singapore (1992), Australia (Queensland 1994) and many more until today, 

Jingkong saw himself confronted with the decision of whether establishing an 

organisation that unities all Pure Land Societies under one headquarter or giving each 

Pure Land Society independence of operation. He chose the latter and set up five basic 

ground rules for each Society:  

1) All groups are legally organizing activities within the limits permitted by the laws 

of the host country. 

2) All groups are Buddhist educational organizations that abide by the teachings of 

the Buddha. 

3) All groups are independent organisations and do not belong to any international 

organisation. 
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4) The board of directors and leaders of all groups are democratically elected from 

their members. These members are citizens of the host country or residents and 

follow the guiding principle of ‘localization’ in personnel. 

5) All organizations consider Ven. Jingkong as their mentor. 

Thus, financial and human affairs are managed individually at each Pure Land Society. 

However, each Society is united under Jingkong’s directions and instructions, 

propagating only scriptures that are approved by him. Nevertheless, the question remains 

how his theoretical instructions are realised in practice and to what extent these 

organisations are independent in their local area (USA, Canada, Australia, Europe, etc.). 

Li Shuhao points to the fact that these Pure Land Societies were all based on Chinese 

overseas communities. 125  Thus, raising the next question regarding the interaction 

between fractured diaspora communities and their host community in light of their 

missionary zeal.126 

With the help of Li Muyuan’s network in Singapore, particular the Singapore 

Buddhist Lodge of which he served as president, Jingkong and Li Muyuan set up a 

program to train Buddhist preachers (jingzong hongfa rencai peixunban 淨宗弘法培訓班) 

from mainland China and other countries in 1995. Zhao Puchu gave his blessing to this 

program and even became honorary president of the Singapore Pure Land Society in 1997. 

Jingkong’s two patrons, Hanying and Li Muyuan and their networks as well as Jingkong’s 

ability to receive the endorsement of political leaders increased his charisma, legitimacy, 

and authority and in effect his program, too. Jingkong served as the only instructor for 

three months and applied the same teaching methods Li Bingnan once used to teach him: 

one scripture at a time, each student had to explain the scripture on stage, only when 

Jingkong was satisfied s/he would pass.127  

In an article published in ‘Buddhist Culture’ in 2000, Ven. Yanxu 延續, pen name Zi 

Yu 子愚, recalls his experience of participating in Jingkong’s program. He tells us that he 

has never seen only heard Jingkong through his audio tapes and was moved by this 

knowledgeable and eloquent old master. During the program, eight hours were reserved 

for preaching sūtras, lectures, presentations, and teaching instruction every day. Over 

1.000 lay devotees listened to his evening lectures and were moved to tears when noticing 

                                                 
125 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 262–63. 
126 I will not discuss this aspect in context of this master’s thesis further, but I am planning to investigate 

this in my PhD dissertation.  
127 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 287-288. 
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that their master was not feeling well and refused to rest. Yanxu’s memories reflect deep 

admiration of his restless, diligent, and compassionate master whose only ambition was 

to rectify the mind of the people.128 Similar accounts of participants can be found on the 

internet and in ‘Buddhist Culture’ under ‘Realisations regarding Singapore’s Dharma 

Propagation Talent Training Class’ (xinjiapo hongfa rencai peixunban xuexi ganwu 新加

坡弘法人才培訓班學習感悟).129 

The year 1997 was a turning point in Jingkong's propagation career for his most 

important patron who organised all finance and activity related matters, Hanying, passed 

away. With her passing, the inheritance of Hwa Dzan Buddhist library was called into 

question, because she bought and registered the preaching halls in Jingmei. According to 

Taiwanese inheritance law, the rightful inheritor was her son. Jingkong's ‘wu’ 悟

generation-name (beizi 輩子) disciples, however, did not want to comply and threatened 

her son with a lawsuit. Jingkong besought his disciples not to do so, even kowtowed. 

Thereafter, Jingkong and most of his disciples moved to Singapore Buddhist Lodge on Li 

Muyuan’s invitation, while other disciples stayed in Taiwan. He effectively lost his 

foothold in Taiwan. However, not long after Hanying’s passing, one lay devotee bought 

an apartment for Jingkong in Taipei's Xinyi district, providing space for Hwa Dzan. After 

eight years of coexistence, Hwa Dzan and Hwa Dzan Buddhist library were officially 

separated and Wudao served as director-general of Hwa Dzan ever since.130  

With his new foothold in Singapore, Jingkong focused on preaching mainly in 

Singapore until 2002 but started to expand his activities to Australia and Malaysia as well. 

In 1999, he established Xiaolian Scholarship (xiaolian jiangxuejin 孝廉獎學金) for 

schools and universities in China, honouring those students and institutions that – in his 

understanding – exemplify a virtuous character. It continued the previous Hwa Dzan 

Scholarship (huazang jiangxuejin 華藏獎學金, 1993-1998) of which his brother Xu 

Yehua 徐業華  served as deputy director of the committee. The existence of both 

scholarships demonstrates on another level Jingkong’s approved involvement in China 

by the Chinese state. In the same year, Zhao Puchu arranged a formal ceremony hold by 

                                                 
128 Zi Yu 子愚, “Gratefulness of Life: Me and My Great Teacher (Shengming Zhong De Gan'en - Wo He 

Wode Shanzhishi 生命中的感恩-我和我的善知識),” Buddhist Culture 佛教文化, no. 1 (2000): 17-24, 

37. 
129 Shi Kuanrong 釋寬容, “Learn to Be a Teacher for the People, Be an Example for the World (Xue Wei 

Renshi Xingwei Shifan 學為人師行為世範),” Buddhist Culture 佛教文化, no. 6 (1999): 37–40. 
130 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 121. 
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the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA), the Chinese Buddhist Association, 

and the United Front Work Department to honour Jingkong’s donation of 500 copies of 

the ‘Qianlong Great Buddhist Canon’ (qianlong dazangjing 乾隆大藏經). The SARA even 

invited him to participate in the National Day celebrations at Tiananmen Square.131 

According to Honglin’s accounts on where, when, and what Jingkong preached, a 

picture of his traces becomes clear:132 following the years after Hanying’s death in 1997, 

he stayed mainly in Singapore, flew to Hong Kong for a few days at the beginning of 

each month, and almost every second month to Australia. His focus lied on his training 

course for future Buddhist propagators and giving speeches on various sūtras 133 and the 

ganyingpian, shishan, and Buddhist education. From his scriptural choice, one can see 

that his target audience were primarily lay devotees. At this time, he developed his central 

idea of the ‘Five Great Subjects’ (wuda kemu 五大科目). A concept he spoke of during a 

two-day dharma lecture in Malaysia at Kek Lok Si (Jile Temple 極樂寺) from September 

9th to 10th in 2000.134 His travels between Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, and Malaysia 

continued until 2002 when he relocated to Australia. Sun Yanfei states that his relocation 

to Australia was due to a disagreement between Jingkong and his patron Li Muyuan, but 

provides no further explanation or source of this information.135 What we can see from 

Honglin’s data is that Jingkong’s number of lectures indeed increased abruptly in 

Australia and Hong Kong. This stands in stark contrast to only three lectures at the 

Singapore Pure Land Society and not even one at the Singapore Buddhist Lodge. Li 

Muyuan served as president at both places. During the previous four years, the vast 

majority of lectures were held at both institutes. On the same matter, Li Shuhao identifies 

the issue of Jingkong’s permanent residence visa by the Australian government as the 

                                                 
131 Zhao Puchu 趙樸初, “84.000 Copies of the Dragon Canon Were Donated to Our Homeland: Venerable 

Jingkong Attended the Donation Ceremony of the Dragon Canon and Was Invited to the 50th 

Anniversary Celebration Ceremony of the Nation (Bawansiqian Ce Longzang Juangui Guguo 

Jingkongfashi Zai Beijing Chuxi Longzang Juanzeng Yishi Bingyingqing Canjia Wushizhounian Daqing 

Guanli Huodong 八萬四千冊《龍藏》捐歸故國-淨空法師在北京出席《龍藏》捐贈儀式並應請

參加五十週年大慶觀禮活動,” Buddhist Culture 佛教文化, no. 6 (1999): 4–5. 
132 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 121–204. 
133 Mainly Xia Lianju’s compilation, Huayan Sūtra and the ‘Chapter on Entry into the Realm of Reality’ 

(rufa jiepin 入法界品) describing the young Sudhana (shancai tongzi 善財童子) who visits a 

succession of fifty-three teachers to seek awakenment. Through the instruction of Samantabhadra, he 

aspires to be reborn in Amitābha’s Pure Land.  
134 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong Lectures on the Three Meritorious Acts (Jingkong Fashi 

Jiang Jingye Sanfu Malaxiya 淨空法師談_淨業三福 馬來西亞),” accessed May 10, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4iJ2jJoK4NY. 
135 Sun, “Jingkong: From Universal Saint to Sectarian Saint,” 399. 
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reason for his relocation.136 From this alone, one cannot infer that Jingkong’s relationship 

with Li Muyuan was fraught with problems. 137  This needs more field research in 

Singapore. 

Relocation to Australia and Propagation of Traditional Chinese Culture 

and Education early 2000 – today 

Although Jingkong has been propagating non-Buddhist scriptures and ‘traditional 

Chinese culture before the early 2000s, the frequency of talks, lectures, training courses, 

TV interviews, and documentations particularly on ‘traditional Chinese culture and 

education,’ ‘filial piety,’ and ‘morality,’ however, saw a spectacular increase during the 

early 2000s.138 Furthermore, he was invited to and participated in various international 

conferences, forums, and inter-religious meeting. In 2002, for his efforts in promoting 

world peace, Jingkong has been awarded Honorary Doctorates and Professorships by 

Griffith University and the University of Queensland, Australia. Honglin notes that these 

academic titles enabled him to attend international conferences.139 Among them are the 

Okayama NGO Summit for International Contribution (2004) where leaders of different 

religions came together to discuss religious education, the international conference on 

‘Cultivating Wisdom, Realising Peace’ organised by Griffith University and the Pure 

Land Learning College Australia (2005), the International 2550th Vesak Day Festival at 

UNESCO HQ in Paris (2006) commemorating the birthday of the historical Buddha, or 

the Forum of World Religions and Peaceful Coexistence held at National Singapore 

University (2007), and many more. In 2009, Jingkong was appointed as international 

trustee of Religions for Peace to encourage inter-religious dialogue and end poverty. 

These forums, organisations, and positions offer a platform and wide audience to 

spread his understanding of Buddhism and traditional Chinese education beyond his 

lectures or training courses in Hong Kong, Australia, or Singapore. By this, he can exceed 

                                                 
136 Li Shuhao 李恕豪, Biography of Venerable Jingkong (jingkong fashi zhuan 淨空法師傳), 388. 
137  Interestingly though, there are numerous blog entries and even news on the internet spreading Li 

Muyuan’s ‘repentance letter’ that he passed on to a person called Xiuyue after his death in 2015 in an 

intermediate existence between death and rebirth (zhongyin 中陰). The Australian Hsiang Kuang Grand 

Buddhist Temple 澳洲香光佛寺 published another ‘letter’ of Li Muyuan in 2018 in which he writes 

that after three years of suffering in various hells, he now dwells in Amitābha’s Pure Land. Hsiang 

Kuang Grand Buddhist Temple 澳洲香光佛寺, “Li Muyuan Resolves His Grievances (Li Muyuan Jushi 

Huajie Yuanchou 李木源居士「化解冤仇」),” accessed May 14, 2020, t.ly/ZhGt. 
138 See Honglin’s list of Jingkong’s lectures from 1979 to 2017, Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong 

– A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨空老法師九十年譜), 415–66. 
139 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 207–9. 
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the limitations of propagating only within Chinese overseas diasporas and start 

connecting to local people. During the late 2000s until today, the identity marker 

‘Traditional Chinese sagely Education’ (zhongguo chuantong shengxian jiaoyu 中國傳

統聖賢教育) as well as ‘Moral and Ethical Education’ (lunli daode jiaoyu 倫理道德教

育) firmed under the umbrella term ‘Buddhist Education’ (fotuo jiaoyu 佛陀教育) and 

became a way to integrate into western societies (e.g., USA and UK) and attract non-

Chinese. An example of this ethnic border-crossing process is the ‘Academy of Sinology’ 

at the University of Wales Trinity Saint David (UK) founded through corporation with 

Chin Kung Multicultural Educational Foundation in 2016. It aims at studying (and 

propagating) ancient Chinese culture, values and ethics (foremost filial piety, ancestral 

respect, and commemoration) and offers a new type of approach to learning and pedagogy 

that combines scholarship with ‘learning’ as the website claims.140  This ‘new type of 

learning and pedagogy,’ in fact, resembles the teaching method of Li Bingnan at Taizhong 

Lotus Society. Li Bingnan allowed his students to focus only on one subject or scripture 

at a time. Only after being able to expound the scripture exactly as the master did, they 

may choose another scripture. The Academy of Sinology calls this ‘immersive teaching 

methodology’ an alleged ‘ancient teaching approach of the sages’ and as well only teaches 

one module at a time. Thus, one specific mode of operation of one Taiwanese Lotus 

society is not only brought into an academic context but also into a foreign ‘western’ 

environment.  

As can be seen, Jingkong no longer identifies himself merely as a Buddhist monk but 

also a representative of traditional Chinese culture in general. The vague compound term 

‘traditional culture’ gives Jingkong enough room to create his discourse that on the 

surface revolves around a Confucian notion of ‘filial piety,’ where it derives its legitimacy. 

At its heart, however, lies a Pure Land soteriology that utilises this discourse as cultivation 

and proselytization method. In his understanding, only traditional Chinese culture 

provides the means to save our world from moral degeneration, social turmoil, and even 

natural disasters. To prove his point he often refers to the British historian and philosopher 

Arnold J. Toynbee (1889-1975) in his lectures and on his UNESCO website to the former 

Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany Helmut Schmidt (1918-2015).141  He 

                                                 
140 Academy of Sinology, “Discover Harmony of the Three Schools of Teachings,” accessed May 11, 2020, 

https://www.uwtsd.ac.uk/sinology/about/. 
141 Association of Master Chin Kung’s Friends at UNESCO, “A Small Town Called Tangchi,” accessed 

May 15, 2020, http://www.ckunesco.com/a-small-town-called-tangchi/. 
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claims that both envisioned Confucianism and Mahayana Buddhism to liberate sentient 

beings from suffering by teaching a correct understanding of compassion and morality.  

While being highly active abroad, Jingkong was equally committed to proselytising 

in mainland China. Around the year 2005 until 2013, the topics of Jingkong’s dharma 

lectures started regularly to contain the phrase ‘harmonious society’ (hexie shehui 和諧社

會), ‘harmonious world’ (hexie shijie 和諧世界) or ‘world peace’ (shijie heping 世界和平), 

often in compound with ‘traditional culture,’ ‘education’ or ‘ethics and morality.’ The 

first phrase is well known from the then CCP General Secretary Hu Jintao 胡錦濤 (b. 1942, 

2002-2012) signature ideology ‘harmonious society’ that he introduced during the 2005 

National People’s Congress. Interestingly, 2005 was the year when Jingkong started his 

Lujiang Centre of Cultural Education (lujiang wenhua jiaoyu zhongxin 廬江文化教育中

心) to promote a model of a harmonious society based on the Confucian primer ‘Rules 

for Disciples’ in the rural town Tangchi 湯池, Anhui Province. As Ji Zhe and Guillaume 

Dutournier point out, though, the official discourse considers disharmony due to political 

and social reasons, not a moral decline. Contrary, for Jingkong and his disciples political 

and social disharmony, is a reflection of a moral derailment, thus, traditional culture needs 

to be taught and put into practice by ‘seed teachers’ to rectify the social climate. Despite 

the different discursive understanding of ‘harmonious,’ the Centre is nevertheless 

connected to national issues symbolically and practically. 142  The aim of this social 

experiment is, according to Jingkong, to prove the efficacy and practicability of 

traditional education, for he realised that even though his talks at UNESCO and other 

forums were praised, no one implemented his ideals.143 

In recent years, Hwa Dzan and Jingkong are performing ‘ancestral remembrance 

ceremonies’ all around the globe. Themed ‘Karmic Education Saves Peoples Minds’ 

(yinguo jiaoyu zhengjiu renxin 因果教育拯救人心), the first ancestral worship ceremony 

in a non-Chinese context was held in London in 2016. Ever since, it is jointly organised 

by the University of Wales Trinity Saint David (Academy of Sinology), UK Hwa Dzan 

Amitābha College, and Taiwan Hwa Dzan. These shall serve as another way of 

                                                 
142 Guillaume Dutournier and Ji Zhe, “Social Experimentation and "Popular Confucianism": The Case of 

the Lujiang Cultural Education Centre,” China Perspectives, no. 4 (2009): 67–81. 
143 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong Lectures the Avatamsaka Sutra (Dafangguang Fohuayan 

Jing Di 1662 Juan/shipin/ Wenzi Jingkongfashi Jiang 大方广佛华严经（第 1662 卷/视频/文字）净

空法师主讲),” accessed May 15, 2020, http://dywhjt.com/29310.html. 
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manifesting ‘filial piety’ as a social norm on which Chinese culture in general and Chinese 

Buddhism, in particular, are build. 

Reviewing the historical traces of Jinkong’s life, his early choice to study under a lay 

Buddhist and proponent of Confucian classics, Li Bingnan, appears to set the tone for his 

following unconventional career outside of monastic Buddhism and sole focus on 

preaching scriptures for lay devotees. He was supported by individual lay patrons and 

devotees in the beginning (pre-Hwa Dzan), then under the guidance of lay patrons he 

initiated institution-building and an organisational structure started to take shape (Hwa 

Dzan Buddhist library) that was dominated by lay devotees. In course of time, this 

organisation grew into a monastic community (Hwa Dzan Pure Land Society) led by 

Wudao who began accepting disciples in place of Jingkong and brought them together 

under Jingkong’s guidance and his leadership in Taipei – replacing Hwa Dzan Buddhist 

Library (even though it still exists). Other disciples of Jingkong either left Taiwan or 

established their place of practice, e.g. Wuben 悟本 founded the Amitābha Garden 彌陀

園 in 1992 and the Xilinsi 西林寺 in 2000 in Chiayi County. There are, however, disciples 

who continued setting up Pure Land Societies around Taiwan and the world, e.g. Wuxing 

悟行 who served as president of the Pure Land Learning Center, Victoria, Australia, before 

1997 and as president of the Tainan Pure Land Society after 1997. In 2001, he returned to 

Australia serving as the executive chair of the Toowoomba and Melbourne Pure Land 

Society but became abbot of Jile Temple 極樂寺 in Tainan in 2012 where Jingkong would 

reside when being in Taiwan. As Jingkong pointed out several times, he is not interested 

in building temples or establishing a world-wide Buddhist organisation united under one 

headquarter, but rather focusses his attention on dharma lectures, publication and 

distribution of Buddhist and Confucian literature. Mostly lay patrons and Hwa Dzan 

supports his undertakings, but not a monastic institution where he serves as the leader. 

The organisations of his disciples, on the other hand, seem to develop into monastic 

institutions consisting of a fourfold sangha (sizhong 四眾). Take for example Hwa Dzan. 

Hwa Dzan has three institutions. Its headquarter is located in Taipei’s Xinyi district, 

comprising of offices, a preaching hall, community rooms, and rooms for monastics only 

in two buildings. A branch temple in Sanchong (sanchong bieyuan 三重別院) provides 

the necessary space for large-scale dharma ceremonies of over 1.000 people and more 

rooms for monastics. Lastly, two lay devotees donated land in New Taipei City Shuangxi 

District in 2003 to build a temple where the ‘’ (sanshi xinian 三時繫念) ceremony can be 
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conducted without interruption, the Lingyan Mountain Temple – Shuangxi Small House 

靈巖山寺-雙溪小築. It serves as a small-scale venue for dharma ceremonies and provides 

space for ‘Seven Days Buddha Recitation’ (nianfoqi 念佛七). Apart from that, I was told 

that Hwa Dzan is planning to build another temple designed to educate their monastics 

and devotees. It can thus be seen that, although Jingkong never envisioned constructing 

temples – Hwa Dzan Buddhist Library was initiated by Hanying, Pure Land Societies 

were suggested by Huang Nianzu – he only encouraged lay devotees to form communities 

of Pure Land Societies, his disciples, however, brought his teachings into a monastic 

framework. 

 

3.2. Jingkong’s Intellectual Lineage 

As Charles Jones in his study on Chinese Pure Land Buddhism has pointed out, the 

geographical and chronological separation of the Pure Land patriarchs was in fact of no 

importance for the compilers of the patriarchal lists. It was rather created for institutional 

purposes and reflects a different understanding of the word ‘patriarch’ (zu 祖) in contrast 

to the direct master-disciple transmission in Chan or Esoteric lineages. ‘Patriarch’ in Pure 

Land Buddhism points to a teacher whose cultivation, moral character, and attainments 

are venerated and to be followed.144 Similarly, in his book on the Pure Land of Amitābha 

and the Pure Land in the human realm, Chen Jianhuang explains that the list of patriarchs 

was intended to honour the merit of past masters and hold them in deep respect to set an 

example that later generations of practitioners should follow. 145  For Pure Land 

practitioners, there is no direct master-disciple relationship when it comes to the thirteen 

patriarchs and the lineage they continue. Of special importance is the teacher-student 

relationship – an intellectual lineage. This relationship is constructed indirectly through 

books, letters, lectures, hagiographic stories, etc. as an imagined existing relationship. 

Thus, we need to bear this in mind when discussing Jingkong’s lineage, otherwise, 

any investigation into his lineage to explain his practice and its application at Hwa Dzan 

                                                 
144 Charles Brewer Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism: Understanding a Tradition of Practice, Pure Land 

Buddhist studies (Honolulu: University of Hawaiʻi Press, 2019), 10. 
145  Chen Jianhuang 陳劍鍠, Supreme Expedient Means and Enjoyment of the Truth: Peripheral 

Relationship Between Amitabha's Pure Land and the Pure Land in the Human Realm (Wushang 

Fangbian Yu Xianxing Fale - Mituo Jingtu Yu Renjianjingtu De Zhoubian Guanxi 無上方便與現行法

樂-彌陀淨土與人間淨土的周邊關係) (New Taipei City 新北市: Gandha Samudra Culture 香海文化

事業有限公司, 2015), 33. 
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would be fruitless, since he does not attach importance to his ‘actual’ dharma lineage that 

he received from Baisheng.  

Listening to his dharma talks and reading his books, six figures played a major role 

in shaping Jingkong’s perception of Buddhism: Fang Dongmei, Zhangjia living Buddha, 

Li Bingnan, Yinguang, Xia Lianju, and Huang Nianzu. Although Fang Dongmei and 

Zhangjia living Buddha introduced him to Buddhism as his mentoring teachers, of 

particular interest, however, are two transmission lineages of 1) Yinguang – Li Bingnan 

– Jingkong and 2) Xia Lianju – Huang Nianzu – Jingkong. Apart from these six figures, 

Jingkong often refers to Arnold J. Toynbee and pseudo-scientist Masaru Emoto 江本勝 

(1943-2014) to provide scientific data for his assertions of the paramount efficacy of 

Chinese education. We will first examine the continuities and discontinuities throughout 

the lineage Yinguang – Li Bingnan – Jingkong with focus on Pure Land practice, 

scriptural choice, and Confucian family ethics.  

Pure Land Practice  

Throughout the chapter ‘Pure Land’ which is part of Li Bingnan’s collection of 

‘Questions and Answers concerning Buddhist Studies’ (foxue wenda 佛 學 問 答), 

Yinguang’s influence on Li Bingnan’s understanding of Pure Land is reflected in his 

frequent quotations or indirect references. Apart from Li Bingnan, his enquirers often 

quote Yinguang in their questions as well to clarify certain aspects that the great Master 

did not explain. For example, lay devotee Chuan Yuzhi 傳愚之 (d.u.) read in Yinguang’s 

manuscripts that especially young people should focus on Buddha-recitation to erase 

karmic hindrances and to understand the meaning of Buddhism. He asks, ‘because our 

past karma is extremely heavy and that we are bound to worldly [affairs], [...] how can 

we subdue our delusions when reciting the Buddha-name?’ Li Bingnan answers, ‘[it] is a 

matter of time. When your efforts have ripened, delusions will naturally disappear. There 

is no need for being impatient. [Remember] only when mind, mouth, and body work in 

conjunction with each other, one regularly recites [the Buddha-name] uninterruptedly and 

untiringly, then success is naturally achieved.’146 

 This resembles Yinguang’s ‘single-minded Buddha-recitation’ (shexin nianfo 攝心

念佛) method. In a correspondence letter with a certain Gao Shaolin 高邵麟, he writes:  

                                                 
146 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Questions and Answers Concerning Buddhist Studies (Foxue Wenda Leibian 佛學

問答類編), with the assistance of Mao Tiyuan 毛惕園 (ed.), Collection of Pure Land Books 淨土宗叢

書 15 (Taipei 臺北: Taiwan Sūtra Printing Office 臺灣印經處, 1972), 624. 
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The method for [achieving] a concentrated mind, there is nothing that comes before sincerity. If the 

mind is not sincere, but one’s wish to concentrate will not be successful. Even after having achieved 

a sincere mind, one’s mind and recitation are still not in aligned. One should concentrate ears and 

listen carefully. No matter whether one is uttering or silently reciting the name, it has to arise from 

one’s mind. The sound exits from the mouth and enters from the ears. [...] If one clearly recites in the 

mind and from the mouth and the ears are listening attentively, that is what is called ‘concentrated 

mind.’ Delusions will naturally quieten down.147 

Mind and mouth recite, the ears listen. This is how one achieves a concentrated mind 

and the elimination of delusions. As one can see, Li Bingnan’s response to Chen Yuzhi 

reflects the Buddha-recitation method that Yinguang explained to Gao Shaolin. Both 

advocate ‘single-minded Buddha-recitation.’ This single-minded practice is realised by 

‘Tenfold Recollection of Buddha-recitation’ (shinian jishu 十念記數), a method Yinguang 

calls the ‘unsurpassed sublime dharma’ (jiujing miaofa 究竟妙法) and is fairly easily 

incorporated into daily life. In the same letter, Yinguang describes that one only has to 

recite from one to ten ‘Amitābhas.’ Each recitation must be clearly spoken and one should 

not remember the number of recitations but rely on one’s mind to know where one is. ‘By 

clearly reciting, remembering, and hearing, delusions have not basis and one archives 

single-minded concentration.’148 

Another lay devotee asks Li Bingnan about the 18 conditions or aspects. It is unclear 

what he refers to and Li Bingnan does not reply either. However, he writes that a lay 

devotee should be particularly committed to practising Pure Land and apply the method 

of ‘holding the name by the oneness of mind’ (yixin chiming 一心持名). The other three 

Buddha-recitation methods149 need to conform to one’s natural capacities, otherwise, it 

would be too complicated, and one’s effort would have no effect. According to Li Bingnan, 

the superiority of ‘holding the name’ is reflected in its applicability to daily life and the 

true form of things as they are (shixiang 實相). 150 He shares this viewpoint with Yinguang. 

In response to lay devotee Liu Tingcheng 劉廷誠 from Fujian, Yinguang writes:  

                                                 
147  Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume One (Yinguang Fashi 

Wenchao Shangce 印光法師文鈔, 上冊) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Propagation Foundation 華藏净宗

弘化基金會, 2010), 57. 
148 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume One (yinguang fashi wenchao 

shangce 印光法師文鈔, 上冊), 59–60. For more information on the history of shinian jishu, see Chen 

Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, Perfectly Penetrating and Actualising the Way: Master Yinguang Pure Land 

Propagation (Yuantong Zhengdao - Yinguang De Jingtu Qihua 圓通證道：印光的淨土啟化) (Taipei 

臺北: The Grand East Book 東大圖書館股份有限公司, 2002), 200–207. 
149 ‘Contemplation of the Image of Amitābha and Recitation of his Name’ (guanxiang nianfo 觀像念佛), 

‘Contemplation of Amitābha in the Mind and Recitation of his Name’ (guanxiang nianfo 觀想念佛), 

‘Mindfulness of Amitābha in his Actual Form’ (shixiang nianfo 實相念佛). 
150 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Questions and Answers concerning Buddhist Studies (foxue wenda leibian 佛學問
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It [Pure Land] excels Chan, Jiao [Tiantai, Huayan, Sanlun, Weishi] and Lü [vinaya-school], [but at 

the same time] combines Chan, Jiao and Lü. It is easy to start and the results are extraordinary. Little 

effort produces quick results. There is no better dharma-gate to leave a world stained with the five 

impurities and to benefit sentient being during the final dharma period. There is nothing more 

marvellous and unique than the ‘Buddha-recitation by holding the name’ [chiming nianfo 持名念佛] 

of the Pure Land.151 

In the postscript to his collection, he writes:  

What this small book wants to explain is that, if the mind is single-mindedly concentrated from 

Monday to Sunday, then this is called ‘holding the name.’ [...] Thus, to know this and to aspire to cut 

off delusions and to awaken to the truth, to end the cycle of birth and death, one must cultivate the 

Pure Land dharma gate of Buddha-recitation by holding the name.152  

Li Bingnan’s yixin chiming and Yinguang’s chiming nianfo are the same in terms of 

its practice and efficacy and are particularly need during the final period of the dharma as 

this method guarantees the practitioner to be successful in his/her aspiration to leave the 

endless cycle of rebirth. Thus, of all the numerous dharma-gates and cultivation methods, 

Yinguang and Li Bingnan only promote the ‘single-minded Buddha-recitation’ and 

‘holding the name by the oneness of mind.’  

Considering that Jingkong has read Yinguang’s collected works and studied under Li 

Bingnan for ten years, it is not surprising that he adopted a similar Buddha-recitation 

method that rests on chiming nianfo and yixin nianfo. He calls it the ‘Essence of the Ten 

Recitation Method’ (jingyao shinianfa 精要十念法). As Chen Jianhuang points out, the 

‘Ten Recitation Dharma-Gate’ (shinian famen 十念法門), started being promoted by the 

Song monastic Cixun Zunshi 慈雲遵式 (964-1032). Yinguang embraced this method and 

developed his own ‘Tenfold Recollection of Buddha-recitation’ method. Thus, Jingkong 

continues this practice by his ‘Essence of the Ten Recitation Method.’153  

In general, Buddha-recitation should be practised uninterruptedly during morning 

and evening sermons. Jingkong, however, recognises that not everyone has the time to 

recite continuously; therefore, this practice represents the perfect alternative. One breath 

counts as one recitation, ten breaths as ten recitations. 154 The practitioner should recite in 

                                                 
答類編), 618. 

151 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume One (yinguang fashi wenchao 

shangce 印光法師文鈔, 上冊), 44. 
152  Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Three Volumes of Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume One 

(Yinguang Fashi Wenchao Sanbian Xiace 印光法師文鈔三編,下冊) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan 

Propagation Foundation 華藏净宗弘化基金會, 2010), 1130. 
153 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 369. 
154  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (Foshuo Wuliangshou Zhuangyan Qingjing Pingdeng Juejing 

Qinwen Ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning 
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the morning and evening once (2x), before each meal once (3x), before starting to work 

and before taking a break at noon (2x), and before starting to work after lunch and before 

finishing work in the late afternoon (2x). Ten recitations nine times a day. Apart from 

these ‘fixed lessons’ (dingke 定課), one may add ‘scattered lessons’ (sanke 散課), 

depending on one’s time. This method confers special benefits of the dharma, as 1) it is 

easy, but the results are enormous; 2) it ‘Buddhicises the Family’ (fohua jiating 佛化家

庭); 3) regular, uninterrupted practise purifies bad habits, gives rise to faith and enjoyment 

of the dharma; 155 and 4) one can attain a state of mind where one single-mindedly recites 

the name of Amitābha (yixiang zhuannian 一向專念).156  

Jingkong echoes Yinguang’s understanding of ‘holding the name’ because is the 

easiest and most reliable practice. This superiority of Buddha-recitation is grounded in its 

efficacy as it leads to successful rebirth during this lifetime. It is the ‘unsurpassed 

perfection’ (jiujing yuanman 究竟圓滿).157 A similar term that Yinguang used to describe 

it. In his book on ‘Essentials for Cultivating the Way,’ Jingkong emphasises that the 

importance when one gives rise to an initial determination to seek awakenment are ‘fixed 

lessons,’ since the capabilities of most people are limited. It is not so much the number of 

recitations (but at least 90 per day), rather a sincere mind and persistence that brings about 

results, i.e. rebirth into the Pure Land. For actual practice, he recommends Yinguang’s 

‘Tenfold Recollection of Buddha-recitation’ as it can be integrated into a modern lifestyle 

and leads to a ‘concentrated mind’ (shexin) and ‘one-pointed concentration without 

scattering’ (yixin buluan 一心不亂).158  

As can thus be seen, chiming nianfo and yixin nianfo stretches across and connects 

all three of them. Particularly Yinguang and Jingkong attach importance to ‘Tenfold 

Recitation.’ Li Bingnan, however, mentions it only twice in his questions and answers on 

Pure Land, stating that it should only be used by those who are extremely busy. He 

contrarily recommends though, the more the better.159  

                                                 
Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2011), 214. 

155 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, An Introduction to Pure Land (Jingtu Rumen 淨土入門) (Hong Kong 香港: Hong 

Kong Buddhist Education Foundation 香港佛陀教育協會, 2012), 94. 
156  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 214.  
157 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes on the Wanqing Collection (Wanqingji Jiangji 晚晴集講記) (Taipei 

臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2012), 21. 
158 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Essential Principles for Cultivation (Xiuxing Yaodao 修行要道) (Taipei 臺北: 

Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2019), 189–92. 
159 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Questions and Answers concerning Buddhist Studies (foxue wenda leibian 佛學問
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Scriptural Choices  

Apart from questions about general cultivation, a lay devotee asked Li Bingnan what 

one should study as an introduction to Buddhism that brings fast results. He first 

differentiates between ‘learning Buddhism’ (xuefo 學佛) and ‘the study of Buddhism’ 

(foxue 佛學). The latter is only an academic field of inquiry. It is insignificant compared 

to the former because it is the practice and application of it to daily life. Jingkong similarly 

devaluates ‘the study of Buddhism’ his book on Buddhist education, since it reduces 

Buddhism to one aspect of academic inquiry, while ‘traditional Buddhism’ – or ‘The 

Education of Buddha’ – is all-encompassing. It is what the historical Buddha originally 

taught.160 

Li Bingnan suggests four introductory works of Pure Land that a beginner should 

learn. ‘A Guidebook for Beginners of Pure Practices’ (chuji jingye zhinan 初機淨業指南), 

‘To Return from Divergent Roads’ (qilu zhigui 歧路指歸), ‘Longshu's Treatise on Pure 

Land’ (longshu jingtu wen 龍舒淨土文), and ‘Exhortations to Cultivate the Gate of 

Buddha-Recitation’ (quanxiu nianfomen 勸修念佛門). 161  Other introductory works Li 

Bingnan includes are the ‘Sūtra on the Eight Realisations of Great Beings’ (foshuo 

badaren juejing 佛說八大人覺經), ‘Sūtra of Ten good Deeds’ (shishan yedaojing 十善業

道經), and ‘Sūtra of Forty-two Chapters’ (sishier zhangjing 四十二章經).162  

The influence of Yinguang’s thoughts on Li Bingnan is particularly reflected in this 

choice of introductory works. Yinguang wrote prefaces for each scripture to verify and 

authenticate its efficacy. In the introduction to ‘A Guidebook for Beginners of Pure 

Practices,’ Yinguang wrote that because the pious practitioner Huang Qinglan 黃慶瀾 

                                                 
答類編), 565, 661. 

160 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (Renshi Fotuo Jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育) (Taipei 

臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2016), 11. He considers critical 

reflection or critique of Buddhism as extremely disrespectful and states that (monastic) scholars referred 

to him as superstitious but now (2012), with the success of his group, approved of his propagation. Shi 

Jingkong 釋淨空, “Learn Buddhism Do Not Engage in Buddhist Studies (Xuefo Buyao Gao Foxue 學

佛，不要搞佛學),” accessed February 6, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5dFxEnaa95Q. In 

his eyes, academic study of Buddhism is a degeneration that does not lead happiness and liberation, as 

it has no spiritual nourishment. Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Learning Buddhism and Buddhist Studies, Part 

One (Xuefo Xu Foxue Shangji 學 佛 與 佛 學,上 集),” accessed February 6, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UO7xSygRIcA. 
161 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Questions and Answers concerning Buddhist Studies (foxue wenda leibian 佛學問

答類編), 480. 
162 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Questions and Answers concerning Buddhist Studies (foxue wenda leibian 佛學問

答類編), 542. 
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(1875-1961)163 wished that his compatriots would also practice Pure Land, he compiled 

a booklet on Pure Land in vernacular Chinese for a wider audience. Yinguang praises his 

endeavour to spread Pure Land. 

The profundity of all Pure Land scriptures does not suit beginners and those without knowledge. 

Therefore, [he] edited writings [of past masters] into vernacular Chinese. Numerous analysis are listed 

item by item to expound the essential meaning. […] With this guidebook, one turns away from the 

east and faces the west, gives up impurities and attains purity. Having trust in the Buddha and reciting 

his name, leads to rebirth in the western [Pure Land.]164 

Although these introductory works do not constitute the mainframe of reference and 

the specific cultivation programme Jingkong designed (chap.6), except for the ‘Sūtra of 

Ten good Deeds,’ one can either download them from Jingkong’s website as books165 or 

watch him explaining them.166  Huang Qinglan’s compilation is also accessible on the 

website of the Malaysian Amitābha Buddhist Society.167  

The ‘Sūtra of Ten good Deeds’ and the ‘Sūtra on the Eight Realisations of Great 

Beings’ play a more important role among these introductory works, since the former is 

part of Jingkong’s ‘The Five Great Subjects’ (wuda kemu 五大科目) – the first of the 

‘Three Meritorious Acts’ (sanfu 三福) (chap. 6.1). The latter is instrumental for explaining 

why lay people should study the monastic precepts of śrāmaṇeras outlined in Hongzan’s 

弘贊 (1611-1685) ‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of 

śrāmaṇeras’ (shami lüyi yaolüe zengzhu 沙彌律儀要略增註) (chap. 6.2 and 6.3).  

What Jingkong later would term the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ was, in fact, already 

highlighted by Yinguang in a letter to Chen Huihe 陳慧和. Yinguang states that the 

Contemplation Sūtra illuminates the direct cause of pure practices carried out by the 

Buddhas in the three worlds. Being filial towards one’s parents, respecting one’s teachers, 

having a compassionate heart, and cultivate the ten good deeds is praised by all Buddhas. 

                                                 
163 Huang Qinglan was one of Yinguang’s most prominent lay elite disciple based in Shanghai. He wrote 

many commentaries, handbooks, and vernacular transcriptions of Buddhist works and played an active 

role in disseminating Yinguang’s writing. See, Paul Russell Katz, Religion in China & Its Modern Fate, 

The Menahem Stern Jerusalem lectures (Waltham, Massachusetts: Brandeis University Press, 2014), 

112–13. 
164 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume Two (Yinguang Fashi Wenchao 

Xiace 印光法師文鈔, 下冊) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Propagation Foundation 華藏净宗弘化基金會, 

2010), 675. 
165  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Electronic Library (Dianzi Shufang 電子書坊),” accessed February 6, 2020, 

http://www.amtb.org.tw/pdf/pdf.asp. 
166  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong Bao'en Lecutre Hall (Jingkong Fashi Yingyin Baoen 

Jiangtang 淨 空 法 師 影 音 報 恩 講 堂),” accessed February 6, 2020, 

http://www.amtb.tw/baen/jiangtang.asp?web_choice=99&web_rel_index=651. 
167 Malaysia Pure Land Association 馬來西亞淨宗學會, “A Guidebook for Beginners of Pure Practices 

(Chuji Jingye Zhinan 初機淨業指南),” accessed February 6, 2020, t.ly/gCRY. 
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If cultivated in this order, rebirth is guaranteed.168 As we will see later, Jingkong follows 

this train of thought. 

This shows a continuation from Yinguang, to Li Bingnan, and to Jingkong who 

endorses the practices associated with this scriptural choice as introductory works by 

distributing them throughout his Pure Land Society around the globe.  

Family Ethics  

In terms of Confucian family ethics, all three figures share many commonalities. ‘The 

Root of World Peace’ (tianxia taipingzhi genben 天下太平之根本) published by Hwa 

Dzan in 2014, is a short booklet of about 80 pages that circulates in Jingkong’s Amitābha 

Pure Land Societies, reflects this aspect. It is a compilation of Yinguang’s letters on the 

importance of family education edited by a certain Xinyan 欣猒 (d.u.). In the introduction, 

he writes that this booklet aims to refute Neo-Confucian Cheng-Zhu School (chengzhu 

lixue 程朱理學) and to provide an effective strategy to save morality so urgently needed 

today. Specifically 

[…] correct education must lay the foundation at a young age. Then one naturally becomes an honest 

and kind-hearted person. Otherwise, if one lacks proper family education at a young age, one certainly 

becomes an ignorant ill-behaved person. If so, one only harms the family at a young age and has a 

pernicious influence on society when grown up. [Reading these letters], we can understand that the 

method to resolve conflicts and avoid calamities and disasters [...] is to attach importance to family 

education.’169  

He does not clarify the rather ambiguous terms ‘correct education’ and ‘proper family 

education.’ This is left to the following letters of which the first summarises Yinguang’s 

elaborations of family education, his concept of an ideal family, and the method of 

achieving it. 

 Yinguang considers the world to be in a state of moral degeneration since we have 

lost our ‘root’ – a discourse that Jingkong also often employs to emphasise the need for 

traditional Chinese education. Family education especially carried out by the mother, 

represents this root. Therefore, correct education must start with prenatal education. Right 

thoughts paired with Buddha-recitation will lead to a joyous birth without pain. Parents 

must first pay attention to educate the child in proper ways of human behaviour 

                                                 
168 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Sequel to Venerable Yinguang Collected Writings, Volume One (Yinguang Fashi 

Wenchao Xubian Shangce 印光法師文鈔續編,上冊) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Propagation Foundation 

華藏净宗弘化基金會, 2010), 239. 
169 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, The Root of World Peace (Tianxia Taiping Zhi Gen 天下太平之根), with the 

assistance of ed. (欣猒) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2014), 

1. 
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exemplified by Confucian ethics of piety, respect, loyalty, faith, propriety, justice, 

integrity, and honour. Then, parents should teach karma, saṃsāra, and Buddha-recitation. 

When the child is able to read, parents should instruct the ganyingpian, ‘Lord Superior 

Wen Chang Tract of Hidden Good Deeds’ (wenchang dijun yinzhiwen 文昌帝君陰騭文), 

and the ‘Authentic Scripture of Awakening the World by Guandi’ (guandi jueshi zhenjing 

關帝覺世真經)170 to enable it to differentiate between right and wrong. In this context, 

Yinguang’s arguments take a Confucian turn as he particularly emphasises the education 

of daughters. While fathers are working outside, mothers stay at home and educate the 

future generation. He describes the different roles of men and women and division of 

labour in traditional Chinese families and alludes to the idiom ‘men are primary in the 

outer, women are primary in the inner’ (nanzhunei nüzhuwai 男主內女主外) which is 

based on the Confucian assumption that ‘men and women are distinct’ (nannü youbie 男

女有別). In his understanding, if the mother is wise and virtuous, the child will learn 

proper behaviour and in turn, passes them on to the next generation. Otherwise, ‘if one 

does not apply the education of the sages and virtuous, one is nothing more than a walking 

body that only knows to eat and enjoy the lust of flesh between men and women.’ 

However, because humans are naturally good and possess the potentiality to become like 

the legendary Emperors Yao 堯 and Shun 舜 and Buddha, ‘greed, desire, and ignorance 

can be overcome by cultivating one’s innate virtue which is nourished by correct family 

education. By following this path, our country, and our world will be permeated by 

happiness.’171  

Yinguang positions Confucian ethics at the forefront of education because he was 

educated in Confucian classics at an early age and from his perspective as a monastic 

seeking rebirth into the Pure Land, Confucianism is part of the ‘mundane dharma’ 

(shijianfa 世間法) or the ‘vehicle of men and gods’ (rentiansheng 人天乘), exemplifying 

the foundation of proper human conduct. The Buddha dharma encompasses both the 

‘mundane dharma’ and the ‘supramundane dharma’ (chushijianfa 出世間法) and guides 

                                                 
170 This scripture is a morality book revealed through spirit writing during the early Kangxi reign 1660-

1680. Its style and themes are closely related the other two morality book, and even contains entire 

sentences. Thus, unsurprisingly, Yinguang recommends all three and wrote a preface for the 

ganyingpian, that Jingkong and Hwa Dzan distribute. For a detailed illustration of this morality book, 

see Vincent Goossaert, “The Textual Canonization of Guandi,” in Rooted in Hope / in Der Hoffnung 

Verwurzelt: Festschrift in Honor of Roman Malek S.V.D. On the Occassion of His 65th Birthday, ed. 

Barbara Hoster, Dirk Kuhlmann and Zbigniew Wesolowski (Monumenta Serica, 2017), 510–13. 
171 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Sequel to Venerable Yinguang Collected Writings, Volume Two (Yinguang Fashi 

Wenchao Xubian Xiagce 印光法師文鈔續編,下冊) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Propagation Foundation 

華藏净宗弘化基金會, 2010), 682–85. 
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the practitioner towards the ultimate goal of liberation. In this context, Confucian 

education becomes instrumental for any Buddhist practice pursued in later life. Therefore, 

Yinguang writes,  

the essentials of learning Buddhism is to fully realise morality. Only if one learns Buddhism in this 

way, s/he can be called a disciple of the Buddha. If one does not fully realise morality, s/he commits 

a sin against Buddhism. Buddha views fathers as speaking compassion and views sons as speaking 

filial piety. The worldly wholesome dharma must not be abandoned.172  

In another letter, he puts it more direct:  

If you want to become a real Buddha, you first have to start with becoming a real Confucian. For 

example, you need a correct and sincere mind, to restrain yourself and return to the rites, be respectful 

and devout. If you cannot keep your integrity, conduct yourself in society, and be honest, loyal, sincere, 

then your foundation is not solid. What will you use to learn Buddhism?173  

Thus, cultivation and the aspiration to liberate oneself from suffering must be 

grounded on Confucian education, otherwise Buddhist practise – and that surely includes 

Buddha-recitation – has no effect at all. Although it seems that Yinguang integrates 

Confucianism into a ‘syncretic’ cultivation program, 174  Chen Jianhuang reminds us that 

Yinguang, on the one hand, highlighted similarities between the two traditions to 

demonstrate the non-escapist world engaging aspect of Buddhism, but on the other hand, 

sought to show that Buddhism is superior exactly because it teaches a ‘mundane’ and 

‘supramundane dharma’ that liberates us from karmic bondages.175 

For Li Bingnan ‘loyalty’ and ‘filial piety’ represent the natural disposition of the 

‘Chinese people’ since the times of the legendary Emperors Yao and Shun. It is what 

Confucius vigorously promoted and Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925) called the ‘disposition of 

the people’ (minxing 民性). ‘Because of the many flaws of human life, humans always 

need to believe in one sort of religion to compensate these flaws [...] but not in ways that 

would alter the special characteristics of loyalty and filial piety of the Chinese people.’176 

He views Buddhism as the perfect religion that not only compensates these flaws but also 

promotes and strengthens loyalty and filial piety. The apocryphal ‘Sūtra for Human Kings’ 

(rengwangjing 仁王經) – a Sūtra exemplifying Buddhist-based state protection and 

                                                 
172 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Sequel to Venerable Yinguang Collected Writings, Volume One (yinguang fashi 

wenchao xubian shangce 印光法師文鈔續編,上冊), 298. 
173 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume One (yinguang fashi wenchao 

shangce 印光法師文鈔, 上冊), 198. 
174  The question of syncretism will be addressed in chapter 5.4 since Jingkong, similarly to Yinguang, 

utilises various non-Buddhist scriptures to explain Buddhism in general and Pure Land in particular. 
175 Chen Jianhuang 陳劍鍠, Supreme Expedient Means and Enjoyment of the Truth, 91–94. 
176 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Collected Works of Le Bingnan (Li Bingnan Lao Jushi Quanji 李炳南老居士全集), 

16 vols. 4 (Taizhong 臺中: Qinglian 青蓮, 2006), 1–2. 
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statecraft – demonstrates the first virtue, he claims, ‘since ancient times, anyone who truly 

believes in Buddhism, simply cannot be a traitor [to China, hanjian 漢奸].’ Thus, 

according to Li Bingnan, Buddhism actively promotes loyalty to the country and the ruler. 

Scriptures such as the ‘Sūtra on Compassionate Recompense’ (baoenjing 報恩經) or 

‘Kṣitigarbha-sūtra’ (dizangjing 地藏經), and ‘Ullambana Sūtra’ (yulanpenjing 盂蘭盆經) 

all teach filial piety and ‘anyone who truly believes in Buddhism simply cannot be a 

disobedient child.’ 177 In his understanding, one must first become a loyal and filial person 

of noble character (junzi 君子) to become a Buddha. This train of thought follows 

Yinguang’s above-stated exhortation to become ‘real’ Confucian first to realise 

Buddhahood. 

Li Bingnan similarly differentiates between a ‘mundane’ and ‘supramundane’ 

dharma to incorporate and explain its importance for Buddhist cultivation. While 

Confucianism structures the world through its virtues of filial piety, propriety, 

benevolence, rites, ceremonies, etc. creating ‘the land of righteousness’ (liyizhibang 禮義

之邦), Buddhism stops delusion and teaches one to ‘understand the mind and see the 

nature’ (mingxin jianxing 明心見性), leading us to the ‘world of utmost bliss’ (jile shijie 

極樂世界). Therefore, ‘the two great teachers of Confucianism and Buddhism are like two 

wheels of one chariot, two wings of one bird. As causes and conditions came together, 

they formed our national culture [...]. Most of [us] are external Confucians and internal 

Buddhists [wairu neifo 外儒內佛 178 ]. [...] In name Confucianism is Confucianism, 

Buddhism is Buddhism, but culturally speaking, both are inseparable.’ He claims that all 

Confucians of the past were only Confucians in appearance, while they venerated 

Buddha/ Buddhism in the inside. Similarly, monastics of the past were only monastics in 

appearance, while they worshipped Confucianism in the inside. This symbiotic notion of 

Buddhism and Confucianism becomes infused with strong nationalism, as he further 

writes, ‘knowing Confucian and Buddhist doctrine, is our national essence and spirit. If 

one were to neglect this, it can be compared to a body losing its vitality and essence [qi 

                                                 
177 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Collected Works of Le Bingnan (li bingnan lao jushi quanji 李炳南老居士全集), 

1–2. 
178 For more information on this concept, see Zhou Wenguan 周玟觀, “Professor Lee Bennen "Having 

Confucianism and Buddhism Melted": Life Learning and Multi-Chi an Analysis of the Appearance and 

Meaning (Daochang Lun Changdao, Xin Wei Putishu - Li Bingnan Jiaoshou Neifo Wairu Shengming 

Xuewen Yu Zhiye De Duoyuan Mianmao Ji Yiyi Fenxi 道倡倫常道，心為菩提心-李炳南教授「內佛

外儒」生命學問與志業的多元面貌及意義分析),” 興大中文學報 29 (2011): 247–52.. 
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氣] that wishes not to live.’179 For him, for reviving national culture, one must not revive 

‘Eastern Culture’ (alluding to Japan) and ‘Western Culture,’ but the culture inherent to the 

Chinese ethnicity, i.e. Confucianism and Buddhism. 180  He concludes Buddhism is a 

religion that protects the nation, regulates the family, and cultivates body and mind – in 

this order.181 

As Yinguang’s disciple, Li Bingnan brought his master’s combination of Confucian 

ethical standards with diligent study of Buddhist (Pure Land) doctrines, strict observance 

of precepts, and Pure Land practice to Taiwan and added a strong nationalistic flavour – 

inspired by Sun Yat-sen – to it. He was able to influence a broad audience of lay people 

and intelligentsia through his lectures. Charles Jones notes, ‘this has remained the model 

for most of Taiwan’s Pure Land practitioners to this day’182 and became the intellectual 

context in which Jingkong immersed himself during his ten years at Taizhong Lotus 

Society. All of the above-stated characteristics – promotion of Confucian (family) ethics, 

the study of Pure Land doctrines, strict observance of precepts, Chinese (cultural/ ethnic) 

nationalism – can be found throughout Jingkong’s writings and enterprises across the 

world. Cultivation starts with ‘rooted education’ (zhagen jiaoyu 扎根教育) as it is the 

foundation of the ‘mundane’ and ‘supramundane’ dharma and must be implemented via 

prenatal education. Three central scriptures – dizigui, ganyingpian, and shishan – 

constitute the three main pillars of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism and are the 

foundation of ‘rooted education.’ 183 Unlike Li Bingnan, Jingkong adds Daoist scriptures 

to his agenda, thus, going back to Yinguang. In terms of Pure Land practice, as we have 

seen, Jingkong continues Yinguang’s ‘Tenfold Recollection of Buddha-recitation’ and 

‘one-pointed concentration without scattering’ that Li Bingnan also endorsed. Yinguang 

and Li Bingnan both are known for their austere life, strict observance of the precepts, 

devotion, and constant Buddha-recitation. The stories that I have heard from Jingkong’s 

                                                 
179 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Collected Works of Le Bingnan (li bingnan lao jushi quanji 李炳南老居士全集), 

93–94 and his elaboration on Chinese culture and Taiwan in the 1950s and 1960s in his essay ‘the 

Lifeline of Buddhism and China’ (fojiao yu zhongguo zhi mingmai 佛教與中國之命脈), 111-117. 
180 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Collected Works of Le Bingnan (li bingnan lao jushi quanji 李炳南老居士全集), 

107. 
181 Li Bingnan 李炳南, Collected Works of Le Bingnan (li bingnan lao jushi quanji 李炳南老居士全集), 

103. 
182  Charles Brewer Jones, Buddhism in Taiwan: Religion and the State, 1660-1990 (Honolulu, HI: 

University of Hawai'i Press, 1999), 124. 
183 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, An Effective Strategy to Save the World: The Importance of Prenatal Education 

(Xiandai Jiushi Liangfang Taijiao De Zhongyao 現代救世良方-胎教的重要) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan 

Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2017), 51–62 and 29-50 specifically on prenatal 

education. 
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devotees about the ‘old master’ (laoheshang 老和尚) are told in similar narratives. He 

does not engage in idle talk and never speaks on Buddhist unrelated topics, if he is not 

talking he recites the Buddha’s name, despite his old age he still prostrates in front of the 

Buddha in the morning and evening, uses donations only to print Buddhist, Confucian, 

and Daoist literature and for educational purposes, etc. He is clearly portrayed as a 

continuation of Yinguang and Li Bingnan and a representative of Chinese culture by his 

followers. His enterprises that I have discussed above – UNESCO, Academy of Sinology, 

Sinology Group at National Cheng Kung University, Malaysian Han Studies – reflect a 

similar nationalistic endeavour like Li Bingnan, but this point needs further examination. 

 

Xia Lianju and Huang Nianzu  

Xia Lianju 夏蓮居  (1884-1965), formerly known as 夏繼泉, although born in 

Xinjiang, he lived most of his life in Shandong, Beijing, and Japan in 1925.184 During the 

late Qing Dynasty, he served as a vice minister of the civil corps in Zhizhou, Jiangsu, and 

Shandong. After the Xinhai Revolution in 1911, he was appointed as highest consultant 

to the Dufu (都府) of Shandong, head of secretary, and military advisor. In 1921, he quit 

his jobs and devoted himself to engage in culture and religion. As a young man, he studied 

Confucianism and Buddhism and took the precepts under Huiming 慧明 (1859-1930) and 

focused on Pure Land. In 1925 he fled to Japan because the warlord Zhang Zongchang 

張宗昌 (1888-1932) sought to arrest him. Five years after returning return to China in 

1927, he began editing the five translation of the Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra into one 

compilation in 1935 and completed it in 1946.185  

Huang Nianzu 黃念祖 (1913-1992) was raised in a Buddhist family and studied at 

the Beijing Engineering College. In the 1980s, he rose to prominence as a Pure Land 

preacher in Beijing, advocating Buddha-recitation and keeping the precepts.186 As a direct 

disciple of Xia Lianju, he started writing his annotations and explanations to the Xia-

compilation in 1979 and finished his third manuscript in 1984. In 1987, Jingkong 

established the Pure Land Amitābha Society in Washington D.C. In honour of this 

                                                 
184 Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Essentials for Fast [Cultivation] Of the Pure Land (Jingtu Jieyao 淨土捷要) (Hong 

Kong 香港: Hong Kong Buddhist Education Foundation 香港佛陀教育協會, 2016), 3. 
185 Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Pure Words (Jingyu 淨語) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 

華藏淨宗學會, 2010), 1–2. 
186 Scott Pacey, “‘Aspiring to Enlightenment’: Buddhism and Atheism in 1980s China,” East Asian History, 

no. 41 (2017): 12. 
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occasion, Huang Nianzu presented the third manuscript as a present to Jingkong. At this 

point, both realised that they were the only ones promoting Xia Lianju’s compilation. 

Huang Nianzu in Beijing and Jingkong after Li Bingnan’s death in 1986 in Taiwan.187 

With the establishment of Hwa Dzan in 1989, both scriptures made its way either 

directly or indirectly into the manifesto ‘Origins and Establishment of the Pure Land 

Learning Society.’ It stipulates that all  

Lotus friends of this society shall abide by the following for cultivation: everyone cultivates the ‘Five 

Pure Land Sūtras’ and the ‘Ten Essentials of Pure Land, particularly the ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha 

Sūtra’ (Xia Lianju’s compilation), ‘Explanation of the Essentials of the Shorter Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra,’ 

and the ‘Vows of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra. One must build one’s cultivation on these three 

[scriptures].188 

Instead of Kang Sengkai’s translation from Sanskrit, Xia Lianju’s compilation was 

chosen, codified, and became the basis of all Pure Land Societies. Therefore, Huang 

Nianzu’s annotations and explanations are as well integrated indirectly. Apart from these 

two scriptures, daily chanting practice shall be accompanied by reading Xia Lianju’s 

‘Essentials of Quickly Cultivating Pure [Land]’ (jingxiu jieyao 淨 修 捷 要) and 

‘Repentance-samādhi of mindfulness of the Buddha’ (baowang sanmeichan 寶王三昧懺) 

to facilitate ‘single-minded recitation’ (yixiang zhuannian 一向傳念).  

In ‘Anthology of Eternal Thoughts of the future Buddha and Three Sages’ (laifo 

sansheng yongsiji來佛三聖永思集), a book dedicated to master Haixian 海賢 (1900-2013) 

who exemplified the ‘Five Great Subjects’ (see next chapter), Li Xiuyuan 李修遠 provides 

a manuscript189 in which it is written that Xia Lianju completed the compilation, Huang 

Nianzu provided in-depth explanations, Jingkong propagates it, and Haixian proved its 

efficacy throughout his life. All four are reflecting the four stages of practice, faith (xin 

信), understanding (jie 解), practice (xing 行), and attainment (zheng 證). Thus, a 

practitioner should chant the Xia-compilation, study the Huang-annotations, listen to 

Jingkong’s lectures, and follow Haixian’s example to attain rebirth into the Pure Land.190 

According to Jingkong, it proves that 1) the compilation is correct, 2) the annotations are 

                                                 
187 Li forbade him to preach it, although having handed it to him before he left for Taipei to renounce in 

1959, see the previous subchapter. 
188 Shi Honglin 釋宏琳, Venerable Jingkong – A Chronicle of 90 Years (jingkong laofashi jiushi nianpu 淨

空老法師九十年譜), 96–97. 
189 It is unclear whether he the exact author is. Although Jingkong wrote a preface and postscript, it seems 

he did not write the entire book, since some subchapters feature ‘contributors’ (yuangaoren 供稿人).  
190 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Collection of the Eternal Thoughts of the Future Buddha and the Three Sages 

(Laifo Sansheng Yongsi Ji 來佛三聖永思集) (Hong Kong 香港: Hong Kong Buddhist Education 

Foundation 香港佛陀教育協會, 2014), 229–30. 
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correct and represent the ‘correct dharma’ (zhengfa 正法), and 3) affirms the propagation 

of it during the last 20-30 years. Moreover, the compilation is an ‘indicative aspect of the 

turning of the dharma wheel’ (shizhuan 示轉), the annotations are the ‘exhortation turn of 

the dharma wheel’ (quanzhuan 勸轉), and Haixian’s attainment the ‘evidential aspect of 

turning the dharma wheel’ (zhengzhuan 證轉).191 All of these efforts reflect the need to 

prove the legitimacy and authority of a Sūtra that has no Indian roots, combines five 

translation from Sanskrit, was compiled by a lay devotee, and most importantly – from 

the perspective of a believer – how can an unenlightened being change the original words 

spoken by the Buddha? Not surprisingly, it was sharply criticised in Buddhist circles and 

ostracised Jingkong’s enterprise in Buddhist circles.192 

The importance of the two scriptures can also be seen in the fact that both have 

uninterruptedly been preached at Hwa Dzan’s headquarter in Taipei and at National 

Taiwan Library weekly since I started my field research in late 2017 early 2018 – but 

probably even earlier. Since 2018, weekly lecture topics have changed but the compilation 

and annotation are always included.193  

Because of this scriptural continuation from Xia Lianju to Huang Nianzu to Jingkong, 

Chen Jianhuang concludes that Jingkong’s lineage must, therefore, be determined as Xia 

Lianju – Huang Nianzu – Jingkong and not the generally assumed lineage Yinguang – Li 

Bingnan – Jingkong.194 Chen Jianhuang’s argument rests on the basis that the scriptural 

continuation represents an endorsement of the doctrines of Xia Lianju and Huang Nianzu 

on Jingkong’s side. Although it is true that the compilation and annotation builds a broad 

                                                 
191 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Collection of the eternal Thoughts of the Future Buddha and the Three Sages 

(laifo sansheng yongsi ji 來佛三聖永思集), 321–22. 
192 See chapter 5.2 and 5.3 for more information. During a visit to Donglin Temple 東林寺 in Yilan County 

in late 2018, I conducted an informal conversation with a disciple of the abbot who strongly 

recommended me not to read Xia Lianju’s compilation because it is full of mistakes and ‘does not 

comply with the dharma’ (burufa 不如法). To him, Xia Lianju and Jingkong are ‘evil teachers’ (xieshi 

邪師) propagating heterodoxies (xiedao 邪道). 
193 As I write this thesis, new lecture topic have been added to Hwa Dzan’s curriculum since February, most 

likely due to the coronavirus. Apart from the compilation, annotation, and the ganyingpian (stays always 

the same), Wudao now lectures on ‘Records of Numinous Responses from Images of the Bodhisattva 

Kṣitigarbha’ (dizang pusaxiang lingyanji 地藏菩薩像靈驗記) collected by Changjin 常謹 (d.u.) in the 

Song and ‘Teaching Materials for Abridged Essentials of the Diamond Sūtra’ (jingangjing jiangyi yaojie 

金剛經講義節要), and his disciple Zhuanghui 莊慧 who formerly preached ‘General Foundations of 

Propriety and Behaviour’ (changli yaoju 常禮舉要) written by Li Bingnan, now lectures ‘Commentaries 

on the Essentials of the Upāsaka Five Precepts Sūtra’ (foshuo youposai wujie xiangjing jianyao 佛說優

婆塞五戒相經箋要) translated by Gunavarman 求那跋摩 (367-431) between 430-431 and annotated 

by Ouyi Zhixu in the Ming dynasty. 
194 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 349. 
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frame of reference for all Pure Land Societies in terms of Buddha-recitation and 

understanding the ultimate goal of attaining rebirth into the Pure Land, Jingkong’s 

specific cultivation programme, however, is completely build on one paragraph of the 

Contemplation Sūtra and explained by a variety of Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist 

scriptures (chap. 6) that are unrelated to Xia Lianju and Huang Nianzu. Moreover, as we 

have seen in the above discussion on the first transmission lineage, Jingkong’s worldview, 

practice, and self-perception is highly influenced by the 13th patriarch Yinguang and his 

former teacher Li Bingnan. He continues Yinguang’s ‘Tenfold Recollection of Buddha-

recitation’ only terms it ‘Essence of the Ten Recitation Method,’ endorses the same 

introductory works to Pure Land as Yinguang and Li Bingnan did and displays a striking 

similarity with Yinguang in terms of Confucian family ethics. For Jingkong, both teachers 

are the archetypal example of Buddhist practitioners who combined pious Pure Land 

practice with Confucian values and led an austere life only striving for awakenment. In 

addition, Yinguang and Jingkong share another aspect. Yinguang’s early use of print 

media, his networks, and his extraordinary charisma, profound spirituality and moral 

uprightness attracted devotees in remote provinces and overseas Chinese communities.195 

His Confucian-style Pure Land Buddhism, skilful use of mass media, and the support by 

lay patrons instead of monastic institutions are characteristics that also apply to 

Jingkong’s Pure Land movement that started during the late 1980s. As I wrote in my 

biographical accounts on Jingkong, he was never supported by a monastic community but 

relied on lay patrons to organise, finance, and extend the network of his enterprise. He 

also was one of the first monastics using audio tapes, cassettes, videos, etc. for 

propagation in the late 1980s. Lastly, the sole focus on lecturing while dismissing dharma 

ceremonies or repentance rituals was inspired by Li Bingnan who uninterruptedly lectures 

throughout his whole life, except for one year when he had stomach problems in 1984-

1985. 

Therefore, instead of arguing for one or the other lineage, because it would only tell 

half of his story, one can find both lineages (Xia Lianju – Huang Nianzu/ Yinguang – Li 

Bingnan) in Jingkong’s writings and propagation enterprise. 

 

                                                 
195  Jan Kiely, “The Charismatic Monk and the Chanting Masses: Master Yinguang and His Pure Land 

Revival Movement,” in Ownby; Goossaert; Ji, Making Saints in Modern China, 30–77. 
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4. Hwa Dzan: History, Development and Context of a Pure Land 

Learning Association 

 

In this chapter we will focus on the historical roots of Hwa Dzan, that can be traced 

back to Republican Era when lay associations sprung up everywhere after the fall of the 

Qing dynasty, its development since its founding in 1989, and its member stratification. 

The data for this chapter will partly rely on my fieldwork observations. 

 

4.1.  From Lotus Society to Pure Land Learning Association  

As explained in subchapter 3.1, Huang Nianzu expressed his wish to Jingkong to 

establish Pure Land Societies according to Xia Lianju’s ideal when he presented his 

annotations to him in 1987. Two years later in February 1989, Jingkong and Hanying 

founded Hwa Dzan Pure Land Society, known as The Corporation Republic of Hwa Dzan, 

at Hwa Dzan Buddhist Library. The latter organisation did not merge into the former but 

rather coexisted with the newly founded Pure Land Society at their Jingmei teaching halls 

until Hanying died in 1997. In its manifesto, ‘Origins and Establishment of the Pure Land 

Learning Society,’ Jingkong writes that the concept of ‘Pure Land Society’ (jingzong 

xuehui) was proposed by Xia Lianju after the Second World War to propagate Pure Land 

teachings. On their website, Hwa Dzan writes  

since ancient times, collective Buddha-recitation halls were always called Lotus Societies in China. 

Nowadays, people see Lotus Societies and temples and regard them as religion and superstition, which 

is a great misunderstanding. […] Xia Lianju promoted ‘Pure Land Learning Associations’ – a 

modernised terminology –to eliminate societies’ believe that Buddhism is superstitious.196 

Two points are of importance here, first, Hwa Dzan and the other Pure Land Learning 

Associations regard themselves as Lotus Societies only under a different name; second, 

their general goal is to change societies’ perception of Buddhism as superstitious. Xia 

Lianju lived through the times when concepts, such as religion, science, superstition, and 

philosophy were introduced to China from Japan.197 He must have been aware of the anti-

superstitious discourses targeting everything that was not ‘grounded in and strictly limited 

                                                 
196 Hwa Dzan Online Propagation 華藏淨宗弘化網, “Causes of the Pure Land Learning Society (Jingzong 

Xuehui Yuanzyou 淨 宗 學 會 緣 由),” accessed June 9, 2020, 

http://www.hwadzan.com/AboutHwadzan/1746.html. 
197 Ko-wu Huang, “The Origin and Evolution of the Concept of Mixin (Superstition): A Review of May 

Fourth Scientific Views,” Chinese Studies in History 49, no. 2 (2016): 54–70. 
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to the spiritual and moral self-perfection delineated by the theological scriptures of a 

world religion.’198  These new discourse appeared in the Chinese discourse on what 

constitutes ‘correct religious practice’ with the new nation-state and its religious 

policies. 199  Thus, Buddha-recitation by middle-aged and older women in a non-

institutionalised monastic context would have most likely been considered superstitious. 

Xia Lianju’s concept of a ‘Pure Land Learning Association’ representing a ‘modernised’ 

version of a Lotus Society, reflects the attempt to shift the discourse surrounding Buddha-

recitation away from superstition and into an institutionalised setting. It, however, took 

more than forty years until Jingkong realised Xia Lianju’s concept. 

Since Hwa Dzan considers itself as a modern Lotus Society, we shall briefly examine 

what a Lotus Society is. Lotus Societies are lay Buddhist organisations that collectively 

recite the Buddha-name Amitābha and vow to be reborn into Amitābha’s Western Pure 

Land for a more conducive cultivation environment during the eschatological ‘final 

dharma period.’ These associations, as Holmes Welch notes, entered a period of rapid 

growth during the late Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) and early Republican Era (1911-1949). 

Lay people organised these societies to participate in meritorious activities. Welch writes, 

‘they wanted to become participants: to recite Buddha’s name and chant liturgy; to study 

and propagate the doctrine; and to carry out good works […]’200 This practice allegedly 

started with the first ‘patriarch’ of the Pure Land tradition, Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416). 

According to the ‘Biographies of Eminent Monks’ (gaoseng zhuan 高僧傳), Huiyuan 

convened an assembly of 123 lay devotees at the request of a lay follower before a statue 

of Amitābha on Mt. Lushan in 402 CE to meditate and vow to be reborn in the Pure 

Land.201 This first congregation came to be known as Huiyuan’s ‘White Lotus Society’ 

(bailianshe 白蓮社). As Jones notes, this sort of oral practice diffused into Chinese 

monasticism and lay practice but never constituted an independent, autonomous entity 

with transmission lineages and institutionalised spaces, unlike Chan and Huayan.202 

This changed in the last decades of the Qing Dynasty and early years of the 

Republican Era in context of a ‘Buddhist revival’ 203 This revival began as an attempt of 

                                                 
198 Goossaert and Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, 51. 
199 See chapter two and three of Goossaert and Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China. 
200 Holmes Welch, The Buddhist Revival in China (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968), 73. 
201 T50n2059, p0357c13- p0361b13. 
202 Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 45. 
203 On this topic see for instance Gregory Scott, Building the Buddhist Revival: Reconstructing Monasteries 

in Modern China (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), Jan Kiely and J. Brooks Jessup, 

Recovering Buddhism in Modern China (New York: Columbia University Press, 2016), Don Pittman, 

Toward a Modern Chinese Buddhism: Taixu's Reforms (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2011), 
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lay devotees to not only reprint and distribute Buddhist scriptures that were lost during 

the Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864) but also to counter Christian and Japanese 

missionaries. In the immediate post-war period, Yang Wenhui 楊文會 (1837-1911), ‘the 

Father of the Modern Buddhist Revival,’ founded the Jinling Sūtra Publishing House in 

1866, printed and distributed Buddhist texts and by this initiated ‘mind-only’ Buddhist 

scholarship.204 

With the fall of the Qing, parties, lobbies, and clubs sprung up everywhere. Lay 

devotees organised themselves in associations for study and propagation of the Buddhist 

dharma, searching for cultural and religious identity because of at least four factors: the 

influx of ‘western’ concepts (religion, science, Marxism, etc.), felt humiliation brought 

by western powers, disassociation with traditional values represented by the imperial state, 

and renegotiation of the elite-state relationship. Jan Kiely and Brooks Jessup point out 

that their Buddhist activism regarding modern publishing houses, philanthropic 

enterprises, and dharma lectures led to a ‘religious boom of the early Republic,’205 giving 

rise to new forms of urban civic associations, such as ‘householder groves’ (jushilin 居士

林), particularly in the Shanghai area.206 In this context, Master Yinguang (1861-1940), 

the once reclusive monk, became the paramount inspiration for a nationwide Pure Land 

movement because of the activities of his monastic and urban lay disciples based in 

Shanghai. Kiely writes that Yinguang’s movement was a beneficiary of the search of the 

urban elite for legitimisation and identity, reflected in his frequent sojourns in Shanghai 

to meet wealthy and influential lay devotees, such as Xu Weiru 徐蔚如 (1878-1937) and 

Ding Fubao 丁福保 (1874-1952).207  Their financial support and vast social networks 

helped to spread Yinguang’s ‘tenfold Buddha-recitation method’ throughout lay ‘Pure 

Karma Societies’ and ‘Householder Groves,’ effectively turning it into a standard 

communal activity. Yinguang’s promotion of Confucian morality was essential to this 

new Pure Land movement as it reflected a ‘disciplined, simple, steady congregational 

practice in pursuit both of transcendent universalist aims and social action to pacify, 

improve morals, and relieve the suffering of the people’208 Lay elites, thus, embraced his 

                                                 
and the classic but not unproblematic Welch, The Buddhist Revival in China. 

204 Liu Chengyou 劉成有, Research on Contemporary Lay Buddhism (Jinxiandai Jushi Fojiao Yanjiu 近現

代居士佛學研究) (Chengdu 成都: Bashu Publishing House 巴蜀書社, 2002), 51–60. 
205 Kiely and Jessup, Recovering Buddhism in Modern China, 7. 
206  J. Brooks Jessup, The Householder Elite: Buddhist Activism in Shanghai, 1920-1956 (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2010), PhD. Dissertation, 5–28. 
207 Kiely, “The Charismatic Monk and the Chanting Masses,” 31–38. 
208 Kiely, “The Charismatic Monk and the Chanting Masses,” 47. 
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teachings in search of cultural identity through spiritual action and engagement with the 

masses.  

It is against this background that Lotus Societies came to Taiwan from Shanghai or 

were founded in Taiwan after 1949. Among these are the Taizhong Lotus Society founded 

by the erudite lay practitioner Li Bingnan in 1950, the Fengshan Buddhist Lotus 

Association (fengshan fojiao lianshe 鳳山佛教蓮) founded by Chen Shenci 陳神賜 in 

Kaohsiung in 1953 but led by Zhuyun 煮雲 (1919-1986), and the Huayen Lotus Society 

(huayan lianshe 華嚴蓮社) founded by three generations of Mainland monastics Zhiguang 

智光 (1889-1963), Nanting 南亭 (1900-1982), and Chengyi 成一 (1914–2011) in Taipei 

in 1952. Thus, dividing Taiwan into three areas of Pure Land devotion in the north, middle, 

and south.209 

These three Lotus Societies exemplify specific characteristics in terms of the 

background of their founder, mode of operation, and lineage. The monastics of Fengshan 

Lotus Society and Huayen Lotus Society had both a home monastery and sought to re-

establish their dharma-lineage in Taiwan. Li Bingnan, a lay Buddhist without a dharma-

lineage founded Taizhong Lotus Society. Yinguang’s Confucian-style Pure Land 

Buddhism deeply inspired him, which led him to take refuge under Yinguang in 1930. 

His Lotus Society was able to attract a wide audience of devotees through charitable work, 

Buddha recitation, dharma lectures, research courses on Confucian classics, training of 

scripture lecturing and oral preaching skills, and monthly magazines. His lay organisation 

represents a continuation of the lay organisations of the Republican era, especially in 

terms of organisation, institutionalisation, own cultivation rules, membership rules, 

community regulations, teaching materials, etc. Thus in terms of the relation between 

monastics and the laity, Huang Shiru points out that these aspects had been part of the 

monastic power structure in past not of the laity. Thus, Li Bingnan’s Lotus Society and 

other lay organisations developed a self-perception and self-consciousness of operating 

outside of and independent from monastic institutions.210 

                                                 
209 Li Yu-chen 李玉珍, “Social Participation of Buddhist Lotus Societies and Women: A Comparision of 

Shanghai Lotus Societies in the 1930s and Taiwan Lotus Societies in the 1960s (Fojiao Lianshe Yu 

Nüxing Zhi Shehui Canyu - 1930 Niandai Shanghai Lianshe Yu 1960 Niandai Taiwan Lianshe Zhi Bijiao 

佛教蓮社與女性之社會參與：1930 年代上海蓮社與 1960 年代台灣蓮社之比較),” in Gong and 

Si: Reconstructing Individual and Collective Bodies in Modern China (Gong Yu Si - Jindai Zhongguo 

Geti Yu Qunti Zhi Chongjian 公與私：近代中國個體與群體之重建), ed. Huang Kewu 黃克武 and 

Zhang Zhejia 張哲嘉 (臺北: 中央研究院近代史研究所, 2002), 255–312. 
210 Huang Shiru 黃詩茹, The Relationship Between Monastics and the Laity in Post-War Taiwan Buddhism, 

26. 
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Three objectives are highly important for Li Bingnan’s Taizhong Lotus Society: 1) 

Lectures on Confucian and Buddhist Scriptures to guide the mind and to lead people to 

liberation; 2) Assemble collective Buddha-recitation groups to seek for rebirth in this life; 

3) Establish cultural and charitable organisations to teach morality in order to improve 

social customs.211 As can be seen, Taizhong Lotus Society reflects a strong Pure Land 

colouration build upon Confucian and Buddhist scriptures. This was the environment 

where Jingkong would spend 10 years of his formative early monastic career. These 

specific features became the frame of reference for his first exclusively lay association, 

Hwa Dzan Buddhist library, founded in 1979 – the predecessor to the first Pure Land 

Learning Association, The Corporation Republic of Hwa Dzan. 

As stated before, Hwa Dzan coexisted with Hwa Dzan Buddhist Library at Jingmei, 

Taipei, until Hanying’s death led to disputes between her son and Jingkong’s ‘wu’ 悟 

disciples in 1997. In the end, Jingkong and his disciples left the Jingmei preaching halls 

and went to Singapore, except for Wudao who stayed in Taiwan and moved with his 

‘zhuang’ 莊 disciples to a new apartment bought by a lay devotee. In the following years, 

this new apartment developed into Hwa Dzan’s headquarter including a Buddha-

recitation hall, a small library, accommodations for monastics, and offices on two storeys 

where mostly lay followers work.    

Over time, this organisation grew into a monastic community led by Wudao who 

began accepting disciples in place of Jingkong. Wudao, born in 1951 as Lin Zhengdao 林

正道, participated in Jingkong's lectures for the first time at the Taipei Lotus Friend 

Buddha-recitation Group (taibeishi lianyou nianfotuan 台北市蓮友念佛團) in 1969 and 

followed him until he renounced at the Corporate Body of The Buddha Educational 

Foundation in 1984. He lived at Hwa Dzan Buddhist Library and was in charge of 

monastic affairs, personal management, printing, and distribution of sūtras.212  

As Jingkong pointed out several times, he is not interested in building temples or 

establishing a world-wide Buddhist organisation united under one headquarter, but rather 

focusses his attention on dharma lectures, publication and distribution of Buddhist and 

                                                 
211 Huang Shiru 黃詩茹, The Relationship Between Monastics and the Laity in Post-War Taiwan Buddhism, 

96. 
212 Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, Continuing the Ancestors, Passing on the 

Lamp: Special Issue for the 20th Anniversary of the Founding of Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning 

Association (Jizu Chuandeng Huazang Jingzong Xuehui Chengli Ershi Zhou Nian Jinian Tekan 繼祖

傳燈-華藏淨宗學會成立二十周年紀念特刊), with the assistance of Huang Xinyan 黃馨鴈 (ed.) 

(Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2009), 96. 
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Confucian literature. Mostly lay patrons and Hwa Dzan supports his undertakings, but 

not a monastic institution where he serves as the direct leader. The organisations of his 

disciples, on the other hand, seems to develop into monastic institutions consisting of a 

fourfold sangha (sizhong 四眾). Hwa Dzan, for example, has three institutions. A 

headquarter, a branch temple in Sanchong (sanchong bieyuan 三重別院) that provides the 

necessary space for large-scale dharma ceremonies of over 1.000 people and more rooms 

for monastics, and a temple in the outskirts of New Taipei City Shuangxi District, the 

Lingyan Mountain Temple – Shuangxi Small House 靈巖山寺 -雙溪小築. Two lay 

devotees donated land in 2003 to build a temple where the ‘Amitābha Triple 

Contemplation Dharma Service’ (sanshi xinian 三時繫念) ceremony can be conducted 

without interruption. It serves as a small-scale venue for dharma ceremonies and provides 

space for ‘Seven Days Buddha Recitation’ (nianfoqi 念佛七). Apart from that, I was told 

that Hwa Dzan is planning to build another temple designed to educate their monastics 

and devotees. Moreover, on a recent field trip, I have met with a lay devotee in Douliu 斗

六 who donated a vast area of land to the local Amitābha Buddhist Society. They are 

currently building a temple complex in a mountain region in Yunlin County close to 

Nantou County. He told me that after constructions are finished, they would invite 

monastics or at least one monastic to live at the future ‘Temple of Utmost Bliss’ 極樂寺. 

It can thus be seen that, although Jingkong never envisioned constructing temples – 

Hanying initiated Hwa Dzan Buddhist Library, Huang Nianzu suggested establishing 

Pure Land Societies – he only encouraged lay devotees to form communities to 

collectively recite the Buddha’s name. His disciples and some lay devotees, however, 

bring his teachings into a monastic framework. 

 

4.2.  Organisation and Ideals 

The self-perception of Hwa Dzan and Jingkong’s Pure Land Associations around the 

globe as a ‘modernised’ version of a Lotus Society might show new characteristics in the 

constant changing religious ecology of Buddhism, standing between an exclusive lay 

community and a monastic order. Similar to the ‘Pure Karma Societies’ and ‘Householder 

Groves’ in the Republican era, most Pure Land Associations are organised, funded, and 

led by lay devotees – only guided and inspired by Jingkong’s teachings. There are, 

however, few among them that are managed by Jingkong’s monastic disciples 

constituting an interesting spectrum of religious organisations: those that are founded by 
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lay followers without direct monastic guidance (Vancouver), those that are founded by 

either lay followers or one monastic and have direct monastic guidance (Queensland), 

and those that are founded by monastics and comprise of a full sangha, that is monks, 

nuns, and lay devotees (Hwa Dzan, Taipei). 

What has become apparent throughout my field research is that Hwa Dzan’s lay 

community is manifested in a fourfold stratification. 1) ‘The elite’ who are in the inner 

circle and have the authority to teach certain scriptures and only appear on TV or 

important events such as the 60th anniversary of Jingkong spreading the dharma (2019) 

213 ; 2) ‘The volunteers’ who prepare the Buddha-halls, receive guests, plan lecture 

schedules of monastics, and do translations; 3) ‘The staff,’ who works fulltime at Hwa 

Dzan in various departments (media, propagation, finance) and as well only appears to 

important events; and 4) ‘the common practitioners,’ who only participate in Hwa Dzan’s 

various activities including weekly dharma talks. This does not reflect a level of education, 

but a degree of integratedness and proximity to the centre of authority (Jingkong and his 

monastic disciples). Most of the ‘elite’ members are male, while the ‘volunteers,’ the 

‘staff,’ and the ‘common practitioners’ are either housewives or retired women in their 

fifties to seventies. 

‘Lay education’ refers to the education of the ‘common practitioners’ who participate 

in the weekly dharma lectures at Hwa Dzan’s headquarter. This does not mean that Hwa 

Dzan does not educate the elites, volunteers, and members of staff; it only means that they 

do not participate in dharma lectures that will be examined in the next chapter. Each group 

reflects a different degree of commitment to the meaning system, institutional system, 

and belonging system that Hwa Dzan and Jingkong create to form a religious identity that 

bind binds practitioners to this organisation. Based on Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s study on 

utopian communities, Keith Roberts and David Yamane explain that commitment appears 

on three levels: 1) affective commitment, 2) instrumental commitment, and 3) moral 

commitment.214  

                                                 
213 Lay disciples of Jingkong that serve as ‘teachers’ are Huang Bolin 黃柏林, Liang Wei 梁瑋, and Ma Tao 

馬濤. Other important supporters include the previous bureau chief of the Department of Civil Affairs 

(New Taipei City), the president of the ‘’ (zhonghua dacheng zhisheng xianshi kongzi xiehui 中華大成

至聖先師孔子協會), members of the Taoyuan City Council, the chairman of the ‘Interfaith Union’ 

(zongjiao lianmeng 宗教聯盟), the chairmen of the ‘’ (xizhi gongbeidian 汐止拱北殿), the president of 

the Singapore Amitābha Buddhist Society, and many more from mainland China, Japan, USA, Hong 

Kong. 
214 The following information on the three levels of commitment are all from Keith A. Roberts and David 

Yamane, Religion in Sociological Perspective, 6. ed. (Los Angeles: Sage Publ, 2016), 116–22. 
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Affective commitment means that a person becomes emotionally dependent on the 

group and its members who become an important part of that person’s social life. Creating 

a feeling of belonging comes before all other levels of commitment since humans are 

social beings. Two processes give rise to affective commitment: renunciation of former 

relations and communion with the group.  

In a Buddhist context, renunciation can be understood as detachment from worldly 

ties and certain behaviours codified in the precepts, consequently, choosing a monastic 

lifestyle. Lay practitioners are not required to renounce their former family, friends, and 

social group, only to renounce certain behaviours. Having gone through the process of 

renunciation, groups tend to emphasise boundaries between ‘them’ and ‘us’ to reinforce 

the belonging system. Regarding Xia Lianju’s compilation for example, in a video 

question and answer talk, Jingkong responds to a statement of a follower saying that 

people are criticising this compilation and Jingkong’s endorsement of it, calling it a 

‘Jingkong phenomenon’ (jingkong xianxiang 淨空現象). His response reads:  

[We] do not need to pay attention to him. Although he criticises [the compilation] and does not believe 

it, there are still many people in the world believing in it. He may not believe in it, but I do. We do 

get real benefits from this compilation. We believe that many of our fellow practitioners dedicate 

themselves to study and propagate this scripture. […] Lecture the compilation once, then lecture Kang 

Sengkai’s translation, you will see which scripture [attracts] more people, which scripture’s causes 

and conditions that accord with the dharma are more extraordinary [fayuan shusheng 法緣殊勝]. 

Compare it and you will know it instantly. […] This scripture’s extraordinariness comes from the 

numerous Buddha’s empowerment [or assistance, jiachi 加持] and is protected by the dragon kings 

and devas [longtian 龍天]. […] This is the truth, we do not have to bother about other things. Treat 

reality with peace of mind, give rise to a sincere love for all sentient beings and things, recite the 

Buddha’s name, strive to be reborn in the Pure Land, and resolve to follow the teachings 

accordingly.215 

Jingkong’s response reflects this ‘we’ against ‘the other’ mentality in which ‘the 

other’ is rendered as not having yet understood the superior benefits of the compilation. 

Therefore, one does not need to pay attention to its critics; after all, according to him, the 

compilation had received assistance from various Buddhas. This way of thinking 

reinforces the sense of belonging of Hwa Dzan members. 

The other mechanism that gives rise to affective commitment is communion with the 

group, i.e. emotional camaraderie with other members. Attendance of dharma lectures, 

                                                 
215 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong [Explains]: Some People Not Only Criticise Xia Lianju's 

Wuliangshoujing Compilation, but Also Speak About a Jingkong Phenomenon (Jingkong Laofashi 

Xianzai Youren Budan Gongji Xia Lian Ju Laojushi De Dasheng Wuliang Shoujing Huijiben Bingqie 

Hai Gaosheng Jinghu Shenme Jingkong Xianxiang 淨空老法師:現在有人不但攻擊夏蓮居老居士的

《大乘無量壽經》會集本，並且還高聲驚呼什麼『淨空現象』？,” accessed June 13, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yq1kQpKhKr0. 
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collective Buddha-recitation ceremonies, discussion forums, group meals, and interaction 

with the master or monastics similarly creates social bonds and commitment. 

In order to elicit instrumental commitment of its members, the group must 

communicate why the continued association is worth the time and effort. Thus, every 

member will engage in a ‘cost-benefit analysis’ to rationalise his or her commitment to 

the group. The benefits must outweigh the costs in terms of investing time and effort in 

participation; otherwise, the individual would leave the group. To retain its members, two 

organisational mechanisms influence the cost-benefit analysis: sacrifice and investment. 

To become a member of a religious group – may it be clergy or lay follower – 

everyone has to accept certain sacrifices for a more austere lifestyle in which common 

social and recreational activities are rejected. In Buddhism, for example, to become a lay 

follower one has to take refuge in the ‘Three Treasures’ (sanbao 三寶), Buddha, Dharma, 

Sangha, and take the ‘Five Precepts’ (wujie 五戒), i.e. abstention from killing, theft, 

sexual misconduct, false speech, intoxication. Accepting these five basic precepts already 

requires a person to have displayed some degree of moral commitment to the values and 

norms of Buddhism. By making it official at a certain group also shows the commitment 

to this group’s values. Having accepted the conditions of membership, sacrifice causes a 

person to stay in the group because leaving would imply that the sacrifices were not 

beneficial. At the same time, investment of time, energy, and resources enhance 

instrumental commitment because – similar to sacrifices – people are less likely to admit 

to themselves that their past choices and investment have been foolish. Thus, the more 

one sacrificed and invested, the more it becomes necessary to rationalise previous choices, 

which leads to a phenomenon called ‘path-dependency.’ Scott Page notes, ‘in common 

interpretations, path dependence means that current and future states, actions, or decisions 

depend on the path of previous states, actions, or decisions’ 216  – basically ‘history 

matters.’217  More importantly, however, the more choices are made the more mental 

structures are reinforced and less likely to be questioned or forsaken. Positive feedback 

plays a crucial role in this process because it creates positive externalities when the 

individuals see that group members make the same choices. 218 

                                                 
216 Scott E. Page, “Path Dependence,” Quarterly Journal of Political Science 1 (2006): 88. 
217  James Mahoney questions the applicability of this vague notion and developed detailed models of 

different types of  path-dependence, see James Mahoney, “Path Dependence in Historical Sociology,” 

Theory and Society 19, no. 4 (2000): 507. 
218 Page, “Path Dependence,” 88. 
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Moral commitment indicates a commitment to rules, regulation, ideas, values, and 

norms of the group. Its ideology must be consistent and members must acknowledge some 

degree of authority of the leaders. The relationship between the leaders and its members 

builds on voluntary compliance since the leaders have no total control over their members, 

which becomes problematic if the ideology deviates from norms and values of the 

dominant society or other similar groups. Therefore, to ensure that members do not 

change their affiliation, the groups meaning system must be compelling. Roberts and 

Yamane point to two mechanisms that can strengthen moral commitment: mortification 

and transcendence. Mortification refers to the process where devotees publicly confess 

their sins, repent, and vow to become a better person. The intimate act of confession, of 

being emotionally naked creates trust, humility, and bonds between devotees and their 

group which results in the second process – transcendence. By accepting the norms and 

values of the group, one also accepts one interpretation of ultimate purpose and meaning 

of life. The truth that the group offers, guides the confessor into a community of like-

minded devotees, striving for a collective goal, thus, deemphasising the individual. 

Considering the concept of ‘no-self’ (wuwo 無我), this becomes even stronger. 

As far as I have observed Hwa Dzan’s ceremonies and weekly lectures, repentance 

rituals are only conducted in the context of large ceremonies, such as ‘Amitābha Triple 

Contemplation Dharma Service.’ It includes collective repentance of past misconduct and 

karmic hindrances, not an individual confession in front of other devotees. During 

informal conversations, however, I have noticed that some devotees openly discuss their 

past wrongdoings, how Jingkong helped them to reflect these, and how his teachings have 

changed their lives. Their willingness to talk about personal matters with me – sometimes 

even when meeting with me for the first time – shows their high moral commitment to 

Hwa Dzan and desire to share and convert newcomers. Their whole identity is linked to 

Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s system of meaning.  

As pointed out earlier, the four different groups of Hwa Dzan show different levels 

of commitment. We shall therefore briefly examine each group.  

1) ‘The Elite’ – In terms of instrumental and moral commitment, ‘teachers’ of 

Jingkong’s broad community show a high degree regarding sacrifice, investment, 

and transcendence since they are supposed to embody the teachings of Jingkong 

and represent the ideal practitioner. Affective commitment to the members of the 

group, however, seems to be low to moderate as they only appear on TV and 

seldom at any event. 
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2) ‘The Volunteers’ – This group shows high degrees of commitment on all three 

levels as they voluntarily sacrifice and invest their time for Hwa Dzan. This is 

based on a strong dedication towards the ideas and concepts represented by Hwa 

Dzan. Thus, in their understanding offering their time, effort, and resources to 

Hwa Dzan is beneficial not only for their practice but also more importantly for 

other members and society. Their identity as volunteers creates an intimate bond 

and notion of belonging to Hwa Dzan. During my field research, I noticed early 

on that most of the volunteers and common members are retired, middle age and 

older women. One told me that after retiring, she did not want to sit at home and 

fall into social isolation. At Hwa Dzan, she can still bring in her work experience 

and knowledge. What she was looking for was a system of meaning and 

belonging. 

3) ‘Staff’ – The staff consists of people in their 30s to 50s who hold university 

degrees, particularly the younger staff. They work fulltime at Hwa Dzan and 

bring in their professional knowledge for financial and organisational affairs as 

well as shooting, editing, managing, propagation, and publication of Hwa Dzan’s 

online videos and books. Similar to the volunteers, they show high degrees of 

commitment on all three levels, since they dedicate their whole work career to 

Hwa Dzan. 

4) ‘Common members’ – this group in itself is highly stratified because there are 

members who attend almost every lecture throughout the week (mostly a few 

middle-aged and older women) and those who irregularly attend lectures. 

Depending on attendance rates, their instrumental commitment to Hwa Dzan is 

low to moderate, while affective commitment is moderate to high. In terms of 

commitment to the ideas and concepts of Hwa Dzan, it again depends on the 

individual how morally committed s/he is. However, those who regularly attend 

lectures often stay longer to discuss certain aspects of the content or 

enthusiastically explain to me why Buddha-recitation, Pure Land, and filial piety 

are so important for our chaotic society. It is Jingkong speaking through their 

words. The narratives are the same. 
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Hwa Dzan’s guiding principles that set the general tone for their enterprise, gives rise 

to the different sorts of commitment examined above and create a system of belonging 

and meaning – the religious identity of Hwa Dzan. These five principles are:219 

1) Attainment through Pure Land during the period of the final dharma (mofa shiqi 

jingtu chengjiu 末法時期淨土成就). Only by practising Pure Land, one can reach 

awakenment during the period of the final dharma. 

2) The gate of Buddha-recitation serves as a ferry towards to land of utmost bliss 

(nianfo famen jile guizhou 念佛法門極樂歸舟). According to the website, Śākyamuni 

spoke about the extraordinary Pure Land dharma gate at almost every assembly during 

his 49 years of spreading the dharma.220 It is the ‘shortest short cut among the short cuts’ 

(jingzhongjing you jing 徑中徑又徑), most reliable, the fastest path towards awakenment. 

‘In the end, all sūtras Śākyamuni taught converge into the Huayan Sūtra, which in turn – 

by closing with the ten vows of Samantabhadra – guide us towards the Pure Land. It goes 

to show that the land of utmost bliss is the perfection of cultivation and the ultimate place 

of return. The Pure Land dharma gate is the final destination of the complete Tripiṭaka.’ 

3) The Pure Land learning Society, a mutual coalescing of myriad conditions 

(jingzong xuehui zhongyuan hehe 淨宗學會眾緣和合). Hwa Dzan perceives themselves 

as a modernised form of a Lotus Society to change the misunderstanding that Buddhism 

is superstition. Therefore, wherever Jingkong goes to lecture, he exhorts his listeners to 

establish Pure Land Learning Associations. These associations are independent of each 

                                                 
219  Hwa Dzan Online Propagation 華藏淨宗弘化網, “A Short Explanation of Our Principles (Linian 

Lüeshu 理念略述),” accessed June 10, 2020, http://www.hwadzan.com/hwadzan1/maxims/703.html. 
220 The dating of the historical Buddha is a complex matter, challenging he historical microscope to this day. 

Scholars, such as Hans W. Schumann propose that he was born in 563 BC to 483 BC. Hans Wolfgang 

Schumann, The Historical Buddha: The Times, Life, and Teachings of the Founder of Buddhism, 1. 

Indian ed., Buddhist tradition series 51 (Delhi: Banarsidass, 2004). But these dates have been challenged 

as Charles Prebish points out, Charles S. Prebish, “Cooking the Buddhist Books: The Implications of 

the New Dating of the Buddha for the History of Early Indian Buddhism,” Journal of Buddhist Ethics 

15 (2008) Now, with a lifespan of 80 years, 49 years of preaching implies that the historical Buddha 

attained awakenment at 31 years of age. According to the Pali suttas, though, the historical Buddha left 

the household after the birth of his Son Rahula at the age of 29 and reached awakenment after six years 

of practice at the age of 35. Thus, 49 years of spreading the dharma cannot be correct. Peter Harvey, An 

Introduction to Buddhism: Teachings, History and Practices, 2. ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2013), 10-19. However, there are Chinese sources that date the great renunciation to 19 years, 

see Henry Albery, “Astrobiographies of Śākyamuni and the Great Renunciation in Gandhāran Art,” in 

From Local to Global: Papers in Asian History and Culture (In Three Volumes), ed. Kamal Sheel, 

Charles Willemen and Kenneth Zysk (Buddhist World Press, 2017) Even if using the Chinese sources, 

the math does not add up, since he would have had to spend 12 years wandering around North India, 

not six years. Thus, there is no scriptural evidence to support Hwa Dzan’s claim of 49 years. It is unclear 

where this number comes from. 
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other in terms of human resources, administration, and financial affairs, only assisting 

each other for spreading Jingkong's ideas and Pure Land. 

4) Audio-visual education to benefit sentient beings widely (shiting jiaoxue guangli 

zhongsheng 視聽教學廣利眾生). During the mid-1980s, when Jingkong’s community 

started to grow and reached Hong Kong and the United States, lay followers wished that 

he would deliver lectures in their countries as well. They, consequently, bought cameras 

and audiotapes, send them to Taiwan and Jingkong stated recording his lectures. This was 

the beginning of his usage of mass media to propagate Buddhism across the globe. 

5) Propagation of the dharma via technology, important is its substance (keji hongfa 

zhongzai shizhi 科技弘法重在實質). The website states, that Wudao follows Jingkong’s 

instructions ‘to make offerings to the ten directions’ (shifang gongyang 十方供養) and 

not to use donations to build temples, but to print and distribute books and CDs – which 

apparently has changed as I have pointed out above. In the beginning period after 1997, 

the main goal was to distribute dharma treasures (fabao 法寶). Later, Hwa Dzan began 

editing Jingkong’s talks and lectures into videos and established an ‘Amitābha College’ 

or literally ‘Online College of Buddhist Education’ (fotuo jiaoyu wangle xueyuan 佛陀教

育網路學院). The Amitābha College was founded to spread the dharma into every corner 

of the world to purify the minds of sentient beings. It is an online community where 

everyone can enrol free of charge. After enrolment, depending on one’s level of 

knowledge, one is assigned to ‘Basic Subjects’ (jichu xueke 基礎學科), ‘Undergraduate 

Subjects’ (benke xueke 本科學科), or ‘Subjects of Specialisation’ (zhuanxiu xueke 專修學

科). These courses are designed according to Jingkong’s Five Great Subjects and can take 

up to nine years in total. For each course, one receives videos and reading materials and 

has to write reflection papers, merit ledgers (gongguoge 功過格), and fill out a ‘Daily 

Self-examination Rating Scale of Jingzong Practitioners’ (jingzong xingren meiri ziwo 

jianyan pingliangbiao 淨宗行人每日自我檢驗評量表) which are reviewed by three 

teachers: Jingkong, Wudao, and Chengde 成德 (formerly Teacher Cai Lixu 蔡禮旭) – but 

most likely by volunteers at Hwa Dzan.221 This online community – one may even call it 

a digital sangha – with its exchange forums, videos, reading materials, assignments, merit 

ledgers, etc. skilfully binds the user to it and periodically reminds the user to submit 

                                                 
221 Amitabha College 佛陀教育網路學院, “Introduction to the [Online] College (Renshi Xueyuan 認識學

院),” accessed June 10, 2020, https://www.amtbcollege.org/introduction. 
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reflection papers. This, again, reflects Hwa Dzan’s proficient utilisation of modern 

technology and the transfer of Buddhism into the digital age. 

Although Hwa Dzan embraces modern technology to spread their messages, such as 

YouTube videos, live dharma talks, an online college, documentaries,222 electronic books 

free for download, and social media, they, however, reject the lifestyle associated with it. 

During the numerous informal conversations with monastics or laypeople, they often told 

me that they would need to do something against the coarsening of society and the decline 

of morality, propagated and intensified on social media. For example, the YouTube 

channel ‘Hit the Mark with one Comment’ (yiyu podao 一語破道),223 founded by a lay 

follower of Hwa Dzan in late 2019, was designed to imitate and to counter various 

Taiwanese late-night shows that attract millions of viewers and – in their understanding - 

spreads a message of pleasure as the sole bearer of value. By employing a colourful, cute, 

comic design with many catchphrases and pictures flying through the video, the channel 

tried to reach a younger audience that might be interested in current affairs, questions 

about life, or/ and even questions from a foreigner about monastic life. As of yet, however, 

it has not been successful as most of the videos have less than one hundred views. The 

use of modern technology and the attempt to reproduce video styles of late-night shows 

or successful YouTube channels reflects a keen awareness of an ‘ageing Buddhism’ and 

the lack of younger generations willing to study Buddhism and traditional culture. How 

Hwa Dzan will overcome this in the future is still open. 

Regarding propagation methods, their website exhorts the audience to keep up with 

the times and enthusiastically endorses new technology, it states: 

Today’s society entered an era of technological progress and advanced information technology. We 

should make good use of high-tech to explain the ‘correct teachings’ [正教], proclaim the wonderful 

dharma so that it reaches all corners of the world, and spread wisdom [般若] so that it extends 

throughout the universe. [In this way], all sentient beings with links of affinity [有緣] shall have the 

opportunity to practise the correct dharma [正法].224 

                                                 
222 Hwa Dzan is currently producing a documentary series on Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism. The 

part on Daoism has already been completed and aims at explaining the concept of ‘Education on Cause 

and Effect’ (yinguo jiaoyu 因果教育) which Jingkong promotes at least since the mid-1990s. For this 

purpose, Hwa Dzan introduces the believe revolving around the City God 城隍 – a deity in Chinese 

folk religion that protects the people and village in its location. More importantly, however, the City 

God also decides the punishment or reward in accordance to the number of evil/ good deeds of the soul 

of the deceased from that village. Thus, understanding that one’s actions have consequences avoids 

being punished after death by the City God. 
223 Hit the Mark with one Comment, “Q&A on Current Affairs, Q&A on Life, Questions from a Foreign 

Scholar (Shishi Wenda Shenghuo Wenda Waiguo Xuezhe Lai Tiwen 時事問答, 生活問答, 外國學者來

提問),” accessed July 15, 2020, t.ly/6kFq. 
224 Hwa Dzan Online Propagation 華藏淨宗弘化網, “Propagation Methods (Hongfa Fangshi 弘法方式),” 
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During a dharma lecture, however, Jingkong declares the internet, television, and 

satellites as the place of practice of the Demon King Pāpīyān (mowang boxun 魔王波旬), 

another term for Mara – the celestial being that enticed Śākyamuni to give up striving for 

awakenment. He claims that our society is in turmoil, moral decline, and no one teaches 

ethics, morality, and karma. Modern technologies have thus turned into vehicles for 

spreading violence, adultery, lavish lifestyles, delusion, etc.225  He does not condemn 

modern technology per se, but the wrong use of it. Instead, Confucian family values and 

the Buddha dharma should be broadcasted. Only this can be called ‘virtuous teaching/ 

education’ (shanjiao 善教). Hwa Dzan and Jingkong, thus, manifest a blending of 

traditional values and ethics in a modern package. Technology is only used as a tool and 

an opportunity to reach more people. 

 

4.3.  In Search of a Pure Land: General Context of Contemporary Taiwanese 

Pure Land Practice 

In her book on Taiwanese Pure Land Buddhism, Shi Xiuchan points out that the 

development of Taiwanese Buddhism and spread of the Pure Land dharma gate is closely 

related to the practice of ‘Buddhism in the Human Realm’ (renjian jingtu 人間淨土).226 

Therefore, this subchapter places Hwa Dzan into a general context of other Taiwanese 

Buddhist groups,227 particularly focusing on their ideal path either towards rebirth into 

                                                 
accessed June 11, 2020, http://www.hwadzan.com/hwadzan1/maxims/704.html. 

225 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong [Explaines]: TV and Internet Are the Places of Practice of 

Mara (Jingkong Laoheshang Xianzai De Dianshi He Wanglu Shi Mowang De Daochang 淨空老和尚：

現在的電視和網路是魔王的道場),” accessed June 11, 2020, t.ly/XDuI. 
226 Shi Xiuchan, Sixty Years of Taiwanese Pure Land Buddhism (Taiwan Jingtu Liushi Nian 臺灣淨土六十

年) (台中: 圓淨出版社, 2003), 42. 
227 Whether these groups reflect the general (that is a prevalent understanding and practice of Pure Land) 

religious tableau of Pure Land Buddhism in Taiwan is surely debatable. Nevertheless, scholarly 

attention that has been and still is being focused on FGS, DDM, and Tzu Chi is reflected in numerous 

articles and books, such as: Chandler, Christopher S. Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth: The 

Foguang Buddhist Perspective on Modernization and Globalization (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i 

Press, 2004),  Elise Anne DeVido, Taiwan's Buddhist Nuns (Albany: State University of New York Press, 

2010),  Richard Madsen, Democracy's Dharma: Religious Renaissance and Political Development in 

Taiwan (Berkeley, Calif: University of California Press, 2007), Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 

etc. to name a few. Up to now, I have not found scholarly works on PLB neither in German, English nor 

Chinese, therefore, we will have to rely on first-hand sources for this discussion. The extent of their 

own ‘Buddhist spheres’ can also be tested by their globalisation. All of the above-mentioned groups 

operate branch temples or even universities (FGS, DDM, and Tzu Chi) in various parts of the world, 

thus being able to spread their interpretation of the dharma and practice of Pure Land internationally 

and exert influence on a broad-ranging understanding of Pure Land practice and Buddhism in general. 

However, we must not view them as having a monopoly on Pure Land practice as Charles Jones reminds 

us in the afore-mentioned book (p.60) and as this thesis will show. 
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the Pure Land or towards the construction of the ‘Pure Land in the Human Realm’  to 

illustrate similarities and dissimilarities between Hwa Dzan and Buddha Light Mountain 

(foguangshan 佛光山, abbr. FGS), Dharma Drum Mountain (fagushan 法鼓山 , abbr. 

DDM), Tzu Chi (ciji 慈濟) and Chinese Pure Land Buddhist Association (zhonghua 

jingtuzong 中華淨土宗協會 , abbr. PLB). Apart from the from these three groups 

representing Renjian-Buddhism, however, Shi Xiuchan also points to individual 

laypeople and monastics only propagating Pure Land, a combination of Pure Land and 

Vinaya, a combination of Chan and Pure Land, and what she calls ‘different views’ 

(butong yijian 不同意見). She ascribed Jingkong to the last category. 228  The Lotus 

Societies described above (4.1), constitute a counterpart of Pure Land lay cultivation to 

the monastic institutions that will be discussed below. Before we start our discussion of 

each of these groups, a short reflection on the label ‘Pure Land Practice’ shall precede.  

In his book on Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, Charles Jones elaborates the question 

of what constitutes the Pure Land tradition and the preconceived notion of an independent 

institution, a ‘school,’ by Japanese scholars who approached the matter from a sectarian 

point of view existent in the Japanese context, but not in the Chinese. Referring to 

historical sources, he points out that Pure Land was never conceived as an independent 

‘school’ but rather a ‘dharma gate’ (famen 法門), a ‘gate of practice’ (xingmen 行門), a 

‘gate of visualisation’ (guanmen 觀門), or a ‘gate of nianfo’ (nianfo famen 念佛法門) that 

one should put into practice and concludes that ‘Pure Land is above all a tradition of 

practice’229 that ‘offered a chance for non-elite or even morally evil people to attain a goal 

that was tantamount to the attainment of Buddhahood itself: rebirth in the Pure Land of 

Amitābha.’230 The practice that leads one to the Pure Land of Amitābha is nianfo or the 

invocation of Amitābha. This oral practice was established by Shandao 善導 (613-681) in 

his commentary on the Contemplation Sūtra, ‘The Profound Meaning of the 

Contemplation Sūtra’ (guanjing xuanyi 觀經玄義) in which he interprets the ambiguous 

term ‘ten nian’ (shinian 十念) in Amitābhas 18th vow231 as ‘ten recitations to invoke a 

Buddha’ (shisheng chengfo 十聲稱佛) and ‘oral invocation’ (koucheng 口稱).232 

                                                 
228 Shi Xiuchan, Sixty years of Taiwanese Pure Land Buddhism (taiwan jingtu liushi nian 臺灣淨土六十

年), 57–166. 
229 Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 6–14. 
230 Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 30. 
231 T12n0360, p0268a26-28. 
232 T37n1753, p0250a27 and T37n1753_p0277b16. 
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The question, however, where this practice would lead the practitioner is still open 

to debate. Different positions, such as ‘mind-only Pure Land’ (weixin jingtu 唯心淨土) 

and ‘western-direction Pure Land’ (xifang jingtu 西方淨土) competed throughout the 

history of Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, viewing the pure Buddha-land as either 

geographically external to the present defiled world or as a question of one’s level of 

mental purity. Thus reflecting a way of practice for the non-elite and elite practitioner. 

Additional to these two conceptions, Jones regards ‘Pure Land in the Human Realm’ as a 

third concept that includes a notion of increasing social concerns of Buddhism since the 

early twentieth century.233 These three conceptions will guide the analysis to follow on 

lay education and the ultimate goal of cultivation. 

 

Fo Guang Shan  

As one of the major Buddhist groups in Taiwan, FGS represents a form of Buddhist 

practice that neither focusses solely on Chan meditation nor on Pure Land oral invocation 

of Amitābha, but rather a combination of both and strong focus of ‘entering the world’ 

(rushi 入世) to purify the minds of the people and better society to realise a Pure Land in 

the Human realm.234 This form of practice can be summarised under the umbrella term 

‘Humanistic Buddhism’ (renjian fojiao 人間佛教),235 as FGS translates it, or more literal 

‘Buddhism in the Human Realm.’  

                                                 
233 Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 49–50. For a detailed explanation of weixin and xifang jingtu, see 

Jones p. 49-60. 
234 During a temple stay in which I participated for one month in July 2018, from the first day onwards it 

became clear that daily seated meditation and recitation of Amitābha’s name in the evening constitutes 

an important aspect of cultivation. Mindfulness should be put into practice when working in the kitchen, 

cleaning the courtyard, receiving guests, going into society, etc.. 

 235 As Markus Bingenheimer pointed out, the term ‘renjian fojiao’ is a rather ambiguous term and has been 

rendered in English in various ways, such as ‘engaged Buddhism’ (Thích Nhất Hạnh) or ‘humanistic 

Buddhism’ (FGS), reflecting a normative standpoint of its user and denotes a certain European lineage 

of Humanism. Markus Bingenheimer, “Some Remarks on the Usage of Renjian Fojiao and the 

Contribution of Venerable Yinshun to Chinese Modernism,” in Development and Practice of 

Humanitarian Buddhism, ed. Mutsu Hsu, Jinhua Chen and Lori Meeks (Tzu Chi University Press, 2007), 

141–43. In order to avoid normative implications, I, thus, will follow Bingenheimer’s descriptive 

translation as ‘Buddhism of the Human Realm,’ On the semantic and normative difference of ‘engaged’ 

and ‘humanistic’ Buddhism, see Sally B. King, “Engaged Buddhism and Humanistic Buddhism: A 

Comparison of Principles and Practices,” in 20009 Buddhist Research Papers: Modes and Prospectives 

of Humanistic Buddhism and Engaged Buddhism (2009 Nian Foxue Yanjiu Lunwenji - Renjian Fojiao 

Ji Canyu Fojiao De Moshi Zu Zhanwang 2009 年佛學研究論文集 - 人間佛教及參與佛教的模式與

展望), ed. Fo Guang Shan Foundation for Buddhist & Education (Kaohsiung 高雄: Fo Guang Shan 

Foundation for Buddhist & Education 佛光山文教基金會, 2009) and Sally B. King, “The Ethics of 

Engaged Buddhism in Asia,” in The Oxford Handbook of Buddhist Ethics, ed. Daniel Cozort and James 

M. Shields, First edition (Oxford, New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2018).  
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Neither did Master Xingyun 星雲 (b. 1927) coin the term renjian fojiao nor is he the 

only contemporary venerable who uses this concept as a means to propagate a 

‘modernised’ form of Buddhism. It was master Taixu 太虛 (1890-1947) who employed 

the concept to shift the attention of Buddhists from an other-worldly focused escapist 

practice to a this-worldly focused practice to remind the people that it is the living who 

are in the best position of cultivating merit and wisdom. Throughout his life he advocated 

‘Buddhism for the Living’ (rensheng fojiao 人生佛教), preferring rensheng to renjian. 

One of his famous disciples, the prolific writer Ven. Yinshun 印順 (1906-2005), most 

systematically explained renjian fojiao and further emphasised that Buddhism should not 

only focus on the living but place its practice in human society, thus preferring renjian to 

rensheng.236  

FGS emphasises broader Buddhist ethical teachings, such as five precepts, six 

pāramitās, four all-embracing virtues (sishefa 四攝法)237  as its guiding principles to 

understand how to be fully human to realise our innate potentiality to Buddhahood. By 

frequently quoting Taixu, Xingyun says, ‘revere and admire only the Buddhas, for they 

are accomplished regarding their personality; having accomplished being human is 

equivalent to accomplish Buddhahood. This is what is called true reality.’ 238  As 

Christopher Chandler points out, Xingyun’s this-worldly pragmatism serves as a core 

theme of ‘humanistic Buddhism’ and affects his ‘attitude toward interpreting chan and 

pure land practice.’239 Chan, as Xingyun writes, must be integrated into daily activities to 

have any relevance as a way of seeing and acting in the world.240 Therefore, not those 

monastics or laypeople who sit in meditation for hours, but those who seek their true mind 

in their daily work are on the right path, for it is work in society that is most nutritious to 

one’s cultivation – a precondition to establishing a Pure Land in the Human Realm. 

Xingyun follows Yinshun in establishing a Pure Land in the human realm but states 

that none of the Pure Lands in Chinese Buddhism, the western and eastern Pure Land, 

                                                 
236  Christopher Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth: The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on 

Modernization and Globalization, 88–89. 
237 Also translated as the four means of conversion that bodhisattvas employ to approach and save people 

that is charitable offerings, loving words, beneficial conduct, and working together. 
238 Shi Xingyun 釋星雲, “Recorded Sayings of Humanistic Buddhism: Chan Gate and Pure Land (Renjian 

Fojiao Yulu Chanmen Jingtu Pian Bianji Yuanqi 人間佛教語錄-禪門淨土篇 編輯緣起),” accessed 

November 5, 2019, t.ly/3b2G. 
239 Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth: The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on Modernization 

and Globalization, 94. 
240 Shi Xingyun 釋星雲, “From the Platform Sutra to the Characteristics of the Chan School (Cong Liuzu 

Tanjing Shuodao Chanzong Jiaoxue De Tezhi 從六祖壇經說到禪宗教學的特質),” accessed 

November 5, 2019, http://www.fodizi.tw/qt/xingyunfashi/1420.html. 
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Tuṣita heaven, and Nirvana, are completely pure. Not only is the external world relative 

in terms of purity, our minds as well as display different degrees of purity. A seemingly 

defiled place for one person may remain fully compatible for cultivation for someone else. 

In the Vimalakīrti Sūtra (weimojie suo shuojing 維摩詰所說經) it is written: ‘When one 

has purified one’s mind, following this pure mind, the Buddha-lands are pure as well.’241 

Hence, even our defiled sahā world can become a pure land only depending on the purity 

of the mind that may transform the surroundings by ‘dependent recompense’ (yibao 依

報). For Xingyun, waiting to be reborn in a Pure Land for ‘actual’ and ‘effective’ practice 

is, therefore, a misconception. This reflects a ‘mind-only Pure Land’ position. As we shall 

see, however, Xingyun does not exclude an ‘other direction Pure Land’ (tafang jingtu 他

方淨土) but tries to harmonise the cosmology and soteriology of both concepts.  

Chandler states that Xingyun concentrates on promoting ‘a version of Pure Land 

practice which is simultaneously traditional yet modern,’ 242  combining  Yinguang’s 

conservative understanding of a Western Pure Land and Yinshun’s interpretation of a Pure 

Land in the Human Realm. On the one hand, in his ‘Fo Guang Course Book: An Outline 

of Schools’ (foguang jiaokeshu zongpai gailun 佛光教科書: 宗派概論) he writes that the 

Buddha land is not completed in the other world and not in future times, but right now by 

establishing a Pure Land in the Human Realm to adorn human life.243 On the other hand, 

in ‘Discussing the Dharma Gate of the Pure Land’ he writes that we need to hold fast 

onto the Buddhas vow to create a Pure Land in the Human realm, for it is the necessary 

condition of being reborn into Amitābha’s Pure Land. He rhetorically asks ‘if you do not 

practice renjian fojiao how could you possess the conditions to receive rebirth in that land 

[i.e. the land of bliss] and enjoy extreme happiness?’244 For those who want to be reborn 

into the Pure Land of Amitābha, Xingyun exhorts them to cultivate the three meritorious 

acts of humans and gods (rentian sanfu 人天三福), hold onto the five precepts and the ten 

good acts. However, he emphasises that if one is not able to purify one’s mind in the 

                                                 
241 T14n0475, p0538c04-05. 
242 Chandler, Establishing a Pure Land on Earth: The Foguang Buddhist Perspective on Modernization 

and Globalization, 105. 
243 Shi Xingyun 釋星雲, “Fo Guang Course Book: An Outline of Schools (Foguang Jiaokeshu Zongpai 

Gailun 佛光教科書宗派概論),” accessed October 11, 2019, t.ly/5M18. 
244 Shi Xingyun 釋星雲, A Discussion of the Pure Land Dharma Gate (Tan Jingtu Famen 談淨土法門), 

365 vols., Collected works of Master Xingyun 星雲大師全集 13 (Kaohsiung 高雄: Foguang Publishing 

House 佛光出版社, 2017), 220–21. 
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human realm, one will not be able to reach any ‘external’ Pure Land. Viewing the dharma 

as being outside of one’s mind is, according to Xingyun not conforming to the dharma.245  

It can thus be seen, that creating a Pure Land in the human realm becomes the 

prerequisite for rebirth into the Western Pure Land, while purification of the external 

environment and internal intentions (mind) serves as its method. Sole focus on either 

meditation or recitation cannot be efficacious but must be combined with active 

engagement in the world. By this, he both addresses a weishi and tafang concept of the 

Pure Land and the corresponding practice of either ‘self-reliance’ (zili 自力) or ‘reliance 

on other-power’ (tali 他力). From a soteriological perspective, he stands in between a 

single-minded devotional Pure Land practice and rigorous Chan meditation. His goal of 

transforming the sahā world reflects an emphasis on mundane existence over after-life 

rebirth, which he explains by referring to practical and philosophical reasons: practically, 

since we all live in the sahā world, only by being compassionate to others our liberation 

becomes possible and awakenment is realised in the sahā world. Philosophically, the 

dharma can be separated into mundane dharma (shijianfa 世間法) and supramundane 

dharma (chushijianfa 出世間法). An overt emphasis on the supramundane aspect only 

leads to an escapist attitude, which is exactly what Taixu and Yinshun sought to correct.  

 

Dharma Drum Mountain  

Established by the Chan master Venerable Shengyan 聖嚴 (1930-2009), DDM 

represents another major Buddhist group that similar to FGS utilises the umbrella term 

‘humanistic Buddhism’ as its banner for promoting educational, cultural, and 

environmental activities, but unlike FGS interprets Pure Land mainly from a Chan 

perspective that is based on Shengyan’s Chan thought. Therefore, this section will first 

discuss Shengyan’s Chan stance on Pure Land; then his concept of Pure Land 

(cosmology); and finally how to establish the Pure Land in the Human Realm 

(soteriology).  

‘Uplifting the Character of Humanity and Establishing a Pure Land in the Human 

Realm’ (tisheng ren de pinzhi jianshe renjian jingtu 提昇人的品質，建設人間淨土) are 

the guiding principles of Shengyan’s vision for Buddhist education and Chan serves as 

                                                 
245 Shi Xingyun 釋星雲, A Discussion of the Pure Land Dharma Gate (tan jingtu famen 談淨土法門), 241–

42. 
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its foundation.246 In his introduction to ‘Six Talks on the Vimalakīrti Sūtra’ (weimojing 

liujiang 維摩經六講), he writes that these principles are based on the first fascicle of the 

Vimalakīrti Sūtra. Regardless of whether one is a monastic or lay practitioner, to practise 

the bodhisattva path and cultivate one’s mind means to enter the world while absent 

oneself from all desires.247 His vision of establishing a Pure Land is, not build on a pure 

land notion that can be found in the Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra – representing other 

direction Pure Land – but on the Vimalakīrti Sūtra that advocates the idea that pure lands 

of Buddhas are created by the purification of one’s mind – a mind-only Pure Land. 

Nevertheless, as we shall see, Shangyan as well tries to harmonise the concepts of weishi 

and tafang and the perennial question of where the Pure Land is. 

In his posthumously published book, ‘Ven. Shengyan Teaches the Dharma Gate of 

Pure Land’ (shengyanfashi jiao jingtu famen 聖嚴法師教淨土法門), he writes that 

cultivation practices of Chan and Pure Land should not be separated from each other, 

Both practices are not antithetical but represent a certain approach towards realising 

awakenment.248 Even though Shenyan claims that both practices are compatible and lead 

to liberation from suffering, there is an inherent hierarchical structure in his thoughts. Jens 

Reinke quotes Ven. Guojing saying, ‘Shengyan ‘applies Chan practice as the core 

approach for delivering sentient beings, with the recitation of Buddha’s name as a 

supportive means.’ Shengyan looks at Pure Land from the stance of Chan.’249 This notion 

of a mind-only Pure Land originates from the Chan perspective. Those who seek for a 

Pure Land outside of their mind are confused and those who realised the principle of 

mind-only suddenly understand (dunwu 頓悟) that their mind is the Buddha-mind and the 

place where they reside is a Pure Land.250  

Shengyan’s cosmology unfolds itself in a four-fold classification of the term ‘Pure 

Land’ that links his concept of a Pure Land in the Human Realm to the western Pure Land 

                                                 
246 Jimmy Yu, “A Tentative Exploration into the Development of Master Sheng Yen’s Chan Teachings,” 

Chung-Hwa Buddhist Journal 23 (2010): 30. 
247 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, Six Talks on the Vimalakīrti Sūtra (Weimojing Liu Jiang 維摩經六講) (Taipei 臺

北: Dharma Drum Culture Publishing House 法鼓文化事業股份有限公司, 1999), 9–10. 
248 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, Ven. Shengyan Teaches the Dharma Gate of Pure Land (Shengyanfashi Jiao 

Jingtu Famen 聖嚴法師教淨土法門) (Taipei 臺北: Dharma Drum Culture Publishing House 法鼓文

化事業股份有限公司, 2010), 187–88. 
249 Jens Reinke, “Innovation and Continuity in the Pure Lands: Pure Land Discourses and Practices at the 

Taiwanese Buddhist Order Dharma Drum Mountain,” Journal of Chinese Buddhist Studies 30 (2017): 

182. 
250 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, The Pure Land Is in the Human Realm(Jingtu Zai Renjian 淨土在人間), 人間淨

土 7 (Taipei 臺北: Dharma Drum Culture Publishing House 法鼓文化事業股份有限公司, 2003), 138–

40. 
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of Amitābha. Pure Land, is his view, can be classified as follows: (1) Pure Land of the 

Human Realm, (2) Pure Land of the Heavenly Land, (3) Pure Land of the Buddhas, and 

(4) Pure Land of one’s mind.251 As can be seen in this fourfold notion of Pure Land, 

Shengyan understands Pure Land in terms of mind-only (first and fourth) and in a literal 

reading of geographical places located somewhere in the ten directions (second and third). 

Thus, not denying the efficacy of nianfo for rebirth into the Pure Land of Amitābha, 

although it has a clear Chan inclination. 

 According to Reinke, this fourfold concept harmonises both notions by interpreting 

the construction of a Pure Land in the human realm as the starting point for the other three. 

A variety of Buddhist practices enables the practitioner to contribute to DDMs ultimate 

goal of purifying the minds of the people that is the ‘Pure Land of one’s mind.’ At that 

level of cultivation, one will realise that the ‘Mind Pure Land’ and the ‘Pure Land in the 

Human Realm’ are the same. Thus, Reinke concludes, renjian jingtu is only an expression 

of expedient means (Sanskrit upaya, fangbian 方便) for ultimately realising that the Pure 

Land is an emanation of the mind.252 In other words, since the natural capacity of sentient 

beings differs, so does their preferred practice. Practitioners reciting the name of 

Amitābha will ultimately realise that the ’external’ Pure Land, in fact, guides them 

towards a mind-only Pure Land. 

Within this theoretical frame of reference, the actualisation of a Pure Land in the 

Human Realm presupposes various Buddhist practices, campaigns, and the establishment 

of educational institutions for an academic as well as lay Buddhist and general audience. 

However, it is not aimed at moving pure Buddha-lands in the ten directions into our 

human realm or to give rise to a pure land described in various sūtras, but to use the 

Buddha dharma to purify the minds of people and society. A pure mind, environment, 

lifestyle naturally leads to a pure society and the actualisation of a Pure Land in the 

Human Realm. Shengyan writes, ‘if your mind is pure in one moment that means at this 

moment you are in a Pure Land.’253   

Shengyan does not exclude or refute devotional practices related to Amitābha but 

links them to his ultimate goal of establishing a Pure Land in the Human Realm by 

viewing it as upaya thus becoming beneficial for ultimately realising the mind-only 

                                                 
251 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, Buddha-Recitation to Be Born In/ to Create a Pure Land (Nianfo Sheng Jingtu 

念佛生淨土), 佛學入門 9 (Taipei 臺北: Dharma Drum Culture Publishing House 法鼓文化事業股份

有限公司, 1997), 27–39. 
252 Reinke, “Innovation and Continuity in the Pure Lands,” 186–87. 
253 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, The Pure Land is in the Human Realm(jingtu zai renjian 淨土在人間), 9. 
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notion of our world. In this sense, ‘Western Pure Land,’ ‘Pure Land in the Human Realm,’ 

and ‘mind-only Pure Land’ do not contradict each other but address different practices 

and life-stages of the practitioner. 

 

Tzu Chi 

Being the disciple of the famous Buddhist Master Yinshun and with seemingly 

endless willpower and compassion, Ven. Zhengyan 證嚴 (b. 1937) steers her massive 

international humanitarian and non-governmental organization, Buddhist Compassion 

Relief Tzu Chi Foundation (ciji gongdehui 慈濟基金會), through a world permeated by 

suffering, affliction, and disasters. The Ship of compassion and the eight-petal 

(representing the Nobel Eightfold Path), the distinctive Tzu Chi logo, reflect Zhengyan’s 

mission to save all sentient beings that suffer. She strives to realise her master’s 

exhortation: ‘At all times do everything for Buddhism, everything for sentient beings.’254 

Her focus and practice are not directed at receiving rebirth in the Pure Land, but at putting 

into practice the bodhisattva path to liberate all sentient being from this world. Therefore, 

similar to the other two Buddhist masters, she and her organisation bear the hallmark of 

the Chinese reformist notion of renjian fojiao. 

 According to David Schak, Tzu Chi is formally a humanitarian organisation that 

focuses predominantly on service activities rather than Buddhist self-cultivation.255  If 

Buddhist self-cultivation is viewed as either rigour Chan meditation or single-minded 

recitation of the Buddha-name, then, in fact, Tzu Chi’s way of social engagement cannot 

be understood as cultivation in a traditional sense. However, if compassionate service and 

physical labour are viewed as the actualisation of the Bodhisattva path and the related 

virtue of ‘to benefit the self and benefit other’ (zili lita 自利利他), then it is a way of 

Buddhist self-cultivation – but this certainly depends on the state of mind of the 

practitioner, as with every other practice. In the monthly Tzu Chi Journal, Li Weihuang 

writes that Zhengyan considers physical work as cultivation, daily life should be thought 

of as a training ground and Tzu Chi people shall ‘cultivate their mind by attending to 

things’ (jieshi lianxin 藉事練心) – counting one’s breath while meditating is only one way 

                                                 
254 為佛教，為眾生, DeVido, Taiwan's Buddhist nuns, 46. 
255  David Schak, “Socially-Engaged Buddhism in Taiwan and Its Contributions to Civil Society,” in 

Development and Practice of Humanitarian Buddhism: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Muzhu Xu, 

Jinhua Chen and Lori Meeks, Ren wen xi lie (Hualien, Taiwan: Tzu Chi University, 2007), 218–19. 
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of practice.256 Thus, Tzu Chi views their service activities as Buddhist self-cultivation not 

only as pure social engagement. In this context, the motivation behind helping those in 

need is linked to a Buddhist frame of reference.  

Wu Qingtai points out that even though Zhengyan claims to have inherited Yinshun’s 

thoughts especially the above-stated principle, from the perspective of Tzu Chi’s 

development and Zhengyan’s practice, however, Tzu Chi does not follow Yinshun’s 

thoughts on Buddhism (Mādhyamika) to realise this principle, but rather attaches 

importance towards benefiting humanity as primary cultivation. For both, this principle 

reflects the spirit of the bodhisattva path. Yinshun constructs his interpretation of the 

dharma on early Buddhist sūtras as the starting point of practice, whereas Zhengyan solely 

focusses on practice and promotes ‘the buddhification of life and the humanisation of the 

bodhisattva’ (fofa shenghuohua pusa renjianhua 佛法生活化菩薩人間化).  

Moreover, Zhengyan views her Tzu Chi commissioners and volunteers as living 

bodhisattvas in the human realm (renjian pusa 人間菩薩). This concept of ‘renjian 

bodhisattvas’ gives value and meaning to the projects of volunteers. Wu highlights that 

Tzu Chi’s unique way of practice neither is based on specific profound teachings nor 

applies ‘traditional cultivation methods’ such as Chan or Buddha-recitation – similar to 

what Schak noticed. The pure land in the human realm is the ideal state that Zhengyan 

strives to reach, but it is not the source of motivation for Tzu Chi’s way of practice. Its 

primary source of motivation is to reduce the suffering of sentient beings and aid the 

world – the bodhisattva path. 257  The question of motivation as the basis for action 

revolves around the ultimate question of how to liberate sentient beings in the most 

practical and fastest way. Should one completely immerse oneself into Chan practice or 

single-minded recitation to either realise that the sahā world is pure or attain rebirth in the 

Pure Land of Amitābha to progress on the path towards Buddhahood to liberate numerous 

beings back in the sahā world? Monastic life and cultivation of the dharma enable one to 

attain higher rebirth in the Pure Land as an intermediate stage towards Buddhahood and 

the realisation of the Mahayana vow to save all beings.258 Zhengyan’s interpretation of 

                                                 
256 Li Weihuang 李委煌, “Daily Life Is Our Training Ground (Richang Shenghuo Jiushi Xunlian Chang 日

常生活就是訓練場),” Tzu Chi Monthly 慈濟月刊 603 (2017): 34–39. 
257  Wu Qingtai 吳青泰, The Thought and Practice of “Pure Land on the Earth”: Examining Tzuchi's 

Environmental Protection Movement (Jingtu Zai Renjian De Sixiang Yu Shijian - Tanxi Ciji Huanbao 

Yundong 淨土在人間的思想與實踐-探析慈濟環保運動) (Tzu Chi University 慈濟大學, 2010), MA, 

29–30.  
258  See Jones’ discussion of ‘Ethics and Precepts’ in the Pure Land tradition for further historical and 

doctrinal information, Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 85–105. 
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the bodhisattva path seems to focus solely on alleviating suffering in the here and now 

without a soteriological implication that goes beyond this life. Nevertheless, as Ven. 

Defan’s account on Zhengyan’s thought shows, by adhering to the five precepts, 

practising ‘giving’ (bushi 布施), and ‘adjusting one’s mind’ (tiaozheng xin 調整心) the 

Pure Land in the Human Realm can be realised.259 Thus, the Pure Land becomes reality 

as a secondary cause ascribed to the actualisation of the bodhisattva path in the context 

of Zhengyan’s ‘collective bodhisattva movement’ not by specific doctrinal thoughts. 

It is difficult to find a distinct cosmology of Pure Land in Zhengyan’s writings since 

she is not interested in doctrinal exegesis or discussions like Shengyan or Xingyun. But 

her fundamental understanding of Pure Land resembles a mind-only notion. In her book 

on ‘The Three Essentials of Pure Causes’260 , Zhengyan writes that the world of five 

turbidities (wuzhuo 五濁) is, in fact, the Pure Land. Relying on the other-power of 

Amitābha to seek rebirth in his Pure Land is a misconception of the dharma, for one needs 

to give rise to bodhicitta (putixin 菩提心) first to cultivate ‘causes and conditions of 

meritorious virtues’ (fude yinyuan 福德因緣) and nianfo is only a method to cultivate roots. 

Cultivating compassion and wisdom, practising the bodhisattva path and by this paying 

attention to the troubles of sentient beings to relieve them from suffering, means to learn 

how to purify one’s mind and not to be influenced by defiled worldly matters. In her 

understanding, this practice surpasses solely listening, chanting or reading sūtras. Then, 

the world one sees is pure.  

This strong focus on practice over doctrine in the context of the bodhisattva path can 

be tested by a two-staged campaign that Zhengyan proclaimed in 1991 – ‘The 

Commitment to Create a Pure Land in the Human Realm’ (yuyue renjian jingtu 預約人間

淨土).261 The first stage (1991) was aimed to improve the general atmosphere of society. 

For three months, she propagated and held various activities for the purification of the 

minds of humans, the family, and society to build a ‘Pure Land in Thoughts’ (sixiang 

jingtu 思想淨土). The second stage (1992) was a continuation of the previous activities 

and begin of works related to reforestation and environmental protection to purify 

                                                 
259  Shi Defan 釋德凡, “Be Aware of Mind Thieves (Shenfang Xinling Xiaotou 慎防心靈小偷),” 

accessed November 19, 2019, t.ly/gl31. 
260 Shi Zhengyan 釋證嚴, The Three Essentials of Pure Causes (Jingyin Sanyao 淨因三要) (Taipei 臺北: 

Tzu Chu Culture 慈濟文化, 1999), 240–44. These three pure causes refer to the three meritorious acts 

described in the guanjing (T12n0365, p0341c08-c13) which as well constitute Jingkong’s edifice of 

thought. 
261 Tzu Chi translates is as ‘Create a Pure Land on Earth.’ 
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livelihood of the people. According to Zhengyan, the spirit of both continues to influence 

Tzu Chi’s activities to this very day.262 The ultimate aim of these purification campaigns 

is to give rise to a ‘Tzu Chi World’ (ciji shijie 慈濟世界) by actualising the lotus of our 

mind. Tzu Chi members are the active propagators of this notion.263 

 

Chinese Pure Land Buddhist Association  

Compared to the other three Buddhist groups discussed above, the Chinese Pure Land 

Buddhist Association is – historically speaking – a relatively young group founded by 

Ven. Huijing 慧淨 (b. 1950) in 2003 but has already joined the international stage of 

Buddhist propagation in Hong Kong, Macau, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, and the 

USA as their website claims.264 

To my knowledge and research, English, German, or Chinese scholarly works on 

Huijing or PLB are not available yet. Therefore, in context of the above-discussed three 

interpretations of Pure Land practice that mainly concentrate on the purification of the 

mind (weishi) to bring about a Pure Land in the Human Realm; in the following, we shall 

explore another interpretation. On the one hand, PLB views the rebirth into Amitābha’s 

Pure Land (tafang) as the ultimate object of a person’s ambition and effort; and on the 

other hand, propagate an exclusive devotional practice of nianfo over the efficacy of any 

other practices and attempt to rejuvenate the ‘pure’ teachings of Shandao.  

Since it is not the aim of this thesis to examine this group in detail but to embed Hwa 

Dzan into a broader Pure Land context in Taiwan, I will briefly introduce Huijing and his 

fellow propagator Ven. Jingzong 淨宗 (b. 1966), analyse their reading and propagation of 

the 18th vow of Amitābha – the ‘fundamental vow’ (benyuan 本願) – as the sole basis for 

rebirth and show their Japanese sectarian influence that caused Buddhist circles in 

mainland China and Taiwan to refute the efficacy of this practice and to point to the 

danger that lies behind the performance of sole nianfo. 

                                                 
262 Tzu Chi Foundation 慈濟基金會, “Do Not Forget the Pure Land in the Human Realm (Mowang Yuyue 

Renjian Jingtu 莫忘「預約人間淨土」),” accessed November 9, 2019, t.ly/OZLb. 
263 Shi Zhengyan 釋證嚴, Pure Wisdom (Qingjing De Zhihui 清淨的智慧) (Taipei 臺北: Tzu Chi Culture 

慈濟文化, 1999), 187. 
264  Chinese Pure Land Association 中華淨土宗協會, “Global Places of Practice: Pure Land School 

Overseas Branch Temples (Quanqiu Daochang Jingtu Fenhui Haiwai Diqu 全球道場：淨土宗分會

海外地區),” accessed December 11, 2019, t.ly/gOna. 
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On their English website, PLB introduces Huijing (b. 1950) as having received 

private tutoring in Confucian and Daoist classics and because he was exposed to ‘Phoenix 

Halls’ (luantang 鸞堂) folk beliefs of Taiwan in his early years, a notion of cause and 

effect (karma) influenced his thoughts deeply. In his later years, he started reading sūtras 

and chanting Amitābha. In 1977, he took the monastic precepts under Master Xingyun at 

FGS and went into retreat in 1985 to study Yinguang’s writings and nianfo. At that time, 

he realised that Shandao represented the purest form of Pure Land Buddhism. From 1988 

to 1993, he studied Pure Land at Otani University265 in Kyoto, Japan. In 2003, he founded 

PLB and has since been based at Xiangshan, his ‘Amitābha Village’, designating it as the 

headquarters of the Pure Land School in Taiwan.266 Apart from biographical details, the 

Chinese website includes six objectives that Huijing codified for PLB:267 

1. Organise a doctrinal framework of the Pure Land School (zuzhi jingtuzong zhi 

jiaoli jiagou 組織淨土宗之教理架構) 

2. Institute a Pure Land School in the Buddhist World (queli jingtuzong zhi jiaojie  

diwei 確立淨土宗之教界地位) 

3. Establish a sangha of the Pure Land School (jianshe jingtuzong zhi sengsu 

jiaotuan 建設淨土宗之僧俗教團) 

4. Propagate the dharma gate of liberation of the Pure Land School (hongchuan 

jingtuzong zhi jiudu famen 弘傳淨土宗之救度法門) 

5. Popularise a ‘nianfo-life’ of the Pure Land School (tuiguang jingtuzong zhi jianfo 

shenghuo 推廣淨土宗之念佛生活) 

6. Expand the ‘sphere of belief’ of the Pure Land School (guangda jingtuzong zhi 

xinyang lingyu 擴大淨土宗之信仰領域) 

Ven. Jingzong was born in Xuancheng, Anhui Province, in 1966. According to the 

website, in 1990, he read the Diamond Sūtra (jingangjing 金剛經) and developed a deep 

faith in Buddhism. A year later, he took refuge in the Triple Gem (sanbao 三寶) and after 

                                                 
265 According to their introductory website, Otani University was founded by the mother temple Eastern 

Temple of the Original Vow (Higashi Hongan-ji 東本願寺) of Ōtani-ha (真宗大谷派), a denomination 

of Jōdo Shinshū (淨土真宗) in 1665. The spirit of this university is pointedly captured in the words of 

its first president, the Shin Buddhist reformer Kiyozawa Manshi (1863-1901): ‘Our university is based 

on Buddhism, especially the spirit of Shinran.’ Otani University, “About Otani University” accessed 

December 13, 2019, http://www.otani.ac.jp/english/. 
266  Chinese Pure Land Association 中華淨土宗協會, “Contemporary Propagators,” 中華淨土宗協會, 

accessed November 21, 2019, http://www.purelandbuddhism.org/pe/huijing. 
267  Chinese Pure Land Association 中華淨土宗協會, “Introduction of Vernerables: Venerable Huijing 

(Fashi Jieshao - Huijing Fashi 法 師 簡 介- 慧 淨 法 師),” accessed November 21, 2019, 

http://www.plb.tw/tc/huijing_11.aspx. 
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reading Yinguang’s writings on nianfo and started to focus solely on nianfo as well. In 

1994, he took the precepts under Master Rende 仁德 (1926-2001). The website also 

claims that Hongyuan Monastery 弘願寺 in Anhui, of which he is the abbot now, ‘is the 

leading monastery in China dedicated to the propagation and practice of Pure Land 

Buddhism in the Shandao tradition.’ In 2012, he was invited to serve as the abbot of 

Wuzhen Monastery 悟真寺 in Shaanxi to ‘restore the ancestral temple of the Pure Land 

school to its former glory 1,300 years ago.’268 

According to both biographical accounts, it was only after reading Yinguang’s 

writings on nianfo that both realised that nianfo and Shandao’s elaborations on this oral 

practice represent the purest form of the ‘easy path’ towards rebirth and eventually 

Buddhahood. The six objectives of PLB not only reflect an independent self-awareness 

of Pure Land, but also the ambition to establish institutional boundaries to and 

institutional autonomy from other Buddhist schools based on selected scriptures as the 

doctrinal foundation269 which is similar to Japanese Pure Land schools.  

This mind-set becomes more evident in their ‘Pure Land Charter’ that serves as a 

manifesto of their Pure Land association and defines essential elements of Pure Land in 

general. According to this charter, Pure Land is it the largest Dharma school in Buddhism 

and has absorbed or permeated other schools. They state ‘rebirth in the Western Land of 

Bliss has become a shared aspiration and the name of Amitābha Buddha, an emblem for 

all Buddhism’ and because of historical factors ‘the various schools converged with the 

Pure Land school.’270 But because of Buddhist persecution (sanzong yiwu miefo 三宗一

武滅佛) during the Northern Wei (386-534), the Northern Zhou (557-581), the Tang (618-

907), and the Later Zhou (951-960), the ‘pure and original’ practice and method of nianfo 

                                                 
268 Pure Land Buddhism, “Contemporary Propagators: Dharma Master Jingzong,” accessed November 21, 

2019, http://www.purelandbuddhism.org/pe/jingzong. 
269  The three Pure Land sūtras: ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ (Kang Sengkai 康僧鎧 translation), 

‘Contemplation Sūtra’ (Jianglang Yeshe 畺良耶舍 translation), ‘Amitābha Sūtra’ (Kumārajīva 鳩摩羅

什 translation), and commentaries written by Nāgārjuna (150-250), such as ‘Chapter on the Easy Path’ 

(yijing pin 易行品) and ‘Twelve Rites’ (shierli 十二禮), Vasubandhu’s (fl. 4th to 5th century) ‘Treaties 

on Rebirth [in the Pure Land]’ (wangsheng lun  往生論), Tanluan’s 曇鸞 (476-572) ‘Commentaries on 

the Treaties on Rebirth [in the Pure Land]’ (wangshenglun zhu 往生論註) and ‘Gatha in Praise of 

Amitābha Buddha’ (zan amituofo ji 讚阿彌陀佛偈 ,  Daochuo’s 道綽 (562-645) ‘Collection on [the 

Land] of Peace and Joy’ (anleji 安樂集), and Shandao’s ‘Commentary on the Contemplation Sūtra’ 

(guanjingshu 觀經疏), ‘The Dharma Gate of Contemplative Recitation’ (guannian famen 觀念法門), 

‘Praise of Dharma Practices’ (fashizan 法事讚), ‘Praise of the Rite of Rebirth’ (wangsheng lizan 往生

禮讚), and ‘Praise of Pratyutpanna’ (borezan 般舟讚). 
270 Shi Huijing 釋慧淨 and Shi Jingzong 釋淨宗, Collection of the Holy Teaching of the Pure Land School 

(Jingtuzong Shengjiaoji 淨土宗聖教集) (Taipei 臺北: Pure Land Publishing House 淨土宗出版社, 

2013), 1. 
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(referring to Shandao) was misinterpreted, distorted, and lost for one thousand years until 

Shandao’s writings were ‘re-imported’ during the late Qing early Republican Era. Hence, 

Pure Land had to rely on Tiantai, Huayan, and Chan to be practised and ‘other-power’ 

was eventually transformed into an insistence of ‘self-power’ thus complicating the path 

towards rebirth and undermining the faith of the practitioners.271 Therefore, in his role as 

a rectifier to correct wrong interpretations and practices, Huijing started to promote the 

‘original’ Pure Land lineage represented by Shandao who is the ‘de facto founder of the 

Pure Land school’ to rejuvenate the original Pure Land school and lineage. The 

characteristics of this ‘pure’ Pure Land School read as follow: (1) Recitation of 

Amitābha’s name and reliance on his Fundamental Vow (the 18th), (2) rebirth of ordinary 

beings in the Pure Land’s Realm of Rewards, (3) rebirth is assured in the present lifetime, 

and (4) non-retrogression is achieved in this lifetime by nianfo.272 

These assertions prompt various questions: first, the notion of Pure Land 

simultaneously being a doctrinally and institutionally independent school while 

permeating other schools. Pure Land practice and devotion, as Daniel Getz points out, 

had been part of Tiantai from the beginning and had become even more integrated into 

the Tiantai doctrinal system in the Song. Until the Southern Song, Pure Land existed as 

one aspect of religious life shoulder to shoulder with other practices ‘and became an 

integrated element functioning within the precincts of institutional settings not 

exclusively identified with Pure Land.’273 Pure Land was not a distinct institutional entity 

with a distinct doctrinal system and clear master-disciple lineage274 that by itself shows 

that monastics of later generations must have decided who was worthy of carrying the 

title of ‘pure land patriarch.’ Robert Sharf writes that Tanluan, Daochuo, and Shandao are 

all viewed as Pure Land patriarchs by later generations. There is no evidence that they 

were either striving for an independent Pure Land school or depicting them as members 

of an independent self-conscious school. 275  Second, it is questionable to link the 

                                                 
271 Shi Huijing 釋慧淨 and Shi Jingzong 釋淨宗, Collection of the Holy Teaching of the Pure Land School 

(jingtuzong shengjiaoji 淨土宗聖教集), 1-7. 
272 Chinese Pure Land Association 中華淨土宗協會, “The Pure Land Charter,” 中華淨土宗協會, accessed 

November 21, 2019, http://www.purelandbuddhism.org/plb/18/13. 
273  Daniel A. Getz, “T'ien-T'ai Pure Land Societies and the Creation of the Pure Land Patriarch,” in 

Buddhism in the Sung, ed. Peter N. Gregory and Daniel A. Getz, A Kuroda Institute book 13 

(Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2002), 477. 
274  There is, for example, a timespan of 30 years between Shandao (613-681, fourth patriarch) and 

Chengyuan 承遠 (712-802, fifth patriarch) and even over 500 years lie between Xingchang 省常 (959-

1020, the ninth patriarch) and Zhuhong 祩宏 (1535-1615, the tenth patriarch). 
275 Robert Sharf, “On Pure Land Buddhism and Ch'an/pure Land Syncretism in Medieval China,” T'oung 

Pao 88, no. 4 (2002): 283. 
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transformation of tali into zili to Buddhist persecution when its causes were either 

interreligious politically motivated conflicts or the ‘suspiciousness’ of Buddhist temples 

due to their financial wealth (second persecution). Contrary, disasters and calamity would 

have led to a focus on tali, for it is a sign of the period of the ending dharma (mofa 末法). 

Third, the rejuvenation of the original Shandao School and his lineage. How can one 

rejuvenate a lineage when one never has received it in the first place? He, like others 

before and Jingkong, view themselves as intellectual inheritors of those historical masters. 

Although proclaiming an independent school with clear institutional boundaries, he draws 

upon the inherent ‘openness’ or ‘fluidity’ of Pure Land regarding dharma transmission. 

One does not have to be a direct disciple to continue the works of previous masters 

(contrast to Chan or Japanese Pure Land); one just has to immerse oneself into the 

writings of one master to continue his legacy or lineage.  

In his book ‘Simple Explanations of the 18th Vow [of Amitābha]’ (dishiba yuan 

qianshi 第十八願淺釋), which is a compilation of various talks on this topic, Jingzong 

writes that the majority of the manifold sūtras and dharma gates do not suit our natural 

capacity (genqi 根器) and are therefore not practical and realistic. Only the 18th vow of 

Amitābha is linked to us inseparably and karmically, giving us the possibility to reach 

awakenment. By following this vow, one definitively receives rebirth into the Pure Land 

and Buddhahood. He then explains that without the 18th vow there would not be a ‘Pure 

Land School’ and even the three Pure Land sūtras are represented in the 18th vow. Since 

they base their teachings on Shandao, it is hardly surprising that Jingzong interprets 

nianfo as an oral invocation of Amitābha. By reciting his name diligently in concentration 

only ten times and vowing to not retrogress, one will be reborn in the Pure Land, which 

is promised by the fundamental vow itself. Anything else apart from nianfo will lead one 

astray. Therefore, Jingzong even states our rebirth itself is not our responsibility, but 

Amitābha’s. Hence, one should not be worried about rebirth since Amitābha takes care of 

that. Long life, health, filial children, wealth, and the three poisons can be taken care of 

by nianfo. The only condition: faith, vows, and practice.276  

The same train of thought runs through Huijing’s book on ‘Single-mindedly Entering 

the Dharma Gate of Nianfo’ (nianfo yimen shenru 念佛一門深入), where he states that the 

18th vow represents the direct cause of birth in the Pure Land and verbal nianfo represents 

                                                 
276 Shi Jingzong 釋淨宗, Simple Explanations of the 18th Vow [Of Amitābha]’ (Dishiba Yuan Qianshi 第

十八願淺釋) (Taipei 臺北: Pure Land Education Foundation 淨土宗文教基金會, 2006), 2–8. 
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its practice.277 To attain rebirth, one has to believe firmly that one has no power to leave 

saṃsāra and that by nianfo one is definitively saved by Amitābha. The idea behind this 

goes back to Daochuo who in his ‘Anthology of Peaceful Bliss’ (anleji 安樂集) 

distinguished Buddhist teachings into two types: the sagely way (shengdao 聖道) and the 

way of Pure Land.278 The former represents the effort of the adherent based on zili, while 

the later – the easy path – is based on the tali of Amitābha. Therefore, by extensively 

quoting the magnum opus ‘Passages on the Selection of the Nembutsu in the Original 

Vow’ (jap. senchaku hongan nembutsushū, chin. xuanze benyuan nianfoji 選擇本願念佛

集) of the Japanese Pure Land patriarch Hōnen 法然 (1133-1212), Huijing explains it is 

reasonable and in accordance with the sūtras to exclusively dedicate one’s cultivation 

towards oral nianfo that undoubtedly will lead to rebirth. But Huijing disagrees on the 

number of invocations that lead into the Pure Land, while Honen advocates a the more 

the better point of view and the number of invocations decides the level of rebirth,279 

Huijing states there is no difference between one invocation or many invocations, for the 

merit acquired by nianfo is unsurpassed and inconceivable. 280 Even though their Pure 

Land charter states that supporting practices (zhuye 助業)281 and miscellaneous practices 

(zaxing 雜行)282  are part of Pure Land practice, but by rendering any practice except 

faithful nianfo as not efficacious raises the question what the nature and agency of zhuye 

and zaxing (and even nianfo itself) is. If chanting sūtras, reciting names of other Buddhas, 

etc. are considered supportive or miscellaneous practices, they cannot be thought of as 

zili, for, as shown above, one has to firmly believe that one’s efforts are purposeless. 

Therefore, the efficaciousness of these practices results from Amitābha’s tali, which 

implies a unilateral transferred power similar to Shinran’s concept of faith according to 

which faith is not a product of human effort but the creation of Amitābha.283 Zhuye, and 

zaxing are neither tali nor zili. If they are not considered efficacious, it leads to a rejection 

                                                 
277 Shi Huijing 釋慧淨, Single-Mindedly Entering the Dharma Gate of Nianfo (Nianfo Yimenshenru 念佛

一門深入) (Taipei 臺北: Pure Land Publishing House 淨土宗出版社, 2016), 18–19. 
278 T47n1958. 
279 Christoph Kleine, Der Buddhismus in Japan: Geschichte, Lehre, Praxis (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 

241. 
280  Shi Huijing 釋慧淨, Expounding the Meaning of the Characteristics of the Pure Land School 

(Jingtuzong Tese Shuyi 淨土宗特色述義) (Taipei 臺北: Pure Land Publishing House 淨土宗出版社, 

2015), 205. The entire third chapter deals with Honen’s interpretation of Shandao’s commentaries and 

his focus on the ‘original vow.’ 
281 Recitation of scriptures, meditation, worship, and offering (Shandao’s five devotional practices).  
282 Recitation of other Buddha-names, performance of other practices. 
283  James C. Dobbins, Jōdo Shinshū: Shin Buddhism in Medieval Japan, Pure Land Buddhist studies 

(University of Hawai'i Press, 2002), 6. 
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of everything except nianfo and elevates nianfo to the sine qua non for rebirth – Hōnen’s 

position on Pure Land. 

This interpretation of ‘pure’ Pure Land by Huijing and Jingzong has not been left 

unnoticed in the Chinese Buddhist world. In 2015, the Dharma Voice (fayin 法音) 

magazine issued by the Buddhist Association of China (zhongguo fojiao xiehui 中國佛教

協會) published an article discussing the differences between Shandao and the Japanese 

Pure Land Schools without directly addressing Huijing and Jingzong. According to the 

author Zhu Yahong, while promoting the tali of the 18th vow, Shandao did not reject other 

Pure Land and Chan practices. Although inclining to the importance of tali, he still 

emphasised that rebirth builds upon the zili by cultivation of ‘internal causes’ (neiyin 內

因) in conjunction with ‘external causes’ (waiyuan 外緣). Contrastingly, Honen excluded 

all cultivation methods except for nianfo based on the 18th vow, thus, completely relying 

on tali while rejecting any efficacy of zili. Zhu Yahong states that Honen’s stance differs 

from Shandao, violates the inclusive notion of Mahayana and his Jodo Shu distorts the 

original meaning of Pure Land. Therefore, propagating a Pure Land dharma gate that 

solely focusses on the 18th vow and devotion towards Amitābha while rejecting vows and 

practice reflected in the 19th and 20th vow is wrong.284 In a Dharma talk Jingkong gave 

at the Bao’en Hall 報恩堂 in Singapore in 2000, he as well criticises those who propagate 

a dharma gate based only on the 18th vow, for they misunderstand that the ‘fundamental 

vow’ refers to all 48 vows and not specific to one. By quoting the Flower Garland Sūtra, 

he emphasises ‘one equals many, many equals one’ (yijishiduo duojishiyi 一即是多多即

是一).285 Therefore, without the other 47 vows the 18th would not be perfect and rebirth 

not possible. Exclusively preaching the 18th is Māra preaching the Dharma.286 

Huijing must have been aware of these internal tensions and critique from within the 

Buddhist circle regarding the sole propagation of the 18th vow as the ‘fundamental vow’ 

leading to rebirth in the Pure Land, for otherwise, he would not have dedicated 

subchapters of his book ‘Expounding the Meaning of the Characteristics of the Pure Land 

                                                 
284 Zhu Yazhong 朱亞仲, “Pure Land School: The Two Powers of the Buddha-Recitation Dharma-Gate 

(Jingtuzong Tazi Erli Nianfo Famen 淨土宗他自二力念佛法門),” Dharma Voice 法音, no. 3 (2015): 

10. 
285 T09n0278, p0446a05 
286 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “The Real Meaning of the Original Vow in Buddha-Recitation (Benyuan Nianfo 

De Zhenshiyi 本 願 念 佛 的 真 實 義),” accessed December 17, 2019, 

https://book.bfnn.org/books3/2099.htm. 
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School’ to explain the differences between the Japanese Jodo Shin Shu (Shinran) and 

Shandao’s stance on the 18th vow and ‘pure’ Pure Land Dharma Gate.287  

The influence of Japanese Pure Land sects on Huijing’s and Jingzong’s interpretation 

of Pure Land becomes evident by the endeavour to establish an independent Chinese Pure 

Land School with institutional boundaries, a codified doctrine, and lineages. As shown 

above, Chinese Pure Land patriarchs did not consider themselves as Pure Land patriarchs 

and particularly belonging to a Pure Land School, but rather later generations of 

practitioners did. Although creating their own Pure Land/ Chan discourse of mind-only 

‘humanistic Buddhism,’ Xingyun, Shengyan, and Zhengyan did not single out one 

practice as superior and one master as a patron. In Contrast, Huijing’s and Jingzong’s 

literal reading of the Pure Land, sanctification of Shandao as Amitābha, emphasis on the 

sole efficacy of the 18th vow and nianfo, and efforts to create a Chinese Pure Land School 

reflects a (re-)introduction of Japanese Pure Land Buddhism into the religious tableaux 

of Taiwan that needs more scholarly attention than this short discussion. 

 

Viewed from this macroscopic perspective on Taiwanese Pure Land Buddhism, each 

group’s distinct characteristics in terms of cultivation, different modes of religious 

practice, the flexibility of Pure Land in different contexts, creates a broad spectrum of the 

application and interpretation of Pure Land. Fo Guang Shan, Dharma Drum Mountain, 

and Tzu Chi are inheritors to the well-known concept of ‘humanistic Buddhism’ or literal 

‘Buddhism for the Human Realm’ (renjian fojiao) propagated by Taixu to shift the other-

worldly focus of Buddhism at the end of the Qing Dynasty towards ‘amongst the people’ 

(renjian). Buddhism should enter and engage with the world to contribute to a betterment 

of humanity. The concept of renjian fojiao is inherently connected with two readings of 

Pure Land, namely a mind-only Pure Land (weishi jingtu 唯識淨土) that emerges as soon 

as the practitioner reaches a certain level of cultivation and purity of mind; and a Pure 

Land that geographically exists outside of six realms of rebirth (tafang jingtu 他方淨土).  

In contrast to the above-stated three groups, the Chinese Pure Land Buddhist 

Association represents a Buddhist group that solely focuses on a tafang Pure Land 

concept. They are seeking to rejuvenate the ‘original’ Pure Land School that Shandao 

founded, but which in later dynasties dissolved into other Buddhist Schools. For Huijing 

                                                 
287 Shi Huijing 釋慧淨, Expounding the Meaning of the Characteristics of the Pure Land School (jingtuzong 

tese shuyi 淨土宗特色述義), 205. 
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and Jingzong, Amitābha’s 18th fundamental vow constitutes their essential practice – 

exclusive Buddha-recitation. Anything except Buddha-recitation is unnecessary because 

Amitābha’s vow guarantees rebirth after ten recitations. Their understanding of Pure Land 

is highly influenced by Japanese Pure Land Schools that – in contrast to Chinese Pure 

Land – do have institutionalised schools and master-disciple transmission lineages. 

Huijing and Jingzong are trying to re-write the history of Chinese Pure Land and to 

establish an independent Pure Land School that has not existed in Chinese Buddhism. 

Similar to Hwa Dzan and Jingkong, they base their lineage not on direct master-disciple 

transmission, but rather on an ‘intellectual transmission lineage’ that goes back to 

Shandao and might transform into a ‘master-disciple transmission lineage’ if they are 

successful in establishing a ‘Chinese Pure Land School’ reminiscent of Japanese Pure 

Land Schools. Moreover, comparable with Hwa Dzan, the discourse they are attempting 

to establish, contrasts with the dominant discourse of Pure Land surrounding them, 

leading to criticism from other Buddhist institutions. 

With this comparison in mind, the following chapter will delve into the different 

cultivation practices propagated by Jingkong and Hwa Dzan. 
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5. Deeply Penetrate one Gate, Constantly Cultivate: Hwa Dzan’s 

and Jingkong’s Propagation of the Dharma  

 

5.1.  The Five Great Subjects – A Path towards Salvation 

In the Pure Land Society manifesto, ‘Origins and Establishment of the Pure Land 

Learning Society,’ Jingkong coined the term ‘The Five Great Subjects’ (wuda kemu 五大

科目) and by this codified the cultivation practice and scriptures that constitute its 

foundation. For this sub-chapter, we shall only examine the cultivation practice that 

follows along with the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ (sanfu 三福), ‘Six Reverent Harmonies’ 

(liuhejing 六和敬), ‘Three Disciplines’ (sanxue 三學), ‘Six Pāramitās’ (liudu 六度), and 

‘The Ten Vows of Samantabhadra’ (shida yuanwang 十 大 願 王) outlined in the 

Contemplation Sūtra.  

 

Three Meritorious Acts  

The scriptural basis of his propagated path towards rebirth in the Pure Land of 

Amitābha is the apocryphal288 Contemplation Sūtra. In his video dharma talks, such as 

‘why is it necessary to learn the ‘Rules for Disciples’ and the ‘Treatise on the Response 

of the Dao’ for studying Buddhism’ 289 and books, such as ‘Lecture Notes on the Three 

Meritorious Acts to Purify Karma’ (jingye sanfu jiangyi 淨 業 三 福 講 記), 290 

‘Understanding Buddhist Education’ (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 291 ‘An 

Introduction to Pure Land’ (jingtu rumen 淨土入門), 292 ‘Essential Principles for 

Cultivation’ (xiuxing yaodao 修行要道)293 and others, he frequently quotes particularly 

one paragraph from the Contemplation Sūtra:  

Whoever wishes to be born in that Land [Amitābha’s Pure Land] should cultivate the three 

meritorious acts: first, be filial and care for your parents, be respectful and serve your elders and 

                                                 
288 For a detailed examination of the apocryphal nature of this sūtra, see Fujita, “The Textual Origins of the 

Kuan Wu-liang-shou ching” 
289  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong [explains]: Why do we need to study the dizigui and 

ganyingpian for leaning Buddhism?” 
290 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes on the Three Meritorious Acts (jingye sanfu jiangji 淨業三福講

記). 
291 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育). 
292 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, An Introduction to Pure Land (jingtu rumen 淨土入門). 
293 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Essential Principles for Cultivation (xiuxing yaodao 修行要道). 
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teachers, have compassionate mind and refrain from killing, and cultivate the ten good deeds; second, 

take the Three Refuges, keep the various precepts of the fully ordained monk or nun, and refrain 

from breaking the rules of conduct: third, arouse a mind of intention to achieve awakening, believe 

deeply in the law of causality, chant the Mahayana sūtras, and encourage people to follow the 

teaching. These three acts are called to purify karma.294 

In ‘A Summary of General Knowledge on Buddhism’ (fojiao changshi gaishuo 

佛教常識概說), he argues that only the Pure Land Dharma Gate leads us out of samsara 

during the period of the final dharma (mofa 末法). Chan practise was suitable for the 

period of the semblance dharma (xiangfa 像法) and living in accordance with the precepts 

for the period of the true dharma (zhengfa 正法). Therefore, anything apart from the three 

meritorious acts (sanfu 三福) described in the Contemplation Sūtra, which he identifies 

as the basic Pure Land practice, will lead us astray. 295 Moreover, ‘Regulations of 

Cultivation for Pure Land [Society] Students’ (jingzong tongxue xiuxing shouze 淨宗同學

修行說則) stipulates the above quotation as the first rule to be followed.296 

First, Jingkong interprets this paragraph as moving from one sentence to the next 

and compares it to an eleven-storeyed building, in which the following sentences build 

upon the previous sentences and therefore containing it. Second, he divides the three 

meritorious acts into three successive grades. 1) The first meritorious act regards how to 

conduct oneself, representing the ‘worldly dharma’ (shijianfa 世間法) or the ‘vehicle of 

men and gods’ (rentiansheng 人天乘). 2) The second meritorious act refers to entering the 

Buddhist order, receiving the precepts, and starting the endeavour towards awakenment 

by means of the ‘lesser vehicle’ (xiaosheng 小乘) as foundational studies. 3) By practising 

the third meritorious act, one arrives at the ‘greater vehicle’ (dasheng 大乘) and becomes 

a Bodhisattva. This sequence cannot be interrupted, skipped, or altered, for it is similar to 

climbing up a ladder.297  

In his book ‘Understanding Buddhist Education,’ Jingkong writes that before the 

Buddha elaborated on the methods of rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure Land, he taught the 

‘three kinds of purifying karma’ (sanzhong jingye 三種淨業), which are ‘the direct cause 

of pure acts of the Buddhas of the three worlds’ (sanshi zhufo jingye zhengyin 三世諸佛

                                                 
294 T12n0365,0341c04. 
295 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, A Summary of General Knowledge on Buddhism (Fojiao Changshi Gaishuo 佛

教常識概說) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2019), 61. 
296 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Regulations of Cultivation for Pure Land [Society] Students (Jingzong Tongxue 

Xiuxing Shouze 淨宗同學修行守則) (臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學

會, 2012), 3. 
297 Following this statement, with a vibrant voice he says: ‘If you want to become Buddha, you have to 

abide by this guiding principle. If you neglect it, you will absolutely not be successful.’ See footnote 22.  
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淨業正因). These three meritorious acts are the essential practice leading us to realise how 

the Buddhas of past, present and future received the rewards of the various stages of 

attainment (zhengguo 證果).298  Therefore, Jingkong exhorts the reader to start daily 

practice with the first meritorious act centring on filial behaviour, since the dharma that 

lead the Buddhas of the ten directions in the three worlds to realise Buddhahood is built 

upon the ‘way of filial piety’ (xiaodao 孝道) and the ‘way of the teacher’ (shidao 師道). 

The dharma represents the ‘way of the teacher’ and can only be practised based on the’ 

way of filial piety,’ for without it there would not be a dharma of the mundane and 

transmundane world.299 

The ‘root’ of cultivation is constituted by three ‘classics’300 that are equated with 

the first meritorious act. First, the Confucian primer dizigui (xiaoyang fumu, fengshi 

shizhang 孝養父母, 奉事師長) teaching proper human relationships and family ethics. 

Second, the Daoist morality book taishang ganying pian (cixin busha 慈心不殺) 

explicating the law of cause end effect (karma) and, third, the Buddhist Sūtra on ten 

virtues shishan yedaojing (xiushi shanye 修十善業). These three texts are the backbone 

of his advocated ‘rooted education’ (zhagen jiaoyu 扎根教育) which is complemented by 

an uninterrupted invocation of Amitābha. After three years of diligent studies, according 

to him, one certainly will realise rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure land, for one is now a ‘good 

man’ or ‘good women’ (shannanzi shannüren 善男子善女人). 301  The other two 

meritorious acts are interpreted as follows: the second meritorious act is equated with the 

‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami 

lüyi yaolüe zengzhu 沙彌律儀要略增註). The third meritorious act is equated with the 

‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ (compilation) and its explanatory annotations written by 

Huang Nianzu, the ‘Annotations of the Great Pure Land Sūtra with Simple Explanations’ 

(jingtu dajing kezhu qianshi 淨土大經科註淺釋). 302 Each one of these eleven sentences 

corresponds with a specific scripture that all together form a progressive path towards 

                                                 
298 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 35–36. 
299 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, A Summary of General Knowledge on Buddhism (fojiao changshi gaishuo 佛教

常識概說), 53. 
300 As Ji Zhe points out, these three scriptures in fact were never considered classics in the past and the 

scholarly world would not ascribe the same status as Jingkong does Ji, “Making a Virtue of Piety,” 68. 
301 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “National Rooted Education Starts with Me (Quanmin Zhagen Jiaoyu, Cong Wo 

Zuoqi 全 民 紮 根 教 育 ， 從 我 做 起),” accessed February 18, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpsuC6-o6VU. 
302 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes on the Three Meritorious Acts (jingye sanfu jiangji 淨業三福講

記). 
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awakenment. For Jingkong, propagating a combination of Confucian, Daoist, and 

Buddhist scriptures into a curriculum titled ‘Rooted Education’ – or simply ‘Buddhist 

Education’ as the umbrella term – based on the sages of the past becomes the counter 

mechanism to deal with a perception of moral decline and a chaotic society.303 

 

Six Harmonies  

While the three meritorious acts represent the doctrinal background to cultivation 

and its foundation, the six reverent harmonies serve as rules and regulations for collective 

cultivation and interaction. Only if one understands and practices the three meritorious 

acts, the six reverent harmonies can be realised collectively. They are aspects of the 

precepts and must be followed. Jingkong points out that, if a lay family can practise and 

uphold the six harmonies than that family is a sangha, since a sangha is a harmonious 

group protected by Buddhas and bodhisattvas.304 He explains that the Confucian notion 

of ‘regulating the family’ is similarly reflected in the six harmonies. As the smallest unit 

of society, families are the foundation for a calm and orderly society and world peace, 

thus, ‘we cannot not attach importance to family education, because it is the foundation 

of moral cultivation.’305 The six harmonies are:  

1) Unified views, identical understand (jianhe tongjie 見和同解), refers to 

practitioners coming together to practice one specific school, Sūtra, or cultivation form. 

Identical practice, doctrine, and goals constitute a harmonious sangha and lay community. 

Conflicts or different views can, thus, be avoided or at least mitigated. When opinions 

and thoughts are alike, the community will be harmonious (he), then everyone will be 

equally (ping) treated, society becomes calm and orderly (anding) and, finally, people 

will be joyous (le). One should practise this by applying the ganyingpian, dizigui, and 

shishan in daily life. The Confucian notion of this explanation becomes stronger when he 

writes that the Qing Emperors all used 'harmony' to rule their lands. The fall of the empire 

                                                 
303 In ‘Wealth, Long Life, Health, Tranquillity,’ Jingkong gives a variety of examples: modern science, high 

divorce rate, no or wrong family education, education of cause and effect (karma) is not valued anymore, 

excessive greed, etc. Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Wealth, Long Life, Health, Tranquillity (fu shou ning kang 

富壽康寧), 124, 152, 162, 175, 185. 
304 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “The Three Meritorious Acts and Six Harmonies (Sanfu Liuhe 三福六和),” 

accessed May 25, 2020, 

http://www.amtb.tw/bt/amtb_jindian.asp?web_choice=69&web_amtb_index=570. 
305 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “The Three Meritorious Acts and Six Harmonies (Sanfu Liuhe 三福六和),” 

accessed May 25, 2020, 

http://www.amtb.tw/bt/amtb_jindian.asp?web_choice=69&web_amtb_index=599. 
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was therefore due to the last generations and the imperial court because their viewpoints 

and goals were not in harmony. This aspect of harmony is the most important factor of 

societal cohesion in Jingkong's thoughts. 

2) Unified precepts for identical (or collective) practice (jiehe tongxiu 戒和同修), 

refers to communities upholding monastic and lay precepts and national law as the basis 

of their communal interaction. Lay devotees should reflect on their behaviour by using 

the ganyingpian, dizigui, and shishan, whereas monastics should additionally use the 

shami lüyi. 

3) Unified in deportment for living together (shenhe gongzhu 身和共住), that is 

without physical contact and conflicts. 

4) Unified in speech without contention (kouhe wuzheng 口和無諍). Jingkong 

advises to speak less and recite the Buddha-name often and to avoid speaking divisively, 

harshly, falsely, and idly, for karmic bondages are easily produced by false speech. 

5) Unified in purpose and enjoyment (yihe tongyue 意和同悅), that is awakenment 

and joy of the dharma. 

6) Unified in benefits and equal (lihe tongjun 利和同均). Those who cultivate 

collectively are equal in terms of their material life; they should share their karmic reward. 

In Jingkong's understanding, this refers to the establishment of Buddhist monasteries. For 

him, these places of practice are similar to schools as they educate the people.306  

Jingkong’s list of six harmonies corresponds to Muan’s 睦庵 (d.u.) list provided in 

the oldest encyclopaedic work of the Chan tradition, the ‘Garden of Matters from the 

Patriarchs’ (zuting shiyuan 祖庭事苑) edited in 1108, except for the order and one 

character of the fifth harmony, ‘to be unified in purpose and matter’ (yihe tongshi 意和同

事).307 Muan does not explain how he interprets them. Earlier sources though, such as the 

‘Compendium of the Great Purport of the Mahayana’ (dasheng yizhang 大乘義章), a 

compendium of Huiyuan and Kumarajiva’s (344-413) correspondence on Mahayana 

doctrine,308 and Tiantai patriarch Zhiyi’s (538–597) ‘First Gate to the Succession of the 

Dharma-realm’ (fajie cidi chumen 法界次第初門), an exposition on the Abhidharma and 

doctrinal terminology, 309  provide a detailed explanation of each aspect. The former 

                                                 
306 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 96–112. 
307 六和一．身和共住。二．口和無諍。三．意和同事。四．戒和同修。五．見和同解。六．利和

同均。 X64n1261, p0379b21-22. For more information on Mu’an’s work, see Lopez and Buswell, The 

Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, 1063. 
308 T44n1851, p0712c26-p0713a21. 
309 T46n1925, p0692c25-p0693b07. 
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explains that it is used for calm abiding and to stop one’s mental afflictions, while Zhiyi 

views it as the 50th dharma gate of bodhisattva practice. In the ‘Annotations to the 

Scripture for Humane Kings’ (renwang jingshu 仁王經疏), Yuance 圓測 (613-696) writes 

that these six harmonies should be practised by a community of Buddhists to understand 

‘emptiness’ (śūnyatā, kong 空) and to arrive at the ‘way of the Pāramitās’ (boluomi dao 

波羅蜜道).310 None of these sources interprets ‘harmony’ in Confucian terms or considers 

it in the context of lay devotees’ cultivation. 

 

Three Disciplines  

Embodied in ‘morality’ (jie 戒), ‘concentration’ (ding 定), and ‘wisdom’ (hui 慧), 

the three disciplines represent the entirety of the Buddhist teachings and address 

specifically the suffering of sentient beings. Morality is used to counter the ten evil deeds, 

concentration is applied to counter a restless, impure mind, and wisdom cures ignorance. 

Jingkong writes that this is the sort of medicine our nowadays society urgently needs.311 

The third rule of ‘What to depend on for cultivation’ (xingyi 行依) of the ‘Regulations of 

Cultivation for Pure Land [Society] Students,’ states: ‘The three uncontaminated forms 

of training [三無漏學]: In order to keep the aroused mind far from the three poisons, one’s 

[cultivation] must correspond to purity [清 淨] (morality), impartiality [平 等] 

(concentration), and correct awakenment [正覺] (wisdom).’ 312  Explaining morality, 

concentration, and wisdom as purity, impartiality, and correct awakenment echo Xia 

Lianju’s compilation ‘Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra’ (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing 

pingdeng juejing 佛說大乘無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經). Evidently, the last five characters 

are used to interpret the three disciplines. Chen Jianhuang points out that this strategy is 

used to legitimise the propagation of Xia Lianju’s compilation and to declare that this 

compilation sets a perfect example to save sentient beings.313  Additionally, Jingkong 

defines the vow Dharmākara (Amitābha) spoke after declaring his 48 vows ‘Free of 

desires with profound mindfulness and pure wisdom, I will cultivate pure practices’ (liyi 

                                                 
310 T33n1708, p0415b10-14. 
311 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 115–16. 
312 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Regulations of Cultivation for Pure Land [Society] Students (jingzong tongxue 

xiuxing shouze 淨宗同學修行守則), 4. 
313 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 354. 
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shennian jinghui xiufanxing 離欲深正念淨慧修梵行)314 as a representation of the three 

disciplines. ‘Free of desires’ (liyu) is equated with the study of morality, ‘profound 

mindfulness’ (shenzhengnian) with ‘correct concentration’ and ‘purity’ (jing) with giving 

rise to wisdom. ‘Wisdom cuts off doubts and gives rise to faith [信]. Sincere Buddha-

recitation accomplishes right faith and definite vows.’315 Thus, morality, concentration, 

and wisdom are perfectly integrated into the dharma-gate of Buddha-recitation and cannot 

be omitted for Buddhist practice.316 

 

Six Pāramitās  

Regional and doctrinal differences aside, at the centre of long-standing Buddhist 

practice has been a commitment to the three disciplines and a list of six Pāramitās, or 

perfection, understood as a guide for self-cultivation and as a human ideal that should be 

put in to practice. Realising the six perfections, generosity, morality, tolerance, diligence, 

concentration and wisdom, in daily life reflect a truly admirable person. Thus, they are 

the goal and basis of Buddhist cultivation at the same time that guides one towards 

awakenment.317 In the Mahayana context, these virtues are developed and practised by 

bodhisattvas on their path towards realising Buddhahood.318 Similarly, Jingkong points 

out that the six Pāramitās are the guiding principles for the cultivation of Bodhisattvas, 

not the common people and aim to help sentient beings understand the true nature of 

human life. 319 He writes: 

Morality, concentration, and wisdom counter greed, anger, and ignorance. [...] Among the six 

Pāramitās, generosity counters greed, tolerance counters anger, and wisdom counters ignorance. 

Those of the small vehicle particularly stress the three disciplines in their cultivation, whereas 

bodhisattvas of the great vehicle emphasise the six Pāramitās, for the six Pāramitās are the extension 

to the three disciplines.320  

                                                 
314 T12n0360, p0269b15. 
315 Quoted in Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate 

(jingkong fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 354, (author’s 

translation). 
316 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 354. 
317 Dale Stuart Wright, The Six Perfections: Buddhism and the Cultivation of Character (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), 4–5. 
318 Lopez and Buswell, The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, 624. 
319 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, The Dasheng Wuliangshoujing - Short Notes and Simple Explanations (Dasheng 

Wuliangshoujing Jianzhu Yijie 大乘無量壽經簡註易解) (Hong Kong 香港: Hong Kong Buddhist 

Education Foundation 香港佛陀教育協會, 2010), 53–54. 
320  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 
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Thus, the six Pāramitās contain the three disciplines and enable the practitioner to 

cultivate ‘virtuous roots’ (deben 德本), as he points out in an explanation to fascicle 42 of 

the compilation ‘rebirth of bodhisattvas’ (pusa wangsheng 菩薩往生). He states that the 

‘cultivation of virtuous roots results in the rebirth to the other land’ (zhizhong deben 

dangsheng biguo 植眾德本當生彼國), that is Amitābha’s Pure Land. Virtuous roots have 

two qualities: first, cultivation of the six Pāramitās; second, the single-minded recitation 

of Amitābha. Both should be practised simultaneously. 321 Thus, Buddha-recitation and 

the six Pāramitās become the essential preconditions for rebirth. When mind and mouth 

are in consonance, holding the Buddha-name equals planting virtuous roots and they give 

rise to inconceivable merit.322 

The practitioner should be aware of the fact, however, that the first five of the six 

Pāramitās are called ‘cultivation dependent on phenomena’ (shixiu 事修) from which 

wisdom naturally arises if correctly practised in daily life by not being attached to 

phenomena. As stated above, Jingkong regards the six Pāramitās as bodhisattva practice; 

therefore, common people can only cultivate the first five. He emphasises ‘without 

wisdom [the six Pāramitās] cannot be called Pāramitās. Only with wisdom they can be 

called Pāramitās and liberate us from transmigration, rebirth, affliction, and ignorance.’323 

Thus, if one is not able to remove one’s karmic hindrances, the six Pāramitās are nothing 

more than just means to cultivate future karmic reward, as he states in one of his lecture 

videos. The logic goes as follows: generosity and morality are the foundation of tolerance 

and diligence. All four combined give rise to concentration, which in turn leads to a pure 

(qingjing) and impartial (pingdeng) mind – again echoing Xia Lianju’s compilation – that 

gives rise to wisdom. Only by then applying this wisdom than to the previous five 

Pāramitās, on practises the bodhisattva path. Otherwise, it is only future karmic reward 

and no merit.324 Thus, as lay or monastic attempting to practise the six Pāramitās even 

                                                 
ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 478. 

321  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 550–51. 
322  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 252. 
323  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 182. 
324 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Where Do I Start Learning Buddhism? How Do I Cultivate the Six Paramitas? 

(Xuefo Congnali Xiashou Ruhe Xiuxue Liudu 學佛從哪裡下手？如何修學六度？),” accessed May 26, 

2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-VH6LswSQE. 
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with the intention to realise awakenment seems destined to fail, for bodhisattvas actualise 

the ‘six Pāramitās in myriad actions’ (liudu wanxing 六度萬行) and innumerable dharma 

gates. How is one then supposed to practise Buddhism, if almost unreachable wisdom 

becomes the precondition for accumulating merit? Buddha-recitation is the key element 

to solve this puzzle. Single-minded, sincere recitation creates sympathetic resonance with 

Amitābha that leads to rebirth in the Pure Land where cultivating the six Pāramitās is 

possible. On the one hand, it becomes an almost impossible cultivation requirement, but 

on the other hand, even the most delusional mind will be able to cultivate the six Pāramitās 

if s/he practises Buddha-recitation. Chen Jianhuang notes, this strengthens faith into Pure 

Land practice and exemplifies the superiority and efficacy of this practice.325 

Lastly, Jingkong compares the six Pāramitās with the three major Confucian virtues 

(sandade 三達德) wisdom (zhi 智), benevolence (ren 仁), and courage (yong 勇): 

generosity and morality match benevolence; tolerance and diligence match courage; 

concentration and wisdom (bore) match wisdom (zhi). He considers them the guiding 

principles of bodhisattva practice and concludes ‘as one can see, even before Buddhism 

came to China, Confucians were already practising something close to Mahayana 

doctrine.’326 This is another example of his openness towards Confucianism and inclusion 

of Confucian ideals. Confucians practising something close to Mahayana implies a 

striking resemblance between the two traditions. 

 

The Ten Vows of Samantabhadra  

In the introduction to the last subject, Jingkong writes that the three meritorious acts, 

six harmonies, three disciplines, and six Pāramitās are all practices that apply to our daily 

lives. By practising these one starts learning from Buddhas and bodhisattvas. If one only 

cultivate the six Pāramitās, one certainly will not realise Buddhahood. Only by Buddha-

recitation, one may achieve one-pointed concentration without scattering (yixin buluan 

一心不亂) and will be reborn in the Pure Land. The next step after the six Pāramitās are 

Samantabhadra’s ten vows. Jingkong writes that these ten vows represent the dharma-

gate towards Buddhahood and one-pointed concentration without scattering. It is the 

                                                 
325 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 357. 
326 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes of Buddhism in Fourteen Lectures (Foxue Shisijiang Jiangji 佛學

十四講講記) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan Pure Land Learning Association 華藏淨宗學會, 2011), 273. 
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realm of the dharma-body and therefore must be cultivated at the end. This order cannot 

be altered since the previous four subjects pave the way for this last subject.327 The ten 

vows of Samantabhadra are as follows:  

1) ‘to honour and respect all Buddhas’ (lijing zhufo 禮敬諸佛),  

2) ‘to praise the Thus-Come’ (chengzan rulai 稱讚如來),  

3) ‘to make abundant offerings’ (guangxiu gongyang 廣修供養),  

4) ‘to repent misdeeds’ (chanhui yezhang 懺悔業障),  

5) ‘to rejoice in merits and virtues of others’ (suixi gongde 隨喜功德), 

6) ‘to request [Buddhas] turn the dharma-wheel’ (zhuzhuan falun 請轉法輪), 

7) ‘to request the Buddhas to stay in the worlds’ (zhufo zhushi 請佛住世), 

8) ‘to follow the Buddhas teachings at all times’ (changsui foxue 常隨佛學), 

9) ‘to be constantly in accord with all sentient beings’ (hengshun zhongsheng 恒順眾生), 

10 ‘to transfer merit and virtue [to all beings]’ (pujie huixiang 普皆迴向). 328 

In various paragraphs throughout his annotations to Xia Lianju’s compilation, 

Jingkong points out that all virtuous bodhisattvas cultivate Samantabhadra’s ten great 

vows to focus their mind on Amitābha and are then reborn in his Pure Land. This practice 

enables them to realise tathāgata-hood (rulaiguo 如來果), the perfect dharma of merit 

(gongdefa 功德法), and unhindered eloquence to expound the dharma to all sentient 

beings according to their natural capacities. Then, they exhort sentient beings to practise 

Buddha-recitation and guide them into the Pure Land.329  

Although the Āvataṃsaka Sūtra (huayanjing 華嚴經) in itself is perfect, what makes 

it perfect, though, is the last chapter of the 40-fascicle translation, containing 

Samantabhadra’s ten vows that guide sentient beings into the Pure Land. If bodhisattvas 

do not cultivate Samantabhadra’s ten vows, then they will not attain supreme perfect 

awakenment. If one vows to realise perfect Buddha-hood, one must cultivate the ten 

vows.330 While explaining the supreme importance of the ten vows, Jingkong compares 

the Āvataṃsaka Sūtra and Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra. In his understanding, the 

Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra is the final destination of the Āvataṃsaka Sūtra, because 

of its last chapter on the ten vows. The Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra (compilation), thus, 

becomes the ‘greatest vehicle of the great vehicle’ (dasheng zhi dasheng 大乘之大乘), the 

                                                 
327 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 150. 
328 T10n0293, p0844b24-28. 
329 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, The Dasheng Wuliangshoujing - Short Notes and Simple Explanations (dasheng 

wuliangshoujing jianzhu yijie 大乘無量壽經簡註易解), 10, 15, 30-31, 103-104, 244. 
330  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes on Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra, Volume One (Foshuo Dasheng Wuliangshou Zhuangyan Qingjing 

Pingdeng Juejing Jiangji Shangce 佛說大乘無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經講記,上冊) (Taipei 臺北: 

Buddha Education Foundation 財團法人佛陀教育基金會, 2002), 523–24. 
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‘one vehicle of the one vehicle’ (yisheng zhi yisheng 一乘之一乘). To display the 

superiority and efficacy of the Pure Land tradition, even more, Jingkong refers to Xia 

Lianju who identified Mahāsthāmaprāpta (dashizhi 大勢至菩薩) as the first patriarch of 

the Pure Land in the Dharma-realm (fajie chuzu 法界初祖) tradition because he attained 

awakenment through Buddha-recitation.331 Jingkong regards Samantabhadra as the first 

patriarch of the Sahā world (suopo shijie chuzu 娑婆世界初祖) since he promoted 

Buddha-recitation in the Āvataṃsaka Sūtra and Lushan Huiyuan as the first Chinese 

patriarch (zhongguo chuzu 中國初祖) because he initiated Buddha-recitation and 

promoted the Pure Land dharma gate in China.332  

Jones points out that there are ‘two’ Lushan Huiyuan. One the one hand, the 

historical figure that cannot be considered a Pure Land Buddhist, since he did not have a 

real influence on the later Pure Land movement and Daochuo, Tanluan, and Shandao – 

the actual Chinese Pure Land founders. On the other hand, the hagiographic Huiyuan 

whose narratives started to appear in the mid-Tang with the writings of the fifth Pure Land 

patriarch Fazhao 法照 (756 -822).333 To consider Mahāsthāmaprāpta as the first patriarch 

of the Pure Land in the Dharma-realm and Samantabhadra as the first patriarch of the 

Sahā world has no historical evidence and must be Jingkong’s personal interpretation. 

Moreover, depicting Samantabhadra as the first patriarch of the Sahā world is in itself a 

contradiction, since his teachings are directed at ‘bodhisattvas who have attained the 

realisation of dharmakāya’ (fashen dashi 法身大士) and not at common people in the Sahā 

world, as he writes.334 

Nevertheless, the ten vow constitute the highest dharma-gate and leads the 

practitioner towards awakenment resp. rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure Land in Jingkong’s 

understanding. Interestingly to note is that he views the western Pure Land as 

Samantabhadra’s dharma-realm, he writes: 

The western land of utmost bliss is Samantabhadra’s dharma-realm, therefore, from highest rebirths 

in the land of Buddha-reward [實報土] to the lowest rebirths in the realms where ordinary and sages 

live together [凡聖同居], as soon as one is reborn to the west, all are equal. In our world, the worldly 

honoured one spoke about the four lands [四土], three ranks [三輩], and nine grades [九品]. This 

does not exist in the west, for they have no attachments and do not discriminate [between things]. 

                                                 
331 Described in the Śūraṅgama Sūtra (lengyanjing 楞嚴經), T19n0945, p0128a21- b06. 
332 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, The Dasheng Wuliangshoujing - Short Notes and Simple Explanations (dasheng 

wuliangshoujing jianzhu yijie 大乘無量壽經簡註易解), 15,159,344-345.  
333 Jones, Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, 148–68. 
334  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 141. 
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In fact, there are those who are still bound to karmic consequences [帶業] and those who are not. 

However, because none has these kinds of thoughts, everyone is equal.335  

Thus, the four lands, three ranks (Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra), nine grades 

(Contemplation Sūtra) become an expression of expedient means and everyone is 

Samantabhadra. The only difference is that those reborn in lower grades are 

Samantabhadras of initial determination to seek awakenment.  

Chen Jianhuang writes that Samantabhadra guiding sentient beings into the western 

Pure Land and the claim that the western Pure Land is Samantabhadra’s dharma-realm is 

Jingkong’s interpretation as there are no examples of past masters with similar views. He 

speculates that Jingkong might have been influenced by Huang Nianzu’s explanations to 

the compilation for which he used the ‘Record of the Search for the Profundities’ 

(tanxuanji 探玄記).336  

The three meritorious acts, six harmonies, three disciplines, six Pāramitās, and ten 

vows of Samantabhadra constitute Jingkong’s advocated path towards awakenment. 

These five subjects represent the cultivation and way of bodhisattvas, liberating 

themselves and all sentient beings.337 Only after one is reborn into the Pure Land, though, 

one will be able to accomplish all five perfectly.338 Thus, his persistence on daily Buddha-

recitation is understandable, since the ‘real’ bodhisattva practice only starts in the Pure 

Land. The importance of the five subjects is reflected in the fact that it has been codified 

in the Pure Land manifesto when Jingkong and Hanying established the first Pure Land 

Society in Taiwan, Hwa Dzan, and in their ‘Regulations of Cultivation for Pure Land 

[Society] Students.’ However, not only this, the five subjects are even defined as complete 

Buddhist practices in general. He writes:  

The foundation of cultivation are the three meritorious acts, one depends on the six harmonies for 

interacting with people, cultivates the six Pāramitās for living in society, and by following 

Samantabhadra’s vows, one's mind is guided into the Pure Land. [Passing through these stages] the 

guidance and education of Buddha can be completed.339  

                                                 
335  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 129–30. 
336 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 361. 
337 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, The Dasheng Wuliangshoujing - Short Notes and Simple Explanations (dasheng 

wuliangshoujing jianzhu yijie 大乘無量壽經簡註易解), 96.. 
338  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 

ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 245. 
339  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Personal Notes of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing qinwen 
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Therefore, if one aspires to break the endless cycle of rebirth, stop suffering, and enjoy 

the wondrous dharma and dwell in the highest abodes of awakenment, one just needs to 

follow these five subjects – nothing else.   

 

5.2.  Historical Context Hwa Dzan’s Lay Education  

The structure of this section is based on the weekly order of courses taught at the 

Hwa Dzan main Buddha hall in Taipei.340 On Mondays Zhuangwen 莊聞 (nun) lectures 

‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami lüyi 

yaolüe zengzhu 沙彌律儀要略增註), on Tuesdays Zhuangchuan 莊傳 (monk) ‘Treatise of 

the Most High on Action and Retribution’ (taishang ganying pian 太上感應篇), on 

Wednesdays Zhuangzhe 莊哲 (monk) ‘Annotations of the Great Pure Land Sūtra with 

Simple Explanations’ (jingtu dajing kezhu qianshi 淨土大經科註淺釋) and Thursdays 

Zhuanglin 莊霖 (monk) ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ (wuliangshoujing 無量壽經, Xia-

compilation). As I wrote in footnote 187, Hwa Dzan’s curriculum has changed due to the 

coronavirus since February 2020. As of July 2020, apart from the above four scriptures, 

the curriculum now also includes Wudao’s 悟道 (monk) lecture on ‘Teaching Materials 

for Abridged Essentials of the Diamond Sūtra’ (jingangjing jiangyi yaojie 金剛經講義節

要), and Zhuanghui’s 莊慧 (nun) lecture on ‘Commentaries on the Essentials of the 

Upāsaka Five Precepts Sūtra’ (foshuo youposai wujie xiangjing jianyao 佛說優婆塞五戒

相經箋要). Interestingly, in June 2019 all of the lecturing ‘Zhuang’ 莊 monastics have 

their markers of honorific address ‘up down’ (shangxia 上下), however, after Wudao also 

started to lecture in 2020, the honorifics were reserved only for him – an example of the 

hierarchical structure of Hwa Dzan.341 See figures below. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
ji 佛說無量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經親聞記), 610. 

340 華藏淨宗學會佛堂（台北市信義路四段 333-1 號 2 樓）. Apart from this Buddha-hall, Hza Dzan’s 

monastics also preach at the Yilan ‘Buddha recitation hall’ (nianfotang 念佛堂), the Pingzhen ‘Bodhi 

Buddha Recitation Assembly’ (puti nianfotang 菩提念佛會), the Taoyuan ‘Morality Preaching Hall’ 

(daode jiangtang 道德講堂) and the Hualian ‘Amitābha Buddhist Society’ (jingzong xuehui 淨宗學會). 
341 In Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras, Zhu Hong explains that 

every ordinary persons must use the ‘shangxia’ for addressing a monastic. Hongzan adds that the 

Dharma-name must be avoided. X60n1118, p0247a18-19. 
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Figure 1 Lecture Schedule June 2019 and translation 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Lecture Schedule June 2020 and translation 
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Figure 3 Lecture Schedule July 2020 and translation 

 

Shami lüyi  

In his book on ‘The Essentials of the Vinaya,’ master Shengyan 聖嚴 (1931-2009) 

identifies five records of the deportment of śrāmaṇera (novice monks, who have taken the 

10 precepts) and śrāmaṇerī (novice nuns, who have taken the 10 precepts) in the tripiṭaka 

(sanzang 三藏): ‘On the Ten śrāmaṇera  Precepts and Deportment’ (shami shijiefa bing 

weiyi 沙彌十戒法並威儀), ‘śrāmaṇera Deportment’ (shamiweiyi 沙彌威儀), ‘The Buddha 

Speaks on the Sūtra of Ten Precepts and Rules’ (foshuo shami shijie yizejing 佛說沙彌十

戒儀則經), ‘Sūtra on the śrāmaṇerī Precepts’ (shamini jiejing 沙彌尼戒經), ‘Treaties on 

śrāmaṇerī Precepts’ (shamini lijiewen 沙彌尼離戒文). 342  According to Shengyan, 

because the content of these five scriptures overlaps and because there are no coherent 

unified guiding principles, it is rather difficult for beginners to understand the main 

threads. Thus, Lianchi Zhuhong 蓮池袾宏 (1535-1615) rearranged and straighten out the 

five scriptures into a single collection ‘Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ 

(shami lüyi yaolüe 沙彌律儀要略). During the early Qing, Hongzan 弘贊 (1611-1685), a 

monk of the Caodong School 曹洞宗, wrote the additional annotations to Zhuhong’s 

collection that Hwa Dzan nowadays uses as teaching material: ‘Extended Annotations to 

the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami lüyi yaolüe zengzhu 沙彌律

                                                 
342 T24n1471, T24n1472, T24n1473, T24n1474, T24n1475. 
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儀要略增註).343 Apart from Zhuhong’s collection of these five scriptures, Ouyi Zhixu 蕅

益智旭 (1599-1655) as well wrote a collection called ‘Essentials of the Recorded 

Deportment and Ten Precepts of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami shijie weiyi luyao 沙彌十戒威儀錄

要). However, Shengyan points out that Hongzan’s annotations are more detailed, 

whereas Zhixu’s collection is simple and clear. Except for the differences in male and 

female behaviour and manners (deportment), the rules and regulations for śrāmaṇeras’ 

and śrāmaṇerī are the same.344 

In his preface to the first fascicle of his compilation, Zhuhong only writes that ‘the 

following ten precepts are all from the ‘Sūtra on the Ten Precepts of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami 

shijiejing 沙彌十戒經),’345 whereas Hongzan, in his preface to Zhuhong’s outline, states 

that Zhuhong not only used the ‘Sūtra on the Ten Precepts of śrāmaṇeras’346 , for its 

meaning is extremely important and its language simple to understand to aid the beginner 

novices whilst learning the precepts so that they will be as easy to see as a fruit in the 

hand.347 He also (indirectly) used ‘the entire Vinaya-piṭaka, for it is included in the text 

‘On the Ten śrāmaṇera Precepts and Deportment’ and other sūtras’348 but Hongzan did 

not specify which sūtras are meant by ‘and other sūtras.’ Since there are only five records 

on the deportment of śrāmaṇera in the tripiṭaka, one can assume that Hongzan refers to 

all five. 

In the preface to the second fascicle on the deportment of śrāmaṇeras, Zhuhong writes 

that the following rules and regulations are from a text on ‘śrāmaṇera deportment’, the 

‘Baizhang’s Pure Rules’ (baizhang qinggui 百丈清規), Xiaoyan Debao’s 笑巖德寶 (1512-

1581) ‘śrāmaṇera Norms’ (shami chengfan 沙彌成範) 349, and Daoxuan’s 道宣 (596-667) 

‘Precepts and Etiquette on Practice and Protection [of the Dharma]’ (xinghu lüyi 

行護律儀).350 Hongzan briefly explains the references and adds that works of the ancients 

                                                 
343 X60n1118. 
344 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, Essential Points of the Vinaya (Jielü Gangyao 戒律綱要), 2nd ed. 4 (Taipei 臺

北: Dharma Drum Culture Publishing House 法鼓文化事業股份有限公司, 2000), 226. 
345 後十戒。出沙彌十戒經。X60n1118, p0227c11 
346 Another name for ‘The Buddha Speaks on the Sūtra of Ten Precepts and Rules’ (foshuo shami shijie 

yizejing 佛說沙彌十戒儀則經). 
347 X60n1118_p0225b101-12. 
348 X60n1118_p0227c08-9. 
349 In a short annotation in the ‘Combined Reference of the Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇera’ (shamilüyi 

pini riyong hecan 沙彌律儀毗尼日用合參) to this text, it is written that its composer is Xiaoyan 

Yongxin 笑巖用心, whose name is also Xiaoyan Debao. X60n1120, p0369b14. 
350 X60n1118, p0244a15-16. 
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virtuous that exhort to adhere to the above-stated rules and other not further specified 

works are as well included.351 

 The main addressee of these scriptures are children above seven years old that are 

able to ‘drive away crows’ (quwu 驅鳥), but the vinaya also instructs that people under 70 

years old who can take care of themselves may become novices. If they are above 70 no 

matter whether they are still able to take care of themselves, they are not allowed to 

receive the novice’s precepts. The reason being, monastics do not have enough time to 

take care of little children and middle-aged and older people and due to their age, they 

may not endure the monastic lifestyle.352 Shengyan emphasises that the real precepts for 

monastics begin with the precepts of novices. It is the foundation of renouncing the 

household and of extricating one from the cycle of rebirth.353 Therefore, in theory, those 

who study these precepts, their annotations, and deportments are no longer part of the 

laity but monastics who renounce the life of a householder. As will be shown in the next 

chapter, Hwa Dzan nevertheless uses this scripture to teach their lay followers not only 

the basic five precepts (wujie 五戒) but also the ‘Eight Precepts of a one Day Vow Holder’ 

(baguan zhaijie 八關齋戒), the complete ‘Precepts for Novices’ (shami jie 沙彌戒) and 

the correlation twenty-four paragraphs on the novice’s deportment. 

Ganyingpian  

As part of the genre of ‘morality books’ (shanshu 善書) that first appeared in the Song 

Dynasty (960–1279) and became an important genre of elementary educational texts in 

the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644), the ganyingpian354  incorporates a Buddhist belief in 

cause and effect and karmic retribution, Confucian thought on ethics, and a Daoist 

pantheon of deities administering and carrying out the ‘universal laws’ in this world. 

These morality books were, as Thomas Lee puts it ‘[…] written in simple phrases or 

sentences, admonishing people to do good deeds, in exchange of good retribution,’355 and 

probably first composed by Daoists. According to Lee’s study on education in traditional 

China, the increasing popularity of morality books was to a certain degree a result of 

                                                 
351 X60n1118, p0244a20-24. 
352 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, Essential Points of the Vinaya (jielü gangyao 戒律綱要), 202. 
353 Shi Shengyan 釋聖嚴, Essential Points of the Vinaya (jielü gangyao 戒律綱要), 187. 
354 For a summary of the content of the Ganyingpian, see: Cynthia Joanne Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and 

Demerit: Social Change and Moral Order in Late Imperial China (Princeton: Princeton University Pres, 

1991), 36–39. 
355 Thomas H. C. Lee, Education in Traditional China: A History, Handbuch der Orientalistik China / hrsg. 

von H. Franke; Bd. 13 (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 353. 
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encouragement and support of the Ming government, because up to 56 different works of 

morality books had been ordered by different emperors to encourage an official ideology 

that is reflected in emperor Taizu’s (1328- 1398) ‘Six Maxims’ (liyu 六諭) to instruct 

people. These six maxims are to be filial, respect elders and superiors, live in harmony 

with neighbours, instruct and discipline children and grandchildren, be content with your 

occupation, commit no wrongful acts.356 An ethical normative that can be found in the 

ganyingpian, too. Another important factor for the proliferation of these religious books 

for non-elite social classes was the availability of inexpensive mass printing that 

promoted (near-) literacy.  

Catherine Bell points out, that among these morality books the ganyingpian is the 

oldest (first published in 1164) and most famous one that portrays itself as the words of 

the ‘Most Exalted’ usually considered being a deified version of Laozi. The basic message 

of this deity is that good and bad fortune have a specific reason.357 Depending on people’s 

behaviour, they follow as natural consequences – as the title ganyingpian implies action 

and response. Bell summarises the content as follows: 

Alluding to a complex cosmology in which a variety of deities oversee human behavior, the Tract 

teaches how the merit earned from good deeds will bring long life, wealth, and successful descendants, 

while the retribution that attends evil deed ensures the eventual suffering of the wicked.358 (Italics in 

original)  

Thus, as it can be seen, a central belief of this religious system of merit and demerit 

is a notion of supernatural or cosmic retribution that is enforced by deities in accordance 

with human behaviour. Cynthia Brokaw underscores that this system was ‘[...] at times 

the fundamental, belief of Chinese religion since the beginning of recorded history.’ 

(Italics in original)359  The Shang oracle bones and particularly the Zhou Mandate of 

Heaven reflect this idea that only a person who had proven himself to be of virtuous 

character may rule the people. Thus, retribution operated through an intricate system of 

correlations that exists between the human and the suprahuman realm in which good 

deeds are rewarded and evil deeds are punished. With the introduction of Buddhism 

during the late Han (25–220) this concept of ganying was reinforced by the concept of 

‘karma’ (yinguo 因果), since no external agent, no morally sensitive heaven or movement 

                                                 
356 Lee, Education in Traditional China, 353–57. 
357 Catherine Bell, “Stories from an Illustrated Explanation of the Tract of the Most Exalted on Action and 

Response,” in Religions of Asia in Practice: An Anthology, ed. Donald S. Lopez, Princeton readings in 

religions (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), 439. 
358 Bell, “Stories from an Illustrated Explanation of the Tract of the Most Exalted on Action and Response,” 

439. 
359 Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and Demerit, 28. 
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of qi intervenes in the process of ‘action and response’, thus, ones individual’s karma 

produced in this life by one’s acts would naturally decide the status in the next life.360 

The authorship of ganyingpian is still ambiguous, but its content is partly drawn from 

‘The Master who Embraces Simplicity’ (baopuzi 抱朴子) which favours alchemical 

prescription as the major way of achieving immortality over a ‘simple’ accumulation of 

merit. For the ganyingpian it is this ‘simple’ accumulation of merit that now becomes a 

means of achieving immortality, by this simplification, it opens up the cosmic system of 

merit and demerit for a general audience. Moreover, since it is not bound to a particular 

sect and its divine pantheon is no exclusive ‘property’ of any one of the three teachings – 

Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism361  – its cosmology is even further opening up 

general access to its contents.362 Thus, a Buddhist reading and interpretation of the text – 

as Hwa Dzan does – is possible. 

Wuliangshoujing and its Annotations (kezhu) 

 The ‘Record of Śākyamuniʼs Teachings Compiled during the Kaiyuan Period’ 

(kaiyuan shijiao lu 開元釋教錄)363 edited by Zhisheng 智昇 (d.u.) in 730 lists eleven of 

twelve364  titles of translations of the wuliangshoujing. Four are listed in the twelfth 

fascicle of ‘translated and existent scriptures’ (youyi youben 有譯有本), whereas the other 

seven are listed in the fourteenth fascicle of ‘translated but not existent scriptures’ (youyi 

wuben 有譯無本). The existent five365 are:  

1. ‘Tathāgataʼs Sermon on the Contemplation of the Buddha of Limitless Life’ 

(dabao jijing wuliangshou rulaihui 大寶積經無量壽如來會), Fascicle 17 to 18 of 

                                                 
360 Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and Demerit, 28–31. 
361 The influence of Confucianism on the Ganyingpian can be verified via its opening line: ‘Misfortune or 

fortune knows no doors; they are summoned by humans themselves’ (huofu wumen, weiren zizhao 禍

福無門，惟人自召). The same phrase is to be found in the ‘Historical Biography’ (liezhuan 列傳) of 

the hermit Yangzhen 楊震 (54-124), in an entry of 23rd regnal year of Duke Xiang of Song in the ‘The 

Commentary of Zuo’ (zuozhuan 左傳), in the poetic essay ‘Fish eagle’ (efu 鶚賦) in the ‘Kong Family 

Master’s Anthology’ (kongcongfu 孔叢子) and other works, see Chinese Text project, “先秦兩漢 - Pre-

Qin and Han,” accessed June 10, 2019, t.ly/HkoO. The Buddhist influence can be seen in the paragraph 

exhorting those who did evil things to repent, thus, to become aware of their faults and follow the 

righteous path. The fascicle ‘evil conduct’ (exing pin 惡行品) of the Fajujing (法句經) reflects this idea. 
362 Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and Demerit, 40–41. 
363 T55n2154. 
364 The twelfth translation (T12n0363 ) is not included because it had been translated a few hundred years 

later during the Song.  
365 Order according to the appearance in the Tripiṭaka: T11n0310, T12n0360, T12n0361, T12n0362, and 

T12n0363. 
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the ‘Sūtra of the Heap of Jewels’ (dabao jijing大寶積經), translated by Bodhiruci 

菩提流志 during the Tang Dynasty, called ‘Tang Translation’). 

2. ‘Sūtra of Buddha’s Sermon on the Buddha of Limitless Life’ (foshuo wuliangshou 

jing 佛說無量壽經), translated by Kang Sengkai 康僧鎧 during the Caowei 曹魏 

(220-226).  

3. ‘The Infinite Life Purity Impartiality Awakenment Sūtra’ (wuliang qingjing 

pingdeng juejing 無量清淨平等覺經), translated by Lokakṣema 支婁迦讖 (second 

century) during the Later Han 後漢 (25–220). 

4. ‘The Amitābha Sūtra’ (amituojing 阿彌陀經), translated by Zhi Qian 支謙 (223–

253) during the Three Kingdoms 三國 (220–280). 

5. ‘Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Sūtra’ (foshuo dasheng 

wuliangshou zhuangyan jing 佛說大乘無量壽莊嚴經), translated by Faxian 法賢 (? 

– 1001) during the Song 宋 (960–1279). 

Starting from the Song until the Republican Era, four ‘compilations’ (huijiben 會集

本) of these five translations had been written. These four are:  

1. Wang Rixiu’s 王日休 (d. 1173) ‘Buddha’s Sermon on the Great Amitābha Sūtra’ 

(foshuo da amituofojing 佛說大阿彌陀經), which does not include the two 

fascicles of the dabaojijing. This is the only compilation that is included in the 

tripiṭaka.366 

2. Peng Shaosheng’s 彭 紹 升 (1740-1794) ‘Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ 

(wuliangshoujing 無量壽經). 

3. Weiyuan’s 魏源 (1794- 1857) ‘Great Amitābha Sūtra’ (mohe amituojing 摩訶阿彌

陀經). 

4. Xia Lianju’s 夏 蓮 居 (1884-1965) ‘Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life 

Adornment Purity Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra’ (foshuo dasheng 

wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdengjue jing 佛説大乘無量壽莊嚴清淨平等

覺經). 

                                                 
366 T12n0364. The ninths patriarch of the Pure Land School, Ouyi Zhixu, comments this compilation as 

follows: ‘Wang Rixiu, a jinshi of the Song Imperial College, used the four existent sūtras to cut out 

[unnecessary details], patched [them together] and made corrections. He separated [text] into fifty-six 

sections. Unfortunately, he was not aware of the ‘baoji’ translation, but diligently put his mind to [this 

endeavour], this is the reason why this collection has been circulating throughout the world.’ In ‘Reading 

Tripiṭaka for Understanding the Precepts’ (yuezang zhilü 閱藏知津) J31nB271, p0807b27- c02. 
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From the biographical data, it can thus be seen that there is only one compilation 

published during the Song, two published during the mid and late Qing, and one published 

during the Republican Era.367 For our further investigation, the next paragraph will only 

focus on Xia Lianju’s compilation because Jingkong and Hwa Dzan only endorse and use 

this work for their propagation of the dharma and lay education. 

In the two prefaces to Xia Lianju’s compilation of the wuliangshoujing, Huang Chaozi 

黃超自 (d.u.) and Mei Guangxi 梅光羲 (1876-1947) state the reasons for compiling 

another compilation. In his ‘Original Preface of the first Publication’ (chuyin yuanxu 初

印原序) written in 1936, Huang Chaozi writes: ‘This compilation differs from [just] 

translating the meaning. For translating sūtras one must refer to the original Sanskrit text, 

for the compilation, however, one must be close to the original [translated] text.’ As well 

as: ‘these five sūtras [refers to the existent translations], some are detailed, whereas some 

have many omissions. This is [unfavourable for] the initial resolve of a learner since 

broadly reading is difficult.’368 Furthermore, Huang points out that Xia Liangju vowed to 

revise these five translations for this reason in 1932, thus he spent three years reading and 

drafted many manuscripts but changed them frequently. At the end (1935), he finished his 

work which not only can it supplement and improve the omissions of the other three 

compilations, it can also be called superior in terms of combining the five translations 

into one book from the Han to Song. Huang additionally claims without specifying, that 

many eminent monks of the Buddhist world praise this work, for its written style is 

succinct, its meaning is clear, its words are smooth, and its logic is perfect. Thus, those 

who practise Pure Land, can accept and maintain faith while reading and chanting and, 

as a result, can completely penetrate the teachings of the ‘Lotus Flower Dharma Gate’ 

(lianzong famen 蓮宗法門) – the Pure Land School.369 

 In his ‘Preface to the Reprint of the Compilation of the Five Original Translations of 

the Infinite Life Sūtra’ (chongyin wuliangshoujing wuzhong yuanyi huijixu 重印無量壽經

五種原譯會集序) written in 1946, Mei Guangxi mentions the same reasons as Huang 

Chaozi but adds that the ‘truth’ expounded in the different translations displays 

                                                 
367 A next study may delve into the reasons behind this long time interval from the first compilation to the 

second one and the ‘sudden’ emergence of three compilations within around 150 years. 
368  Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and 

Awakenment Sūtra (Foshuo Dasheng Wuliangshou Zhuangyan Qingjing Pingdeng Juejing 佛說大乘無

量壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經) (臺北: 中華華藏淨宗學會, 2013), 1–2. 
369  Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and 

Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing 佛說大乘無量

壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經), 1–2. 
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similarities and differences which, therefore, may lead beginners astray. Even if one 

would only read one translation closely, one would not understand the profound meaning 

and purpose it contains. He concludes this is why this Sūtra had been lying unused for a 

long time in the Tripiṭaka. Those who maintain chanting are indeed very few. The 

previous compilations are not yet perfect; they too, omit certain aspects or whole 

translations.370  

The argumentative strategy of both prefaces reflects a justification of a historical 

necessity to rearrange the five translations into another compilation, for it would finally 

solve the difficulties a beginner faces when starting to learn the ‘Dharma Gate of Buddha-

recitation’ (nianfo famen 念佛法門) and the only one who might be up to the task was Xia 

Lianju. Mei Guangxi proves this by quoting Huang Chaozi’s six essential requirements 

for editing a compilation (not included in his preface): 1. The eye of the teacher must be 

perfect and bright, he must adhere to the truth to reach the lay. 2. One must be well-read 

and highly familiar with the written language. 3. Regarding the dharma gate of the Pure 

Land School, one must have many years of focused practice. 4. Regarding the five 

original translations, one must understand them clearly. 5. Regarding the other three 

compilations of Wang Rixiu, Peng Shaosheng, and Weiyuan, one must have a clear insight 

into the advantages and disadvantages of their work. 6. From Song to Qing, from south 

to north, one must examine and carefully sort the different Tripitaka editions. This 

includes block-printed editions in China and foreign countries. Only then, one may put 

pen to paper.371 He concludes, ‘the one possessing these six requirements, is my older 

dharma friend and brother Xia Lianju who was entirely worthy of [finishing what others 

could not].’372 

Reading these six requirements – that probably had been written after Xia Lianju 

finished his work, thus providing a model of a faithful compiler – along with the 

argumentative justification of another compilation, indicate a need to shield it from 

possible attacks of the contemporary Buddhist field, for they must have been aware of the 

                                                 
370  Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and 

Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing 佛說大乘無量

壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經), 2–7. 
371  Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and 

Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing 佛說大乘無量

壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經), 2-7. 
372  Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and 

Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing 佛說大乘無量

壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經), 2–7. 
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fact that not only Lianchi Zhuhong but also Master Yinguang 印光大師 (1862-1940) – 

with whom they associated themselves – were criticising all previous compilations. 

Regarding Weiyuan’s compilation, Yinguang, for example, writes in a reply to a lay 

follower called Gao Shaolin 高邵麟: 

[…] this Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra had been cut out [edited] by Wei Chengguan who as well added 

[content] according to other sūtras. This is beneficial in principle, but is a substantial mistake and 

should, thus, not be followed.373 

In another reply to the lay follower Wang Zili 王子立, Yinguang criticises both Wang 

Rixiu’s and Weixuan’s compilation: 

Wang Rixiu’s mistake had been pointed out by Master Lianchi, but he had not yet explained what the 

reason for it being so was. Now I explain what the reason for this is: because until his death he was 

strongly attached to equating the three kinds of disciples (sanbei 三輩) to the nine grades (jiupin 九

品).374 Thus, by writing this [letter], on one hand, it can be seen that compilations are difficult [to 

compose], on the other hand, it [his letter] shall put an end to the delusion of following generations. 

Not to mention Wei Moshen’s (Weiyuan) [compilation], for it is audacious and thoughtless, thus, it 

should not be taken as an example.375 

The question that needs to be asked, is whether Yinguang’s critique of both 

compilations reflects a general dismissive stance towards compilations or solely a 

discontentment with the way both compilers approached this matter and therefore did not 

support the circulation of their compilation. No matter what position one would favour, 

both are disadvantageous for Xia Lianju’s endeavour to write another compilation, for 

they could be used as an authoritative statement of the 13th Patriarch of Pure Land 

Buddhism to withdraw its legitimacy, thus it seems reasonable why both Mei Guangxi 

and Huang Chaozi sang the praises of Xia Lianju. Likewise, Jingkong’s glorification and 

sanctification of Xia Lianju’s compilation shows that this critique from Buddhist circles 

has not receded yet.376 In the section on Hwa Dzan’s lay education, we will delve more 

into this topic of how Jingkong rationalises the usage of Xia Lianju’s compilation. 

                                                 
373 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, “Third Written Reply to Gao Shaolin (Fu Gaoshaolin Jushi Shusan 複高邵麟居

士 書 三),” accessed June 14, 2019, 

http://www.pureland.tw/pureland/master13/LearningCenter/WenChao/book1-v1/y1a045-048.htm. 
374 The concept of ‘Three Kinds of Disciples’ is explained in the second fascicle of the wuliangshoujing 

(T12n0360, p0272b16), whereas the ‘Nine Grades’ refers to the ‘The Sūtra on Contemplation of 

Amitābha‘ (foshuo guan wuliangshoujing 佛説觀無量壽經) that describes the different levels of rebirth 

in Amitābha’ Pure Land (T12n0365, p0344c09-10).  
375  Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Three Volumes of Collected Writings of Venerable Yinguang, Volume One 

(Yinguang Fashi Wenchao Sanbian Shangce 印光法師文鈔三編,上冊) (Taipei 臺北: Hwa Dzan 

Propagation Foundation 華藏净宗弘化基金會, 2010), 526. 
376 These are a few examples of critiques on this topic Shi Zongshun 釋宗舜, “The Buddha’s Sermon on 

the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra Is No Buddhist Sutra (Foshuo 

Dasheng Wuliangshou Zhuangyan Qingjing Pingdeng Juejing Bingfei Fojing 佛說大乘無量壽莊嚴清

淨 平 等 覺 經 並 非 佛 經),” accessed June 7, 2019, 
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The explanatory annotations to Xia Lianju’s compilation that are used by Hwa Dzan 

to further explain the meaning behind (almost) each sentence, were written by the lay 

Buddhist Huang Nianzu 黃念祖 (1913-1992), a student of Xia Lianju, who started writing 

them in 1979 and finished his third manuscript in 1984.377 Three years later, in 1987, the 

‘Buddhist Association’ (fojiaohui 佛教會) in Washington was established to which 

Jingkong was invited to serve as president and to preach the wuliang shoujing. A 

colleague of him reported that Huang Nianzu was planning to come to the States to which 

Jingkong replied:  ‘Wonderful, he is the inheritor of bodhisattva Lian.’378 In September 

of the same year before departing to Taiwan, Jingkong received Huang Nianzu’s 

monumental work of over one thousand pages of explanatory annotations to Xia Lianju’s 

compilation. After reading it the first time, Jingkong realised that the period of the ‘true 

dharma’ (zhengfa 正法) has indeed declined for many years, but says, ‘although Xia 

Lianju’s compilation indicates the dawn of a new era, however, its circulation is still 

insufficient. […] Now, having these annotations is a sign of the revitalisation of the true 

dharma. It is caused by the good deeds and causes and conditions of all sentient beings.’ 

After reading it for the second time, Jingkong praised Huang Nianzu’s annotations as 

‘words of the true teaching of Buddha’ (chengdi zhiyu 誠諦之語) and concludes: 

The Dharma Gate of the Pure Land School is extremely difficult to believe in but extremely easy to 

practice. Its difficulty lies in the fact of understanding the meaning of the [Pure Land] sūtras. Now, 

having this Sūtra assembly and these explanations to the [Pure Land] sūtras is beneficial in 

understanding the meaning of the [Pure Land] sūtras.379 

As Chen Jianhuang points out and can be seen from the above-stated quotes, Jingkong 

bestows high importance on the explanatory notes of Huang Nianzu, because on the few 

occasions Xia Lianju preached his compilation, Huang Nianzu was always present and 

                                                 
http://www.ucchusma.idv.tw/ucchusma1/article/phat8.htm, Shi jieding 釋戒定, “Master Yinguang 

Extremely Opposes Compilations 印 光 大 師 極 為 反 對 會 集 本,” accessed June 7, 2019, 

http://www.sanghanet.net/wanfo-website/papers/05/papers-5-8.htm, Shi Mingxue 釋明學, “Objecting 

the New Compilation of the Five Pure Land Sutras (Duiyu Xinbian Jingtuwujing Zhi Yiyi 對於新編淨

土五經之異議),” accessed June 7, 2019, http://www.sanghanet.net/wanfo-website/papers/05/papers-5-

1.htm. 
377  For biographical details, refer to the magazine: Xia Fasheng 夏法聖: ‘The Ocean of Past Vows’ 

(benyuanhai 本願海). 淨宗學會會刊, Vol. 5, July 2012, p. 4. 
378 He uses ‘a great being’ (dashi 大士) – that can also refer to a bodhisattva – to address Xia Lianju. Huang 

Nianzu 黃念祖, Explanation of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality 

and Awakenment Sūtra (Foshuo Dasheng Wuliangshou Zhuangyan Qingjing Pingdeng Juejing Jie 佛

説大乘無量壽莊嚴清净平等覺經解) (Buddha Education Foundation 佛陀教育基金會, 2011), 1–4. 
379  Huang Nianzu 黃念祖, Explanation of Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity 

Impartiality and Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing 

jie 佛説大乘無量壽莊嚴清净平等覺經解), 1–4. 
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recorded lecture contents, all additional information, written notes, etc. Xia Lianju used 

for his collection. Moreover, it was Xia Lianju personally who exhorted him to write 

annotations for this Sūtra. Just as the compilation itself, Chen shows that this monumental 

work also faced severe critique from the Buddhist field for being influenced by the two 

Japanese Pure Land Schools Jōdo-shū 浄土宗 and Jōdo Shinshū 浄土真宗 regarding their 

concept of ‘pure reliance on the other-power’ (chuntali 純他力) which differs from the 

differs from the Chinese concept of ‘The Dharma Gate of Two Powers’ (erli famen 二力

法門). Jingkong refuses the critique by saying that he is not convinced, that they have no 

reason for being against it, and that they are just envious.380 

 

5.3.  Structure and Normative Design of Hwa Dzan’s Weekly Dharma Talks 

The structure of this section is as well based on the weekly order of courses taught at 

the Hwa Dzan main Buddha-hall in Taipei, but I will first give an introduction into the 

ritualistic structure of the dharma talks. 

General Structure  

Every dharma talk from Monday to Friday is manifested in the following seven-

stepped procedure:381 

1. A volunteer asks the assembly to rise and put the palms together before one while 

the monastic is entering the room. The monastic proceeds then to prostrate three 

times in front of a single Amitābha statue and one time in front of the elevated 

chair before s/he takes a seat on the said chair. 

2. The volunteer now asks the assembly to make a salutation with joined palms first 

to the Buddha then to the monastic who leads the dharma talk. Before sitting down, 

the assembly bows again while invocating Amitābha’s name. After sitting down, 

the whole assembly (including the monastic) bows the last time while invocating 

Amitābha’s name. 

                                                 
380 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳)” For more details on the influence 

of Japanese Pure Land thought on Huang Nianzu’s annotation, see Shi Zongshun 釋宗舜, “Textual 

Research on the Amitabha Sutra (Amituojing Tuowen Kaobian 阿彌陀經脫文考辨),” accessed 

06/072019, http://www.sanghanet.net/wanfo-website/papers/05/papers-5-2.htm. 
381 The information in this chapter are mostly drawn from my own field work, if not otherwise signified. 
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3. The monastic starts the dharma talk with a jointly triple invocation (sancheng 三

稱) of ‘Homage to Our Original Teacher Śākyamuni Buddha’ (namo benshi 

shijiamonifo 南無本師釋迦摩尼佛)382 followed by the ‘Opening Verse of the Sūtra’ 

(kaijingji 開經偈)383. 

4. After reading the name of the scripture once, the monastic starts to present and 

explain the content for this dharma talk in detail, which takes up to one and a half 

hours. The assembly remains silent for the whole time, except if being asked 

directly. As the monastic reads a verse aloud with joined palms, so does the 

assembly. 

5. The end of the dharma talk is initiated with the ‘Verse of Dedication of Merit’ 

(huixiangji 迴向偈).384 The same volunteer from the beginning asks the assembly 

to rise and join palms while the monastic prostrates three times in front of the 

Amitābha statue. 

6. After finishing three prostrations, the whole assembly bows to the Buddha 

followed by one bow to the monastic who leaves the room. 

7. Lastly, the lay assembly rearranges the Buddha-hall and prostrates or bows to the 

Buddha before leaving.  

Except for the content of the respective dharma talk, his seven-stepped procedure 

never changes and is repeated every time. Thus, this repetition signifies a temporal 

distinction between before, during, and after the dharma talk. This temporal distinction is 

what Mircea Eliade called ‘sacred time’ and ‘profane time.’385  The moment when the 

volunteer asks the assembly to rise and join palms (1) until the whole assembly sits down 

and bows the last time while invocating Amitābha’s name (2) is the transition phase from 

profane time into sacred time that is signified by the triple invocation (3). The elaboration 

on the respective scripture (4) is the heart of the sacred time and the reason for everyone 

participating in these events. Thus, one can almost ‘feel’ the solemn atmosphere while the 

monastic is talking: Everyone tries to make not a single sound, no one touches the 

                                                 
382 In some instances, this is replaced by a tenfold recitation of Amitābha’s name. The principle behind this 

is still unclear. 
383 The most supreme, profound and sublime Dharma is difficult to encounter in myriads of eons. Now, I 

have seen, heard and received it, thus, I vow to realise the true meaning of the Thus-come. 
384 May the merit and virtue accrued from this work, adorn the Buddha’s Pure Lands, repay the fourfold 

kindness from above, and aide those suffering in the three paths below. May those who see and hear 

this, all give rise to the Bodhi mind and when this retribution body is over be born together in the Land 

of Utmost Bliss. 
385  Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion (San Diego: Harcourt Brace 

Jovanovich, 1987), 68–113. 
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scripture when not being asked to flip pages, when the monastic reads the verses, 

everyone should join palms, and the sole attention lies on the words the monastic says. 

The sacred time ends with the dedication of merit to all sentient beings (5) and enters the 

transitional phase when the assembly is again asked to rise and join palms. After the 

monastic left, the room and the laity rearranged the chairs and tables and bowed before 

parting (7), the profane time is restored which is mostly identifiable via the chatter of the 

laity in the Buddha-hall. 

This whole procedure reflects a conditioned behaviour on both sides: the monastic, 

who normally takes pleasure in engaging in conversations with the laity, now displays a 

dignified manner as if s/he by wearing a different kind of robe suddenly becomes a 

different person that represents and is able to expound the sacred message written in the 

scripture. The authority of reading aloud and explaining the contents completely lies in 

the hand of the monastic. No one else may interfere with this, for it would break the 

continuity of the sacred time. During the whole lecture, the lay devotee is entirely 

subordinated to the sacred authority of the monastic. Thus, conditions himself/ herself to 

act according to the implied (or imagined) normative rules: be quiet, listen attentively, 

believe in what is being said to be true,386  and learn the contents, that is the ethical 

standards, to practice them in your daily life.  

The performative character of this procedure with its many bows and invocations of 

Amitābha’s name also determines a certain normative set of ethical standards that the 

laity should comply with: a sense of humbleness and modesty in front of the awakened 

one as well as the monastic who is a step ahead on the path to Buddhahood. But also 

certain submissiveness towards the (dharmic) authority represented by the monastic.  

The differentiation of sacred and profane time, the conditioned behaviour, and the 

performative character of the dharma talk all reflect what Catherin Bell defines as a 

typical ritual: 

Viewed as practice, ritualization involves the very drawing, in and through the activity itself, of a 

privileged distinction between ways of acting, specifically between those acts being performed and 

                                                 
386 An example for this might be the following case: during one lecture on the shami lüyi the monastic 

discussed a case of a novice who was overseeing the orchard. Said novice took seven fruits as an offering 

to their master (without asking the warden, the fruits were intended to be offerings), thus committed a 

grave sin and fell in to hell (X60n1118, p0230c09-10). This story led to a short interruption of the 

dharma talk, because one of the laity was uncertain whether one of her dharma sisters committed the 

same crime when both were preparing the food used to worship the Buddha. One left earlier and took 

some food for her lunchbox. The monastic solved the issue by saying that due to her lack of time 

(waiting until the worship ceremony was over) and to her convenience is was acceptable this time, but 

she should inform a monastic next time – just to be sure not to commit a sin.  
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those being contrasted, mimed, or implicated somehow. That is, intrinsic to ritualization are strategies 

for differentiating itself […] from other ways of acting within any particular culture.387 

Thus, it can be seen, that the weekly dharma talks are not ‘just’ talks in the strict sense 

of the word, but rather ritualistic performed interactions of the laity and clergy with the 

sacred or sanctified scriptures388  that are conducted in a context differentiated from a 

‘profane’ way of acting.  

During an interview with Wudao, I asked what aspects Hwa Dzan has taken into 

consideration for designing this curriculum, particularly because the listeners are almost 

only lay followers.389 Wudao points out, that he and his ‘Learning Association’ (xuehui 

學會) did not specifically design a curriculum suited for lay followers, however, the 

content of their dharma talks (basically everything) is in accordance with the objective or 

main goal set forth by Jingkong, who is the guiding authority of this group. 

They may or may not have consciously designed a specific curriculum, but the 

scriptures that are being used reflect the content of Jingkong’s ‘Five Great Subjects,’ 
390

 

especially the first subject: ‘Three Meritorious Acts.’ These are based on a paragraph of 

the Contemplation Sutra: 

Those who wish to be born in that Land [Amitābha’s Pure Land] should cultivate the three meritorious 

acts: first, being filial and caring for one’s parents, being respectful and serving one’s elders and 

teachers, compassionately refraining from killing, and cultivating the ten good deeds; second, taking 

the Three Refuges, taking the complete precepts, and refraining from misconduct: third, give rise to a 

mind of intention to achieve awakening, deeply believing in karma, chanting the Mahayana sūtras, and 

encouraging people to follow the teaching. These three acts are called to purify karma.391 

Each one of these eleven sentences is equated with a specific scripture that all together 

form a progressive path towards awakenment. The first meritorious act: 1. ‘being filial 

and respectful’ is equated with dizigui; 2. ‘refraining from killing’ is equated with 

ganyingpian; 3. ‘cultivating the ten good deeds’ is equated with the ‘Sūtra on the Ten 

Wholesome Ways of Action’ (shishanye daojing 十善業道經). The second meritorious act: 

1. ‘taking refuge and the precepts and refraining from misconduct’ is equated with Shami 

lüyi. The third meritorious act: 1. ‘bodhi mind, believe in karma, chanting, and 

                                                 
387 Catherine Bell, Ritual Theory. Ritual Practice (Oxford University Press, 2009), 90. 
388 Being Śākyamuni’s words, ‘sacred scriptures’ refers to Buddhist sūtras, whereas ‘sanctified scriptures’ 

refers to those not being from the Buddhist canon, but utilised to explain certain aspects of the Buddhist 

doctrine, such as karma (Ganyingpian) or worldly-dharma (Dizigui, Ganyingpian). 
389 During the months of fieldwork I conducted last year and this year, only once or twice was another 

venerable present and it seemed that the venerables did not know each other. Further, taking the different 

robe styles in consideration, I therefore concluded that the other venerable is not affiliated with Hzw 

Dzan. 
390  See chapter 5.1 and Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha 

Dharma Gate (jingkong fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳)” 364. 
391 T12n0365, p0341c08-13. 
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encouraging people to follow the teachings’ is equated with the Wuliangshoujing and its 

explanatory annotations.392 

Thus, the general structure and normative design behind Hwa Dzan’s lay curriculum 

becomes evident: The ganyingpian covers the first meritorious act, the shami lüyi the 

second, and the wuliangshoujing with its annotations the third. In a written exchange on 

the same day before the interview was conducted, Wudao wrote that the ‘wuliangshoujing’ 

is the ‘original text,’ probably implying that it is the most important Sūtra, thus it must be 

part of any curriculum. The annotations serve as a further explanation of the text, whereas 

ganyingpian and shami lüyi are complementary to the wuliangshoujing and explain 

certain aspects of it in more detail, such as karmic retribution and correct conduct. 

Regarding the goal of this curriculum, Wudao further explains that its aim is mainly 

directed at preaching and listening of the scriptures to awaken faith and cut off doubts, to 

end confusion and to reach awakenment. Morning classes are a reminder, whereas the 

evening classes should be seen as a reflection of one's conduct during the day.393 

In the next section, we will now focus on the narratives behind the incorporation of 

the afore-mentioned four scriptures and their implied ethical norms. 

 

Normative Design of the Talks  

Shami Lüyi  

As has been shown in the previous chapter on the historical background of the 

scriptures, Hwa Dzan uses Hongzan’s additional annotations to Zhuhong’s collection of 

five existing records in the Tripitaka on the deportment of śrāmaṇera as teaching material, 

called ‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras.’ The 

question that needs to be answered is, why does this Pure Land group uses a scripture on 

precepts and deportment of śrāmaṇeras to teach their lay followers the right conduct? This 

paragraph shall investigate the reasons behind this incorporation. 

Considering the question whether those who have not yet received the precepts, that 

is the śrāmaṇera precepts and/ or the full precepts for monks and nuns, are allowed to 

read and study the precepts, the examples below give the following answers:  

                                                 
392 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Lecture Notes on the Three Meritorious Acts (jingye sanfu jiangji 淨業三福講

記). 
393 Shi Wudao 釋悟道, interview by Stefan Kukowka, March 6, 2019, 華藏淨宗學會理事長釋悟道的辦

公室. 
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1. The Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya (genbenshuo yiqieyoubu pinaiya 根本說一切有部

毘奈耶) states: 

Someone asked, saying, ‘Are those secular persons at home allowed to hear [the vinaya] or not?’ 

Someone replied, saying, ‘They are allowed to hear the two canons, that is the sūtras and the 

Abhidharma. The vinaya is the standard/ law of those who renounced the household, thus it is not 

suitable to be heard by secular persons.’394 

2. The Mahāsaṅghika-vinaya (mohe sengzhilü 摩訶僧祇律) states: 

If a person has not yet received the full precepts, however, speaks on the five chapters of the pratimokṣa 

[rules of conduct for monastics], this person commits a sin by transgressing the vinaya. This is what is 

called a person not having received the full precepts.395 

3. The ‘Treatise on Differentiating Virtue and Merit’ (fenbie gongdelun 分別功德論) 

states: 

The vinaya is an [codex] of prohibitory regulations. […] It guides [the community] to prevent illicit 

sexual relations. It is similar to a king’s hidden treasures that shall not be administered by external 

ministers. That is the reason why it is stored inside. The [same principle accounts] for the Vinaya-pitaka. 

It is not what śrāmaṇeras, as well as male and female lay devotees, are allowed to hear and to see, thus 

it is called Vinaya-pitaka.396 

4. The ‘Treatise on the Perfection of Great Wisdom’ (dazhidulun 大智度論) states: 

Someone asked, saying, ‘As for eating meals, taking drugs, and wearing clothes at inappropriate times, 

for what reason is it not equal?’ Someone answered, saying, ‘The vinaya states that those wearing white 

clothes [the laity] are not allowed to hear [the vinaya].397 

These few examples unambiguously demonstrate that – in theory – lay followers are 

not allowed to listen or read the vinaya. Nevertheless, Hwa Dzan teaches the ten precepts 

and the deportment to a predominant lay audience. The reason for this can be found in the 

shami lüyi itself and in the ‘Sūtra on the Eight Realisations of Great Beings’ (foshuo 

badaren juejing 佛說八大人覺經) that Wudao uses to explain this evident contradiction.  

In his annotations to Zhuhong’s outline, Hongzan explains that ‘novice’ means a 

person whose mind first renounces the household and then receives the ten precepts.398 

This statement opens a loophole for the laity who (should) practice this set of normative 

regulations as well and is similar to a commentary on the ‘Brahma Net Sūtra’ 

(fanwangjing 梵網經) in the ‘Recordings of the Ancient Teachings of the Brahma’s Net 

Sūtra’ (fanwangjing gujiji 梵網經古迹記). ‘There are two [ways] of renouncing the 

household: the first is called the mind renounces the household, the second is called the 

                                                 
394 T23n1442, p0672c03-05. 
395 T22n1425, p0448b29-c02. 
396 T25n1507, p0032a11-15. 
397 T25n1509, p0066a11-13. 
398 X60n1118, p0225c20-21. 
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body renounces the household.’399 Thus, that one does not need to renounce the household 

physically if the practitioner’s mind already renounced the household and lives in 

accordance with the precepts. 

Instead of using this historical evidence for making his case, Wudao refers to the 

seventh realisation in the ‘Sūtra on the Eight Realisations of Great Beings’:  

The five desires are evil and bring calamities in their train. Even the laity should not allow themselves 

to be contaminated by worldly enjoyments, but should constantly think of the three garments and the 

earthen begging bowl, symbol of the Doctrine, and form the firm intention to leave their homes that 

they may hold to the Way in all purity. They should practise the highest degree of pure living and show 

compassion to all beings.400 

During the interview, he further states that the Buddha wished that the laity may 

cultivate the ‘wholesome roots’ (shangen 善根) of a renouncer of worldly affairs. 

According to his explanation, that is what is meant in the seventh realisation by ‘form the 

firm intention to leave their homes.’ Moreover, he emphasises that the ‘Eight Precepts of 

a One Day Vow Holder’ (baguanzhaijie 八關齋戒) are close to the ten novice precepts. 

The only difference is that the baguanzhaijie is temporally restricted to one day and 

specifically designed for the laity who wishes to experience monastic life in one day. To 

study the shami lüyi is therefore beneficial for a deeper understanding of the monastic 

lifestyle and possible preparation for entering the monastic community. Similar to 

Hongzan’s commentary ‘the mind leaves first’, Wudao concludes, even though our body 

remains to be bound to worldly affairs, but exactly because the mind can renounce 

worldly affairs, the laity should as well study the ten śrāmaṇera precepts which include 

the twenty-four regulations on the deportment of śrāmaṇeras. 

By utilising a differentiation between ‘mind’ and ‘body’, it can thus be seen, that by 

referring to other Buddhist sūtras, both Hongzan and Wudao can rationalise and legitimise 

the inclusion of the laity into studying precepts that were originally – as we have seen 

above – prohibited to be heard and seen by the laity. Moreover, representing the ‘second 

meritorious act’ of Jingkong’s ‘three meritorious acts’ (‘taking the Three Refuges, taking 

the complete precepts, and refraining from misconduct’), this inclusion is not only 

legitimised by the authority of the Buddhist canon, but also by the authority of the 

curriculum designed by their master to lead them into the Pure Land.  

                                                 
399 T40n1815, p0712b13-16. 
400 T17n0779, p0715b20-22. Translation by John Blofeld, “The Sutra on the Eight Awakenings of the Great 

Ones (Foshuo Ba Daren Juejing 佛說八大人覺經),” in The Sutra of Forty-Two Sections and Two Other 

Short Sutras of the Mahayana School, ed. The Buddhist Society (Londin: The Buddhist Society, 1947), 

1–10. 
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Ganyingpian  

The second scripture in line is the ganyingpian that – as we have seen above – belongs 

to the category of morality books explaining the various positive and negative 

consequences of one’s behaviour – with major stress on negative consequences as to 

generate a deterrent effect to not violate the ‘natural laws’ explained in this book. The 

question is, why would a Pure Land group use a (Daoist) morality book to explain the 

fundamental Buddhist category ‘karma’? To answer this question, we need to focus on 

one important figure in Jingkong’ intellectual lineage, Yinguang. 

As Chen points out, Jingkongs Pure Land thoughts reflect a traditional inclination and 

are mostly based works that Yinguang endorsed: ‘Unabridged Works of Anshi’ (anshi 

quanshu 安士全書), ‘Liao Fan’s Four Lessons’ (liaofan sixun 了凡四訓), ganyingpian, 

etc. He used these morality books to propagate a ‘correct’ understanding of karma and 

karmic retribution, which should be cultivated by starting from the vehicle of men and 

gods (rentiansheng 人天乘). Jingkong has adopted these Confucian-Buddhist instruction 

methods and teachings.401 

In a preface Yinguang wrote for ganyingpian in 1928,402 he analysed his perceived 

state of the world. With an allusion to Mengzi, he writes that people are original of 

virtuous nature (renxin benshan 人性本善), but because they engage with the world 

without investigating the causes and conditions of the things they are engaged with, they 

give rise to attachments and various perverted views that are produced by affection. Thus, 

burying their original nature. That is why the sages of the past handed down their 

teachings and hoped the following generations would abide by their words. Even though 

the words are manifold, they never surpass these three principles: ‘To study the 

phenomena of things to acquire knowledge’ (gewu zhizhi 格物致知), ‘to illustrate 

illustrious virtue’ (mingmingde 明明德), ‘to rest in the highest excellence’ (zhiyu zhishan 

止於至善).403 These three principles are all to be found in the ‘Great Learning’ (daxue 大

學), reflecting the Confucian inclination of Yinguang Chen wrote about. 

                                                 
401 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳)” 351. 
402 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Sequel to Venerable Yinguang Collected Writings, Volume Two (yinguang fashi 

wenchao xubian xiagce 印光法師文鈔續編,下冊), 429–31. 
403  James Legge translation, Chinese Text project, “大 學 - Da Xue,” accessed June 9, 2019, 

https://ctext.org/liji/da-xue. 
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Yinguang then proceeds explaining these three principles and concludes that the 

people of our time should start investigating the things by reading the ‘Four Books and 

Five Classics’ (sishu wujing 四書五經), but since they are written in difficult literary 

Chinese and rather manifold, the (Buddhist) layperson would not succeed in learning the 

ancient wisdom. For this reason, the ganyingpian specifically speaks on the fundamental 

law of auspicious benefits, it helps to reverse the inauspiciousness, encourages virtue and 

punishes evil, and elaborates on what can be called virtuous or evil conduct and their 

respective retribution. Thus, ganyingpian is significant for the benefit of the people. All 

great Confucians of the old days adhered to this book and cultivated it in secret. 

After linking this morality book to the Confucian tradition, declaring that it represents 

the contents of the Four Books and Five Classics and had been practised by Confucians, 

consequently bestowing it with ‘worldly’ legitimacy, he continues bestowing it with 

Buddhist legitimacy by writing that this book contains the ultimate doctrine but ends with 

becoming an immortal. If one practices it with a ‘Bodhi Mind’ (putixin 菩提心), then one 

can even transcend worldliness and attain holiness, understand and free oneself from the 

cycle of birth and death (liaotuo shengsi 了脫生死), cut the three delusions (sanhuo 三惑) 

and realise the dharmakaya (fashen 法身). Employing perfect virtue and wisdom, one 

realises the path to Buddhahood. To become heavenly immortals is only a minor fruit of 

this practice. 

In his lecture notes on ganyingpian,404 Jingkong argues in the same manner but goes 

even further by stating, ‘the perfect person [Buddha] spoke the dharma, [therefore] there 

is no dharma that is not perfect. How could there be any dharma that is not the Buddha 

dharma?’405 Any perceived distinction between the ‘worldly dharma’ (shijianfa 世間法) 

and the supramundane dharma (chushijianfa 出世法) is due to illusions, deluded 

conceptualisations, discriminations, and attachments. He then proves his point by quoting 

the ‘Flower Garland Sūtra’ (huayanjing 華嚴經): ‘The Buddhas from the ten directions 

and three worlds are all represented in one dharmakaya.’ (shifang sanshi fo gongtong 

yifashen 十方三世佛，共同一法身) 406  By claiming that essentially everything is an 

                                                 
404 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Venerable Jingkong Lecutres Treatise of the Most High on Action and Retribution 

(Jingkong Fashi Jiang Taishang Ganyingpian 淨空法師講太上感應篇) (Wuhan 武漢: Changjiang 

Culture Publishing House 長江文藝出版社, 2011), 3–5. 
405 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Venerable Jingkong lectures Treatise of the Most High on Action and Retribution 

(jingkong fashi jiang taishang ganyingpian 淨空法師講太上感應篇), 3. 
406  This exact quote is not traceable in both translations of the huayanjing (Buddhabhadra’s (359-429) 

translation during the Eastern Jin 東晉 (317-420), T09n0278; and Śikṣānanda’s (652-710) translation 
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emanation of the dharmakaya, Jingkong easily incorporates non-Buddhist concepts and 

texts into a larger Buddhist discourse. Thus, Ganyingpian as well becomes a 

manifestation of the Buddha dharma and should be viewed as a means to cultivate one’s 

wholesome roots along with practising the invocation of Amitābha’s name. 

Apart from this rather abstract reasoning, Wudao gives four answers to why this book 

should be used to teach lay practitioners and be part of their cultivation. First, since it 

originated in China, it is naturally more familiar to the Chinese. Second, everything it 

explains is close to our actual lives and relates to the ‘three activities’ (sanye 三業) of 

body, word, and thought (shenkouyi 身口意). It provides a standard of virtuous and evil 

conduct. Every sentence is concise and to the point, therefore easy to understand. Third, 

considering our busy society, the average person has no time reading numerous sūtras, 

therefore consulting the Ganyingpian is more convenient because it concentrates basic 

principles of karma and is in accordance with the standard of the Buddha dharma.407 

Fourth, it elaborates in more detail the relationship between action and response (ganying) 

or action and result (yinguo) in terms of their positive and negative retribution described 

in the 33rd to 37th fascicle of wuliangshoujing (compilation). Lastly, he emphasised that 

regardless of lesser or greater vehicle, all other sūtras and morality books serve as a 

supplementary read and explanation to wuliangshoujing. 

All three venerables reflect the same discursive patterns: the ganyingpian provides a 

standard of virtue and evil, reading it with a Bodhi mind (Yinguang) or viewing it 

completely as Buddhist in essence (Jingkong) enables one to progress on the path towards 

awakenment, and it possesses a superior convenience for the occupied lay Buddhist. 

Moreover, since it is not exclusively associated with one tradition and displays Confucian, 

Daoist, and Buddhist influence in its work, it enables Buddhist with a Confucian 

inclination – that is Jingkong’s Group – to incorporate and utilise it to propagate a ‘rooted 

education’ (zhagen jiaoyu 扎根教育)408 that is based on a notion of ‘the three teachings 

                                                 
during the Tang, T10n0279), however, a slight variation can be found in both translations: 一切諸佛身, 

唯是一法身 (T09n0278_p0429b21, T10n0279_p0068c14) and in Chengguan’s 澄觀 (738-787) 

annotations to the huayanjing: 十方諸如來, 同共一法身 (T35n1735, p0924a20-21). 
407 This ‘standard’ refers to the ten entries in the shishan yedaojing. 
408 For Jingkong’s 60 year anniversary of the propagation of the dharma, Hwa Dzan edited the contents of 

various articles Jingkong wrote in 'Magazine of Buddhist Education' (fotuo jiayu zazhi 佛陀教育雜志) 

within 19 years into six books, each on a specific topic. This book on ‘Ethics and Morality’ mostly 

explains the different aspects of 'rooted education.'  Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Moral and Ethical Education 

(lunli daode 倫理道德). 
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are one family’ (sanjiao shi yijia 三教是一家) 409  or, as Wudao in another interview 

expressed, the three teachings are only the branches of one tree – they share the same 

root.410 For Jingkong and Wudao, the legitimacy of creating this narrative is to be found 

in Buddhist sūtras itself because names may differ but the content is the same or that 

everything is just an emanation of the dharmakaya. The role that is assigned to 

Ganyingpian is then to represent the Daoist Tradition as part of the ‘first meritorious act’ 

along with dizigui and shishan yedaojing (‘being filial and caring for one’s parents, being 

respectful and serving one’s elders and teachers, compassionately refraining from killing, 

and cultivating the ten good deeds’). Therefore, apart from Buddhist scriptures, a lay 

practitioner needs to study and practice this morality book in daily life as well. Yinguang 

also exhorts the reader to spread and help others to understand this meaning, since the 

merit produced would be uncountable.411 Thus, as their intellectual predecessor points out, 

not to teach this scripture would not be an option for Hwa Dzan. 

Wuliangshoujing and its Annotations (kezhu) 

The third and most important scripture that Hwa Dzan uses as teaching material and 

to propagate their interpretation of the dharma is Xia Lianju’s compilation of all existent 

translations of the wuliangshoujing. As has been shown in the chapter on the historical 

background, the essential reason for writing another compilation was the textual 

differences of the five translations, the quality of the other three compilation and the need 

for an easier read for beginners. This subchapter addresses the question of how and which 

argumentative strategies Hwa Dzan (and Jingkong) employ to rationalise the utilisation 

of this compilation instead of using one or all other translations. 

First, Xia Lianju himself bestowed absolute superiority and exclusiveness on his 

compilation in his postscript. Divided into fourteen categories of people,412 he states in 

                                                 
409 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “The Three Teachings Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism Are One Family 

(Rushidao Sanjiao Shi Yijia 儒 釋 道 三 教 是 一 家),” accessed June 14, 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RLy843QNL8. 
410 This interview was conducted on February 16th, 2018. The original title of the interview was ‘Hwa 

Dzan’s Thoughts on the Relation of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism.’ ‘The Importance of Rooted 

Education of Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism.’ Evidently displaying their positive attitude 

towards incorporating other traditions. Shi Wudao 釋悟道, interview by Stefan Kukowka, February 28, 

2018, 華藏淨宗學會理事長釋悟道的辦公室.  
411 Shi Yinguang 釋印光, Sequel to Venerable Yinguang Collected Writings, Volume Two (yinguang fashi 

wenchao xubian xiagce 印光法師文鈔續編,下冊), 431. 
412 1. Those who want to purify their karma and those who have already purified their karma. 2. Chan 

practitioners. 3. Vajrayana practitioners. 4. Those who follow and study Samantabhadras virtue. 5. 

Tiantai practitioners. 6. Yogacara practitioners. 7. Those who are already able to uphold the teachings 

of the Amitābha Sūtra. 8. Those who read the Guanjing. 9. Those who not yet believe in Buddhism. 10. 
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detail the reasons why each specific group must devote their time and energy to studying 

this Sūtra. In the fourteenth category ‘Regardless of monastics or laity, men or women’ 

(wulun sengsu nannü 無論僧俗男女), he writes that since this book includes the principle 

of ‘Three Roots with no Outflow’ (san wulougen 三無漏根),413 it can cure all afflictions, 

remove suffering and give happiness, it is the bright lamp in the darkness, the ship on the 

sea of suffering, ‘it is truly the one vehicle of the whole truth’ (shi yisheng zhi liaoyi實一

乘之了義) and the main gate to good deeds. All Buddhas of the ten directions revere it.414 

As can be seen, by this statement, Xia Lianju not only confidently declares that this 

Sūtra (or his compilation) is the true ‘one vehicle’ (yisheng 一乘) and not the Lotus Sūtra 

(fahuajing 法華經) that as well claims to be the ‘one vehicle’ and the essence of what the 

Buddha taught, but also asserts that it is revered by all Buddhas of the ten directions, thus 

giving it an irrefutable sacred authority. He as well must have been aware that writing 

another compilation might spark off a chorus of criticism. 

Jingkong uses the same strategy. While speaking on causes and condition, he adds, 

when our end is near but we still want to propagate the dharma, Amitābha will be filled 

with joy and extend our life span. He then gives the example of Haixian 海賢法師 who 

lived 112 years and claims that his long life was due to Amitābha’s help. According to 

Jingkong, Haixian had seen Amitābha several times. Every time he hoped that he may 

now go to the Pure Land, but Amitābha told him that he has to continue propagating the 

dharma to let the world know that Xia Lianju’s compilation is a ‘real Sūtra’ (zhenjing真

經). Therefore, it should be respected and studied.415 

This story tells us two things: First, Haixian was a living eyewitness of Amitābha and 

heard his instructions that this compilation should be practised. This is a rare ‘auspicious 

sign’ (ruixiang 瑞相). It implies correctness, authority, and legitimacy of Xia Lianju’s 

                                                 
Those who have an inclination for written language. 11. Those who are inclined towards Mahayana 

Buddhism. 12. Those who study Confucianism. 13. Generally everyone who engages in the following: 

military, politics, studies, business. 14. Regardless of monastics or laity, men or women, everyone must 

read this Sūtra. 
413 First, to realize the principle of the Four Noble Truths which one did not know before. Second, to study 

further the four noble truths in order to destroy defilements. Third, to know that one has comprehended 

the principle of the Four Noble Truths. 
414  Xia Lianju 夏蓮居, Buddha’s Sermon on the Infinite Life Adornment Purity Impartiality and 

Awakenment Sūtra (foshuo dasheng wuliangshou zhuangyan qingjing pingdeng juejing 佛說大乘無量

壽莊嚴清淨平等覺經), 186–88. 
415 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Venerable Jingkong Lectures: How Do We Deepen Our Understanding of the 

Pure Land (Jingkong Laofashi Ruhe Rang Women Duiyu Jingtu You Geng Shenke De Renshi 淨空老法

师 | 如 何 讓 我 們 對 於 淨 土 有 更 深 刻 的 認 識),” accessed June 4, 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkoQ_GIY_Jo. 
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work and sanctifies it, thus elevating to the status of a ‘real Sūtra’ - the direct words of 

the Buddha. Second, in Jingkongs reading, Haixian by himself is also proof of the efficacy 

of the Pure Land Gate – it extended his lifespan to propagate the dharma, in this case, 

Xialian’s compilation. 

Apart from sanctifying the compilation itself, Jingkong as well sanctifies Xia Lianju 

by saying that his mission in this world was to compose this compilation to rescue and 

relieve numerous sentient beings from the suffering of this world. Therefore he must be 

a ‘returner’ (zailairen 再來人), a ‘great being’ (dashi 大士), and a ‘bodhisattva’ (pusa 菩

薩). He even uses foreigners as eyewitnesses to prove Xia Lianju sanctity: During a 

lecture on this compilation, he showed a picture of Xia Lianju to the audience and recalls 

the foreigners saying that this person had not been known when alive. He must be a 

bodhisattva, for his body was transparent.416 

Lastly, Jingkong emphasises his ‘intellectual lineage’ to underline the degree of 

credibility of this Sūtra, which is, according to Chen, a method to demand authority. 

Except for Yinguang as his paramount model, the other parts of his lineage are Xia Lianju 

who worked collectively with Mei Guangxi and Ven. Huiming 慧明法師 (1859-1930) on 

the sixth fascicle expounding the forty-eight vows of Amitābha – the three are dharma 

brothers. Mei Guangxi was the teacher of Li Bingnan who was Jingkong’s teacher. Mei 

Guangxi was the brother of Huang Nianzu’s mother, thus they are related as uncle and 

nephew. Huang Nianzu was a student of Xia Lianju for around twenty years and is the 

author of the explanatory annotations of the wuliangshoujing that Jingkong and Hwa 

Dzan use.417 

To shield and protect the usage of this compilation Jingkong and Xia Lianju draws on 

five argumentative strategies: a narrative of superiority and exclusiveness, sanctification 

by an ‘auspicious sign’, proof of efficacy by Haixian, the sanctification of its author, and 

emphasis on ‘intellectual lineage’ to claim authority. Therefore, Jingkong concludes: 

‘[Even if] the whole world opposes [this compilation], I will nevertheless comply with 

the teachings [of Li Bingnan] and continue to practice it. [...], because my teacher gave it 

to me. I will not turn away from my teacher and betray the way.’418 

                                                 
416 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳),” 365–67. 
417 Chen Jian Huang 陳劍鍠, “Venerable Jingkong's Propagation of the Amitabha Dharma Gate (jingkong 

fashi dui mituo famen de hongchuan 淨空法師對彌陀法門的弘傳)” 363. 
418 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Why Do I Chose Pure Land and the [Xia Lianju] Collection? (Weishenme Xuanze 

Jingtu Xuanze Huijiben 為 什 麼 選 擇 淨 土 、 選 擇 會 集 本 ？),” 
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Thus, via Jingkong’s endorsement of this compilation, it becomes the representative 

of the third meritorious act: ‘give rise to a mind of intention to achieve awakening, deeply 

believing in karma, chanting the Mahayana sūtras, and encouraging people to follow the 

teaching.’ Therefore to help monastics, lay Buddhist, or non-Buddhists, it needs to be 

taught online on Hwa Dzan’s streaming platform419 and offline at their Buddha-hall. The 

‘offline course’ is divided into a lecture on the compilations itself and lecture on the 

compilation with its numerous annotations. Wudao explains that the former is directed at 

those who are beginners and the latter at those who are experienced practitioners, for it 

‘uses sūtras to explain sūtras’ (yijing jiejing 以經解經) and is, therefore – as to contents – 

more comprehensive. 

 

5.4.  Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism – A Syncretic Dharma? 

As we have seen in the previous three subchapters, Jingkong incorporates a variety 

of non-Buddhist scriptures in his ‘Five Great Subjects’ that are partly propagated at Hwa 

Dzan’s headquarter. This is nothing that would surprise us since Confucians, Daoists, and 

Buddhist borrowed eclectically from each other in an environment of Chinese religious 

pluralism. Scholars of Chinese Religions, such as Judith Berling, Rodney Taylor, Joachim 

Gentz, and Timothy Brooks all apply and discuss the concept of ‘syncretism’ to explain 

the discourse surrounding ‘The Unity of the Three Teachings’ (sanjiao heyi 三教合一) 

that emerged during the Yuan Dynasty and was popularised in the Ming Dynasty. Robert 

D. Baird reminds us, though, that the frequent use and seldom definition of ‘syncretism’ 

renders it into an empty category, not necessarily contributing to a better understanding 

of religious phenomena.420 Similarly, Ulrich Berner points to its negative connotation of 

mixture or impurity. ‘Mixture’ implies a chemical conceptualisation of two or more 

substances that are combined and – in this process – lose their boundaries.421 Thus, the 

following discussion inquires whether the application of this concept contributes to a 

better understanding of Jingkong’s train of thought. 

                                                 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IF8__NL39bw. 

419 Jingkong’s elaborations on wuliangshoujing and its annotations are broadcasted twenty-four hours seven 

days a week on two streams simultaneously. https://edu.hwadzan.com/livetv, (accessed, 14.06.2019). 
420 Robert D. Baird, “Syncretism and the History of Religion,” in Syncretism in Religion: A Reader, ed. 

Anita M. Leopold and Jeppe S. Jensen, Critical Categories in the Study of Religion (London: Taylor 

and Francis, 2016), 48. 
421  Ullrich Berner, “Synkretismus - Die Problematik Der Grenzen Zwischen Und in Den Religionen,” 

Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft und Religionswissenschaft 94 (2010): 31. 

https://edu.hwadzan.com/livetv
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Using syncretism as an analytical category requires careful attention of its historical 

dimension and its dualistic nature in terms of emic and etic perspectives. Consequently, 

we need to define the subtle nuances of interreligious exchange to get an unambiguous 

definition that fits the research conducted for this thesis. 

Firstly, a syncretic422 phenomenon – in history or current affairs – cannot be a mere 

mixture, as it implies a biased theological usage, which juxtaposes ‘purity’ and ‘impurity.’ 

Therefore, to avoid this juxtaposition, it must be understood dynamically without a 

distinctive end.423  Secondly, it cannot be conceptualised as ‘synthesis,’ because truth 

claims would not be ascribed to the separate traditions, but rather to the result itself. It is 

the new unity of the former distinct doctrines or practises that would be given truth-value, 

not the distinct parts. At this level, a religious system has already transcended the 

syncretic phase.424 Consequently, it is the nuanced greyscale in between that needs further 

attention. Michael Pye concluded syncretism is ‘the temporary ambiguous coexistence of 

elements from diverse religious and other contexts within a coherent religious pattern.’ 

425 This definition describes clearly the above-mentioned greyscale; however, it fails to 

subdivide the nuanced forms of interaction, covers them indiscriminately, and eventually, 

everything can become an ‘ambiguous coexistence.’ Hence, in what follows, I will present 

a subtler distinction of interreligious exchange and finally working categories, based on 

Timothy Brook’s elaborations.426 

Brook raises the questions what syncretism constitutes, whether the concept of 

syncretism applies to the Chinese religious context, and whether ‘syncretism’ can be used 

to describe ‘The Unity of the Three Teachings’ discourse. This sanjiao discourse started 

to appear in the Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368), entered the intellectual discourse of Wang 

Yangming 王陽明 (1472- 1529), Xue Dachun (1586-1660), Li Zhi 李贄 (1527-1602), 

Hanshan Deqing 憨山德清 (1546-1623), and Lin Zhao’en 林兆恩 (1517-1598) during the 

Ming Dynasty, and circulated through ‘precious scroll’ (baojuan 寶卷) in Ming-Qing 

popular texts. He starts his theoretical investigation with Judith Berling’s definition of 

syncretism. It is ‘the borrowing, affirmation, or integration of concepts, symbols, or 

                                                 
422  It should be noted, that according to the Oxford Dictionary, both ‘syncretic’ and ‘syncretistic’ are 

acceptable adjectives of ‘syncretism.’ 
423 Michael Pye, “Syncretism Versus Synthesis1,” Method & Theory in the Study of Religion 6, no. 1 (1994): 

220. 
424 Rodney L. Taylor, “Proposition and Practice: The Dilemma of Neo-Confucian Syncretism,” Philosophy 

East and West 32, no. 2 (1982): 193–94. 
425 Pye, “Syncretism Versus Synthesis1,” 220. 
426 Timothy Brook, “Rethinking Syncretism: The Unity of the Three Teachings and Their Joint Worship in 

Late-Imperial China,” Journal of Chinese Religion 21, no. 1 (1993): 13–15. 
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practices of one religious tradition into another by a process of selection and 

reconciliation’427 and highlights the last part – ‘reconciliation,’ because reconciliation is 

a crucial part when distinct worldviews are combined in terms of the re-formulation of 

the doctrine, the re-structuring of rites, and/ or the subjective understanding of believers. 

This process mitigates the dissonance between different religious systems. However, 

because of logical differences,428  these dissonances might not disappear and therefore 

instead of syncretism (definition above) other forms of religious interchange appear (the 

above-mentioned greyscale), such as ecumenism, inclusivism, compartmentalism, and 

eclecticism. A further examination of these four categories is needed. 

1. In ecumenism, truth is considered universal. Different religious worldviews are 

continual as separate traditions not because of different ‘truths’, but because of 

external elements, for instance, rituals or their universe of discourse. In the eye of the 

believer, they share the same pursuit of truth, and can, therefore, tolerate both views 

without combining it.  

2. Inclusivism can be defined as the attempt to explain the belief system of a religious 

tradition regarding another religious tradition. That means, if one religion is brought 

into the context of another, the former will be viewed as inferior, incoherent or as a 

flawed representation of the truth.  

3. If the exchange is described as compartmentalism, the different religious system 

tends to acknowledge that distinct teachings explain distinct domains and aspects of 

reality as well as truth. They complement each other and address specific issues 

without interference. Thus, constitute a parallel space within their shared universe of 

discourse. If their explanations are insufficient, they will recourse to the other 

tradition, and if they cover the same area of interest, it will strengthen and consolidate 

the internal structure.  

4. Eclecticism is defined as the utilization of concepts or methods that the tradition 

considers practical for their purposes without actual incorporation of two or more 

systems. It is the reaction to religious pluralism, in which people draw to different 

religious benefits meeting their demands to alleviate vulnerabilities of daily life. 

                                                 
427 Judith Berling, The Syncretic Religion of Lin Chao-En, IASWR series (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1980), 9. 
428 Brook does not go into detail at this point, but I understand it as referring to different soteriological 

theories, because the question of how salvation can be achieved is the crux of every religion. 
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These four categories constitute and provide an analytical framework that is more 

nuanced than Berling’s definition of syncretism. Nevertheless, Berling’s definition shall 

be kept in mind in the following section.  

While Brooks starts his historical investigation of sanjiao heyi in the Yuan Dynasty, 

since variations of this formula cannot be found before the Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368), 

Joachim Gentz dates the beginning of the sanjiao heyi discourse back to the 4th century 

when monks such as Sun Chuo 孫綽 (310-397) or Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416) sought to 

mediate the differences between the three teachings for which they used certain aspects 

of the other’s tradition.429 As we have seen in the second chapter, monastics indeed tried 

to explain and defend their standpoint in relation to Confucianism and Daoism, especially 

on the field of family ethics. However, it was not a discourse on sanjiao heyi, but 

Buddhists trying to adapt their doctrines and lifestyle to a new environment. This is not 

tantamount to unifying or harmonising the ‘Three Teachings into One,’ but rather to 

explain the differences to a new readership and potential believers. Actively choosing 

concepts of the other’s tradition did not start until the Neo-Confucians – among them 

Zhou Dunyi 周敦頤  (1017 -1073) and Zhuxi 朱熹 (1130-1200) – incorporated a 

cosmology, epistemology, and ontology that borrowed a Buddhist understanding of the 

world, as Brook pointed out.430 Until the Tang, the three constituted “a trinity of distinct 

discourses that might be lumped together for convenient reference but were not 

interchangeable or reducible to any sort of unity.”431 

With the emergence of the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty and the subsequent struggle for 

court patronage, since the Mongolian emperors considered the three teachings as foreign, 

an environment of relative openness and a need to explain the religious diversity gave 

rise to the first formulations of sanjiao heyi in writings of Liu Mi 劉謐, Tao Zongyi 陶宗

儀 (ca. 1316-1402) and others where they were thought of different explanations of the 

same universal truth – an ecumenical point of view.432 Wei Yueping indicates that during 

the Ming Dynasty, the stance of Confucians towards Buddhism and Daoism has changed. 

                                                 
429 Joachim Gentz, “Religious Diversity in Three Teachings Discourses,” in Religious Diversity in Chinese 

Thought, ed. Perry Schmidt-Leukel and Joachim Gentz (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 123–

24. 
430  Brook, “Rethinking Syncretism: The Unity of the Three Teachings and their Joint Worship in Late-

Imperial China,” 17. 
431  Brook, “Rethinking Syncretism: The Unity of the Three Teachings and their Joint Worship in Late-

Imperial China,” 16. 
432  Brook, “Rethinking Syncretism: The Unity of the Three Teachings and their Joint Worship in Late-

Imperial China,” 17–18. 
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Before the Ming, Confucian scholars such as Hanyu 韓愈 (768-824), Zhuxi, and Zhang 

Zai 張載 (1020-1077) accused Buddhism of being empty illusory teaching that violates 

the heavenly way (tiandao 天道). While during the Yuan and Ming, however, various 

Confucians started to highlight the similarities between the three teachings. Wang 

Yangming’s concepts of the ‘Three Teachings Return to the same Source’ (sanjiao 

tongyuan 三教同源) and ‘Three Rooms in one Hall’ (tingtang sanjian 廳堂三間) is an 

example for an inclusive openness433 or – in Brooks’s terms – a compartmentalist position. 

Later in his life, though, Wang Yangming conceptualised the relationship between the 

three in an inclusive vision attributing Neo-Confucianism the superior position with 

Buddhism and Daoism supporting it.434  Even the ‘most radical Chinese syncretist’ as 

Berling describes Lin Zhao’en, who thought of the three teachings as being 

interchangeable and combined them into a nine-levelled cultivation system, committed 

himself to a ‘fundamentally Confucian goal and world view’435 not to a syncretic world 

view where the three teachings are reconciled and equally regarded. About the purpose 

of utilising non-Confucian concepts, Lin Zhao’en wrote he wanted to ‘Confucianize the 

Taoists and Buddhists, and broaden Confucianism to its fullest extent’ and ‘cause the 

Taoists and Buddhists to return to Confucianism.’436 As we shall see in the following 

discussion, Jingkong’s view on the three teaching does to a certain extend resemble Wang 

Yangming’s ‘three rooms in one hall’ concept which allows open interaction between the 

residents. 

As has been shown in chapter two and five, the central Sūtra of Jingkong’s 

conceptualised path to salvation is the Contemplation Sūtra. He particularly uses one 

paragraph to explain his soteriology. As the paragraph itself is structured into three units 

of meaning, Jingkong adopts this structure and interprets it in his way.  

The first unit, ‘be filial and caring for one’s parents, be respectful and serve one’s 

elders and teachers, compassionately refrain from killing, and cultivate the ten good 

                                                 
433 Wang Yueping 魏月萍, Unity of the Way of Monarch and Teacher: Discourses of Confucians on the 

Unity of the Three Teachings During the Late Ming (Junshi Daohe: Wanming Ruzhe De Sanjiao Heyi 

Lunshu 君師道合：晚明儒者的三教合一論述) (Taipei 臺北: Linking Publishing 聯經出版事業股份

有限公司, 2016), 61–62. 
434  Brook, “Rethinking Syncretism: The Unity of the Three Teachings and their Joint Worship in Late-

Imperial China,” 19. 
435 Berling, The Syncretic Religion of Lin Chao-en, 238 and 143. 
436 Lin Zhao’en, ‘The Great Purpose of the Unity of the Three Teachings’ (sanjiao heyi dazhi 三教合一大

旨), in Systematic discussions on the correct principles of the Three Teachings (sanjiao zhengzong 

tonglun 林子三教正宗統論) (1597), quoted in Timothy Brooks, “Rethinking Syncretism: The Unity of 

the Three Teachings and their Joint Worship in Late-Imperial China,” 23. 
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deeds,’ defines the ‘worldly dharma’ (shijianfa) or ‘vehicle of men and gods’ 

(rentiansheng). It includes Confucian, Daoist, and Buddhist ‘classics’, such as dizigui, 

ganyingpian, and shishan. The second unit, ‘take the Three Refuges, keep the various 

precepts of the fully ordained monk or nun, and refrain from breaking the rules of conduct,’ 

refers to the ‘lesser vehicle’ (xiaosheng) and includes Hongzan’s ‘Extended Annotations 

to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras.’ The third unit, ‘arouse a mind of 

intention to achieve awakening, deeply believe in the law of causality, chant the 

Mahayana sūtras, and encourage people to follow the teaching,’ is explained as the 

‘greater vehicle’ (dasheng) and exemplified by Xia Lianju’s compilation as well as Huang 

Nianzu’s annotations.  

The order of these grades of cultivation cannot be changed. The practitioner has to 

make his/ her way through all stages of cultivation, otherwise, s/he would not be a disciple 

of the Buddha. Jingkong says, ‘as Śākyamuni in the Tripiṭaka said, those who do not study 

the lesser vehicle first and then the greater vehicle are not disciples of the Buddha.’437 A 

search in the CBETA electronic Tripiṭaka collection shows, however, that there is no such 

entry. There is, however, an entry in the ‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts 

and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ which is included in the ‘Manji Supplementary Buddhist 

Canon’ (chin. wanxuzangjing, jap. manji zokuzokyo 卍續藏經). Zhu Hong writes, 

for this reason, when a śrāmaṇera receives the tonsure, s/he first takes the precepts and then ascends 

to the [ordination] platform to receive the complete precepts. […] The foolish are confused and do not 

know this, the lunatics ignore it, do not study it, and plan of skipping the grades. […]. This indeed 

causes one to sigh with sorrow.438 

Hongzan uses a metaphor to illustrate the importance of cultivation grades. A foolish 

person saw a craftsman building a three-storeyed pavilion, he wanted him to build a 

similar one but only the third floor, without the first and second floor. When his 

contemporaries heard of this, they all laughed at him. Hongzan writes,  

This is similar to the four groups of Buddhist disciples. They do not diligently follow the example of 

and respect the three honoured ones. They are lazy and desire to achieve the fruit of the path [道果], 

but do not want the other three fruits. […] They are just like the foolish person [in the story]. 

[Therefore], if one does not abide by the order of the three vehicles, first studies the greater vehicles, 

then s/he is a fool as well. In the Tripiṭaka, it is said that those who do not study the lesser vehicle first 

and then the greater vehicle, are not disciples of the Buddha.439 

                                                 
437 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “The Three teachings Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism are one Family 

(rushidao sanjiao shi yijia 儒釋道三教是一家)” 
438 X60n1118, p0226c16-18. 
439 X60n1118, p0227a13-17. 
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In comparison, Hongzan’s interpretation is rather broad and adds more levels of 

meaning to Zhu Hong’s original statement. Hongzan first extends it to all Buddhist 

disciples – Zhu Hong only spoke of śrāmaṇera – and then explains that the foolish and 

lunatics only seek for direct awakenment without following the path of the ‘four 

realisations’ (siguo 四果). Zhu Hong, however, only spoke about the correct ordination 

sequence, i.e. first śrāmaṇera precepts then complete precepts. Lastly, Hongzan concludes 

that one has to follow the order of the three vehicles otherwise cannot be considered a 

disciple of the Buddha. 

The story of the craftsman and the foolish person is recorded in ‘A Grove of Pearls 

in the Garden of the Dharma’ (fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林) compiled by Daoshi 道世 (?-683) 

in 668. It is called ‘To Build a Pavilion’ (zaolou 造樓) and ends with an annotation stating 

that those who do not follow the correct succession of cultivation are similarly foolish 

like the person in the story. These people are not disciples of the Buddha.440 Hongzan 

must have been aware of it because his annotation quotes the story in the fayuan zhulin 

verbatim without referring to it.  

Whether Jingkong read the fayuan zhulin cannot be proven, but since he identifies 

the ‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette of śrāmaṇeras’ as the 

second meritorious act, he most likely read it in there. Moreover, although the ‘three 

vehicles’ that Hongzhan’s notes are usually understood as śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, and 

bodhisattvas 441  or Hīnayāna, Mahāyāna, and Vajrayāna, Jingkong defines them as 

‘vehicle of men and gods,’ ‘lesser vehicle,’ and ‘greater vehicle,’ though. Thus, 

substituting Vajrayāna with the ‘vehicle of men and gods’ which, as we have seen, 

includes Confucian and Daoist scriptures. By invoking the Tripiṭaka and Śākyamuni, he 

tries to bestow legitimacy and authority on his claim that those who do not follow (his 

envisioned) path towards awakenment are not Śākyamuni’s disciples. From the 

perspective of a believer, this certainly generates fear of one’s efforts being rendered 

useless if crossing grades, but simultaneously strengthens Jingkong’s claim and 

advocated practice, since Śākyamuni himself spoke these words. 

Jingkong’s writings and dharma talks covered in this study, evidently show that he 

clearly emphasises the first two sentences of the mentioned paragraph: ‘Being filial and 

caring for one’s parents, being respectful and serving one’s elders and teachers.’ Filial 

                                                 
440 T53n2122, p0687c11-23. 
441 See the burning house parable in the third fascicle ‘Simile and Parable’ (piyupin 譬喻品) of the Lotus 

Sūtra, T09n0262, p0010b28-p0016b06. 
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piety becomes the pivotal element from which everything else is explained. The 

incorporation of Confucian and Daoist texts into the tripartite division of the salvific path 

is made possible because of three factors: first, since the ‘lesser vehicle’ disappeared in 

the late Tang dynasty, Jingkong claims that Confucianism and Daoism – or generally 

‘Traditional Chinese Culture’ – fit perfectly to fill this gap, because they are the same, 

despite the fact, as I have shown, that the Chinese schools associated with the ‘lesser 

vehicle’ (Chengshi school and Jushe school) do not address ethical issues concerning 

human relation or the family. Second, the apocryphal Contemplation Sūtra provides the 

textual foundation of xiao, thus building a bridge to connect the Sūtra with the Confucian 

text, and ipso facto explaining the incorporation as well as Buddhicising the former 

Confucian text itself. Third, by depicting Buddhism as ‘education’ and Shakyamuni as 

‘teacher’, Jingkong tries to deemphasise religious aspects to manifest an appearance or 

image that equals Confucianism as being ‘education’ and Confucius as its main ‘teacher.’ 

Regarding the question of whether this phenomenon can be called ‘syncretic,’ I 

believe Brook’s category of ‘compartmentalism’ and Wang Yangming’s notion of ‘Three 

Rooms in one Hall’ are adequate to analyse the incorporation of Confucian, Buddhist, and 

Daoist scriptures. Jingkong understands the three traditions as one family. Each family 

member has its own raison d’être, its obligations, and its individual characteristics. 

Although having their own ‘rooms,’ in the end, however, they are one family under one 

roof, sharing a collective history and obligation to guide its members towards self-

fulfilment. Buddhism holds a special place in this relationship as it transcends the other 

two and leads them out of endless suffering. This is similar to Yinguang’s conception of 

Buddhism and Confucianism. As we have seen in the subchapter on Jingkong’s lineage, 

Yinguang emphasises the similarities between both traditions but views awakenment as 

the ultimate goal of cultivation. 

Jingkong argues that Buddhism and Confucianism address different domains of 

reality and truth. Buddhism gives reason to what holds the world together at its core and 

being focused on extramundane salvation, whereas (selected parts of) Confucianism 

explain how to conduct oneself in the world. These selected parts are then re-interpreted 

through a Buddhist lens and integrated. Thus, not triggering any conflicts regarding their 

soteriology that needs to be ‘reconciled’ (one category of Berling’s definition). On the 

contrary, this factor and the fact, that Jingkong focuses his attention to one passage of the 

Contemplation Sūtra, in which the threefold grades of meritorious acts leading to 

salvation is expounded, begin with xiao – the central category of Confucianism – the 
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connection, internal structure as well as the main objective of realising rebirth into the 

Pure Land of Amitābha is reinforced, strengthened, and consolidated. In this sense, both 

complement each other in a holistic all-encompassing edifice of thought. Filial piety in a 

Confucian and Buddhist sense becomes the centre and starting point of individual this-

worldly cultivation, realised by means of dizigui, while nianfo serves as transcendental 

means to reach out to Amitābha. 

Jingkong gives special importance to the dizigui because of several reasons: Firstly, 

it centres around xiao as the starting point towards rebirth, secondly, since everything is 

the representation of the dharmakāya it is attributed to the Buddhist canon, loses its 

Confucian origin, and is re-interpreted as quintessentially Buddhist, thirdly, the period of 

the final dharma deprives us of the ability to understand Buddhist teachings (directly), 

which is why we need to start at the ‘root of all’ – the dizigui. Fourth, as Ji Zhe points out, 

while his endeavours to propagate the dharma internationally, the dizigui becomes a 

cultural marker for overseas Chinse as a representative of ‘traditional Chinese culture’ 

that emphasises filial piety and respect towards elders and teachers.442  Thus, a socio-

historical and an intellectual factor are pushing for the incorporation and distribution of 

the diszigui into Jingkong’s edifice of thought. 

The answer to the question raised in the headline to this subchapter – a syncretic 

dharma? – will certainly differ if the research category ‘syncretism’ is defined differently. 

As I have argued above, instead of applying a strongly connoted and relatively vague 

category, ‘compartmentalism’ or ‘three rooms in one hall’ seems to better describe this 

phenomenon because each tradition is given a specific room and role. They complement 

each other, address particular issues without interference, and constitute a parallel space 

within their shared universe of discourse. If their explanations of reality and truth are 

insufficient, they will recourse to the other tradition, and if they cover the same area of 

interest, it will strengthen and consolidate the internal structure. Therefore, it is not a 

syncretic dharma, but holistic dharma. The three traditions are intimately interconnected 

in a Buddhist universe of discourse. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
442 Ji, “Making a Virtue of Piety,” 67. 
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6. Construction of an Exclusive Discourse Community – A 

Discourse Analysis 

 

6.1.  Moving Along Discursive Structures: the Individual and Discourse 

When trying to define what constitutes a ‘discourse’, we face the problem of its wide 

range of interpretation in a variety of disciplines, since it has become common currency 

in linguistics, philosophy, sociology, social psychology and other fields. Sara Mills writes, 

that ‘it has perhaps the widest range of possible significations of any term in literary and 

cultural theory and yet is often the term within theoretical texts which is least defined.’443 

The fact that language is fluid and its connotations change with the passage of time 

highlights this predicament. Therefore, before starting to analyse the discourse 

surrounding family ethics and lay education of Hwa Dzan, it is necessary to sharpen the 

tools by which we will be able to dissect and set apart the different levels of meaning, the 

effect on the anticipated addressee, and historical implications. 

In her introduction on discourse, Mills starts her examination of this ambiguous term 

by pointing to its general usage as having to do with conversation. Since the 1960s, 

however, French philosophical thought and theoretical meanings have been added to this 

central meaning of the term discourse. Therefore, different disciplinary boundaries 

determine their usage and meaning. Yet, depending on what it is set in opposition to, even 

within a particular discipline there can be a range of different interpretations when 

referring to text, sentence, or ideology. Therefore, when we attempt to define discourse, 

resorting to dictionaries (general usage), to the disciplinary context, or to terms that are 

set in opposition to discourse, it does not provide a simple and exact definition (pinned 

down to one meaning) but rather shows the inherent fluidity of this term.444 On that matter, 

Foucault wrote:  

Instead of gradually reducing the rather fluctuating meaning of the word ‘discourse’, I believe I have 

in fact added to its meanings: treating it sometimes as the general domain of all statements, sometimes 

as an individualizable group of statements, and sometimes as a regulated practice that accounts for a 

number of statements.445  

                                                 
443 Sara Mills, Discourse, 2nd ed., The new critical idiom (London: Routledge, 2004), 1. 
444 Mills, Discourse, 1. 
445 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (New York, NY: Pantheon Books, 1972), 80. 
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Thus, the conscious decision of how to define its meaning and whom to follow in its 

analysis as well reflects a conscious decision against different approaches and 

perspectives that opens the field for critique. This chapter shall therefore not only explain 

Foucault’s position on discourse and how to apply it to the issue in question but also why 

it can be used in the first place to broaden our understanding and to produce knowledge 

– the general goal of academia. 

This quotation shows a range of meanings within Foucault’s writings: First, ‘the 

general domain of all statements’ refers to all utterances or texts that have meaning and 

effect on the real world. Foucault uses this broad definition in his earlier structuralist 

works and when discussing discourse on a theoretical level and in general terms, whereas 

the second and third definitions are concerned with a discourse or discourses. Second, 

‘individualizable group of statements’ refer to particular structures within a discourse. He 

is trying to identify groups of utterances that are regulated, have coherence, and certain 

force to them. Third, ‘a regulated practice that accounts for a number of statements.’ Mills 

reads this third definition as Foucault’s interest in the rules and structures that produce 

certain utterances and texts, rather in the actual utterance or text. The rule-governed nature 

of discourse is central to this understanding.446  

The archaeological method, described in his only methodological treatise ‘The 

Archaeology of Knowledge,’ is central for understanding the rules that govern systems of 

thought and knowledge (epistemes or discursive formations). These are located beyond 

grammar and operate in the unconsciousness of the subject where conceptual possibilities 

are determined by discursive frameworks, which are boundaries of what can be thought 

and said in a particular place in time. Archaeology, in Foucault’s terminology, 

does not imply the search for a beginning; it does not relate analysis to geological excavation. It 

designates the general theme of a description that questions the already-said at the level of its 

existence: of the enunciative function that operates to which it belongs. Archaeology describes 

discourses as practices specified in the element of the archive.447  

Thus, apart from the rule-governed nature of discourse that Foucault is seeking to 

find, its constitutive and functional characteristic constructs social reality, relationships, 

and identity and contributes to the manifestation of society as well as social change.448 To 

illuminate the characteristics of the Foucauldian discourse notion further, the following 

                                                 
446 Mills, Discourse, 6. 
447 Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, 131. 
448 Titus Hjelm, “Discourse Analysis,” in The Routledge Handbook of Research Methods in the Study of 

Religion, ed. Michael Stausberg and Steven Engler, Routledge handbooks (London, New 

York: Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, 2014), 135–36. 
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discussion shall focus on the triangle relationship between power, knowledge, and truth 

to see how this term has been applied since discourse is formed in between these 

relationships. 

Reading Foucault’s works, it quickly becomes apparent that there is neither clear 

structured system of ideas nor a concise theory, since the wide variety of subjects he 

examines often require different ‘tools’ when he refers to his books. Thus, it is a futile 

endeavour to search for an overarching system of concise theoretical ideas in which 

‘discourse’ is placed. Mills points out that even though this might constitute difficulties 

for theorist (leading to different definitions), however, its ambiguity allows certain 

flexibility when applying to changing social conditions. She further points to three main 

aspects of discourse.449 First, it is not a group of signs or a stretch of text, for discourse is 

distinctly material in effect, producing ‘[...] practices that systematically form the objects 

of which they speak.’450 Foucault acknowledges that discourses are composed of signs, 

but they go beyond the level of the mere linguistic designation of things. For him, it 

exactly is this ‘more’ that guided his investigations into discourse. Therefore, discourse 

is productive (utterances, concepts, effects) and discursive structure can be detected at the 

systematicity of ideas, opinions, concepts, ways of thinking, and behaving which are 

formed in a particular context and effect this thinking and behaving. Second, discourse 

exerts an effect in its relation to truth, power, and knowledge. In ‘The Order of Discourse’ 

Foucault writes that due to the will to truth and the desire in controlling the discourse, it 

‘is the thing for which and by which there is struggle, discourse is the power which is to 

be seized.’ 451  Truth, in Foucault’s view, is worldly, produced by various forms of 

constraint, and reinforced as well as renewed by institutional support through a variety of 

practices (publishing, libraries, and laboratories). Each society produces its regime of 

truth leading to a particular discourse that makes use of truth in terms of what is 

distinguished as true or false statements, techniques to sanctify values and those who are 

qualified to say what counts as true.452 If assuming that there is no supranatural entity, 

thus holding an atheistic position, truth is indeed produced by a worldly society. For the 

religious believer, however, truth has two sources: a supramundane and a mundane. In 

this relationship, the former permeates the latter. Put in a religious context, truth discourse 

                                                 
449 Mills, Discourse, 15-19. 
450 Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, 49. 
451 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse,” 52–53. 
452  Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972 - 1977, with the 

assistance of Colin ed. Gordon et al. (New York: Vintage Books, 1980), 131. 
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is therefore related to a source of supramundane legitimacy and in a contest with other 

truth claiming discourses. Third, discourse articulates power and knowledge. Foucault 

holds a critical position of what he terms the ‘repressive hypothesis,’453 that is considering 

power as possession, violation of someone’s rights, or limiting people’s freedom. Rather, 

‘if power were never anything but repressive, if it never did anything but to say no, do 

you really think one would be brought to obey it?’454 This reflects two sides of the same 

coin: power does restrict behaviour – as he writes in The Order of Discourse on the first 

group of procedures of exclusion – but it also produces possible forms of behaviour. In 

this sense, power intersects with knowledge, as the latter is the effect or result of power 

struggles. Consider for example the knowledge that is taught at universities or – in our 

case – in religious groups. It was power struggles over versions of events of which one 

was chosen to be ‘true’ or ‘conforming’ to the current discourse, thus becoming 

sanctioned to be taught in a particular environment.  

Based on Foucault’s writings, Siegfried Jäger and Florentine Maier further 

differentiate discourse and power into two aspects: 1) power of discourse and 2) power 

over discourse. Power of discourse refers to the fact that discourse delineates what can be 

said, thus determines what society considers as knowledge and ultimately as reality. The 

individual and mass consciousness are formed by discourse and determined by this 

individual and collective action. In this sense, the discourse gives rise to the subject. It 

does not deny the individual but points to the historical and social constitution of the 

subject. Texts circulating in discourses in itself have hardly any effect; instead, ‘the 

constant repetition of statements’ in conjunction with content, symbols, and strategies by 

the subject produces an effect. Foucault does not reject the autonomous subject but 

reminds us that it is entangled in an enormous web of discourses. Power over discourse 

refers to different individuals and groups having different access to and influence on 

discourse. Discourses by themselves are supra-individual, i.e. no one has complete 

control over discourse (but struggle for maintenance) and is merely a co-producer in the 

life of an evolving discourse. Nonetheless, Jäger and Maier write that because some 

groups and individuals have privileged access to the discourse through financial means, 

they can influence and guide the discourse in a certain direction.455  

                                                 
453 Foucault, Power/Knowledge, 131. 
454 Foucault, Power/Knowledge, 131. 
455 Siegfried Jäger and Florentine Maier, “Theoretical and Methodological Aspects of Foucauldian Critical 

Discourse Analysis and Dispositive Analysis,” in Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis, ed. Ruth 

Wodak and Michael Meyer, 2. ed., Introducing qualitative methods (Los Angeles, Calif.: SAGE, 2009), 
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In this regard, Foucault speaks of authority as a role for the formation of strategies 

(themes or theories in his reading), because it ‘involves the rules and processes of 

appropriation of discourse’ and ‘the possible position of desire in relation to discourse’ 

(italics in original).456 He observed that the property of discourse as dispositional power 

is in fact confined to and used by a specific group of individuals, while authority becomes 

the means for satisfying desire. Therefore, in each society either conscious or unconscious, 

a group of individuals strives to maintain its control over the discourse. However, at the 

very moment of creating a discourse, it becomes open for interpretation, while influencing 

the way it is perceived by a group of individuals moving along its discursive structures. 

Hence, how to hold onto the discourse becomes crucial for this group of individuals. The 

following discussing shall, therefore, focus on the procedures of exclusion by which 

individuals attempt to control discourse, since – as Mills notices – what is ‘is possible to 

say seems self-evident and natural, [however] this naturalness is a result of what has been 

excluded, that which is almost unsayable.’457 

Discourses are primarily organised around practices of exclusion. In attempting to 

map out and define the discursive structures that constrain us in terms of what can be said, 

what is considered legitimate knowledge, and the regulatory nature of institutions, in ‘The 

Order of Discourse’ Foucault speaks of two groups of procedures: external and internal 

procedures.458 For our following discussion on Jingkong and Hwa Dzan, how to identify 

their discourse and its rules as well as the procedures of exclusion is central for this 

analysis and for understanding the operational mechanisms of this religious group.  

At the outset of the open lecture at the prestigious Collège de France, Foucault set 

the tone for the whole lecture on discourse: 

That in every society the production of discourse is at once controlled, selected, organised, and 

redistributed by a certain number of procedures whose role is to ward off its powers and dangers, to 

gain mastery over its chance events, to evade is ponderous, formidable materiality.459  

Discourse has not life by itself; it is not an a priori category but brought to life by 

human interaction and human perception of and reasoning about the world that surrounds 

us. At the moment of social interaction and the use of a particular language, discourse is 

created and as Foucault said controlled, selected, organised, and redistributed. It should 

be noted, that this process is not ill-natured or repressive since Foucault rejects the 

                                                 
37–39. 

456 Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, 68. 
457 Mills, Discourse, 11. 
458 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse,” 52–64. 
459 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse,” 52. 
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‘repressive hypothesis,’ but it surely can be employed to suit personal ends regardless of 

whether these ends are of good or bad intentions. The first group of external procedures 

of exclusion he calls ‘prohibition’ – the forbidden speech. Discourses govern the way we 

think, talk, and act. The taboo on a certain topic, the ritual for the right circumstance to 

speak, and the exclusive (qualified) right of the subject to speak form a reinforcing or 

complementing intersection in prohibition. For example, it is forbidden to speak during a 

dharma lecture even when being asked, because the lecturing monastic will answer the 

raised question. The monastic has performed the ritualistic procedures to be qualified to 

speak on a certain topic, at a certain time and place, whereas the listeners have not, thus 

are expected to be quiet without being asked directly. Everyone at Hwa Dzan seems to 

understand and follow this unwritten rule.460  

The second principle of exclusion centres on the discourse of ‘division and rejection’ 

of those that are considered mad and therefore not rational. Foucault argues that for 

centuries the speech of the madmen was considered to contain either a hidden divine truth 

or to be completely meaningless. To put it into a less psychological context as he writes 

in Madness and Civilization, those people who speak outside of the accepted discourses 

are considered to be irrational, thus not worthy of attention. Speaking about equality 

among humans would have been laughed at more than 150 years ago – see for example 

Robert Brown’s ‘The Races of Mankind.’  

The third principle of exclusion of this group is called ‘the opposition between true 

and false.’ Within a particular discursive framework, power struggles produce accepted 

knowledge as shown above. Thus, certain statements on objects are rendered either true 

or false by the individuals within their discourse and by this excludes anything that does 

not comply with it. The driving force behind this is, according to Foucault, our will to 

truth that is supported by various institutions and exerts pressure in its interplay with 

power and knowledge on other discourses. Religious groups and individuals accentuate 

and institutionalise this will to truth in their participation in activities and practice which 

is a material manifestation of their discourse supported by a transcended source of 

legitimacy.  

Additionally to these procedures of exclusion, Foucault states that for the 

constitution and circulation of discourse, certain mechanisms are at work that keeps a 

discourse in existence: internal procedures. The first of these distributional mechanisms 

                                                 
460 Observation during my field research. 
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is ‘commentary.’ A commentary reflects a conscious choice of action in selecting a text 

(discourse) that is commented on. By this action, we consider the text to have worth and 

validity. However, there is a gradation of discourses, Foucault says:  

Those [comments] which are said in the ordinary course of days and exchanges, and which vanish as 

soon as they have been pronounced; and those which give rise to a certain number of new speech-

acts which take them up, transform them or speak of them, in short, those discourses which, over and 

above their formulation, are said indefinitely, remain said, and are to be said again.461 

Thus, by commenting on any given text, the authors attribute substance, permanence, 

and profoundness to the original Text. For example, consider the enormous amount of 

commentaries on the monastic rules of conduct for monks and nuns (Vinaya Piṭaka, jielü 

戒律). The commentaries role, however,  

is to say at last what was silently articulated ‘beyond’, in the text. By a paradox which it always 

displaces but never escapes, the commentary must say for the first time what had, nonetheless, already 

been said, and must tirelessly repeat what had, however, never been said.462 

The commentary allows the author to say something other than the text itself, but on 

the condition that it stays within its discursive framework. That is the reason why certain 

texts are kept in circulation, will continuously be printed, and taught at educational 

institutions. 

The second distributional mechanism, Foucault identifies as a principle of 

‘rarefaction’463 – the author. The author is not to be understood as the individual who 

wrote a text, but the ‘principle of grouping discourse, conceived as the unity and origin 

of their meaning, as the focus of their coherence.’ 464  Thus, Foucault differentiates 

between two kinds of writing entities: the psychological entity that wrote a text (he calls 

them writers) and the author as a way of organising text (discourse). He argues that the 

author is a ‘functional principle’ or ‘figure’ that emerged only after the Renaissance in 

connection with literature. It is a repressive ‘principle of thrift in the proliferation of 

meaning’465 because it limits, excludes, and chooses texts and the discourses emerging 

from its agency. 

Lastly, the third internal mechanism for the organisation and circulation of discourse 

is the (academic) ‘discipline.’ Similar to the process of determining true and false, the 

                                                 
461 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse” 56-57. 
462 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse” 58. 
463 Rarefaction reflects the fact that even though what can be spoken of is theoretically infinite, but people 

in fact are extraordinarily repetitive and stay often within their social boundaries, because societal and 

personal norms restrict behaviour and, according to Mills, people ‘tend to be fairly restricted in terms 

of the construction of their own desires and needs.’ Mills, Discourse, 63. 
464 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse” 58. 
465 Michel Foucault, The Foucault Reader (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), Edited by Paul Rabinow. 
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discipline is an institutionalised grouping mechanism of discourses that decides what 

counts as factual and what not. Each discipline, may it be sociology, religious studies, 

Buddhology, etc. establishes what arguments and propositions are considered to be within 

the truth, that is in the accepted discourse, to have a ‘litmus test’ by which new 

propositions can be tested. Thus, the conviction of academic freedom restricts itself by 

the boundaries of what it considers to be rational, factual, provable, meaningful, and 

conducive. This thesis is no exception and subject to this rule. Foucault concludes by 

stating ‘the discipline is a principle of control over the production of discourse. The 

discipline fixes limits for discourse by the action of an identity which takes the form of a 

permanent re-actuation of the rules.’466 

Apart from the above-discussed three principles of exclusion and three distributional 

mechanisms, Foucault adds a third group of procedures that permit control of discourse 

and by this ending his discussion on the order of discourse. The first of this group is the 

‘qualification of the speaking subject.’ Certain rules and conditions are imposed on the 

subject before it has access to and control of any discourse. For example, any application 

to a PhD programme without the proper qualification in a respected area of research is 

meaningless. Without having a PhD one will surely not allowed to lecture in any 

university context. Foucault identifies rituals and signs as the system of restriction one 

has to go through to obtain a qualification. Consider our PhD student who arduously 

writes his/her doctoral dissertation and finishes it in time. In a ritualistic ceremony s/he 

will be conferred a piece of paper confirming the academic title by which s/he is now 

qualified to speak on the respective subject as an ‘expert,’ thus, now having access to a 

particular academic discourse. The Buddhist group in consideration makes no exception 

to this rule. 

The second procedure is ‘societies of discourse.’ A rather vague category that he 

attributes to preserving or producing discourse. Based on The Order of Things, it becomes 

not clear what the difference to disciplines in this regard is: both preserve and produce 

discourse. Foucault may have just tried to differentiate between an academic discipline 

and every other social group that functions in similar ways. 

Third, ‘doctrines’ and doctrinal allegiance of the subject has the effect that it binds 

individuals to a particular type of enunciation (a position from which something is 

said).467 In this process, other enunciations are excluded or forbidden. The doctrine has 

                                                 
466 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse” 61. 
467 See for further information ‘The Enunciative Function’ in Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge. 
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‘a double subjection: of the speaking subjects to discourse and of discourses to the […] 

group of speaking individuals.’468  

Finally, he states that ‘social appropriation of discourse’ is the last procedure by 

which individuals become access to discourse. The field of education provides the 

instruments for access but also sets the boundaries of discursive structures in which 

individuals can move. Here Foucault claims that ‘any system of education is a political 

way of maintaining or modifying the appropriation of discourses, along with the 

knowledges [sic] and powers which they carry.’469 This modification or maintenance is 

done by all ten procedures that we have discussed. 

As has been shown by the above-discussion, discourses structure our reality, in other 

words, they give rise to reality. This structuring process unfolds within social interaction 

of subjects in social contexts making them co-producers and co-agents of discourses 

because they have the knowledge to do so. In their article on critical discourse analysis 

and dispositive analysis, Siegfried Jäger and Florentine Maier point out that knowledge 

is conditional, i.e. depending on location and time, and people derive knowledge on 

objects from discursive structures surrounding them. Discourse analysis is aimed at 

identifying the knowledge in conjunction with power relations contained in discourses. 

Conducting discourse analysis is, therefore, not solely about a retrospective analysis of 

how meaning was constructed, but also about the ongoing production of reality by 

discourse.470  

This theoretical framework around the Foucauldian notion of discourse and its 

application in discourse analysis will guide the following discussion on Jingkong’s and 

Hwa Dzan’s creation of a Confucian-Buddhist discourse that predominantly focuses on 

family ethics as means for cultivation and ultimately serves as the basis for rebirth into 

the Pure Land of Amitābha. The following sections will, therefore, provide a discussion 

on Confucian and Buddhist concepts of family ethics as well as its application in the 

discursive framework of Hwa Dzan’s lay education. 

 

                                                 
468 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse” 64. 
469 Foucault, “The Order of Discourse” 64. 
470 Jäger and Maier, “Theoretical and Methodological Aspects of Foucauldian Critical Discourse Analysis 

and Dispositive Analysis,” 37. 
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6.2.  Discussion and Discourse Analysis   

With the introduction of Buddhism to China during the late Han Dynasty, Buddhism 

was confronted with an elaborate system of ethical discourses on a patriarchal clan system 

that highlighted human relationships, self-cultivation, morality, loyalty, and most 

essentially filial piety. In its 2000-year’s history, Buddhism went through a process of 

acculturation during which monastics, Confucian scholars, and lay devotees fought 

heated debates centring on filial piety in particular and family ethics and cultivation in 

general. Rarefaction kept this discourse in circulation because of the constant repetition 

of statements and commentaries by a variety of agents in Buddhist circles.  

Jingkong and his ‘learning association’ are no exception to this: the choice to 

propagate particular texts and concepts reveals their engagement in this old discussion on 

correct filial behaviour. The integration of the Confucian primer ‘Rules for Disciples’ 

(diszigui), ‘The Classic of Filial Piety’ (xiaojing), and ‘The Analects’ (lunyu) into their 

Pure Land soteriology (especially the diszigui) opens a door for a new form of popular 

Confucianism or lay Buddhism that is distinguished by a laity ascribed with the 

qualification of ‘teachers’ and the authority and autonomy to preach certain scriptures, 

foremost the dizigui, which undermines the religious authority of the Buddhist sangha. 

Particularly because the discourse surrounding dizigui focusses on filial piety and family 

values. A discursive field in which monastics have less authority than the laity. 

Jingkong’s understands filial piety, on the one hand, as the foundation of Buddhist 

practice and directed at all sentient beings, a precondition for rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure 

Land, and a cosmological unit that permeates everything, thus referring to a Buddhist 

discourse; on the other hand, when addressing human relationships and duties, family 

education, the order of society, and world peace he refers to a Confucian discourse. 

Resembles the method described in the ‘Great Learning’ (daxue 大學) on how to achieve 

world peace: self-cultivation, regulation of the family, governance of the state, and peace 

under heaven. These notions address different discourses of meaning: 1) an ultimate 

meaning that leads the way out of suffering and 2) a temporal meaning that structures the 

mundane world and prepares the practitioners to be able to extricate themselves from the 

cycle of rebirth. Both conceptions do not contradict each other but to some extent coexists. 

This is what Brooks called compartmentalism and Wang Yangming ‘Three Rooms in one 

Hall.’ 
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The inclusion of the above-stated classics and by his publications, Jingkong and Hwa 

Dzan are authoring and commenting on doctrines, thus keeping this discourse in existence 

– both are procedures of constitution and circulation of discourse. By this, they are 

organising and grouping discourses into a unit of perceived coherence and meaning. The 

commentary allows them to say something other than the text itself, but it stays within its 

discursive framework. The umbrella term that reflects this discursive framework is 

‘education’ (jiaoyu 教育) under which both Confucian and Buddhist notions are brought 

together. Jingkong distinguishes four kinds of Buddhism: 471 1) ‘Traditional Buddhism’ 

(chuantong fojiao 傳統佛教) or ‘Buddhist education’ (fotuo jiaoyu 佛陀教育) which 

understands the historical Buddha as an educator, not a founder and leader of a religion. 

In publications, dharma talks, and even their website design, Jingkong and Hwa Dzan try 

to depict themselves as continuators and educators of the (imagined) original or 

traditional Buddhist teachings. Words such as ‘original’ (yuanben原本) and ‘tradition [al]’ 

(chuantong 傳統) are inherently empty categories – to borrow a Buddhist term – because 

they only exist in a sharp distinction between original and its divergence as well as 

tradition against modernity. In the introduction to ‘The Invention of Tradition,’ Eric 

Hobsbawn writes, ‘‘traditions’ which appear or claim to be old are often quite recent in 

origin and sometimes invented’472 because people use history as means to legitimise their 

action and to consolidate group cohesion. Moreover, ‘they are highly relevant to that 

comparatively recent historical innovation, ‘the nation’, with its associated phenomena: 

nationalism, the nation-state, national symbols, [and] histories […]’473 because – similar 

to religious groups – nation-states try to establish geographic, ethnic, linguistic, and 

cultural claims rooted in remotest antiquity to render their existence intelligible. Thus, 

they perceive themselves as the opposite of novel constructions, namely naturally formed 

communities.  

In light of the emergence of Chinese Nationalism around the turn of the 19th to 20th 

century, Li Bingnan, Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s enterprise to promote ‘Chinese 

Traditional Culture and Education’ continues the discourse of a Chinese nation and 

                                                 
471 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 11–13. 

During a closed-doors meeting, Ven. Chengde 成德 (before renouncing known as Teacher Cai Lixu 菜

禮旭老師 in Jingkong’s network) further added ‘Touristic Buddhism’ (guanguang fojiao 觀光佛教) 

and ‘Business Buddhism’ (qiye fojiao 企業佛教) to the list. Author’s field notes. 
472 Eric Hobsbawm, “Introduction: Inventing Traditions,” in The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric Hobsbawm 

and Terence Ranger, Past and present publications (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press, 

1983), 1. 
473 Hobsbawm, “Introduction,” 13. 
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Chinese ethnicity. Their dualistic and nostalgic view of history allows them to interpret 

‘original’ and ‘tradition’ in almost every possible way. It reflects the ‘power over 

discourse’ in its relation to truth and knowledge. Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s uninterrupted 

propagation and repetition of ‘Buddhist Education’ and its related discourses, symbols, 

and contents, in fact, represents a struggle over discourse and the attempt to keep and 

maintain it. Those who have power over discourse can not only restrict and influence 

behaviour but also systematically form the objects of which they speak i.e. define what is 

true and correct knowledge. At the same time, however, the ‘power of discourse’ limits 

other forms of perception, knowledge, and what can be thought of because to have power 

over discourse, one has to be part of discourse in the first place. Therefore, the subject 

that thinks it freely moves along discourses, in fact, is subjected to its discursive structures. 

In this sense, it is understandable why Jingkong and Hwa Dzan constantly repeat the same 

content in their publications – they cannot leave their discourse of ‘Buddhist Education’ 

for otherwise their group identity would be called into question. To question the 

transcendent religious identity would lead to a loss of membership because the link 

between a transcendent goal and one’s effort is highly important to enhance the moral 

commitment of members and to keep the ‘cost-benefit analysis’ (investments vs. benefits) 

in equilibrium. 

2) ‘Religious Buddhism’ (zongjiao fojiao 宗教佛教), refers to Buddhist practice that 

is a mere formality. People only worship Buddha statues in a ritualistic demeanour and 

do not understand the correct meaning. Jingkong thinks that monasteries in the past gave 

eight hours of class every day and monastics cultivated Chan and Buddha-recitation for 

another eight hours. Understanding and practice were in correspondence (jiexing 

xiangying 解行相應) because of this strict regime. Today, however, ‘[people] only 

worship Buddha and cultivate karmic reward. Buddhism, indeed, has become a 

religion.’474  

At first sight, the differentiation between ‘Buddhist education’ and ‘religious 

Buddhism’ seems to evoke a tendency towards secularisation, since education – in its 

discourse – is associated with learning in an institutional setting (school and university). 

However, what he calls religious Buddhism refers to ‘superstitious behaviour’ – utilising 

another discourse that in its own is complex475 – of a sole focus on worship, prostration, 

                                                 
474 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 12. 
475 Huang, “The Origin and Evolution of the Concept of mixin (superstition),” 54–79. 
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and receiving blessed rewards (fubao 福報), thus apotheosising the Buddha. Buddhist 

education does include worship but presupposes that one understands one’s position as a 

student in relation to the Buddha as one’s teacher to acquire wisdom. In this elaboration 

on ‘ancient’ Buddhist education, he equates it with our modern-day secularised 

educational system of museums, schools, and universities and claims that monasteries of 

the past were a similar institution and that Arhat, Bodhisattva, and Buddha are academic 

degrees (Bachelor, Master, PhD) in a Buddhist sense. 

The call for Buddhism as education, Buddhist monasteries as educational institutions 

and the emergence of a student-monk identity, can be traced back to the late Qing and 

early Republican Era. In light of the ‘using temple property to build schools’ (miaochan 

xingxue 廟產興學) policy, local authorities had the right to confiscate funds and property 

of monasteries to build schools. The response of monasteries to this threat was to offer 

funds and space, set up secular primary schools, or set up schools for monastic 

education.476  Moreover, as Lai Rongdao points out, the 1920s and 1930s were a time 

when ‘Chinese Buddhists struggles to produce an educational system that would 

revitalize their religion, culminating in the slogan ‘invigorating Buddhism through 

education’ (jiaoyu xingjiao 教育興教).’477 Buddhist educational reforms reflected a vision 

of the new nation-state in which a modernised form of Buddhism can thrive. Taixu’s 

Wuchang Academy (wuchang fojiaoxueyuan 武昌佛學院), the Minnan Buddhist Studies 

Academy (minnan foxueyuan 閩南佛學院), Sino-Tibetan Buddhist Studies Institute 

(hanzang jiaoliyuan 漢藏教理院), and Ouyang Jingwu’s 歐陽竟無 (1871-1943) Inner 

Studies Institute (zhina neixueyuan 支那内學院) are examples of modern educational 

systems brought into a monastic context. Jingkong’s discourse of ‘Buddhist education’ or 

‘Buddhism is education’ has most likely been influenced by the emergence of new 

Buddhist educational institutions during the Republican Era. 

3) ‘Buddhist Studies’ (foxue 佛學) refers to a misunderstanding that Buddhism is a 

philosophy and an academic discipline. He views Buddhist education as an all-

encompassing university that includes every department, reducing it to philosophy 

distorts is meaning. He writes, ‘Ouyang [Jingwu 歐陽竟無 1871-1943] was right when he 

said that Buddhism is not philosophy and not religion. The Buddha-dharma is just the 

                                                 
476  Eric Goodell, “Taixu's Youth and Years of Romantic Idealism, 1890-1914,” Chung-Hwa Buddhist 

Journal 21 (2008): 100. 
477 Rongdao Lai, “The Wuchang Ideal: Buddhist Education and Identity Production in Republican China,” 

Studies in Chinese Religion 3, no. 1 (2017): 55. 
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Buddha-dharma. It is what sentient beings need. […] because it solves our life-related 

problems and life and death. There is nothing that it cannot solve.’478  Moreover, an 

academic inquiry into Buddhism can also only considered to be a tiny aspect of Buddhism, 

for academics only study but do not practise. They have not ‘real’ understanding.479 

Although engaging with academic institutions, for example, the Academy of Sinology at 

Wales University and the Sinology Group at the Department of Chinese Literature of 

National Cheng Kung University, Jingkong and Hwa Dzan remain sceptical towards 

academic institutions but use them as a conduit to promote their understanding of correct 

education, namely Buddhist education or traditional Chinese Education.  

As pointed out above, this illustrates a power-struggle over discourse at the 

intersection of secular education and religious education. At both institutions, Jingkong 

is given space and resources to keep his discourse in circulation, group discourses into 

units of meaning so that he (and Hwa Dzan) can define what counts as factual and what 

not. This creates an opposition between true and false statements and discipline – in the 

Foucauldian sense – that fixes limits of discourse.  

4) ‘Heretic Buddhism’ (xiemenwaidao fojiao 邪門外道佛教) refers to groups using 

the weak points of people to deceive them, harming sentient beings, disturbing society, 

and endangering people’s safety. In an online dharma talk, Jingkong gives examples of 

what counts as non-Buddhists: people who do not believe in the dharma, everything that 

violates the dharma and truth, everyone who violates the ‘five relationships’ (wulun 五

倫), the ‘five constant virtues’ (wuchang五常), and the ‘four social bonds and eight virtues’ 

(siwei bade 四維八德).480  Foucault spoke about the madmen as the social outcast of 

society because s/he speaks outside of the accepted discourse and is therefore considered 

irrational or mad. This is the second procedure of exclusion – division and rejection. More 

importantly, it is another power struggle to produce a distinction between true and false 

statements and give rise to accepted knowledge. At the same time, Jingkong works as the 

author who organises various discourse and the commentator who connects different 

discourses – Confucian virtues with Buddhist dharma. 

                                                 
478 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, Understanding Buddhist Education (renshi fotuo jiaoyu 認識佛陀教育), 12. 
479 During my fieldwork, I was told that academics only speak with their mouth but do not understand with 

their mind. I often heard these sort of responses to academic research.  
480 Shi Jingkong 釋淨空, “Many of Those Who Learn Buddhism Become Heretics and They Even Do Not 

Know It (Duoshao Xuefo De Ren Biancheng Waidao Ziji Ye Buzhidao 多少學佛的人變成外道，自己

也不知道),” accessed June 17, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueTPiw7h2iI. 
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By categorising Buddhism into these four types, Jingkong creates a regime of truth 

that is legitimised through rooting it in antiquity by assuming that this is how it had been 

and how it should be. By this, he is able to connect the two discourses of ‘traditional 

Chinese Education’ with ‘Buddhist Education’ and the Contemplation Sutra helps to 

bridge the gap. This, in turn, gives rise to opposition between true and false – the second 

procedure of exclusion in the creation of discourse. Everything that is not considered 

traditional Buddhism is rendered false and should therefore not be pursued. 

 

 

Figure 4 Jingkong’s Connection of Traditional Chinese Education and Buddhist Education. 

  

The Confucian notion of filial piety as a structuring force of society can, therefore, 

be easily incorporated into his concept of Buddhist education as a this-worldly cultivation 

method that prepares the practitioner for more ‘advanced courses’ on the ‘Longer 

Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra’ (wuliangshoujing 無量壽經) for example – the third meritorious 

act described in the Contemplation Sūtra. In this sense, the Contemplation Sūtra works 

as the overarching discursive frame of reference for discourses on family ethics, 

cultivation, and liberation. Its doctrinal authority subjects Jingkong and his followers to 

its discourse but is open to interpretation for Jingkong’s own ends – exemplifying the 

interplay of power of discourse and power over discourse. 

This interplay is visually manifested in the weekly dharma talks of monastics at Hwa 

Dzan. All discourses that Jingkong employs – education, religion, filial piety, Buddha-

recitation, Amitābha, karma, etc. – are integrated into his cultivation curriculum – the five 

great subjects. These five subjects (‘Three Meritorious Acts,’ ‘Six Reverent Harmonies,’ 

‘Three Disciplines,’ ‘Six Pāramitās,’ and the ‘Ten Vows of Samantabhadra’) structure and 
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connect Jingkong’s discourses. In Foucault’s sense, he authored them into a group of 

discourses that produce meaning and religious identity. Anything not included in this 

group, namely practice or scripture, is unnecessary for achieving rebirth into the Pure 

Land or if it is outside of the general Buddhist-Confucian Discourse even considered 

harmful (see figure 2). Therefore, Hwa Dzan’s lay education follows this group of 

discourses. Lectures on the ganyingpian, śrāmaṇera precepts, Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha 

Sūtra (compilation) and its annotations, General Foundations of Propriety and Behaviour, 

and others illustrate this point. In addition, after I attended a few of their weekly lectures 

in early 2018, a monastic suggested that I should focus my studies on the dizigui, in the 

beginning, to build a solid foundation, enabling me to better understand the lectures I was 

attending. Not every subject may be lectured every week, they nevertheless pay attention 

to the study level of their devotees and suggest relevant study material. Although Wudao 

told me during an interview that their dharma talks are not designed according to the ‘Five 

Great Subject,’481 the topics of their dharma lectures, publications, and communication 

style says it otherwise. 

 

 

Figure 5 Consolidation of Jingkong's Buddhist-Confucian Discourse 

 

 The power of discourse keep his elaborations in conformity with what had been 

written hundreds of years ago, but his power over discourse by a variety of procedures 

(opposition between true and false, commentary, authorship, discipline) change internal 

discursive structures, modify and transform cultivation practices. By this, Jingkong 

creates identity and social reality for a certain group of Taiwanese sympathising with this 

                                                 
481 Shi Wudao 釋悟道, interview by Stefan Kukowka. 
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normative ethical code that has been and still is contested by younger generations of 

practitioners and non-practitioners.482 This is reflected in a general critique of the youth 

that I noticed during my fieldwork. Moral decay is often highlighted and put into 

comparison to a glorious past in ancient times. Only the education set out by the ancient 

sages may save our disintegrating world. Interestingly, instead of resorting to an exclusive 

invocation of Amitābha (nianfo 念佛) like other groups,483  Jingkong chooses to draw 

upon Confucian family ethics as a means to give structure to a perceived decline. This 

narrative of comparison is exactly his discursive framework at work, which clashes with 

other discourses of ‘modernity.’ His language can only be described as vague, imprecise, 

and unclear when he explains the problems of ‘modernity.’ He gives no evidence, rather 

conveys an emotion of discontent and dissatisfaction that strikes a chord with likeminded 

monastics and lay followers.484 This feeling of a decline of morality in our nowadays 

society is paired with the eschatological concept of a general ‘decline of the dharma’ 

(mofa 末法) and addressed at the societal level by focusing on filial piety in context of the 

family to structure human relationships and on a salvific level by including filial piety 

into the practice to liberation – nianfo.  

                                                 
482 One indicator is the increasing identification of Taiwanese as ‘Taiwanese’ in contrast to ‘Chinese’ and 

disassociation of China as a cultural sphere since the 1980s. Frank Muyard, “The Formation of Taiwan’s 

New National Identity Since the End of the 1980s,” in Taiwan Since Martial Maw: Society, Culture, 

Politics, Economy, ed. David Blundell (Taipei, Berkeley, Taipei: Shung Ye Museum of Formosan 

Aborigines; University of California, Berkeley; National Taiwan University Press, 2012). Another 

indicator is the absence of younger practitioners under 40 years. Although I did not conduct surveys on 

the average age at Hwa Dzan to receive exact data, it nevertheless was obvious that the majority of 

practitioners is over 50 years, a small group between 30 and 40 years, and a tiny minority under 30 

years. I have discussed this with Wudao and other monastics at Hwa Dzan. All of them are aware of this 

fact and they are trying to reach younger generations through different types of media and contents. For 

example, I was invited for a few informal conversations with Wudao on topics, such as what does 

Amitābha mean, why monastics do not eat meat or drink alcohol, why monastics shave their heads, etc. 

Shi Wudao 釋悟道 and Stefan Kukowka, “Foreign Scholar Asks: Why Do Monastics Often Say 

Amitbaha? (Waiguo Xuezhe Laitiwen Weishenme Chujia Ren Changshuo Amituofo 外國學者來提問#1 

為 什 麼 出 家 人 常 說 阿 彌 陀 佛 ？),” accessed June 17, 2020, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3tHn5Hg0XQ. Another reason can be attributed to the promotion 

of Chinese nationalism and attempt to force Taiwanese to become Chinese by the KMT in the 1940s to 

1970s, affecting the national and cultural identity of older generations of Hwa Dzan’s members. This 

‘involved a rigorous program of ‘thought censorship’ and a fundamental change in the people’s national 

identity [from Japanese to Chinese]. Li-jung Wang, “Cultural Difference, National Identity and Cultural 

Policy in Taiwan,” in Cultural Policies in East Asia: Dynamics Between the State, Arts and Creative 

Industries, ed. Hye-Kyung Lee and Lorraine Lim (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2014), 36.  
483 See the sole focus on the 18th vow of Amitābha of the Chinese Pure Land Association discussed in 

chapter 4.3. 
484 One conversion story of a monastic is in this regard interesting. She told me that she once heard or saw 

Jingkong on television and was moved to tears as he explained the problems as well as the solutions to 

modern problems and why the youth has no understanding of correct behaviour. There must have been 

other aspects leading to her choice to renounce, but she emphasised this point during our conversation. 
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The discursive structures outlined above, show about what sort of text can be spoken 

of: a Confucian coloured notion of family ethics coupled with Pure Land soteriology. Two 

kinds of people may speak about these texts in ritualistic contexts: first, elderly monastics 

that have been studying particular texts for over ten years (speak only on Buddhist and 

Daoist scriptures); second, lay followers ascribed with the qualification of ‘teachers’ and 

the authority and autonomy to preach (speak only on Confucian scriptures). In this way, 

Hwa Dzan and Jingkong control the access to discourse by the qualification of the 

speaking subject. 

 

 

Figure 6 Power of and over discourse 

 

As pointed out in our discussion on discourse, 1) discourse contains practices that 

systematically form the objects of which they speak. The oeuvre of Jingkong and Hwa 

Dzan’s works construct their perceived world in decline and is their source of motivation 

to change or at least alleviate the problems we face. 2) Discourse exerts an effect in its 

relation to truth, power, and knowledge. The regime of truth in which they operate 

determines what can be considered as true or false statements and thus as knowledge. 

Anyone outside of this discourse is ‘unreasonable or ‘irrational’ – the madmen’s speech 

in Foucault’s term. 3) Discourse articulates power and knowledge. Power restricts 

behaviour but it also produces possible forms of behaviour and knowledge. The power of 

discourse restricts Jingkong’s explanations on family ethics on particular topics, but at 

the same time gives him the chance to find his individual place in creating a Confucian-

Buddhist discourse community while moving along old and new discursive structures. 
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7. Conclusion 

 

This thesis aimed to examine three aspects: first, the integration of Confucian family 

ethics into a Pure Land Soteriology; second, the realisation of this Confucian-style Pure 

Land Buddhism in the context of the lay education of ‘The Corporation Republic of Hwa 

Dzan Society’ (abbr. Hwa Dzan); and third, the creation of a Buddhist-Confucian 

discourse community that centres on its charismatic leader Jingkong. To investigate these 

three aspects, I have conducted literature reviews, participatory observation, informal 

conversations, and two interviews with the director-general of Hwa Dzan, Wudao, to 

receive valuable insights into the actualisation of Jingkong’s ideas at one of the numerous 

Pure Land Associations around the globe. Since Hwa Dzan is the first Pure Land 

Association based on Xia Lianju’s notion of a modernised Lotus Society that was founded 

in 1989 and that consist of a full sangha, it seemed reasonable to focus on this group for 

this thesis to lay a foundation for further research. My field research and long-time 

engagement with Hwa Dzan has shown, though, that Hwa Dzan only represents one mode 

of integrating the above-stated three aspects into collective religious practice. There are 

Pure Land Associations in Taiwan and in other countries that are organised and managed 

only by lay devotees and some that have one monastic as their spiritual leader. I will 

discuss this, the research limitations, and recommendations for future research after 

summarising my research findings regarding the three main aspects that guided this thesis.  

 

First, the integration of Confucian family ethics into a Pure Land Soteriology. 

To examine the historical structures, narratives, and implication of integrating 

Confucian family ethics into a Pure Land soteriology, this thesis began with analysing the 

Confucian concept of ‘Regulating the Family’ (qijia) and the Buddhist concept of 

‘Renouncing the Family’ (chujia). For this purpose, I have compared and discussed the 

different conceptions of the family in Confucianism, early Buddhism, and its changes in 

the process of the integration of Buddhism into the Chinese context 

From a Confucian point of view on human existence, the ideal human personality 

that everyone should strive to realise is the sage (shengren) who exemplifies benevolent 

behaviour, propriety, justice, wisdom, integrity and forbearance, courage and modest 

declination, and fraternal duty and filial piety. These normative categories are to be 

realised within proper human relationships that structure every level of social life and by 
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which every unit of society – from the family to the nation and the world – can become 

peaceful and harmonious. Thus, from a perspective of the ideal human life, Confucianism 

highly valued structuring social institutions in the human realm. The ethical code behind 

this propensity to structure the world is filial piety. It is neatly interwoven with the 

patriarchal clan system, governmental rule, and self-cultivation as a basis to engage in 

society to cultivate one’s moral character, regulate the family, rule the country, and pacify 

that what is under heaven. Renouncing the family, rejecting to beget offspring, and 

relinquishing all worldly relations within the family, with the ruler, and friends were 

considered bringing disgrace and dishonour over the family. Among these, ‘there are three 

things which are unfilial, and to have no posterity is the greatest of them’ (buxiao yousan 

wuhou weida 不孝有三無後為大), as the famous idiom by Mengzi informs us.485 

Contrarily, Buddhism views life at its core to be the cause of our suffering. Therefore, 

one should strive to realise the impermanent nature of our life that gives rise to physical 

and mental suffering when viewed incorrectly. The liberation from this endless cycle of 

rebirth becomes the ultimate goal of life, thus, forsaking social bonds,486 renouncing the 

household, and arduously focusing on cultivation is considered the first step towards the 

end of suffering.  

As Buddhism spread to China, it was confronted with a variety of ethical discourses 

on a patriarchal clan system, which attached importance to proper human relationships, 

self-cultivation, and pursuit of morality, loyalty to the sovereign and filial behaviour. To 

adapt to this environment, Buddhism went through a process of integration and 

innovation during which debates were fought on family ethics delineated in chapter two. 

At the heart of this discussion was the question what the practice of filial piety meant. 

Should it be applied to all sentient beings, since they might have been one’s parents in 

previous lives? Or should it only be applied to one’s kin to which one is bound by blood? 

The literature on this topic is enormous but the arguments are repetitive: it is either viewed 

as the superior filial behaviour because one strives to save not only one’s parents but also 

all other sentient beings by Buddhists or as the structuring mechanism of society that 

grants harmonious relationships and world peace by Confucians. This discussion or 

discourse is held in circulation because of the constant repetition of statements and 

                                                 
485 James Legge trans., Chinese Text project, “孟子 - Mengzi: 離婁上 - Li Lou I,” accessed June 17, 2020, 

t.ly/oKug. 
486 It should be noted that on a theoretical level one is supposed to let go of worldly attachments. On a 

practical level, however, the community of monastics is bound to society in order to exist. Society and 

monastic community, in fact, form another intertwined web of social bonds. 
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composition of commentaries that bestows permanence and importance on it – a process 

that Foucault called rarefaction.  

Jingkong’s engagement in this old discussion can be seen from the fact that his entire 

cultivation programme is built on the notion of filial piety delineate in the Contemplation 

Sūtra. In the Sūtra it is written, that those who wish to be reborn into Amitābha’s Pure 

Land should cultivate the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ of which the first begin with an 

exhortation to ‘be filial and care for your parents, be respectful and serve your elders and 

teachers.’487  Regardless of whether one wishes to renounce the household or stay a 

householder, cultivation must begin with a correct understanding of filial piety. Filial 

piety it is the ‘root’ of all practice without which even Buddha-recitation becomes nothing 

more than a motion of the lips. In comparison to early discussions on filial piety, on the 

one hand, Jingkong continues apologetics arguments brought forward by Mouzi and 

Qisong, namely Buddhists practise great filial piety since it is directed at all sentient 

beings; on the other hand, he sanctifies it as a cosmological unit that links past and future 

in beginningless time, for it had been created by Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. In his 

understanding, filial piety draws upon two discourses: 1) a Buddhist discourse, that links 

cultivation to the ultimate goals of rebirth in the Pure Land; and 2) a Confucian discourse 

that highlights proper human relationships, family ethics, the order of society, and world 

peace. Both discourses address different realms of reality and do not contradict 

themselves; to the contrary, they strengthen each other in Jingkong’s holistic worldview 

and can, thus, be integrated into one system of cultivation – the ‘Five Great Subjects’ 

(wuda kemu). 

Therefore, for Jingkong the status of a person is irrelevant (monastic or lay devotee) 

because he distinguishes between the body and mind as modes of renunciation and 

emphasises that householders such as Vimalakīrti can achieve high states of cultivation 

and even surpass monastics. Due to the unfavourable conditions during the ‘final dharma,’ 

however, Jingkong advises his followers not to renounce because we are less likely to be 

able to keep the full precepts. Keeping a householder life and organising local 

practitioners into an ‘Amitābha Pure Land Society’ for collective practice is more 

effective than becoming a monastic. 

 

                                                 
487 T12n0365, p0341c08-c13. 
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Second, the realisation of this Confucian-style Pure Land Buddhism in the context 

of the lay education of Hwa Dzan. 

As I have written above, Hwa Dzan is only one example of the numerous Pure Land 

Associations that Jingkong, his monastic disciples, or lay followers established. But 

because of its 30-years history, regular dharma lectures, its fourfold community (male 

and female monastics and lay devotees), and a strong connection to Jingkong it represents 

an interesting case study to examine the implementation of Confucian family ethics and 

Pure Land soteriology not only in the context of lay education but also – as an extension 

– in the context of monastic education since the ‘Five Great Subjects’ do not differentiate 

between monastic or layperson. The only difference is that monastics have the 

responsibility to preach Buddhist-related scriptures and live their lives according to the 

full precepts, whereas the laity is supposed to learn and apply Jingkong’s teaching in their 

daily life to influence and change the alleged moral degeneration of society. The laity is, 

in practice, the engine that keeps this enterprise running because – to some extent similar 

to Yinguang – Jingkong never received support from monastic institutions but from lay 

patrons that donated land, apartments, and money to print and distribute his books. Behind 

the few exceptional lay patrons that highly influenced his development, such as Hanying, 

Jian Fengwen, Li Muyuan, and Huang Nianzu, stands a great number of lay followers in 

mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, the USA, Canada, 

and Europe that enabled him and his monastic disciples to travel and propagate the old 

master’s teaching world-wide. 

For this reason and because the anticipated audience of Jingkong’s ‘Five Great 

Subjects’ are laypeople – just consider the importance of filial piety elaborated in the 

‘First Meritorious Act’ and the presupposition that one has to know how to conduct 

oneself in society in Confucian terms (mundane dharma) to be reborn into Amitābha’s 

Pure Land – I speak of ‘lay education’ instead of ‘monastic education’ or ‘Buddhist 

education.’ Moreover, because some of Jingkong’s lay followers bear the title ‘teacher’ 

(laoshi) they have the authority to lecture on central scriptures, such as ‘Rules for 

Disciples’ (dizigui), ‘Treatise of the Most High on Action and Retribution’ (taishang 

ganyingpian), ‘General Foundations of Propriety and Behaviour’ (changli juyao), etc. 

This reflects a shift regarding the ‘competence’ of monastics and the laity: the renouncer 

of the household and worldly afflictions is by the centrality of these scriptures even more 

bound to worldly affairs, whereas the laity is empowered by not only studying the 
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śrāmaṇera precepts but also by teaching scriptures that propagate family ethics – which 

highlights this point. 

After establishing a context on Confucian and Buddhist family ethics, the aim of 

chapter three was to provide a critical biography of Jingkong – the first of its kind – and 

thereby examining the various factors that shaped his understanding of Chinese 

Buddhism, Confucianism, and Chinese culture in general. For this purpose, I divided 

Jingkong’s life into six periods: early years in china (1927-1949), retreat to Taiwan: 

finding a place in uncertainty (1949-1958), formative years in Taizhong and first 

proselytising endeavours (1958-1979), institutionalisation in Taiwan and step on the 

international stage (1979-1989), the establishment of Pure Land Societies in Chinese 

Diasporas (1989-2001), relocation to Australia and Propagation of Traditional Chinese 

Culture and Education (early 2000-today). Each period highlights a different aspect of his 

development to the nowadays-erudite old master who only appears on Television, which 

contributes, to his charisma of the unreachable yet omnipresent master whose followers 

listen to each day.488 

Of particular importance are two ‘intellectual transmission lineages’ that shaped his 

Pure Land soteriology and practice, his sympathy towards Confucian family ethics, 

scriptural choices, and propagation techniques, namely Yinguang – Li Bingnan – 

Jingkong and Xia Lianju – Huang Nianzu – Jingkong. Intellectual lineage is a lineage not 

directly transmitted from master to disciple, but indirectly through books, letters, lectures, 

hagiographic stories, etc. as an imagined existing teacher – student relationship. The 

findings of this thesis have shown that Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s case reflect a teacher – 

student transmission of an ‘intellectual-lineage’ (xuemai 學脈) instead of a master – 

disciple transmission of a ‘dharma-lineage’ (famai 法脈). This teacher – student 

relationship is of particular importance in context of Hwa Dzan’s lay education and 

Jingkong’s enterprise at large because it enables laypeople to cross institutional and 

hierarchichal boundaries set by the distinction of monasticism/ laity. Laypeople who are 

‘teachers’ are entitled to lecture central scriptures, such as the dizigui or ganyingpian, to 

a lay and monastic audience. For example, during one dharma-ceremony, monastics and 

lay followers watched a video of Teacher Cai Lixu 蔡禮旭 explaining the dizigui, while 

                                                 
488 For example, Hwa Dzan plays Jingkong’s dharma lectures throughout the whole day uninterruptedly in 

each room at their headquarter because even if humans are not present, deity, ghosts, asuras, and other 

beings might be listening. Jingkong’s voice even serves as ‘Buddha-recitation machine’ for long car 

rides. 
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Wudao sat a the very back of the room on an elevated chair, literally presiding over the 

ceremony from the back.  

In ‘Questions and Answers concerning Buddhist Studies,’ Li Bingnan explains in 

numerous entries the superior efficacy and applicability of ‘holding the name by the 

oneness of mind’ (yixin chiming). A Buddha-recitation technique that Yinguang promoted 

as ‘Buddha-recitation by holding the name’ (chiming nianfo). By following the ‘Tenfold 

Recollection of Buddha-recitation’ (shinian jishu), Yinguang provided the practitioner 

with a recitation method that can be incorporated into a busy schedule. Jingkong adopted 

this style of Buddha-recitation from his lay teacher Li Bingnan and monastic role model 

Yinguang and called it ‘Essence of the Ten Recitation Method’ (jingyao shinianfa). The 

practitioner should recite the Buddhas name at fixed time intervals every day. In effect, 

this practice ‘Buddhicises the Family,’ purifies bad habits, and leads one to attain a state 

of mind where one single-mindedly recites the name of Amitābha (yixiang zhuannian). 

According to the Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra, yixin zhuannian is a precondition for 

rebirth into the middle or superior grade of rebirth in Amitābha’s Pure Land. 

The influence of Yinguang’s thoughts on Li Bingnan is particularly reflected in this 

choice of introductory works. Yinguang wrote prefaces for each scripture that Li Bingnan 

suggested in his Questions and Answers and used to teach Jingkong, such as ‘Longshu’s 

Treatise on Pure Land,’ ‘Sūtra on the Eight Realisations of Great Beings,’ ‘Sūtra of Ten 

good Deeds,’ and ‘Sūtra of Forty-two Chapters.’ The ‘Sūtra of Ten good Deeds’ and the 

‘Sūtra on the Eight Realisations of Great Beings’ play an important role among these 

introductory works, since Jingkong regards the former as one of three ‘classics’ 

representing the essence of Buddhism. It is part of the first meritorious act in his 

cultivation programme ‘Five Great Subjects.’ The latter is instrumental for explaining 

why lay people should study the monastic precepts of śrāmaṇeras, namely to give rise to 

the intention to leave their homes. 

Yinguang positions Confucian ethics at the forefront of education because he was 

educated in Confucian classics at an early age and from his perspective as a monastic 

seeking rebirth into the Pure Land, Confucianism is part of the ‘mundane dharma’ 

(shijianfa) or the ‘vehicle of men and gods’ (rentiansheng), exemplifying the foundation 

of proper human conduct. The Buddha dharma encompasses both the ‘mundane dharma’ 

and the ‘supramundane dharma’ (chushijianfa) and guides the practitioner towards the 

ultimate goal of liberation. In this context, Confucian education becomes instrumental for 

any Buddhist practice. Cultivation and the aspiration to liberate oneself from suffering 
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must be grounded on Confucian education; otherwise, Buddhist practise – including 

Buddha-recitation – has no effect at all. On the one hand, he highlighted similarities 

between the two traditions to demonstrate the non-escapist world engaging aspect of 

Buddhism, but on the other hand, sought to show the superiority of Buddhism.   

Li Bingnan follows Yinguang’s train of thought of the separation between mundane 

and supramundane dharma and the importance of Confucian study. He, however, claims 

that Buddhism and Confucianism are culturally inseparable and differ only in name and 

that all Confucians of the past were only Confucians in appearance, while they venerated 

Buddha/ Buddhism in the inside. Similarly, monastics of the past were only monastics in 

appearance, while they worshipped Confucianism in the inside. Moreover, this symbiotic 

notion is infused with strong nationalism. Buddhism and Confucianism are the national 

essence and spirit of China.  

All of these characteristics – promotion of Confucian (family) ethics, study of Pure 

Land doctrines, strict observance of precepts, Chinese (cultural/ ethnic) nationalism – can 

be found throughout Jingkong’s writings and enterprises across the world. Cultivation 

starts with ‘rooted education’ (zhagen jiaoyu) as the foundation of the ‘mundane’ and 

‘supramundane’ dharma and must be implemented via prenatal education. Three central 

scriptures – dizigui, ganyingpian, and shishan – constitute the three main pillars of 

Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism and are the foundation of ‘rooted education.’  

The other ‘intellectual lineage’ that is essential for understanding Jingkong’s 

thoughts and Hwa Dzan’s propagation is Xia Lianju – Huang Nianzu – Jingkong. Xia 

Lianju edited the five translation of the Longer Sukhāvatīvyūha Sūtra into one 

compilation in 1946 and his disciple, Huang Nianzu, wrote extensive annotations to it in 

1984. With the establishment of Hwa Dzan in 1989, both scriptures made its way either 

directly or indirectly into the manifesto ‘Origins and Establishment of the Pure Land 

Learning Society.’ Integrating a compilation of five sūtras done by a lay devotee triggered 

criticism since its release until today. Although Yinguang had no chance to read it (he died 

in 1940), he sharply criticised all previous three compilations of which Xia Lianju must 

have been aware. Therefore, to bestow legitimacy and authority on this surgically 

composed scripture, Jingkong declares Xia Lianju as Mahāsthāmaprāpta Bodhisattva and 

master Haixian as the perfect example of practice following the compilation.  

The compilation and annotation build a broad frame of reference for all Pure Land 

Societies in terms of Buddha-recitation and understanding the ultimate goal of attaining 

rebirth into the Pure Land, Jingkong’s specific cultivation programme, however, is 
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completely build on one paragraph of the Contemplation Sūtra and explained by a variety 

of Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist scriptures that are unrelated to Xia Lianju and Huang 

Nianzu. Furthermore, for Jingkong, Yinguang and Li Bingnan are the archetypal example 

of Buddhist practitioners who combined pious Pure Land practice with Confucian values 

and led an austere life only striving for awakenment. Yinguang and Jingkong share 

another aspect. Yinguang’s early use of print media, his networks, and his extraordinary 

charisma, profound spirituality and moral uprightness attracted devotees in remote 

provinces and overseas Chinese communities. His Confucian-style Pure Land Buddhism, 

skilful use of mass media, and the support by lay patrons instead of monastic institutions 

are characteristics that also apply to Jingkong’s Pure Land movement that started during 

the late 1980s. Both lineages have had and still have a decisive influence on Jingkong and 

his Pure Land Societies around the globe. 

Jingkong’s biography and the two intellectual transmission lineages are a crucial 

factor for understanding Hwa Dzan’s history, development, and member stratification that 

I examined in chapter four. I followed the historical development of Hwa Dzan and traced 

its notion of a ‘Pure Land Society’ back to Xia Lianju who proposed this notion as a 

modernised version of Lotus Societies. He tried to shift the discourse surrounding 

Buddha-recitation away from superstition and into an institutionalised setting that focuses 

on ‘education’ but it took more than forty years until Jingkong realised this idea in Taiwan.  

Pure Land Societies around the globe identify themselves as a modernised version of 

a Lotus Society. Hwa Dzan is no exception. I have pointed out that Hwa Dzan’s lay 

community is manifested in a fourfold stratification, each varying in terms of instrumental, 

affective, and moral commitment. Furthermore, Hwa Dzan’s guiding principles reflect an 

openness towards embracing modern technology, such as YouTube videos, live dharma 

talks, an online college, and documentaries. They manifest a blending of traditional values 

and ethics in a modern package. Technology is only used as tools and an opportunity to 

reach more people. 

Another goal of the fourth chapter was to place Jingkong and Hwa Dzan into a larger 

context of Taiwanese Pure Land Buddhism and discussed the Pure Land Soteriology of 

other contemporary Taiwanese Buddhist groups, such as Fo Guang Shan, Dharma Drum 

Mountain, Tzu Chi, and Chinese Pure Land Buddhist Association. Each group displays 

distinct characteristics in terms of Pure Land cultivation, reflecting the different modes 

of religious practice, but particularly the flexibility of Pure Land Buddhism in different 

contexts. Fo Guang Shan, Dharma Drum Mountain, and Tzu Chi are inheritors to the 
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well-known concept of ‘humanistic Buddhism’ or literal ‘Buddhism for the Human Realm’ 

(renjian fojiao) propagated by Taixu to shift the other-worldly focus of Buddhism at the 

end of the Qing Dynasty towards ‘amongst the people’ (renjian). Buddhism should enter 

and engage with the world to contribute to a betterment of humanity. The concept of 

renjian fojiao is inherently connected with two readings of Pure Land, namely a mind-

only Pure Land (weishi jingtu) that emerges as soon as the practitioner reaches a certain 

level of cultivation and purity of mind; and a Pure Land that geographically exists outside 

of six realms of rebirth (tafang jingtu).  

Contrastingly, the Chinese Pure Land Buddhist Association represents a Buddhist 

group that solely focuses on a tafang Pure Land concept. They attempt to rejuvenate the 

‘original’ Pure Land School that Shandao founded, but which in later dynasties dissolved 

into other Buddhist Schools. For Huijing and Jingzong, Amitābha’s 18th fundamental vow 

constitutes their essential practice – exclusive Buddha-recitation. Anything except 

Buddha-recitation is unnecessary because Amitābha’s vow guarantees rebirth after ten 

recitations. Their understanding of Pure Land is highly influenced by Japanese Pure Land 

Schools that – in contrast to Chinese Pure Land – do have institutionalised schools and 

master-disciple transmission lineages. Huijing and Jingzong are trying to re-write the 

history of Chinese Pure Land and to establish an independent Pure Land School that has 

not existed in Chinese Buddhism. Similar to Hwa Dzan and Jingkong, the discourse they 

are attempting to establish, contrasts with the dominant discourse of Pure Land 

surrounding them. The Buddhist Association of China indirectly criticised this sort of 

interpretation of Pure Land. 

Having established how Jingkong integrated Confucian family ethics and Pure Land 

Soteriology and how his intellectual transmission lineages shaped his life and Hwa Dzan, 

the broad frame of reference for Hwa Dzan’s weekly lay education becomes evident. As 

noted above, the ‘Five Great Subjects’ represent Jingkong’s advocated path towards 

rebirth into the Pure Land. These were codified in the Pure Land Society manifesto, 

‘Origins and Establishment of the Pure Land Learning Society’ and include ‘Three 

Meritorious Acts’ (sanfu), ‘Six Reverent Harmonies’ (liuhejing), ‘Three Disciplines’ 

(sanxue), ‘Six Pāramitās (liudu), and ‘The Ten Vows of Samantabhadra’ (shida yuanwang) 

outlined in the Contemplation Sūtra. Of these five subjects, the ‘Three Meritorious Acts’ 

are crucial for cultivation because they build the foundation on which Buddha-recitation 

rests.  
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The first meritorious act represents the ‘worldly dharma’ (shijianfa) or the ‘vehicle 

of men and gods’ (rentiansheng) and includes three scriptures discussing proper human 

relationships, cause and effect, and ten virtues of a practitioner. These scriptures are the 

dizigui, ganyingpian, and shishan yedao jing and exemplify the backbone of his 

advocated ‘rooted education’ (zhagen jiaoyu). The second meritorious act refers to 

entering the Buddhist order, receiving the precepts, and starting the endeavour towards 

awakenment by means of the ‘lesser vehicle’ (xiaosheng) as foundational studies. The 

related scriptures are the ‘Extended Annotations to the Outline of Precepts and Etiquette 

of śrāmaṇeras’ (shami lüyi yaolüe zengzhu). Lastly, Xia Lianju’s compilation and Huang 

Nianzu’s Annotations of the Great Pure Land Sūtra with Simple Explanations’ (jingtu 

dajing kezhu qianshi) define the third meritorious act by which one arrives at the ‘greater 

vehicle’ (dasheng) and becomes a Bodhisattva.  

When I conducted my field research in 2019, Hwa Dzan’s weekly lectures only 

included the ganyingpian, shami lü, Xia-compilation, and its annotations. Since then 

more than six months have passed and Hwa Dzan’s weekly lectures now include a lecture 

by Wudao on ‘Records of Numinous Responses from Images of the Bodhisattva 

Kṣitigarbha’ (dizang pusaxiang lingyanji 地藏菩薩像靈驗記) collected by Changjin 常謹 

(d.u.) in the Song and ‘Teaching Materials for Abridged Essentials of the Diamond Sūtra’ 

(jingangjing jiangyi yaojie 金剛經講義節要). His disciple Zhuanghui 莊慧 who formerly 

preached ‘General Foundations of Propriety and Behaviour’ (changli yaoju 常禮舉要) 

written by Li Bingnan, now lectures ‘Commentaries on the Essentials of the Upāsaka 

Five Precepts Sūtra’ (foshuo youposai wujie xiangjing jianyao 佛說優婆塞五戒相經箋要) 

translated by Gunavarman 求那跋摩 (367-431) between 430-431 and annotated by Ouyi 

Zhixu in the Ming dynasty. Since their lecture schedule changed a few times in the last 

months, I have not included these other scriptures in this discussion. 

The integration of śrāmaṇera precepts in a lay curriculum raises two questions: first, 

considering the vinaya, are lay Buddhist allowed studying the precepts of novices or even 

monastics? Second, why should lay Buddhist learn and uphold the precepts of those who 

have renounced the household? According to the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, 

Mahāsaṅghika-vinaya, the ‘Treatise on Differentiating Virtue and Merit,’ and the 

‘Treatise on the Perfection of Great Wisdom,’ the laity should not read, hear and study 

those precepts. Wudao and Hongzan nevertheless allow the laity to read, hear and study 

the śrāmaṇera precepts because both refer to a differentiation between ‘mind’ and ‘body.’ 
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If the mind leaves the household first while the body is still bound to worldly-affairs, one 

may live by these ten precepts. It can thus be seen, that by referring to other Buddhist 

sutras, both can rationalise and legitimise the inclusion of the laity into studying precepts 

that were originally prohibited to be heard and seen by the laity.  

To explain the question why a Pure Land group uses a (Daoist) morality book to 

elaboration on the fundamental Buddhist category ‘karma,’ we need to focus on the 

‘intellectual lineage’ of Jingkong that starts with the 13th Pure Land Patriarch Yinguang. 

Yinguang emphasises that ganyingpian specifically speaks on the fundamental law of 

auspicious benefits, it helps to reverse the inauspiciousness, encourages virtue and 

punishes evil, and elaborates on what can be called virtuous or evil conduct and their 

respective retribution. If one practices it with a ‘Bodhi Mind,’ then one can even transcend 

worldliness and attain holiness, understand and free oneself from the cycle of birth and 

death. Jingkong continues this train of thought but goes further by ‘buddhicising’ 

basically everything by stating that non-Buddhist scriptures are as well a manifestation 

of the Buddha-dharma since everything is an emanation of the dharmakaya. Therefore, 

apart from Buddhist scriptures, a lay practitioner needs to study and practice this morality 

book in daily life as well.  

Regarding the question how and which argumentative strategies Hwa Dzan (and 

Jingkong) employ to rationalise the utilisation of the wuliangshoujing compilation, 

despite the critique from the monastic community (including Yinguang and Lianchi 

Zhuhong), five narratives can be identified that are supposed shield and protect the usage 

of Xia Lianju’s compilation: First, Xia Lianju’s narrative of superiority and exclusiveness; 

Second, Jingkong’s sanctification of Xia Lianju’s compilation through an ‘auspicious 

sign’ during which Amitābha instructed Haixian to propagate this compilation; Third, 

proof of the efficacy of this compilation because studying and propagating it extended 

Haixian lifespan; Fourth, the sanctification of Xia Lianju as a bodhisattva who out of 

compassion wrote this compilation; Fifth, Jingkong’s emphasis on his ‘intellectual 

lineage’ from Xia Lianju to Li Bingnan and him to claim authority. 

Furthermore, ‘lay education’ does not stop at weekly dharma talks, but is extended 

broadly via the internet, books, and audio material. Most of these publications are directed 

at lay followers with families.489 Even though these publications are directed at the family, 

the intended audience – children, the youth, young parents – are not present at most events, 

                                                 
489 In ‘Ethics and Morality.’ out of forty-nine articles twenty-six are dedicated to family ethics. The other 

articles contain more or less references to the same topics. 
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except if the grandparents are devout believers and to some extent involved in this group. 

The majority of the followers that are present at the weekly dharma talks are female and 

at least over fifty years old, whereas male followers mainly attend important events, such 

as Chinese New Year celebrations, Buddhas birthday, etc. That means that Jingkong’s 

main access to the family is middle-aged and older female believers that read, listen and 

share their learned knowledge with their family members (in theory), hoping that this 

conduit influences values and education of the young to ultimately affect the general 

atmosphere of society. Hwa Dzan’s curriculum facilitates this on at least three levels: First, 

how to conduct oneself in the world and a monastic context (shami lüyi). Therefore, one 

needs to learn the ten precepts and the deportment of a śrāmaṇera. Second, one must be 

aware of the karmic consequences of one’s behaviour (ganyingpian). Third, to understand 

the importance of the previous two points, one needs to have insight into the ‘grand 

scheme,’ that is the salvation into Amitabha's Pure Land which is the ultimate goal. That 

means the ethical norms Jingkong and his group propagate are at its core legitimised by 

the ultimate salvific goal of realising rebirth into the Pure Land. Confucian and Daoist 

scriptures are integrated into this path because they serve as the foundation of ‘this-

worldly’ cultivation. These scriptures are not completely ‘buddhicised’ but used when 

Buddhism (or Pure Land sutras) fail to address certain topics such as family or the order 

of society. Thus, they become ‘compartmentalised’ and part of worldly dharma that 

represents the first step toward rebirth. These narratives bring us to the last point. 

 

Third, the creation of a Buddhist-Confucian discourse community that centres on its 

charismatic leader Jingkong 

The last chapter brought all findings together to analyse the narratives Jingkong and 

his disciples of Hwa Dzan use to create an exclusive Confucian-Buddhist discourse 

community. This discourse community uses textual resources, ritual techniques, 

behavioural norms, and symbolic systems that establish a universe of discourse with 

shared values, norms, and ways of communicating these. To analyse the discursive 

structures of Hwa Dzan and Jingkong, Michel Foucault’s categories of procedures of 

exclusion, including prohibition, division and rejection, the opposition between true and 

false, internal procedures, and the authorship of books, form a conceptual framework to 

analyse the intricacies of this Confucian-Buddhist discourse. 

I have shown that Jingkong and his ‘learning association’ continue the ‘old’ 

discussion between Confucians and Buddhists on filial piety by acting as authors and 
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commentators in the Foucauldian sense. They group discourses of filial piety, loyalty, 

compassion, Pure Land, etc. and interpret them within their frame of reference, namely 

the ‘Five Great Subjects.’ The scriptural choice to propagate popular Confucian texts 

(dizigui, xiaojing, lunyu) and concepts reveal their engagement in this discussion and its 

continuation. Jingkong understands filial piety in a dualistic notion, on the one hand, it is 

the foundation of Buddhist practice and directed at all sentient beings, a precondition for 

rebirth into Amitābha’s Pure Land, and a cosmological unit that permeates everything, 

here he refers to a Buddhist discourse; on the other hand, when addressing human 

relationships and duties, family education, the order of society, and world peace he refers 

to a Confucian discourse.  

Vital for Jingkong’s enterprise and Hwa Dzan’s lay education are the umbrella terms 

‘Traditional Chinese Education’ (zhongguo chuantong jiaoyu) and ‘Buddhist Education’ 

(fotuo jiaoyu) under which the temporal meaning that structures the mundane world 

(Confucianism) and the ultimate meaning that leads the way out of suffering (Buddhism) 

are brought together. In the next step, Jingkong differentiates between four kinds of 

Buddhism: 1) Traditional Buddhism and Buddhist Education, 2) Religious Buddhism, 3) 

Buddhist Studies, and 4) Heretic Buddhism. By categorising Buddhism into these four 

types, Jingkong creates a regime of truth that is legitimised through rooting it in antiquity 

by assuming that this is how it had been and how it should be. This, in turn, gives rise to 

opposition between true and false – the second procedure of exclusion in the creation of 

discourse. Everything that is not traditional Buddhism is rendered false and should 

therefore not be pursued.  

Therefore, the Confucian notion of filial piety as a structuring force of society can 

easily be incorporated into his concept of Buddhist education as a this-worldly cultivation 

method that prepares the practitioner for the more advanced practice of the ‘Five Great 

Subjects.’ These five subjects structure and connect Jingkong’s discourses. In Foucault’s 

sense, he authored them into a group of discourses that produce meaning and religious 

identity. Anything not included in this group, namely practice or scripture, is unnecessary 

for achieving rebirth into the Pure Land or if it is outside of the general Buddhist-

Confucian discourse even considered harmful. Hwa Dzan’s lay education follows this 

group of discourses. 

The power of discourse and the power over discourse opens and limits at the same 

time the possibilities that can be mentally conceptualised and verbalised. For Jingkong 

and Hwa Dzan, this is a Confucian coloured notion of family ethics coupled with Pure 
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Land soteriology. Two kinds of people may speak about the scriptures contained in the 

‘Five Great Subjects’ in ritualistic contexts: first, elderly monastics that have been 

studying particular texts for over ten years. They speak only on Buddhist and Daoist 

scriptures; and second, lay followers ascribed with the qualification of ‘teachers’ and the 

authority and autonomy to preach. They speak only on Confucian scriptures. In this way, 

Hwa Dzan and Jingkong control the access to discourse by the qualification of the 

speaking subject.  

The vague compound term ‘traditional education’ (chuantong jiaoyu 傳統教育) gives 

Jingkong enough room to create his discourse that on the surface revolves around a 

Confucian notion of ‘filial piety,’ where it derives its legitimacy. At its heart, however, 

lies a Pure Land soteriology that utilises this discourse as cultivation and proselytization 

method. In his understanding, only traditional Chinese culture provides the means to save 

our world from moral degeneration, social turmoil, and even natural disasters. 

To conclude this point, first, discourse contains practices that systematically form the 

objects of which they speak. The oeuvre of Jingkong and Hwa Dzan’s works construct 

their perceived world in decline and is their source of motivation to change or at least 

alleviate the problems we face. Second, discourse exerts an effect in its relation to truth, 

power, and knowledge. The regime of truth in which they operate determines what can 

be considered as true or false statements and thus as knowledge. Anyone outside of this 

discourse is ‘unreasonable or ‘irrational’ – the madmen’s speech in Foucault’s term. Third, 

discourse articulates power and knowledge. Power restricts behaviour but it also produces 

possible forms of behaviour and knowledge. The power of discourse restricts Jingkong’s 

explanations on family ethics on particular topics, but at the same time gives him the 

chance to find his individual place in creating a Confucian-Buddhist discourse 

community while moving along old and new discursive structures. 

 

As I have mentioned above, Hwa Dzan only represents one of the many Pure Land 

Associations within Jingkong’s network. It is representative for one mode of 

implementation of Jingkong’s thoughts, i.e. a Pure Land Association comprising of a full 

sangha in Taipei. There are however many smaller associations in the Taiwanese 

countryside that represent another two modes of religious practice, i.e. a Pure Land 

Association that is either guided by one monastic disciple of Jingkong or completely 

organised by laypeople. The same phenomenon can be found in other countries around 

the world.  
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Therefore, the next step is to expand beyond Taipei and Jingkong himself, to include 

the global spread of this organisation, the local development in Taiwan, and their 

integration into foreign host societies. Their endeavours connect and cross countries 

relevant to Chinese migration patterns as well as border crossing spatial arrangements 

like transnational communities, i.e. Chinese fractured or ‘complex diaspora,’ Chinese 

cultural spheres, Buddhist communities. Focussing on historical development pattern in 

Taiwan and their extension into a global context in Europe and Southeast Asia, my PhD 

project will focus on the transnational organizational structures, creation of transnational 

social spaces, dynamics of central control and decentralization, and propagation methods 

to mitigate cultural differences between the host society and the Amitābha Buddhist 

Society. For this purpose, I will conduct Multi-sited ethnography to contextualise macro-

constructions of larger social order and ‘cross-cut dichotomies such as the ‘local’ and the 

‘global,’ the ‘lifeworld’ and the ‘system’490 to examine their embeddedness in a larger 

interconnected social context, particular of ‘mobile phenomena.’  

Finally, the present master’s thesis collected, examined, and analysed a wide range 

of ethnographical data and writings of Jingkong to point out that there are different 

streams of contemporary Taiwanese Buddhism apart from ‘humanistic Buddhism’ that 

seeks to ‘engage’ or ‘enter’ society – Hwa Dzan and Chinese Pure land Buddhist 

Association are two examples of this. In light of the findings of this thesis, Jingkong and 

Hwa Dzan ‘enter’ and ‘engage’ with society as well but on different levels of meaning 

and self-perception. They are not less ‘humanistic’ than Fo Guang Shan, Tzu Chi, or 

Dharma Drum Mountain in a sense that they wish to change the world we live into the 

better (or purify it) with society in society. They only differ in terms of the discourses 

they employ to reach out into society, their organisational structure, and doctrinal 

interpretation. Hwa Dzan and Jingkong’s Pure Land Societies around the globe utilise a 

Confucian-Buddhist discourse with emphasis on ‘Traditional Chinese Education’ and 

represent a continuation of the lay organisations, namely Lotus Societies that sprung up 

in the early Republican Era and partly relocated to Taiwan. In this context, Jingkong’s 

intellectual lineage and leadership of a worldwide lay movement is set into stark contrast 

to the dharma-lineages of monastic organisations, such as Fo Guang Shan, Dharma Drum 

Mountain, or Tzu Chi. Although one can find and participate in Pure Land practices at all 

of these groups, they are different in terms of the ultimate goal. The ‘humanistic groups’ 

                                                 
490 George E. Marcus, “Ethnography In/of the World System: The Emergence of Multi-Sited Ethnography,” 

Annual Review of Anthropology 24 (1995): 95. 
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engage in society to cultivate themselves and to actualise the Pure Land in the human 

realm (mind-only Pure Land), whereas Jingkong and Hwa Dzan engage in society to 

cultivate themselves but leave society to be reborn in the Pure Land of Amitābha (other 

direction Pure Land). Their cultivation is this-worldly oriented but differs in terms of the 

ultimate goal. 

 Therefore, it might be interesting to examine the different connotations of 

‘humanistic Buddhism’ of each group that proclaims it is ‘humanistic’ and to compare it 

to other groups that do not use this catchphrase. In any case, I think it is worthwhile to 

focus on Buddhist groups that do not call themselves inheritors of ‘humanistic Buddhism’ 

to expand our understanding of the religious tableaux of Taiwan and East Asian Buddhism 

in general. 
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